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Figure 1. Scheme of the Network of FCoE activities in education, research
and research infrastructures
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⒀귔ᵴ䔄ᵴ兠껈䣘ᵴ 䣘ᵴ ᵴ兠⒀ 귔홀ᵴ兠 ⒀ᵴᵴᵴᵴꦴᵴ 귔䣘⒀兠 껈ꏠ홀ᵴ홀ᵴ껈兠  ᵴ 䱬兠Ｔ 㯀湔
㯀㯀 귔 溄⒀ꏠ㯀ᏸ 澤껈홀兠ᵴ ⒀ 㯀兠ᵴ ᵴ兠ᵴ溄诀䣘껈⒀ 㯀혨 껈  ⒀ ᵴ  ᵴ ᵴ껈ᵴ껈ꦴ  
 ᵴ 䱬兠Ｔ 귔 㯀湔㯀㯀 귔 溄⒀ꏠ㯀ᏸ 澤
ﾘ귔홀兠껈홀兠⒀ ᵴ䣘ᵴ ᵴ껈귔껈⒀ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘 ᵴ   兠兠ꦴ    껈 ᵴᵴ⒀兠 껈兠  ᵴ   껈兠
䣘ᵴ⒀ 孌껈⒀ᵴ껈 兠ꦴ  ⒀䣘屔ᵴ껈⒀ ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ껈䣘兠 兠  ᵴ    ᵴ   껈兠 孌껈㯀⒀ 
⒀ᵴ兠 兠귔 䣘ᵴ 孌⨜ ⒀껈껈ᵴᵴ⒀   껈⒀ 껈兠홀ᵴ홀兠ᵴ⒀ᵴ䣘兠홀  ᵴ   껈 兠孌ᏸ 兠⒀
홀兠 ᵴ 澤⒀ᵴ⒀ 䣘⒀ᵴ  귔  ᵴ⒀껈ꦴ兠ꏠᵴ⒀껈兠  ᵴᵴ껈ᵴ  䱬兠Ｔᵴ兠 
孌ᵴ ⒀ᵴ 兠䣘귔껈ᵴ 兠  껈귔홀ᵴ  ᵴᵴ兠홀ᵴ  ᵴ귔  ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀⒀ ⒀ ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀澤 ᵴ
 껈귔홀ᵴ  ᵴᵴ兠홀ᵴ ᵴ껈ᵴ ᵴ   ᵴ껈ᵴꦴ兠⒀ᵴ껈 껈 ᵴ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠⒀䣘ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈⒀ 
⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘홀⒀껈껈껈ᵴ䣘兠홀ᵴ䣘홀ᵴ 兠 껈兠ᵴ ᵴ䱴  ᵴ 귔귔ᵴ ᵴ껈ᵴ兠兠껈ꦴᵴ ⒀ᵴ귔껈兠ᵴ ⒀  ᵴ
ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀䣘 兠兠 ᵴ ᵴ 껈WP1 and WP2
孌ᵴ ⒀ᵴ귔껈ᵴ 兠  ᵴ 홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈⒀ ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴᵴ湔⒀ 껈홀귔⒀兠 ᵴ껈귔껈 兠 ᵴ兠ᵴ귔䣘 ⒀ᵴ ᵴ
껈ᵴ䣘 䣘兠ᵴ껈兠 ⒀ ᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈兠  ᵴ⒀䣘ᵴ 兠홀⒀兠 䱬 ⒀홀ᵴ껈홀귔⒀兠 껈⒀⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘
䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 껈 ⒀ᵴ䣘ᵴ⒀ꏠ껈 兠ꦴ  ⒀⒀䣘ᵴ 兠홀⒀兠 ⒀ᵴ껈 ᵴ䣘ꏠ䣘兠 ᵴ䣘ᵴ 兠ᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈ᵴ  兠 
ᵴᵴ 兠 껈ᵴ䣘ᵴ껈 ⒀溄⒀껈兠ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤⒀ ⒀ꏠ껈껈兠  ᵴ  ⒀⒀ ⒀껈⒀껈兠껈 兠ꦴ  ⒀⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘
귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠 껈⒀屔 ᵴ䣘ꏠᵴ兠䣘ᵴ껈껈 ꦴ 䣘 兠⒀ 䣘⒀兠귔껈⒀ᵴ 兠ᵴ  ⒀⒀껈兠 ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀澤WP1,
WP2, WP4
ᵴ  ⒀⒀ 兠홀 ⒀䣘䣘⒀ ⒀껈兠귔 ᵴ ᵴ 䣘ᵴ兠 껈兠 兠ᵴ 䣘兠⒀ 䣘껈湔 귔䣘ᵴ  ᵴꦴ⒀䣘ᵴ
兠홀⒀兠 귔홀ᵴ껈⒀䣘 ⒀껈⒀홀⒀兠⒀䣘ᵴ껈兠귔䣘ᵴ 愜ꏠöᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤WP1
诀⒀ꦴ홀귔홀ᵴ껈兠 홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴ껈ꦴᵴᵴ 兠귔 兠⒀䣘⒀껈⒀껈兠 ⒀䣘ᵴ껈兠귔䣘ᵴꦴ 껈홀⒀⒀䣘ᵴ
兠귔⒀兠 䣘 ⒀⒀䣘ᵴ껈䣘껈 ⒀  ⒀귔⒀ꏠ兠 귔䣘ᵴ 兠ᵴ 䣘⒀ᵴ兠껈兠 ⒀兠ᵴ⒀㯀澤WP1, WP4
ᵴ䣘ᵴ ꏠ溄⒀껈껈兠 ᵴ⒀ 㯀澤껈 兠ꦴᵴ  ᵴ홀兠⒀ 䣘ᵴ兠 ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘兠  ⒀兠 ⒀ ⒀ᵴ 兠⒀ᵴ兠껈兠
ꏠ兠껈䣘兠䣘ꏠ䱴  ᵴ⒀兠⒀兠ꏠꦴᵴ껈 兠ꦴᵴ  ⒀ ᵴ兠⒀ 䣘⒀ᵴ兠껈兠ꦴᵴ홀兠ᵴ兠 ᵴ兠ꦴ⒀ᵴ⒀兠
䣘兠 ᵴ 껈⒀兠 ⒀ ᵴ⒀  껈ꦴ ⒀ᵴ⒀ᵴᵴ ᵴ䣘껈  ᵴ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠湔䣘兠귔  ᵴ⒀䣘兠 껈⒀  ⒀䣘귔⒀ 
ᵴᵴ홀   ᵴ 귔홀⒀  귔ᵴ 䣘ᵴ兠  ᵴ䣘홀⒀ᵴ䣘 ⒀ ᵴWP1 and WP3
⒀ᵴ䣘兠⒀兠⒀ᵴᵴ 兠 愜ᵴ홀 ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀澤   ᵴ  ᵴ ᵴ 兠홀ᵴ 兠兠䣘⒀ᵴ껈귔껈兠⒀ ᵴ 
귔  ᵴＴ⏤䱬 䱴䣘⒀홀⒀ 孌ᵴꦴᵴᵴ⒀ᵴ兠䣘兠 ᵴ䣘 ᵴ⒀ᵴ 껈귔 ᵴ껈 兠⒀兠⒀ ⒀홀ᵴꦴ兠屔兠  
ᵴ홀껈兠 兠껈ᵴ⒀兠 껈⒀  홀兠 ᵴ ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘ᵴ껈 껈ꦴ兠屔䣘兠  귔ᵴ껈귔 ᵴＴ⏤䱬 䱴兠ᵴ䣘ꦴ
ᵴ귔껈ᵴ ⒀껈⒀ᵴ 䣘 홀⒀屔⒀⒀껈  ᵴᵴ껈귔껈兠⒀ ᵴ   ᵴ 귔귔ᵴ䣘兠⒀兠⒀ᵴᵴ껈ᵴ⒀䣘 WP1, WP2
and WP5.
ᵴᵴꦴ兠  ᵴ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘⒀兠 䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 껈ᵴ ⒀ᵴ 귔껈兠䣘兠 껈⒀  ᵴ兠껈ᵴᵴ 兠 䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 껈
⒀ ᵴ䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ᵴ홀ꦴ 兠ᵴ⒀兠 껈兠 兠 兠 귔䣘兠 ⒀ᵴ껈 ᵴ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘⒀ ᵴ兠 兠 湔 귔䣘ᵴ ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠
兠홀⒀兠 ꦴ⒀껈⒀껈兠홀⒀ᵴ  껈屔屔兠ᵴ⒀㯀澤⒀  ᵴ⒀홀ᵴ 兠 湔 귔䣘ᵴ  귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠 ⒀ᵴ껈
⒀⒀홀ᵴᵴ ᵴ  ᵴ홀 ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤WP1 and WP2
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⒀兠⒀兠ꏠ홀⒀ ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠홀⒀껈껈껈ᵴ䣘兠홀ᵴᵴꦴ⒀껈귔 ᵴ   ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈兠 ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘
⒀䣘ᵴ껈 ⒀ ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤 ᵴꦴ兠홀⒀    껈 兠홀 ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ溄诀껈⒀홀ᵴ껈ꦴᵴᵴ⒀䣘屔䣘⒀兠 
⒀  ᵴ兠껈껈ᵴᵴ껈ᵴ 䣘ᵴ兠 ⒀홀 ᵴ껈 ᵴ⒀䣘屔䣘⒀兠 ꦴ⒀껈껈ᵴᵴ ⒀껈⒀ 껈 䣘兠 귔홀ᵴ  ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘귔홀
兠 귔䣘ᵴ ⒀ᵴ⒀ ꏠꏠ ᵴ䱴  ᵴ껈兠兠 ⒀껈ᵴ⒀홀⒀껈껈⒀ ᵴ⒀兠귔㯀ᏸ湔⒀홀귔 ꦴ兠홀兠껈⒀귔 ⒀ ⒀홀 ᵴ껈
ꦴᵴᵴ 兠귔 ⒀㯀⨜⒀홀귔⒀ 㯀ᏸ⒀홀귔⒀  ᵴꏠ⒀ᵴᵴ ⒀ᵴꏠ⒀껈껈 ᵴ 兠⒀屔ꏠ湔껈귔껈귔ᵴ ⒀홀 ᵴ껈ᵴᵴ
껈兠홀ᵴ⒀홀 ᵴ껈ꦴᵴᵴ 兠귔   ᵴ⒀ꏠ⒀껈⒀홀ᵴ껈귔ᵴ⒀ᵴꏠ  ᵴ껈䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 껈ꦴᵴᵴ⒀⒀䣘ᵴ껈 ᵴ껈
兠홀㯀兠ᏸ 홀⒀ 兠  ᵴ껈⒀홀ᵴ껈ꦴ ᵴ 兠 ᵴ兠홀兠ᵴ ᵴꦴ⒀䣘ᵴ 兠홀⒀兠 ᵴᵴ 껈兠䣘䣘귔ᵴ WP1
⒀䣘ᵴ湔 兠湔昼귔 껈⒀홀ᵴꦴ⒀껈兠 湔 ᵴ䣘兠귔ᵴ ꦴ 껈兠 湔 ⒀껈ᵴᵴ ⒀䣘兠 湔昼귔 䣘 兠홀⒀兠⒀ ꏠ湔홀⒀껈껈
껈ᵴ䣘兠홀ᵴꏠ 兠 ᵴ 껈홀ᵴ ⒀껈  껈ᵴᵴ⒀㯀澤 껈䣘兠홀 ⒀兠 홀⒀ ᵴ兠껈껈ᵴ兠ᵴ 兠홀 ᵴ
ꦴ 兠ᵴ⒀ ⒀ꏠ껈껈兠 ⒀홀ᵴ ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠껈 ⒀䣘兠껈ᵴ 껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀ꦴ 䣘 홀 홀 ᵴ ⒀ᵴ ⒀䣘껈⒀ 껈 兠ᵴ ᵴ  ᵴ
⒀ ⒀ꏠ껈껈홀ᵴ WP1
ᵴ  ᵴᵴ ⒀홀兠ꏠ⒀ ⒀ꏠ ᵴ 溄澤ꦴ⒀껈귔껈ᵴ  兠껈 ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀⒀兠 兠 ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠껈ᵴ 兠ᵴ ᵴ껈⒀홀 
ꦴ  ᵴ 兠 兠昼귔⒀ ᵴ兠껈⒀홀ᵴ䣘兠ᵴ䣘兠 껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀ꦴ⒀껈귔 兠 ᵴ兠 ᵴᵴ䣘兠껈ᵴ⒀ᵴ ⒀䣘껈 귔ᵴ兠
⒀ 껈兠兠 兠 ⒀껈湔 ⒀껈ᵴ䣘兠홀兠귔 껈兠 兠 ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀䱴ꦴ⒀껈 兠䣘ᵴ  ⒀兠  ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀⒀ 껈兠⒀껈湔
 ⒀껈ᵴ䣘兠홀兠귔 껈ᵴ ᵴ홀ᵴꏠꦴᵴ⒀  귔껈껈홀귔⒀ ᵴ兠귔껈 ᵴ兠껈⒀홀ᵴ䣘兠ᵴ䣘兠 홀귔껈ᵴ 兠 ᵴ兠 ᵴ
껈⒀홀 ᵴᵴꏠ홀ᵴ ᵴ溄껈귔껈ᵴ  ⒀껈  껈ᵴᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤WP1
䱬兠홀ᵴ ᵴ 껈ᵴꦴ兠湔 홀ᵴ 껈兠 ⒀⒀껈䣘 兠홀⒀兠⒀ ꏠ湔홀⒀껈껈껈ᵴ䣘兠홀ᵴꏠ 䔄䱬×䔄䱬湔 ﾘ 湔溄诀澤ꦴ⒀껈귔 ᵴ 
  ᵴ⒀ ⒀ꏠ껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠껈⒀홀ᵴ껈껈 ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀⒀ᵴ ꦴ 溄귔ᵴ兠껈귔ᵴ兠껈ᵴ⒀⒀兠 ᵴ 䣘ᵴ 䣘ꏠ⒀ 
껈ᵴ 껈ꏠꦴ⒀껈䣘兠 䣘귔 ᵴ 兠ᵴᵴ껈껈ᵴ ⒀ 兠 껈屔 兠 껈⒀홀ᵴ껈ꦴ ᵴᵴ䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 껈⒀ᵴ껈홀⒀⒀ 
 ᵴ 귔홀ᵴ兠 䣘兠홀兠귔 껈껈ᵴꏠ  䱴 ⒀ 兠  ⒀⒀兠䣘ᵴ껈껈 ꦴ⒀껈귔兠 ⒀ ᵴ ᵴ ⒀⒀兠 귔䣘ᵴ 
ꦴ  ᵴ䔄䱬×䔄䱬湔 ﾘ 湔溄诀 껈껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀홀⒀ ᵴ ᵴ ᵴꦴ⒀兠⒀䣘  兠 ᵴ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠䣘兠홀兠껈兠 ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀䣘 
兠껈껈ᵴ䱴 껈兠홀ᵴ⒀䣘⒀兠 껈 ᵴ ᵴ⒀ᵴ  兠홀⒀兠 兠 ᵴ⒀䣘 䣘兠홀兠귔 ᵴ껈ᵴ  ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠껈껈 兠
ᵴᵴ ᵴ ꦴ ᵴᵴ⒀껈 ᵴ 껈귔兠 兠 䣘兠홀兠귔 껈ꏠ ᵴ兠귔껈껈兠  ᵴᵴ껈 귔껈䣘兠홀⒀껈兠 兠 껈⒀홀ᵴ껈
䣘⒀ ᵴ 兠 ᵴ ⒀홀兠ᵴ䣘兠홀ᵴ ᵴ 껈ᵴꦴ⒀ꏠᵴ 兠ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ⒀ᵴ ᵴ ⒀홀 ⒀兠   ᵴᵴ ᵴ  귔 湔홀ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ
⒀㯀㯀澤WP1
孌ᵴ ⒀ᵴ귔 ᵴ ᵴ  ᵴ홀兠⒀ 䣘ᵴ兠 껈귔 귔䣘⒀䣘  ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘 귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠 兠ꦴᵴᵴ ᵴ⒀䣘⒀兠 
兠 ᵴ⒀홀 ᵴ껈⒀ 兠⒀ 䣘껈  ᵴᵴ⒀ꏠ兠ꦴ 껈껈 兠귔ᵴ 兠귔 诀äᵴ⒀㯀澤WP2.
兠홀兠ᵴ ᵴ兠귔껈 귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠 ⒀ᵴ껈兠 껈귔 귔䣘⒀䣘 ⒀ ꦴ⒀ᵴꦴᵴᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ ꏠ귔껈 ⒀ 兠ꦴ귔ᵴᵴ䣘 昼귔ᵴ
ᵴ 귔䣘ᵴ⒀ᵴ ⒀䣘ᵴ䣘兠귔 껈ꦴᵴᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ ꦴ ⒀䣘ᵴ껈 ᵴ홀⒀  ᵴ 诀溄澤⒀ ⒀ 귔⒀  ᵴ
䣘兠 ᵴ 껈⒀兠 ⒀䣘ᵴ䣘兠귔 ᵴ ⏤䱬䱬澤 诀䱴홀兠 ᵴ⨜ᏸ ᵴ⒀껈 ⒀껈ᵴ껈귔 귔䣘⒀䣘 䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠   껈
껈귔 ꏠꦴ⒀껈홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ ꦴ  ᵴ䣘 ᵴ홀䣘⒀兠  ⒀兠 홀⒀껈껈껈ᵴ䣘兠홀ᵴᵴ 䱬䱴溄诀澤 ᵴꦴ⒀兠껈껈ᵴ껈兠 껈귔 귔䣘
⒀䣘 ꦴᵴᵴᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ  兠홀홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ 䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 兠 ᵴ껈⒀兠  ᵴ 兠ꦴ귔ᵴ ᵴ ⒀䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 껈
兠 껈귔 귔䣘⒀䣘 ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ  兠홀兠껈껈홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈⒀ ᵴ  兠홀㯀兠⨜·㯀혨홀兠ᵴ䣘귔ᵴ껈䣘홀湔⨜ ᵴ
귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠 ⒀ᵴ껈兠⒀ ᵴ   껈껈귔 ꏠ䣘兠ᵴ⒀兠귔 ᵴᵴ兠 ᵴ껈兠 홀⒀ 귔 ᵴ 兠홀㯀湔㯀兠㯀ꦴ  ᵴ
⏤䱬䱬⒀  兠홀㯀㯀兠㯀ꦴ  ᵴ诀溄 ᵴ 귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠 ⒀ᵴ껈껈 兠ꦴ兠兠 ⒀ᵴᵴ홀ᵴ ꦴ  ᵴ⒀ᵴ껈
⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘 귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠  ⒀⒀ 兠 ᵴᵴ껈兠 兠귔屔 兠ꦴᵴ ᵴ 껈껈 ᵴ 껈ᵴ ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀ꦴ兠屔兠  
ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ ᵴᵴ ᵴ  귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠 ⒀ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈귔껈 ⒀  ᵴ 䣘ᵴ 䣘ꏠ⒀䣘ᵴ䣘兠귔 ᵴꦴ ⒀䣘귔湔
兠 湔껈 ᵴ兠 㯀ᏸ 홀兠ᵴ ᵴꦴ  ᵴ䣘홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈兠 ⒀껈 ⒀껈ᵴ껈귔 귔䣘⒀䣘 䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 WP2
ᵴ홀兠껈 ᵴ⒀ᵴ 홀兠ᵴ䣘귔⒀湔ᵴ껈兠귔兠 ᵴ ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀ ⒀⒀  귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠 껈귔 ᵴ껈⒀ᵴ䣘귔껈ᵴ 껈귔兠 껈
ꦴ 䣘 ⒀ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀ ꏠ湔껈⒀ᵴᵴ껈귔껈兠  ᵴ ᵴᵴ ꏠ ꏠ ⒀홀䣘䣘귔껈ᵴ 湔 ᵴ⒀ 兠䣘ᵴ껈껈ᵴ껈䱬兠홀귔⒀兠 ⒀
껈귔 ᵴ껈ꏠ䣘⒀ꏠꏠᵴ ᵴ⒀兠⒀兠 ⒀ᵴ껈ꦴ 䣘  ᵴᵴ 兠ᵴ䣘兠 ᵴᵴ  兠䣘귔껈ᵴ 껈귔兠 껈귔껈 屔 ᵴ䣘
홀兠 ᵴ껈孌ᵴ ⒀ᵴ ᵴᵴ兠ᵴ ⒀ 귔ꏠ홀ᵴ湔 ᵴᵴ ᵴ 홀귔䣘兠홀兠 ᵴ 䣘귔껈ᵴ ꏠ ⒀홀䣘껈䣘兠 ᵴ䱬䱬
홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘䱬귔껈ᵴ껈ꏠ ⒀홀䣘껈䱬兠 ᵴ澤⒀⒀ᵴᵴ껈兠  兠귔屔兠 ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤䣘⒀⒀ᵴ兠 ᵴ⒀ 
⒀껈兠⒀ᵴ䣘귔껈ᵴ껈 ᵴ껈귔 ᵴ ᵴᵴ兠홀ᵴ ⏤껈 䱬䱬ꦴᵴ ⒀ᵴ껈 兠ꦴ  ⒀ ᵴ䣘兠홀홀兠 ꏠ귔껈ᵴ  兠홀
兠  ᵴ 껈 귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠  ᵴ兠ᵴ홀 ⒀껈  ᵴᵴ껈ᵴ 䣘ᵴ兠 ᵴ湔䣘䣘⒀껈⒀ᵴ䣘귔껈ᵴ껈홀⒀  ᵴ껈ᵴ ⒀껈 ᵴᵴᵴ ᵴꏠ
홀 홀⒀ ᵴ 屔⒀홀ä屔ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤诀귔䣘 홀 홀⒀屔ᵴꏠᵴ 껈  ᵴ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘⒀ꏠᵴᵴ⒀ 껈귔 귔䣘⒀䣘 湔
⒀홀 ᵴ껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀 愜귔⒀ ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀㯀愜귔é ᵴ⒀㯀㯀⒀澤䱴 䣘兠⒀兠⒀兠 ꦴ ᵴ ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀
ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀䣘 ᵴ껈ꦴᵴ ⒀ᵴ ᵴ껈⒀ᵴ  ᵴ ᵴ⒀껈兠 䣘귔껈ᵴ䣘 ⒀ ⒀  ᵴᵴ䣘兠   껈귔홀ᵴ 껈孌ᵴ ⒀ᵴ
껈 兠ꦴ  ⒀ ᵴᵴ ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀ꏠ兠껈ᵴᵴ  ᵴääᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤껈兠 ꏠ兠귔  ᵴ귔⒀껈귔 귔䣘⒀䣘  홀ᵴ껈
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ᵴꏠ屔ᵴꏠ䣘兠 ⒀ ⒀⒀껈ᵴ홀兠ᵴ䣘귔ᵴ ⒀ 兠 兠 ᵴꦴ兠⒀䣘 껈귔 ⒀ 껈⒀껈ᵴᵴ⒀兠⒀ᵴ껈⒀ ᵴ ᵴ
䣘 ⒀ ⒀ 껈 귔껈 兠 ᵴᵴ䣘ᵴ  ᵴääᵴ⒀㯀㯀愜귔é ᵴ⒀㯀㯀⒀㯀㯀澤WP2
孌ᵴ兠兠껈ᵴ ⒀껈홀ᵴ⒀ 䣘兠홀귔⒀兠 ⒀ꏠ ᵴᵴ껈ᵴ ⒀兠 兠 껈귔 ⒀䣘ᵴ⒀䣘ᵴ兠⒀ 䣘껈兠ᵴ귔껈ᵴ 兠
⒀⒀홀ᵴᵴ껈ᵴ䱬䱬⒀䣘⒀兠  껈ᵴᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤WP3
孌ᵴᵴ껈ᵴ ⒀홀兠 ᵴ껈귔 ꏠ 兠홀⒀屔屔⒀ ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤 ᵴ홀兠 껈⒀  ⒀껈귔 ⒀䣘ᵴ⒀兠  兠 兠⒀ᵴ
껈귔 ⒀䣘⒀ 껈ᵴ ⒀ 䣘ᵴ껈 ᵴ귔⒀屔ᵴꏠ껈귔홀䣘兠 昼귔  兠ᵴ껈ﾘ귔홀兠 ᵴ껈홀귔⒀兠 껈껈 兠ꦴ⒀ 兠 ᵴ兠 
홀⒀ 귔 ᵴ  ᵴ귔⒀屔ᵴ兠 홀ᵴ ꏠꏠ兠 ⒀ ⒀昼귔ᵴ兠귔껈⒀ᵴ兠껈兠껈兠 䣘兠귔 䣘兠 ᵴ 껈⒀兠  귔䣘ᵴ껈 ᵴ껈 ᵴ껈껈
 ⒀  홀 ⒀ 귔껈澤ꦴ ᵴ 껈귔 ⒀䣘ᵴ⒀兠  껈⒀屔ᵴ  兠⒀䣘䣘兠귔 䣘兠홀⒀ᵴ 兠ꦴ ᵴ 껈귔 ⒀䣘ᵴ
⒀兠  껈 ᵴᵴ䣘ᵴ 껈⒀䣘兠 껈ᵴ昼귔ᵴ 䣘ᵴ ᵴ兠 귔䣘兠 兠 诀ﾘ 兠귔  ᵴ⒀昼귔ᵴ兠귔껈 ⒀껈ᵴ䣘 ᵴ홀䣘⒀
兠䣘ᵴ껈껈 兠 홀ᵴ ꏠꏠ兠 ⒀껈⒀껈兠ᵴ ⒀ 䣘ᵴ 귔兠⒀ᵴ껈껈ᵴ ᵴᵴᵴᵴ䣘⒀귔껈ᵴ䣘兠 ᵴ 껈⒀兠 兠  ᵴ ꏠ 兠 ꏠ
⒀ 䣘⒀ 兠홀⒀껈 ⒀껈ᵴ홀껈 ᵴ兠 귔䣘兠 WP3
ᵴ ᵴꦴ ᵴᵴ兠ᵴ 홀兠 ᵴ诀ﾘ诀 兠ꏠᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤ꦴ⒀껈  ⒀ ᵴ ᵴ⒀귔⒀ᵴ ⒀ 귔껈ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ ᵴ
ᵴ䣘⒀兠 ᵴ껈兠 兠껈껈ᵴ兠⒀ 䣘ᵴ䣘귔껈兠껈  ᵴ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘 귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠 兠䣘ᵴ껈껈⒀귔兠껈⒀ 䣘兠湔
ꦴ兠屔ᵴ껈 ⒀귔兠껈ᵴ⒀㯀澤䣘兠 홀ᵴ  껈ᵴ껈귔껈ꏠ䣘兠홀⒀ 홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ ⒀ 홀兠 ᵴᵴ ᵴ䣘⒀兠 ᵴ껈
兠  ᵴꦴ 兠홀ᵴ ⒀䣘ᵴ껈 껈 ᵴ⒀ ⒀兠ᵴ ᵴ홀 ᵴ ⒀ꏠᵴꦴ  ᵴ홀兠 ᵴ溄 Ｔ ᵴ ꏠ 兠 ꏠ湔⒀ 䣘⒀湔
⒀껈 ᵴ홀兠껈홀兠⒀ ᵴ䣘귔껈兠 兠껈귔 귔䣘⒀䣘   ᵴ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴᵴ–ꦴ⒀껈 ᵴ껈⒀ᵴ ꦴ 诀ﾘ诀⒀  
䣘兠홀⒀껈兠 ꦴ  ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ ﾘ湔ᵴ⒀䣘ꏠ⒀홀껈껈 귔 ᵴ ⒀ ᵴ 껈 屔ᵴ홀ꏠ홀兠ᵴ ⒀ ᏸꦴ⒀껈
ᵴ  ᵴ  귔 ꦴ兠䣘⒀홀⒀ 껈⒀ ᵴ诀溄Ｔ 䱴䱴 ꏠꏠää 溄兠ᵴ 껈ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤WP1 and WP4
孌ᵴ ᵴ껈⒀ᵴ  ᵴ兠ᵴ 䣘诀ﾘ⒀䣘ᵴ껈 兠홀ᵴ  兠홀兠  ⒀兠 兠 귔䣘껈兠 ﾘ䱬껈 ⒀ 䣘 ⒀홀ᵴ
ᵴ ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈⒀  兠ᵴ⒀ 兠ᵴ껈껈ꦴ  ⒀ ᵴꦴ 兠귔껈⒀ ᵴ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘 귔䣘ᵴ⒀兠 ᵴᵴ 껈 ⒀ ᵴ ᵴ⒀
㯀澤ﾘ  ᵴ⒀껈껈兠 兠껈ᵴᵴ ⒀䣘ᵴ兠귔 䣘  ⒀ ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠홀⒀䣘兠⒀ 兠 ᵴᵴ䣘兠 홀䣘兠껈䣘兠ꏠꦴᵴ
䣘兠 䣘귔 ᵴ ⒀兠ᵴ 䣘诀ﾘ⒀䣘ᵴ껈䣘⒀ ⒀ 兠⒀ ⒀홀兠 兠귔껈껈兠 湔홀兠껈兠⒀ꏠ⒀껈껈ꏠ湔껈⒀ᵴ 껈
⒀홀兠 兠귔껈껈兠 껈⒀ᵴ껈 兠귔 兠兠屔ᵴ⒀ᵴ  屔 兠 诀ﾘ兠䣘ᵴ껈껈ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘⒀귔껈ᵴ홀⒀ꏠ 귔ᵴ 䣘ᵴ ᵴ
⒀兠  兠 껈ᵴ홀湔兠⒀ᵴ䣘兠홀兠귔 껈ᵴ 귔䣘ᵴ ᵴ⒀ᵴ兠  ᵴᵴ兠ᵴ ᵴ兠귔껈䣘 ᵴ홀䣘⒀ᵴ⒀䣘兠 껈⒀ ᵴ䣘 ᵴ
⒀䣘ᵴ껈⒀ꏠ兠⒀䣘䣘兠홀홀兠 ⒀ᵴꦴ⒀ᵴ⒀ ⒀䣘⒀껈䣘兠귔 䣘兠 ᵴ 껈⒀兠 兠䣘ᵴ 귔䣘ᵴ⒀ 䣘 ⒀ ᵴ ᵴ
⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘 ᵴ홀ᵴ兠  ᵴ⒀䣘ᵴ껈WP1 and WP4
⒀兠ᵴ⒀ 㯀㯀澤ᵴ껈ᵴ ᵴ 껈홀兠䣘 ⒀홀ᵴ⒀兠⒀兠ꏠꦴ兠屔 兠䣘귔껈 兠 诀ﾘ 兠홀⒀兠 ⒀兠  ⒀兠 兠 
 ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈兠 ꦴ兠 兠홀 ⒀ ᵴᵴ껈ᵴ䣘ᵴ껈 兠홀兠ᵴ⒀ 兠ᵴ껈⒀ᵴ⒀诀䣘兠껈 ᵴ Pinus sylvestris澤⒀ 
兠ꦴ⒀ꏠ껈귔䣘ᵴ Picea abies澤ꏠ ꏠ 兠 ꏠ⒀ 䣘⒀ ﾘ澤⒀ 兠 兠 ᵴ ﾘ⨜澤䱬兠 ᵴ 껈⒀ᵴ兠 귔䣘껈 兠홀ﾘ湔
兠홀 ⒀ᵴ 䣘 ᵴ홀껈ꏠ껈 兠ꦴᵴ ⒀  ᵴ兠⒀ꏠ ⒀  兠껈ᵴ 兠홀ﾘ⨜湔 ⒀ᵴ 껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀껈 귔 ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠
兠ꦴ 껈⒀ᵴ⒀䣘귔⒀ᵴ ⒀껈ᵴ兠 귔䣘껈ᵴ䣘⒀홀ᵴᵴ껈껈兠⒀ᵴ⒀⒀ 兠䣘ᵴ껈껈ꦴ 䣘 䣘兠  귔ᵴ ⒀ ᵴ
 귔⒀껈湔 ⒀껈ᵴ兠  ⒀ 껈 ⒀ ᵴᵴ 䣘兠홀ᵴᵴꏠ䣘兠 껈귔홀ᵴ WP1 and WP4
ᵴ⒀ ⒀껈ᵴ 䣘 ⒀ ᵴ⒀ ᵴᵴ兠ꦴ ꦴᵴᵴ 屔ᵴ 兠ꦴ⒀ᵴ⒀ ⒀껈껈홀⒀ᵴ⒀ 껈兠 ᵴ⒀兠⒀䣘 ᵴ ⒀ ᵴ 
ꦴᵴ ᵴ兠껈ᵴᵴ ᵴ ⒀兠⒀ 兠 ᵴ껈 귔껈⒀ ᵴ䣘䣘兠 ᵴ䣘兠 ᵴꦴᵴᵴ ᵴ⒀ 䣘兠 兠兠 ꦴ⒀ᵴ⒀兠⒀ 
䱬ﾘ 귔 ᵴ껈껈兠홀兠껈귔ᵴ䣘兠 兠 껈⒀ ᵴᵴ껈귔䣘귔ᵴ 屔 홀⒀⒀ᵴ⒀㯀㯀öäᵴ⒀㯀澤
兠홀귔⒀兠  ⒀䣘兠홀 ᵴ ᵴ홀兠껈⒀兠 ⒀兠 ⒀ 䣘ᵴ⒀ 홀⒀ 홀⒀ꦴ⒀ᵴ⒀ 껈兠ᵴ ᵴ껈ᵴ 䣘⒀兠  
껈ᵴ홀ꦴ⒀껈⒀ᵴ兠ᵴ ⒀ 兠껈ᵴᵴ 껈귔䣘귔⒀ ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ껈兠 ᵴᵴ껈ᵴ홀껈 öäᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤귔 ⒀⒀⒀兠  
껈ᵴ홀 ⒀홀ᵴᵴꦴ⒀껈䣘兠 ᵴ䣘ᵴ 兠䣘⒀兠 ꏠ ⒀ᵴ⒀ 껈兠 껈ᵴ홀껈兠  ⒀ ᵴꦴ兠ᵴ ⒀홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 
öäᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤兠  ᵴ兠껈ᵴᵴ ⒀ ᵴ⒀ ⒀ 껈兠兠  兠兠껈ꏠ  ⒀ᵴ껈兠兠兠껈⒀ 껈귔껈ᵴ昼귔ᵴ ᵴᵴ⒀껈ᵴ
⒀䣘屔兠⒀홀兠껈 ᵴᵴ ᵴ 兠 껈⒀兠ᵴ⒀㯀⒀⒀껈ᵴ⒀㯀澤 ᵴ껈귔⒀ 귔兠껈兠⒀䣘䣘ᵴᵴ⒀ᵴ껈
ᵴ䣘兠홀兠껈兠 兠 兠 䣘⒀兠 ⒀  귔ᵴ 䣘ᵴ껈⒀  兠ᵴ 귔⒀屔ᵴ  ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤WP4
孌ᵴ ⒀ᵴ껈 兠ꦴ ⒀䣘ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ⒀껈兠 ⒀⒀ᵴ   ᵴ䣘⒀兠 ꏠ ⒀ᵴ⒀ ﾘ䱬䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 껈⒀ 홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴ
껈ꏠ  ⒀껈ᵴᵴ ꏠ홀ᵴ껈 诀䣘兠껈 ᵴ ᵴᵴ ᵴ껈껈귔ᵴ껈 껈兠  屔⒀ᵴ껈兠⒀䣘䣘홀⒀兠 ⒀ ꦴ ᵴ湔껈귔홀홀ᵴ
⒀ 껈兠 껈孌ᵴ⒀껈兠 ᵴᵴ兠ᵴ 䣘兠  귔兠귔껈 귔兠ᵴ껈䣘ᵴ 䣘ᵴ홀ᵴ 兠  兠兠껈ᵴ⒀兠 兠  ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀ 껈兠 껈 
兠䣘⒀湔䱬⒀껈ᵴᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤孌ᵴ껈 兠ꦴᵴ  ⒀兠ꦴ 껈 兠兠껈⒀ᵴ兠兠兠 ⒀ꏠ⒀ 兠홀 ⒀ 껈兠귔䣘ᵴ兠 
 ᵴ껈⒀ 홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈 ⒀兠ᵴ⒀홀⒀ 귔껈䣘澤⒀  ⒀⒀䣘 ᵴ홀兠ꏠᵴ湔껈ᵴ䣘 䣘ᵴ홀껈껈兠 
껈ᵴ䣘귔홀ꦴ  ⒀ 兠홀兠ᵴ ᵴ兠귔껈 兠ᵴ껈껈⒀ 䣘⒀ ᵴ 껈 귔껈 ᵴ      ᵴ ᵴᵴ  兠홀兠ᵴ ᵴ⒀ᵴ 
ᵴ껈䣘兠 兠 ᵴᵴ⒀兠 껈귔䣘귔ᵴ⒀  ꏠ ⒀홀䣘껈 兠ᵴ兠 ⒀ﾘ䱬ᵴ홀껈껈兠 ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ껈  ä䣘屔ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤
 ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠ᵴ홀껈껈ᵴᵴ⒀ﾘ䱬껈兠  껈귔홀홀ᵴ⒀  ꦴ ᵴ홀ᵴ홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴ 귔 ᵴ껈ᵴ 䣘ᵴ⒀ꏠ
 ᵴ  ᵴ껈ꦴ 䣘ᵴ⒀ 귔 ⒀⒀ 껈ᵴ⒀껈兠 ⒀⒀ᵴ ⒀ ᵴ⒀ꏠ껈귔홀홀ᵴ⒀ ⒀ᵴ ⒀ ᵴ ⒀ᵴ兠 澤⒀ᵴ
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 ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀껈兠 껈兠   ᵴ껈 귔 ᵴ껈 ⒀兠 ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤⒀兠⒀兠ꏠᵴ ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈껈 兠ꦴᵴ  껈 䣘ﾘ䱬
ᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ 껈 ⒀兠귔껈껈兠 귔  ä䣘屔ᵴ⒀㯀澤⒀⒀兠  껈兠ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ 귔ᵴ 䣘ᵴ  ᵴ
䣘兠홀兠껈兠 兠 ⒀䣘 ᵴ⒀兠귔⒀兠 껈 껈兠ꦴ 兠껈껈ᵴ䣘兠 껈ᵴ昼귔ᵴ 䣘ᵴ껈兠 홀ᵴ ⒀ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈ꦴ 
ꦴ⒀홀 䣘홀⒀ᵴ 兠홀ᵴᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤WP4
孌ᵴ ⒀ᵴ⒀屔ᵴ  兠귔껈ᵴ⒀ 兠 湔 ᵴ兠 湔䣘 兠홀⒀兠⒀ 溄 䔄⒀ 껈귔䣘䣘ᵴ껈껈 귔ꏠ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ  兠⒀ 䣘
⒀껈ᵴ껈⒀ ⒀ᵴ兠껈兠껈 귔⒀ ⒀ 귔⒀⒀ ᵴ홀兠껈홀兠⒀  ᵴꦴ 兠홀⒀兠  ⒀䣘⒀ ᵴ兠⒀ ᵴ  兠홀
 껈 껈귔홀ᵴ 껈 ᵴ䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 兠  ᵴ⒀䣘ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ껈⨜ﾘ⨜ﾘ⒀ 䱬⒀⒀㯀湔 兠귔홀ᵴ
ᵴ껈兠귔兠 껈兠 ⒀ 兠 껈⒀ 䣘ᵴ 귔 ⒀䣘ꏠ䣘ᵴ껈䣘⒀ ᵴ兠껈ᵴᵴ ᵴꏠ䣘ᵴ⒀ 귔 ⒀䣘ꏠ䣘ᵴ兠  ⨜ﾘﾘ
⒀ ﾘ⨜ꦴ⒀껈兠껈ᵴᵴ ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘⒀ꏠ 귔ꏠ ᵴ䣘ᵴ⒀ 귔 ⒀䣘ꏠ䣘ᵴ껈兠 ⒀홀홀兠 ⒀⒀  䣘⒀䣘 껈귔ᵴ껈
 ⒀ ᵴꏠ홀⒀ꏠ⒀ᵴ⒀껈⒀ꏠᵴ 귔ᵴ兠ᵴ⒀兠⒀兠 兠 ⒀홀홀兠 귔홀 ⒀ᵴ⒀䣘ᵴ껈  ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈홀ᵴ兠  ᵴ
ꦴ⒀홀귔ꏠ㯀⒀ 䣘兠 ᵴ 껈⒀兠 兠 ⒀䣘ᵴ껈⒀ ᵴ䣘兠兠ᵴ  홀ᵴ껈 ᵴ䣘ᵴ ꏠꦴᵴ⒀껈兠 ⒀ᵴ껈ᵴ귔⒀
껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀홀ᵴ⒀껈귔 ﾘ䱬ᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ껈 兠홀⒀兠ꦴ⒀ꏠ껈귔䣘ᵴꦴ⒀  껈ꦴᵴ⒀ꏠ홀兠ᵴ兠귔
⒀ꏠ兠귔껈䣘⒀ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈 兠홀  귔⒀ᵴᵴ⒀ ⒀ 䣘 껈䣘⒀ᵴ兠껈⒀ 껈䣘⒀ᵴ⒀ ᵴꏠ兠 WP1 and
WP4
孌ᵴ ⒀ᵴ껈 兠ꦴ  ᵴ홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠  兠홀兠ᵴ⒀ 兠ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀껈兠兠 ⒀ᵴ⒀ꦴ兠ᵴ홀껈껈兠 
⒀ ꦴ⒀ꏠ껈 껈 ᵴ䣘ꏠ 兠홀홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴ껈ꏠ  ᵴ껈껈⒀ 껈ᵴ䣘兠 ⒀껈ᵴ⒀兠⒀兠  兠홀⒀ᵴ⒀  ᵴ ⒀
껈兠⒀ᵴ兠兠껈 䔄 ⒀ 兠ᵴ⒀㯀澤溄ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈 귔 ⏤溄湔䱬ﾘＴ䱬湔㯀䣘⒀홀⒀ 껈 兠ꦴᵴ 
 ⒀⒀⒀ᵴ ⒀䣘兠 兠 兠⒀ﾘᵴ⒀䣘ꏠ껈 兠⒀䣘䣘兠귔 ᵴ  兠 䣘⒀  ᵴᵴ 껈ᵴ 䣘ᵴ兠 귔 홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ 
ᵴ⒀䣘ᵴ兠ᵴ 䣘䣘兠홀兠귔 껈 诀 ⒀ᵴ⒀㯀澤WP4
Ｔ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀껈䣘⒀ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈ꏠᵴ ꏠ䣘兠⒀⒀ 䣘ᵴ홀ᵴ 兠  ⒀ᵴᵴᵴ 䣘兠 귔䣘ᵴ 
䣘兠  귔兠귔껈ꏠ⒀诀屔⒀ ᵴ⒀껈 䣘ᵴᏸ ᵴ  ᵴᵴ⒀뿨澤 껈껈兠 ᵴ兠  ᵴ兠 ᵴ껈䣘兠  귔兠귔껈
홀ᵴ ⒀ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 홀ᵴ껈ᵴᵴ껈 ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈⒀ 홀兠⒀ ⒀兠  ᵴ䣘⒀兠 ⒀⒀ 䣘ᵴ兠  ᵴ ᵴ 
ᵴ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀⒀껈⒀兠귔 兠 䣘⒀兠 껈ᵴ昼귔ᵴ껈ᵴᵴ ⒀껈䣘⒀兠  兠  ᵴ껈ᵴ湔ᵴᵴ⒀껈ᵴ ⒀껈홀ᵴ ⒀ ᵴＴᵴ  兠귔 
 ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈홀兠껈ꏠ䣘兠ᵴ⒀ᵴ ꦴ ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈 ⒀ᵴ껈 兠ꦴ  ⒀껈홀ᵴᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ
⒀ ꦴ⒀ᵴ⒀ᵴᵴ⒀兠 껈䣘⒀ 兠 ᵴ껈䣘ᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠  ꏠ ⒀홀䣘껈WP4
ᵴ兠 湔ᵴ홀껈귔 ⒀䣘ᵴ湔⒀홀兠껈 ᵴᵴᵴ 䣘 ⒀ ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈ꏠ홀ᵴᵴ兠兠兠䣘⒀ᵴ䣘 昼귔ᵴ껈 ⒀ᵴᵴᵴ 
䣘兠  귔ᵴ   兠ᵴ껈ꦴᵴ⒀ ⒀屔ᵴ⒀ 귔⒀ 껈ᵴ껈 ᵴ ⒀⒀䣘⒀ ᵴ귔 ᵴ  귔 ᵴ껈⒀  兠  ᵴᵴ ⒀䣘屔
兠䣘ᵴ껈껈ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀ᵴ 兠 ᵴ兠껈 ᵴᵴ䔄兠⒀ꏠ ᵴ⒀兠귔껈 ᵴᵴ ⒀䣘屔껈ᵴ 兠ꦴ⒀홀 ᵴ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴᵴ⒀ 
껈귔껈⒀ ⒀ꏠᵴ 귔䣘ᵴ⒀ 兠ᵴ ⒀ꏠᵴᵴ ᵴ홀 ⒀ᵴ ᵴ䣘兠兠 ᵴ ᵴ䣘兠ꦴ 兠䣘⒀兠  兠  ᵴ ᵴ ⒀兠 
兠  ᵴᵴᵴ껈⒀兠⒀  ᵴ ᵴ⒀㯀澤 ᵴ 껈 ᵴᵴ홀 ⒀兠 兠  ᵴᵴ ᵴꏠ⒀⒀ 䣘ᵴ 兠⒀⒀屔ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ 
兠  ᵴᵴ ꏠ湔䣘兠⒀⒀ 䣘ᵴᵴ䣘 昼귔ᵴᵴᵴ⒀ᵴ  ᵴ껈홀⒀ꏠꦴ  兠ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀껈⒀ 兠귔  ᵴ ꏠ ⒀홀䣘껈兠 
 ᵴᵴ ᵴꏠ⒀⒀ 䣘ᵴ䣘兠홀兠 ᵴ 껈  ᵴ ⒀껈䣘⒀ꏠ 兠 兠ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤 兠귔 ᵴ껈⒀  ᵴᵴ ᵴ䣘兠  ᵴ
兠ᵴ껈   兠⒀ᵴ兠껈兠⒀䣘ᵴ ᵴ兠껈兠 ᵴ昼귔ᵴ껈홀귔湔⒀ꏠᵴ 䣘⒀ 兠ꏠ澤껈 ᵴ湔ᵴ껈兠ᵴ  ⒀䣘ᵴ껈澤⒀ 
껈ᵴ䣘兠 湔兠 ᵴ 귔귔ᵴ 䣘ᵴ홀兠 ᵴ껈 愜⒀귔ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤 ᵴ 껈ᵴ홀 ⒀ꏠᵴ껈귔껈兠 兠⒀홀ᵴ ⒀ ᵴ
ᵴ홀껈껈兠 ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ껈ꏠ⒀ 湔홀ᵴ ⒀ᵴ ⒀ 껈兠 ⒀ᵴᵴᵴ ⒀䣘 ᵴᵴ ꏠ诀䱬홀兠 ᵴ ᵴ 껈⒀홀ᵴ 兠 
⒀껈兠귔ᵴᵴᵴ 兠귔껈ᵴ⒀껈䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈 ⒀ᵴ껈⒀ᵴ ⒀诀溄Ｔ 䱴䱴껈⒀兠 ⒀  ᵴᵴ 껈 
兠ꦴᵴꦴ⒀껈ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ 兠㯀뿨홀WP4 and WP5
孌ᵴᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ  ᵴ홀⒀ 귔 ᵴ兠  ᵴ⒀ ⒀ᵴ 兠䣘 
澤 귔ᵴ兠䣘 ⒀ ᵴ껈 ⒀ᵴ 兠 兠兠ꦴ  ᵴ
兠ᵴ껈⒀兠 兠 ᵴ⒀⒀ 껈⒀ 䣘⒀䣘귔⒀ᵴ  ᵴ ᵴ ꏠ⒀屔  兠⒀䣘䣘兠귔 䣘 ⒀ ᵴ껈 兠 ⒀ᵴ 兠⒀ 
ᵴᵴ 兠귔껈ᵴ⒀껈 䔄䔄澤 귔 ᵴ껈 귔 兠 ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈兠⒀兠  兠 ⒀ᵴ⒀㯀澤 ᵴ홀⒀ 귔 ᵴ兠  ᵴ⒀ᵴ 兠湔
 귔䣘ᵴ  ꦴ⒀껈껈홀⒀兠 ⒀䣘⒀귔껈ᵴ ꏠ ᵴ䣘⒀兠 껈ᵴ昼귔ᵴ껈⒀兠 兠  ᵴ兠ꦴ ᵴᵴ껈 ᵴᵴ껈ᵴ䣘⒀껈ᵴ껈
兠귔兠  兠귔 ᵴ ⒀ ⒀ᵴ 귔䣘ᵴ ⒀䣘兠兠 兠 ᵴ⒀ᵴ  ᵴᵴ ᵴ 䣘ꏠ 兠䣘兠兠 ᵴ   ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ껈
ꦴ ⒀  ᵴ 귔ᵴ ᵴᵴﾘ귔ᵴ껈귔껈껈 兠ꦴ ⒀ ᵴ ᵴ䣘ᵴ⒀껈 ⒀ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈귔  兠홀ᵴ⒀⒀ 
兠ᵴ껈⒀兠 䣘兠 귔ᵴ껈껈  䣘⒀ ꏠ兠 ᵴ ⒀⒀ 䣘 兠귔兠ᵴᵴ ᵴ 䣘ᵴᵴ   ᵴ䣘兠兠 ᵴ ᵴ䣘 귔ᵴ兠
 ᵴ䣘 ⒀  䔄䔄 귔 ᵴ껈WP4 and WP5
兠ᵴ껈ꏠ湔 ⒀ ⒀ᵴ兠 ᵴ⒀⒀ 껈껈兠 ᵴ兠  ᵴ홀兠껈홀兠⒀ ⒀ 湔귔껈ᵴ⒀䣘䣘ᵴ껈⒀ ᵴ䣘  ᵴᵴᵴ 兠귔껈ᵴ⒀껈
⒀⒀ 䣘ᵴ兠  ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈ꏠ껈ᵴ䣘兠   ⒀  兠 ⒀ᵴ⒀㯀㯀澤 ᵴ䣘⒀兠 ⒀⒀ 䣘ᵴ껈兠  ᵴ껈ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈껈⒀ᵴᵴꏠ
귔 䣘ᵴ⒀ ᵴ䣘⒀귔껈ᵴ兠 홀ᵴ 兠 兠兠䣘⒀  䣘귔ᵴ껈孌ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ 귔껈  ᵴ홀䣘兠홀ᵴᵴ兠兠兠䣘⒀Ｔ䱬
홀ᵴ 兠  ᵴ ᵴᵴ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀ᵴ 䣘 ⒀ ᵴ兠 䱬ﾘ ⒀ 귔ᵴ 兠兠 兠ᵴ껈ꏠ湔 ⒀ ᵴ ᵴ⒀⒀  껈兠귔 ᵴ 
 ⒀  ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈껈 兠ꦴ ⒀ ᵴ껈귔 ᵴ  ⒀ ᵴ ᵴ⒀⒀  兠ᵴ껈껈⒀⒀ᵴ껈 屔兠 䱬ﾘ홀⒀ ꏠ 귔ᵴ
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兠 㯀澤 ᵴ兠ꦴ 귔ᵴ 껈⒀귔껈兠  ᵴ껈ᵴꦴ 䣘  ᵴ䣘ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ껈 ᵴᵴ⒀ ᵴ䣘兠홀兠껈兠 ⒀ᵴ⒀  䣘ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ껈 ᵴ
⒀兠䣘⒀兠 兠 䱬 兠 ᵴ兠兠껈⒀  澤⒀䣘ᵴꏠ 兠兠껈ꏠ  ᵴ껈껈 ⒀  ᵴ 껈ᵴ兠귔 ᵴᵴ⒀兠 WP4 and
WP5
兠귔껈兠  ᵴ ﾘ澤 귔 ᵴ껈ꦴᵴᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ ꏠ⒀귔兠홀⒀ᵴ ⒀ 홀⒀ 귔⒀䣘 ⒀홀ᵴ껈 ⒀껈ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ   兠 ᵴ 
 ⒀ 䱴 ⒀ 兠  兠ᵴ  ᵴ兠껈兠 ⒀ ⒀ᵴ⒀ 兠ꦴ껈ꦴᵴᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ 溄ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈껈 兠ꦴᵴ  ⒀
兠 ᵴ 홀ᵴ껈⒀ᵴ䣘 ⒀⒀䣘ᵴ ᵴ ꏠ  兠⒀ 䣘 兠ᵴ 兠兠껈⒀ ⒀ᵴ⒀⒀昼귔⒀䣘 兠ꦴ껈Ｔ홀껈껈兠 兠 
ﾘꦴ⒀껈兠ꦴ귔ꦴᵴᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ  ⒀兠 귔䣘兠 ꦴ⒀껈껈  䣘⒀ ⒀껈ᵴ 兠 홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ ﾘᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈⒀ 
껈兠䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 껈 兠 ⒀ᵴ⒀㯀ᵴꦴᵴᵴ⒀㯀澤WP4
孌ᵴ⒀ ⒀ꏠ ᵴ  ᵴᵴ⒀兠 껈 껈ᵴꦴᵴᵴ  ᵴᵴ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀ᵴ 䣘 ⒀ ᵴ兠 䣘⒀兠  ＴＴ澤⒀ 䣘홀⒀ᵴ ⒀䣘兠껈귔껈 
 ᵴᵴ ꏠ䣘兠⒀⒀ 䣘ᵴ홀ᵴ 兠 ⒀㯀ᏸ귔 昼귔ᵴ껈ᵴ껈 ⒀兠귔껈ᵴ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀껈兠ᵴ껈 䣘兠  ᵴ 껈ꦴ ⒀兠⒀兠 
ᏸᏸ혨껈ᵴ湔ꏠᵴ⒀껈 㰰ᵴ⒀㯀澤孌ᵴ 兠귔  ⒀ＴＴ兠껈ᵴᵴ ⒀ᵴ ꏠ䣘兠⒀⒀ 䣘ᵴ껈ᵴ껈껈 㯀澤⒀껈兠 
귔 䣘兠 兠 홀ᵴ⒀ ⒀ 귔⒀ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ⒀홀 湔⒀   湔⒀귔 ᵴ껈 澤⒀껈兠  귔 䣘兠 兠  ꏠ ᵴ껈껈⒀홀 湔
⒀ 兠ꦴ湔⒀귔 ᵴ껈⒀  ⨜澤⒀ 귔 䣘兠 兠 兠 ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ⒀  ꏠ ᵴ껈껈⒀兠귔  ᵴ홀 湔⒀귔  ⒀ᵴ
ᏸ◦澤WP4 and WP5
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⨜  ᵴ ⒀껈兠 诀⒀ᵴ ᵴ诀 껈⒀ 껈愜溄ᵴ 兠 诀⒀ᵴ  ᵴ䣘 ᵴ愜兠 兠⒀
愜귔홀⒀⒀溄ﾘ隨兠 ᵴ诀䣘 귔ᵴ껈䔄诀兠⒀诀ᵴ껈⒀⒀  㯀澤 ᵴᵴ껈⒀兠ᵴ兠䣘 ᵴ홀䣘⒀
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⒀兠 ᵴ 귔홀⒀ ᵴ  ⒀ᵴ溄⒀屔兠⒀ᵴé 愜귔홀⒀⒀ᵴ껈⒀⒀ ⒀ ä䣘屔 㯀㯀澤
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INTRODUCTION
Various VOCs (volatile organic compounds) are essential in tropospheric chemistry influencing new
particle formation and growth (Clayes et al. 2004, Kulmala et al. 2004, Tunved et al. 2006) and other
reactions such as production and destruction of tropospheric ozone (Atkinson and Arey 2003) and
competition for OH with methane thus affecting the lifetime of latter (Kaplan et al. 2006). Because of
these multiple impacts on atmospheric composition BVOCs interact with climate in many ways (Kulmala
et al. 2004). Biogenic sources play a key role in VOC budget over extensive areas, one example being
boreal coniferous forests (Rinne et al. 2009), where trees are the main contributor to VOC emissions over
year. Continuous, very long term measurements of VOC fluxes from boreal trees are rarely conducted.
However, continuous measurements are essential when it comes to characterizing the phenomena causing
VOC synthesis and emissions and when various models (emission model, air chemistry model etc.) are
developed and tested. To provide extensive data sets about emissions of VOCs from boreal forests, we
have conducted various VOC emission measurements. Here we introduce some results concerning two
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) shoots, measured during year 2010.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The measurements were conducted at the SMEAR II measurement station (Station for Measuring Forest
Ecosystem – Atmosphere Relations) in Hyytiälä, Southern Finland (61oN, 24oE, 180 m a.s.l.). The forest
around the station is dominated by 48-year-old Scots pine, and the canopy reaches a height of about 17 m.
With a scaffolding tower there is an access to the crowns of three pines and an aspen. The automatic gasexchange system consists of 3.5-dm3 cylindrical shoot chambers, sampling tubing, and analyzers. The
chambers are made of acrylic plastic and their internal surfaces coated with Teflon FEP film. The
chambers remain open most of the time and close intermittently for 3 minutes, four times per every third
hour. While open, the chamber interior is in contact with ambient unfiltered air. During a closure, air is
drawn from the chambers to the gas analyzers along the sample lines. Ambient air is allowed to enter the
chamber through small holes in the chamber walls to compensate the sample air flow taken from the
chamber. Two cylindrical chambers were installed in the beginning of March 2010: one with a mature
shoot inside (hereafter ‘mature shoot’) and the other with only a terminal bud inside chamber (hereafter
‘growing shoot’). All buds of the mature shoot and all axillary buds of the growing shoot were removed
before installation. The growth of the growing shoot was recorded with photographic measurements.
Teflon PTFE tubes of 50 m length and with internal diameter of 4 mm are leading the air towards the CO2
and H2O analyser at flow rate of 1 dm3 min-1. VOC sample air is drawn from those tubes before CO2 and
H2O analysers and led to VOC analyser through a PTFE tube with internal diameter of 1,57 mm and
length of about 5 meters. VOC concentrations were recorded with a proton transfer reaction-mass
spectrometer (PTR-MS, Ionicon Analytik, Innsbruck, Austria). The sample air intake of PTR-MS was a
little less than 0.1 dm3 min-1. The operation of PTR-MS, calibrations and the concentration calculations
are explained in detail in Taipale et al. 2008. One set of PTFE tubings are led to provide sample air for O3
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and NOx analysers. Ambient atmospheric concentrations of CO2, H2O, O3, NOx as well as air temperature
and PPFD, are measured during and before chamber closure and the values recorded at 5-s intervals. VOC
concentrations are recorded at about 12.5 s intervals. The flux calculations were conducted using mass
balance equation, where the emission can be solved. The results from the VOC measurements are
expressed with the measured protonated mass symbol (amu+1, e.g. M33 = methanol). Measured masses
and the potential contributing compounds were: M33 methanol, M45 acetaldehyde, M59 acetone, M69
isoprene, M79 benzene, M81 monoterpenes, M99 hexenal, M101 hexanal, M137 monoterpenes, and
M153 methyl salicylate.
In 2010, the emission measurements started in the end of March and continued until December. There are
several short calibration, maintenance and other gaps in the data series.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The monitored Scots pine shoots emitted all of the recorded masses except M153. During cold seasons
there was weak or no diurnal pattern with all of the recorded masses, but from the beginning of May to the
middle of September there was clear diurnal pattern with most of the recorded masses (Fig. 1). The
monitored shoots were sources for most of the recorded masses nearly all of the time; in nighttime and
during cold seasons the emissions were close to zero, but in daytime during active season both shoots
showed significant emissions. The most clear diurnal and temporal variation was recorded for masses 33,
45, 59, 81 and 137, but also masses 69, 79, 99 and 101 showed some diurnal and temporal variation.

Figure 1. Scots pine shoot VOC emissions measured between 10th and 25th of May 2010. In the lowest
panel, the Y-axis on the left side stands for masses 33, 45, 59 and 69, and the right one stands for mass
137.
During spring, when the growth was most intense, and also before that, the emissions of the growing shoot
were ten-fold (masses 33, 45, 59 and 69) or even 200-fold (mass 137) when compared to mature shoot
(Fig. 1). During April and May the growing shoot was stronger source of VOCs than the mature shoot
even when the emissions were not scaled to the masses of the shoots. These differences nearly disappeared
during summer when the growing shoot reached the full length and size. This shows that growing Scots
pine shoots are significant sources of several VOCs during springtime, although their total mass is not
very high.
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Figure 2. Daily average monoterpene emissions from one pine shoot during hot seasons of summer 2010.
The lower panels show daily average temperature inside cuvette in the beginning of closure, daily average
photosynthetically active radiation and soil water content.
Summer 2010 included two heatwaves. The first one in the middle of May was unseasonable hot. The
second one was not unusually hot but it was very long, lasting over one month (Fig. 2). During heatwaves
there were days between totally cloudless and full overcast (Fig. 2). During both heatwaves the
monoterpene emissions from mature shoot were high in the beginning of period but decreased when
heatwave dragged on. During the later heatwave there was some correlation between soil water content
and monoterpene emissions, but during the first one the correlation was not that clear (Fig. 2). There was
not clear decline in the emissions of other measured masses during heatwaves. It remains open and under
ongoing research if the decrease in monoterpene emissions during heatwaves has something to do with
drought effects or is it due to emptying storages of monoterpenes.
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INTRODUCTION
Biogenic sources are the main contributors to global volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions into the
atmosphere, where VOCs take part in numerous chemical reactions, the new particle formation and
particle growth as an example (Kulmala et al., 2000). From the air chemistry point of view, the VOC
fluxes from boreal forest canopies have been the most intensively studied biogenic source, in contrast to
forest floor VOC fluxes, which have mainly been measured on short campaign wise basis (Hellén et al.,
2006; Aaltonen et al., 2011). As VOCs have a short lifetime due their reactivity, the air chemistry below
the canopy plays more important role for the fluxes originating from the forest floor (Rinne et al., 2007).
Continuous, long term measurements of VOC fluxes from the forest floor have not been carried out so
far. However, the forest floor has been shown to have an important role in boreal forest ecosystem VOC
emissions especially in the spring and in the autumn (Hellén et al., 2006; Aaltonen et al., 2011). Forest
floor VOC fluxes consist of fluxes from both vegetation and soil, however their proportions as well as the
contributing processes in soil are not sufficiently known. The soil VOC emissions are assumed to
originate from several sources: degradation of organic matter, microbes taking part in soil processes and
living roots (e.g. Hayward et al., 2001; Asensio et al., 2008; Leff and Fierer, 2008; Bäck et al., 2010).
To increase the level of understanding of biogenic VOC fluxes we conducted continuous VOC
measurements on the boreal pine forest floor during snow-free season. These automated measurements
will show the overall level of forest floor VOC fluxes as well as to demonstrate the shorter and the longer
scale temporal variations in fluxes. One aim of this study was also to provide data for air chemistry
models, which lack the measured data on below-canopy VOC fluxes.
METHODS
We measured VOC fluxes from a pine forest floor at the SMEAR II (Station for Measuring Forest
Ecosystem–Atmosphere Relations II), in southern Finland. The forest stand at the SMEAR II is 48 years
old and dominated by Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris). The stand height is ~18 m and the canopy is open,
with an average tree density of ~1370 ha-1 (Ilvesniemi et al., 2009). The most common vascular plant
species and mosses at ground level are lingonberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea), bilberry (Vaccinium
myrtillus), wavy hair-grass (Deschampsia flexuosa), heather (Calluna vulgaris), Schreber’s big red stem
moss (Pleurozium schreberi) and a dicranum moss (Dicranum sp.) (Ilvesniemi et al., 2009). The soil
above the homogeneous bedrock is Haplic podzol formed in a glacial till, with an average depth of 0.5–
0.7 m. The 30-year average annual precipitation at SMEAR II station is 713 mm and annual mean
temperature 3.3 °C (Drebs et al. 2002). During the sampling period, from May to November 2010,
weather at the station was warmer and dryer than the average, the cumulative precipitation being 463 mm
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and mean temperature 9.9 °C. The 30-year average for the cumulative precipitation of May–November is
494 mm, while the average of mean temperature for the same period is 8.8 °C (Drebs et al., 2002).
The VOC fluxes were measured between 6 May and 15 November 2010 with three permanently installed
dynamic non-steady-state chambers. The chambers (80 cm x 40 cm x 25 cm) were made of an aluminium
frame while the sides and the top were covered with transparent fluorinated ethylene–propylene film
(0.05 mm) from the inside. Two small fans were continuously mixing air in the chamber. The operation
of the chambers was automated; each chamber was pneumatically closed for 15 min once every three
hours, i.e. eight times per day. The chambers were connected to a proton transfer reaction-mass
spectrometer (PTR-MS, Ionicon Analytik, Innsbruck, Austria) with a polytetrafluoroethylene tubing. The
operation of PTR-MS, calibrations and the flux calculations are explained detail in Taipale et al. (2008).
We were measuring ten masses and six of them were calibrated by the standard gas (Table 1). The results
from the PTR-MS analyses are expressed with the measured protonated mass symbol (amu+1, e.g. M33 =
methanol).
Measured mass

Potential contributing compounds

33

Methanol*

45

Acetaldehyde*

59

Acetone*, methyl vinyl ether

69

Isoprene*, 3-methyl-2-buten-1-ol, furan

79

Benzene*

81

Monoterpene fragment

99

Hexenal

101

Hexanal, cis -3-hexen-1-ol

137

α-Pinene*, monoterpenes

153

Methyl salicylate

Table 1. Masses measured with the PTR-MS and potential compounds contributing these masses.
Asterisk (*) indicates compounds in the calibration gas.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The boreal pine forest floor showed emissions for all the masses we selected to measure with the PTRMS. The measurements were conducted with three randomly installed chambers and the spatial variation
in the fluxes was evident. Chambers were placed on fairly different spots regarding to forest floor
vegetation and dense vegetation seemed to affect VOC fluxes negatively. The maximum fluxes of the
masses 81 and 137 (monoterpenes) were one magnitude higher than the others (Figure 1), the highest
peaks reaching 1000 ng m-2 s-1 level. In contrast, the fluxes of M59, M69 and M79 were really low, being
all the time below 10 ng m-2 s-1. The monoterpene emissions were approximately one magnitude higher
than earlier measured with manual chambers in the same site (Aaltonen et al., 2011). However, manual
measurements have been made with different technique (adsorbent tube sampling, GC-MS analysis) and
targeted just certain monoterpenes, while PTR-MS measures all the compounds occurring in the masses
81 and 137.
All masses showed regular diurnal variations, the forest floor being clearly a source during day times,
while the fluxes declined close to zero during nights. In the night-time, also negative flux values were
frequently observed, probably because of the increased humidity inside the chambers. Especially
oxygenated compounds stick easily on moist inner surfaces of chambers as well as plant and moss
surfaces. During the periods of higher day time fluxes the night time values were always close to zero and
the high fluxes consisted of a few mid-day values only. This suggests that higher temperatures, increasing
volatility and biological activity and decreasing humidity, are essential for high VOC fluxes.
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Figure 1. Boreal forest floor VOC fluxes measured between 17 June and 5 July 2010 with one automated
chamber.

In addition to diurnal variation, the fluxes of almost all of the masses showed a larger temporal
fluctuation during the measurement period (Figure 2). The biologically most active part of the growing
season, from the end of May to mid July, was also the time of the highest VOC fluxes. Hellén et al.
(2006) measured similar levels of terpenes with manual chambers at SMEAR II during springs 2004 and
2005, but in their study the fluxes decreased earlier, already in April. Another period poked out from the
data was just before the chamber removal in November, after a long stable period of quite low fluxes.
This increase of fluxes was observable only with heavier masses (M69), except the monoterpene
masses (M81 and M137). A similar behaviour of high late autumn VOC fluxes was measured in the year
2008 (Aaltonen et al., 2011) as well, with the exception that in 2008 the flux peaked already in October
and that the peak was observable also with monoterpenes. Besides plant roots, also microbes (bacteria,
fungi, algae) have been connected to soil VOC emissions (e.g. Leff and Fierer, 2008; Bäck et al., 2010).
Large emissions of low molecular weight oxygenated compounds were measured from common soil
fungi in a laboratory study (Bäck et al., 2010). Since in this field study the high emissions were only
heavier compounds, it seems that the autumnal flux peak we measured might not be originating from
fungal activity.
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Figure 2. Temporal fluctuation of flux of the mass 137 (monoterpenes), measured between 10 May and
27 July 2010.

CONCLUSIONS
The pine forest floor emitted several VOC compounds, including oxygenated compounds and terpenoids.
Monoterpene fluxes were clearly the highest; approximately one magnitude higher than with the other
compounds. All the masses showed diurnal variation as well as larger scale fluctuation, early summer
being the season of higher fluxes. The spatial variation of fluxes was remarkable, dense forest floor
vegetation having a negative effect on fluxes. Further studies both in a field and a laboratory on surface
reactions occurring on the chamber walls and inside the sample lines, as well as on the below ground
processes are needed to assess the measurement errors and verify the VOC sources and their potential
roles in emissions from below canopy space. However, this study provides new data of boreal forest floor
VOC fluxes and their seasonality, which can be used for air chemistry and climate modelling.
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INTRODUCTION
The stability of the wetland carbon pool is sensitive to the availability of molecular oxygen (O 2) and
thereby changes in hydrological status (Jobbagy and Jackson, 2000). In general, free O2 is present
above the water table (oxic zone). When a soil is flooded (anoxic zone), soil oxygen is rapidly depleted
through aerobic respiration using O2 as the terminal electron acceptor. This is because the rate of
gaseous O2 diffusion through water is much slower than through air. In the absence of O 2, other
alternative electron acceptor (nitrate, manganese, iron, sulphate and carbon dioxide) are progressively
reduced with decreasing energy to the microbial community (Puckett and Cowdery, 2002). Under
anoxic conditions, the decomposition of organic matter involves coupled anaerobic degradation
pathways, where methane (CH4) is the main end product (Le Mer and Roger, 2001). The effect of water
level on soil Dissolved Oxygen (DO) distribution and CH4 emissions as well as potential feedback
mechanisms to global warming remains unclear. Therefore, the importances of better understand the
relationship between DO dynamics, water table level (WTL) and CH4 in wetland ecosystems. The aims
of our study were: 1) to present reliable measurements of dissolved oxygen (DO) at two boreal
wetlands ecosystems, 2) to obtain diurnal dynamics of WTL, DO and CH4; and 3) to identify the
relationship between WTL, DO distribution and CH4 emissions in the studied wetland ecosystems.
METHODS
The study was carried out at two boreal wetland sites in Finland, The Siikaneva and the Lompolojänkkä
site. The Siikaneva site is an oligotrophic fen located in Ruovesi in Southern Finland (61球50 N, 24球12
E, 162 m a.s.l.). The peat depth at the measurement site is up to four meters and has accumulated since
the end of the last ice age, in about 9000 yr. The site has a relatively flat topography with no
pronounced string and hollow structures. The vegetation at the site is dominated by peat mosses
(Spaghnum balticum, S. majus and S. papillosum), Sedges (Carex rostrata Stokes, C. limosa L.,
Eriophorum vaginatum L.) and Rannochrush (Scheuchzeria palustris L.). The long-term (1971-2000)

annual mean temperature and annual precipitation of the site are 3.3° C and 713 mm,
respectively, (Rinne et al., 2007).
At Siikaneva site, automatic continuous measurements of DO were carried out on June 2010
(from 3rd to 30th) applying optical dissolved oxygen sensors (6150 ROX sensor, YSI incorporated,
Ohio, USA). The sensors were installed at three different depths (15 cm, 25 cm and 35 cm). The CH4
fluxes were measured using the micrometeorological eddy covariance technique. Moreover,
meteorological parameters such as air temperature, relative humidity, precipitation, soil temperature
profile and WTL were recorded continuously during the period of the experiment.
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The Lompolojänkkä site is an open, pristine and nutrient-rich sedge fen located in Northern Finland in
the Aapa mire region (67°59 N, 24°12 E, 269 m above sea level). The peat depth at the site is up to 3 m
at the center of the fen. The relatively dense vegetation layer is dominated by Betula nana, Menyanthes
trifoliata, Salix lapponum, Carex lasiocarpa and C. rostrata. The moss cover on the ground is patchy,
consisting mainly of peat mosses (Sphagnum angustifolium, S. riparium, S. teres, S. warnstorfi, S.
subsecundum and S. fallax ) and some brown mosses (Warnstorfia exannulata), (Aurela et al., 2009).
The long-term (1971-2000) annual temperature and precipitation at the site are -1.4° C and 484 mm,
respectively.
At Lompolojänkkä site, the concentration of dissolved oxygen (DO) was measured continuously using
a Troll-9500 multiparameter water quality sensor. The sensor head, equipped with the RDO® Optical
Dissolved Oxygen sensor (In-Situ Inc., USA), was buried at the depth of approximately 10 cm into the
peat. Data was logged hourly during the measurement period May-June 2009. The CH4 flux at the site
has been measured during the snow-free period with two automatic chambers (Lohila et al., 2010).
RESULTS
At both sites, a positive correlation between WTL and DO was found, indicating that the reducing
conditions in the peat soil were controlled by the water table level. At Siikaneva site a significant
difference in DO concentration between different peat depths was observed. In the surface layer (15cm)
the diurnal dynamics in DO could be explained by the change in peat temperature. At lower depths,
diurnal variation was not observed – conditions being anoxic with values close to 0.2 mg/L. Rain
events were another factor influencing DO concentration in the surface layer, increase in DO was
observed after rain events in the majority of the occasions. Emissions of CH 4 were very stable during
the experiment period and did not correlate with DO. However, occasionally a slight increase in CH4
flux was observed with increased WTL.
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Figure 1. Diurnal courses of dissolved oxygen concentration (DO) at three different depths (15cm,
25cm and 35cm), methane emissions (CH4, daily averaged), rain events and water tale level (WTD) at
Siikaneva wetland site during the measurement period (from 3rd to 30th of June 2010).
At Lompolojänkkä, the peat at the measurement depth stayed anoxic for most of the summer. However,
in May during the flooding and in June after some rainy days, the DO concentration peaked right after a
rise in WTL. This was likely due to the input of oxygen-rich water from precipitation and from the
surface runoff water originating from the surrounding forest. In June 15, lowered methane flux was
observed for a short time at the same time with the rise in WTL and the first, smaller increase in DO
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concentration. This increase in DO may be connected with the diffusion of dissolved oxygen from the
better aerated horizons above.
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Figure 2. Concentration of dissolved oxygen (DO), CH4 flux (measured by automatic chamber) and
pressure in the peat soil, indicating fluctuations in water level (WTD) at Lompolojänkkä in May-June
2009.
CONCLUSIONS
Although previous investigations on the effects of water level change on CH4 efflux from wetlands
have shown that water levels stimulate anaerobic decomposition and CH4 efflux, our short field studies
suggest a complex relationship and poor correlation between water level status and CH4. The both sites
showed a different relationship between water level and dissolved oxygen. At Siikaneva a strong effect
of water level on dissolved oxygen distribution in peat soil was observed compared to Lompolojänkkä
site. Moreover in Siikaneva site water table level showed temporally dynamic in response to
precipitations.
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INTRODUCTION

Suspended particulate matter in the atmosphere (aerosol) plays an important role in the earth’s radiation
budget. They affect earth’s atmosphere directly (extinction of solar radiation) and indirectly by acting as a
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). The interaction between aerosol and cloud is not a trivial process. This
complex interaction is producing large uncertainty in the estimates of earth’s radiation budget (IPCC
report, 2007), as aerosol can affect cloud’s life time and cloud optical thickness (COT), which is a
function of liquid water content and cloud droplet effective radii (Reff) in the cloud. Therefore it is
important to analyze the effect of aerosol on cloud using different approaches, like; ground based in-situ
measurement, satellite cloud retrieval and combination/validation of them. There is always a discrepancy
between any of the two approaches, and that should be analyzed for more accurate aerosol cloud
interaction.
In this work Reff, LWP and COT were analyzed from the two MODIS instruments onboard Aqua and
Terra satellite respectively, for quantitative assessment of the effect of particle number concentration on
Reff. The relation between number concentrations of accumulation mode particles (N acc) from ground
based measurements and Reff, from MODIS was studied to see how aerosol affects cloud’s optical
properties. Hypothetically, the increase in aerosol number concentration should decrease the droplet
effective radii. Additionally, Reff measurement from Puijo was compared with MODIS Reff measurement
for comparison. Normally there is a difference in effective radii at bottom and top of cloud, but by
knowing the depth of cloud some estimate of Reff can be achieved if cloud vertical profile is assumed to be
adiabatic.

GROUND BASED DATA
Puijo measurement station is located (62o 54 ', 27 o 40 ', 224 m above the surrounding lake) on the roof of
Puijo tower, in Kuopio (Finland). The station has provided continuous aerosol particle and meteorological
data since June, 2006. Detailed description of Puijo station can be found from Leskinen et al., (2009) and
Portin et al., (2009). In this study accumulation mode (100nm&800nm) particle number concentration
(Nacc) data from Puijo was used to see the effect of aerosol burden on Reff. Nacc data was achieved from
Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS).
For comparison of ground based measurements and MODIS data it is crucial that only single layer cloud
exist. For detecting single layered cloud events were chosen using data from Vaisala CT25K Ceilometer
from Savilahti measurement site. The site is located in the campus area of UEF, Kuopio and around 2 km
southeast from Puijo, and 5m above the lake level. To make sure clouds are in the boundary layer it was
limited that the cloud base must be less than 800m from the lake level. To select warm (liquid water) and
non precipitating clouds we kept limits for some weather parameters like temperature and rain intensity
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from Puijo weather station. A limit of satellite derived Reff (3µm ø Reff"ø 30µm) is also applied for making
the selection of water cloud more reliable (Nakajima and King 1990; Quaas et al., 2005). This was done so
that our analysis of aerosol-cloud interaction is not affected by precipitation and ice phased clouds. We
limit temperature, pressure, rain intensity and visibility to (>265)K , (>700) hpa, (< 0.2) mm/h and
visibility (<200) meter respectively. Pressure was also considered in MODIS data for assuring low level
cloud selection. Accumulation mode particle concentration was averaged to one hour in accordance to
MODIS retrieval, as we have cloud retrieval from 5x5 pixels which gives us good estimation of aerosol
cloud interaction.
We divided our data into two groups; (a) – water cloud with cloud base height less than 800 meter above
the surrounding lake. (b) – water cloud with cloud base less than 224 meter above the surrounding lake.
In the later case Puijo tower itself is in the cloud, and cloud droplet number distribution could be measured
with Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP) in the range 3–50 µm.
In both cases we were confined by multilayered clouds, mixed phased cloud, no satellite overpass and
missing satellite data and the number of days with good observations were limited to 54 (for data group-a)
and 17 (for data group-b).
For determining Reff and LWC from puijo data we followed the equations given by (Liu and Hallett, 1997;
Hansen and Travis, 1974; Rosenfeld and Lensky, 1998; Nakajima and King, 1990).
迎勅捗捗 =

著

完待 堅 戴 券(堅)穴堅
著
完待 堅 態 券(堅)穴堅
著

4
詣激系 = 豹 貢.券( 堅) . 講堅 戴
3

Equation. 1

Equation. 2

待

Where; n(r) is the cloud droplet size distribution, r is the cloud droplet radius and is density of water.
Since n(r) depends on CCN present at the cloud base (Portin et al., 2009) therefore we expect a relation
between CCN and n(r) and their effect on Reff as under;
迎勅捗捗 ~ (

3詣激系 怠/ 戴
)
4講券鳥 貢

Equation. 3

We are more interested in Reff, as this parameter is playing a vital role in calculation of the radiative
properties of water clouds (Hansen and Travis, 1974).
We also used our air parcel model to investigate and compare cloud properties with ground based and
satellite measurements. The model was used to estimate cloud top Reff based on measured number of cloud
droplets and estimate for the cloud depth from MODIS instrument.

SATELLITE DATA
MODIS instruments onboard Aqua and Terra polar synchronous orbiting satellites were used to retrieve
cloud microphysical parameters like Reff, COT, LWP from top of the cloud. MODIS scanning
spectroradiometer consists of 36 channels. Six of these (visible and near infrared) bands are used in cloud
retrieval algorithm (MODIS ATBT–cloud products). The swath width of the scanner is 2330 km with 55 0
on each side of nadir view (total of 110o width), which is covering more area as compared to CloudSat and
CALIPSO satellites. Collection 5.1 from atmosphere level 2 was selected from LAADS WEB website
(http://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/data/search.html). The 5x5 km spatial resolution was used from both MODIS
instruments for coincident cloud events (single layered water cloud). A 1x1 km pixel data was also used
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for quality assurance flags purposes. Cloud parameters like Reff, COT and LWP are averaged from 1 by 1
to 5 by 5 km, as cloud top properties are available for 5x5 km. Data with applying the same limits of
temperature and pressure was taken for our task. Here in MODIS data we also checked the uncertainty
(which comes from atmospheric correction and data measurement, and library generating algorithm) in
cloud retrieval for excluding low quality data. Data field ‘Cloud Phase’’ information was very useful to
eliminate ice, uncertain and mixed phased cloud.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Our case (a), where we choose clouds of base height less than 800 meter, gives an indication of the effect
of aerosol on the microphysics of stratus/stratocumulus clouds Fig. 1. Cloud droplet effective radii are
decreasing with increasing CCN (100&800) nm, which is theoretical given in equation 3. The data has
been screened for any possible chance of contamination, e.g., ice cloud, mixed/uncertain phase cloud,
multilayered clouds, quality assurance, etc as mentioned in ‘ground based data’ section. But still we have
some higher values of Reff from MODIS at higher concentration of CCN. This might be due to cloud
dynamics or uncertainties caused by surface reflection contribution in the retrieval.
For second case (b) when Puijo tower is inside the clouds, i.e., cloud’s base height is less than 224 meter
above surrounding lake, we did not get the congenial results. There is no clear correlation between ground
base measurements and MODIS retrieval but somehow there are some data points which are considerably
comparable with modelled cloud droplet effective radii, shown in Figure 2. We can divide the data into
two groups according to COT values (optically thick and thin clouds), but then we will have very less data
for comparison and analysis. Unfortunately the number of good days, i.e. when the tower is in the cloud,
and Aqua or Terra is over-passing when only one cloud layer exists, is still quite low. Further analysis has
to be done to get more cloud retrieval from MODIS by averaging the cloud parameters to larger region but
this would make results less comparable as aerosol measurements can be affected by local aerosol
emissions. We will continue our analysis using data from MODIS and from Puijo measurement station to
get more cloud events.
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MODIS retrieved COT
MODISretrieved COT

Cloud top effective radius as a function of number concentration of accummulation mode aerosol particles.
Color is for cloud optical thickness.

MODIS retrieved cloud top effective radius vs modelled effective radius, which is based on in situ measured
cloud droplet number concentration and estimated cloud thickness.
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NIGHTTIME THERMAL DECOUPLING IN A CONIFER FOREST CANOPY
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INTRODUCTION
Many environmental issues can be investigated with the help of eddy-covariance (EC) measurement
technique, which employs the measurements of wind and scalars (e.g. [CO2]) to infer the vertical
turbulent flux (of carbon dioxide). However, the performance of EC technique is particularly sensitive to
nighttime stable conditions, which usually lead to significant flux underestimation by the EC
measurements [1].
The EC technique is unable to capture the real flux at stable conditions, which frequently occur at night
time and lead to severe biases in flux measurements. At that time of day, there is no turbulence generation
by ground heating. At weak winds and clear skies at night time (very stable BL), an open forest canopy
allows for an intensive cooling of the ground. Consequently, an inversion forms in the whole layer from
the ground to above-canopy level. Strong stratification sets in, so that the turbulence becomes effectively
lifted and decoupled from the ground [2]. The CO2 flux, emitted near the ground or by the lower part of
the canopy, starts flowing away in a gravity force-induced drainage flow.
SITE DESCRIPTION
The study utilizes the measurement data from the Station for Measuring Forest Ecosystem-Atmosphere
Relations (SMEAR II) located in southern Finland (61.51˚ N, 24.17˚E). The station tower is at 180m asl
within the relatively homogeneous pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) stand established in 1962, which stretches 1
kilometer to the North. The vegetation homogeneity is retained along the distance of about 150 meters in
all directions from the mast; farther on the other species are also represented, most notably the spruce
stand 150 meters to the South. The average height of the local pine stand is 15 m, all-sided LAI (leaf area
index) is 6m2/m2. The tower is situated atop a slanting ridge approximately 40 meters high and 1 km long
(from North to East), bordered by a lake from South-West. The largest slope gradient is in the vicinity of
the lake, whereas the smallest is on the eastern side of the ridge.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, we generally used the measurement data from the years 2004-2006. Data employed in this
study included: at the main mast - profiles of air temperature, wind speed, wind direction and CO2
concentration at 4.2, 8.4, 16.8, 33.6, 50.4 and 67.2 meter levels, and CO2 flux measured by 2 EC setups at
23.3m height (main mast) and 3.2m height (small mast nearby).
In order to register the decoupling, we made use of the wind direction profile and defined the wind
directional shear (WDdiff) for the trunk space (3.2-8.4m) and the canopy space (8.4m-16.8m).
Decoupling within a layer was defined as the period of WDdiff > 60˚. When WDdiff was high in both
layers, the situation was described as “complex decoupling”. In parallel with WDdiff, we used the
quantities characterizing turbulence (friction velocity, u*, vertical wind velocity standard deviation, W),
and dynamic stability (bulk Richardson number, Ri).
The turbulent friction velocity, u*, was used as a measure of turbulent mixing. It is expressed via
Reynolds turbulent stress as
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where u* is the friction velocity, the Reynolds turbulent stress, ρ the air density.
In turn, the bulk Richardson number is a measure of dynamic stability inside a layer:
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where g is the gravity acceleration,  the potential temperature difference between the top and the

bottom of a layer,  the potential temperature at the top, and u the mean wind speed at the top, z the
height at the top of a layer. Thus, we could obtain Ri for two layers, 4.2-8.4m (trunk space) and 8.4-16.8m
(canopy space).
EC technique was used for the CO2 flux calculation. It is based on the action of turbulence, which,
according to Reynolds decomposition, is represented for some quantity s as

s  s  s' ,

(3)

Here, the varying quantity s is decomposed into the mean (overbar) and fluctuating (prime) components.
Assumptions that the terrain in the measurement area is horizontally homogeneous and the flux is
stationary (no change with time) lead to a conclusion that at a certain height inside surface layer the
vertical CO2 flux can be expressed as a covariance of vertical wind speed and CO2 concentration:

FCO2  w' cCO2 '

.

(4)

The model of respiration was formulated using the nonlinear regression of the nighttime CO2 flux at
sufficient turbulence (u* > 0.25) versus soil temperature:

Rmod  Rref Q10

(T Tref ) / 10

,

(5)

where Rref is the reference respiration at the Tref of 10 degrees Celsius, Q10 the temperature sensitivity,
and T the humus temperature. The reference respiration was recalculated inside a 15-day moving
window, while the temperature sensitivity was kept constant at 2.6.
We also calculated the Net Ecosystem Exchange (NEE) and normalized NEE (NEEnorm) so that to
investigate the impact of the nighttime decoupling on EC CO2 flux:
NEEnorm = NEE / Rmod = (Rtot – GPP) / Rmod ,

(6)

where NEE is the Net Ecosystem Exchange, Rtot the total ecosystem respiration, GPP the gross primary
productivity of the ecosystem, and Rmod the respiration model. In practice, NEE was calculated as the sum
of the EC CO2 flux and the storage flux below EC measurement height of 23.3m.
RESULTS
Inspection of WDdiff revealed that decoupling was frequent on summer nights at our site; about 10-20%
of all nighttime periods could be characterized as decoupling conditions.
We have found that the onset of decoupling conditions and change of the drainage flow depth are related
to the magnitude of stability and turbulence. At low stability, subcanopy wind followed the above-canopy
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wind, but at high stability, subcanopy wind was downslope even when above-canopy wind was upslope
(Figure 1).

AC wind upslope
SC wind downslope

AC downslope
SC downslope

AC downslope
SC upslope

AC upslope
SC upslope

Figure 1. Downslope projected above-canopy (16.8m) wind speed versus downslope projected belowcanopy (8.4m) wind speed. Color coding is done using the values of log(Ri). The black dots with the error
bars are the bin-averages ± std. The ellipsoid marks the data at high-stability, decoupling conditions
(canopy-space decoupling here), where the subcanopy wind is downslope regardless of the above-canopy
wind. AC – above-canopy; SC – subcanopy.
Moreover, it was found that the depth of the drainage flow increased with the increase of stability. At low
and at high dynamic stability, trunk and canopy decoupling become more probable, correspondingly
(Figure 2). This observation implies that stronger stability allows for the generation of a deeper decoupled
layer, inside which a more powerful drainage flow can be initiated.

Figure 2. Occurrence of the 3 decoupling regimes (trunk, canopy and both layers) at varying canopy Ri, in
percents of all periods with decoupling. While dynamic stability is low, trunk space decoupling prevails.
As Ri increases, the fraction of trunk space decoupling cases drops rapidly. Cases of decoupling in both
layers, when the wind direction profile is especially complex, are distributed evenly over Ri, but also
vanish at Ri > ~2.
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Besides that, some important quantities ([CO2] profile, temperature, long-wave radiation, EC CO2 flux)
have exhibited highly correlated behaviour during the nighttime decoupling periods. It is of special
interest that the EC CO2 flux was varying when high WDdiff3.2-8.4m and WDdiff3.2-8.4m indicated trunk and
canopy space decoupling, correspondingly (Figure 3).

time (hr)
Figure 3. Casestudy of 06-07.08.04. Upper panel: wind directions at 3.2, 8.4 and 16.8m levels and
WDdiff for the layers 3.2-8.4m and 8.4-16.8m; lower panel: EC flux and storage flux of CO2. WDdiff
indicates 3 stages of decoupling: in the trunk space (19-21 PM and 01-05 AM) and in canopy space (21
PM-01 AM). Note the drop in the EC CO2 flux during the canopy space decoupling.
CONCLUSIONS
The study has demonstrated high applicability of the wind direction profile for the nighttime decoupling
detection. The decoupling regimes were clearly distinguished by the characteristic evolution of the EC
CO2 flux, stability and turbulence indicators. The changes in the depth of the decoupled layer were
reflected in the variation of the turbulent CO2 flux.
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WEAKNESS OF WEEKLY WAVELETS VOID INDIRECT WEEKEND EFFECT
A. Asmi
Dept of Physics, University of Helsinki, Finland

Keywords: CCN, Wavelets, Weekend-effect
INTRODUCTION
We have studied the background of so called aerosol ”weekend-effect”, or aerosol emission influence
on the regional meteorology, using multi-station European long-time measurements of number size
distributions of CCN-sized aerosol particles and CCNs. With notably rare exceptions we could not
find weekly cycle in in CCN or CCN proxy number concentrations, suggesting the CCN-sized aerosol
number concentrations are too homogeneous to produce strong indirect-effect based weekend effect.
METHODS
As the datasets for actual CCN concentrations were not available, we constructed different CCN
analogies from more widely measured aerosol number size distributions. The idea was to follow
(Asmi et al., 2011) in general approach and calculated from the size distributions different cut-off
diameters to represent potential cut-off diameters of CCN activation. These approaches do not
take into account particle composition and are thus non-ideal proxies for the CCN numbers, but
are consistent with many modelling approaches.
We used as the main dataset the dataset from three boundary layer low-land stations in Germany
and Northern Europe, namely Pallas (Lihavainen et al., 2008) and SMEAR II (Hyytiälä) (Hari
and Kulmala, 2005) stations in Northern and Southern Finland respectively and Melpitz station
(Engler et al., 2007) in Eastern Germany. The stations were chosen for their long-period continuous
measurements of size distribution. The data was collected from EBAS web-interface (ebas.nilu.no)
and from the station operators. As additional data source, we used the field data from two years
of measurements in low-land EUSAAR and GUAN stations as described in (Asmi et al., 2011).
From the size distributions, we calculated some representative ”CCN-sized” concentrations of
aerosols. Three overlapping size ranges were used: 50-500 nm (N50 ), 100-500 nm (N100 ) and 250-500
nm (N250 ). The upper limit of 500 nm was due instrumental limitations. In addition to these, the
air-parcel model calculated CDNC numbers were calculated from the size distribution (CDNCap )
and for SMEAR II station, the measured CCN number at water supersaturation of S=0.04 was
used (NCCN0.04 ). See Appendix A for details of the measurements, initial data preparation and
instrumentation used. We used years 2009–2010 data for the analysis on NCCN.
The data was then tested against a series of statistical significance tests. Concentration histogram
tests were done to show if there is a statistically significant difference between mean weekday
concentrations of three concentration ranges N50 , N100 and N250 . We separated the datasets by
weekdays and calculated histograms of concentrations for each weekday. The test was done for
all-year datasets and separately for seasonal (DJF, MAM, JJA, SON) subsets of the data. The
test used was Kruskal-Wallis non-parameteric test (Kruskal and Wallis, 1957) with null hypothesis
that the mean concentrations of weekdays were all from the same distribution with similar median
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and shape. The daily means were used to remove the high autocorrelation of measurements done
in the same day.
The statistical tests of concentration histograms was not supportive of a strong weekend effect
either CCN proxy or NCCN number concentrations. None of the tests for concentrations studied
could reject the null hypothesis (p=0.05), and thus there is no reason to believe at least statistically
significant differences between weekdays in the concentrations studied, even in seasonal datasets.
The closest to rejecting null hypothesis was NCCN0.04 data with p=0.13 for all-season dataset, with
Sunday concentrations being smaller than other weekdays. We further extended our analysis to
1-2 year data from additional 21 stations around Europe from (Asmi et al., 2011), but with similar
results - only 6 of 315 statistical tests (21 stations, 4 seasons + all seasons, 3 size ranges). Based
on these test results, we can conclude that there is no strong consistent difference between weekday
concentrations of CCN-sized particles in regional background of European boundary layer.
Even though there is no strong variation between weekdays in seasonal or annual medians or
histogram shapes, there is a possibility of an intermittant signal in weekly periodicity. To find such
signals, spectral analytic methods can be used to extract signal from background noise. However,
using a pure spectral analysis could be also misleading, as many signals could also be from natural
sources, or just occurring from random fluctuations in the atmosphere, or instrumental noise.
For this reason, we considered a ”weekend” cycle to only occur if two consecutive tests could be
passed: 1) The observed periodicity should be statistically significantly over the background noise
level, determined from the sampling-time variance and autocorrelation; and (2) the observed signal
should also be consistently connected to specific weekdays. The first test shows that the signal
is unlikely from random fluctuations, and the second connects it to anthropogenic sources. We
used the wavelet analysis for the datasets from the 3 main stations. The comparison spectrum for
spectral analysis was modified red-noise spectrum. However, the tests done do not show any 7-day
variability, detectable above the background noise, for any of the concentrations studied, effectively
making any further tests for weekly variability unnecessary.
CONCLUSIONS
The lack of CCN number weekly cycle does not support indirect-effects based weekly cycle in European meteorology, at least in regional background environment. There are still potential for such
cyclicities based on the methodological limitations of current measurements, mostly on particle composition (hygroscopicity), optical properties and changes in giant CCNs. Also differences between
surface concentrations and cloud base aerosol concentrations could affect the actual aerosol-cloud
interactions.
We also conclude that the overall lack of reliable long-term measurements of CCN number concentrations and overall aerosol number size spectra between 0.5 and 2 µm hamper the studies for
potential aerosol-cloud interactions in European boundary layer.
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INTRODUCTION
Secondary new particle formation (NPF) has been recognised as an important source of atmospheric
aerosol particles worldwide (Kulmala et al. 2004). Yet, there are numerous open questions on how this
process proceeds or what its climatic importance at different geographic regions is. These questions relate
to e.g. particle formation mechanisms, compounds involved in the process, environmental boundaries
required as well as the ability of freshly formed tiny particles to grow up to the sizes of climatic relevance.
To contribute for answering these questions, we analysed nearly 11-years (April 2000 – December 2010)
of continuous measurement data from Finnish sub-Arctic GAW (Global Atmospheric Watch) station
Pallas with the focus on NPF events. We classified the days into NPF event, undefined and non-event days
following Dal Maso et al. (2005), determined the particle formation and growth rates, examined which
factors (air mass properties, local meteorology, condensation sink, sulphuric acid concentration, etc.)
promote or hinder particle formation, analysed the long-term trends, and in addition, the probability of
particles to grow up to the CCN (Cloud Condensation Nuclei) sizes.
METHODS
The analysis of NPF relied on Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS) measurements on particle
number size distributions (Komppula et al. 2003). From the measured distributions, we determined the
particle formation and growth rates following the procedure presented in Komppula et al. (2003).
Auxiliary data on local meteorological variables, as well as on air mass backward trajectories, calculated
with FLEXTRA (Stohl et al. 1995), were used. Sulphuric acid has been suggested to be a key parameter in
atmospheric NPF, and while lacking the direct measurement of H2SO4, we used a proxy based on global
radiation, condensation sink (CS) and SO2 (Petäjä et al. 2009).
RESULTS
Seasonal variation of NPF events was congruent with previous studies, showing a spring maximum and a
winter minimum (Komppula et al 2003). Equally, NPF was found to be favoured by clean Arctic air
masses and bright, sunny weather. The observed seasonal trend was by a large part explained by interannual changes in climatic and meteorological conditions. Monthly median growth rates varied within the
limits of 1.9 and 4.6 nm h-1, being highest in summer months, and as such providing evidence of the
significance of organic vapours for the particle growth. It was calculated that in all seasons a major
fraction of the particle growth could not be explained by the sulphuric acid alone. To get further evidence
on the contribution of organics for the particle growth, biogenic emissions for marine and mixed air
masses were estimated similarly as in Tunved et al. 2006. In general, the growth rate showed increase with
biogenic emissions, as expected (Fig. 1.)
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Figure 1. Particle growth rate as a function of biogenic emissions for marine and mixed air masses.
The inter-annual trend of NPF days versus non-event days suggests a decrease in the beginning of the
decade and vice versa, increases in the end of the decade (Fig. 2). As the external climatic and
meteorological quantities seemed to predict the NPF occurrence fairly well, we developed a proxy for
NPF based on air mass origin, visibility and global radiation. It however turned out that this proxy was
insufficient for predicting the inter-annual trend and thus other non-specified factors played a role in
particle formation, our best guess of these being the quantity of nucleating or condensable vapours. This
idea was supported by the similar inter-annual trend in particle growth rates (not shown).

Figure 2. NPF days vs. non-event days – 11 year trend.
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Finally, the climatic impact of NPF was examined by separating the events with the growing mode
exceeding 80 nm size, previously found to be a good approximation of CCN size limit in Pallas
(Komppula et al 2005). In 34% of the class I (for definition, see Dal Maso et al. 2005) events this limit
was reached with the maximum probability of CCN80 formation in summer season. This is in agreement
with the higher growth rates observed in summer. We may conclude on the climatic importance of NPF
that while the observable CCN80 formation from NPF was infrequent, its impact on CCN number was
large; the average increase in CCN80 number by NPF was 211 %.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on over 10-years of continuous measurements in sub-Arctic Pallas station, following can be
concluded on the observed new particle formation (NPF) events: 1) NPF has clear seasonal cycle, with
maximum in spring and minimum in winter, 2) organic vapours from boreal forests seem to be mainly
responsible for the particle growth and 3) if growth up to CCN sizes is observed, NPF increases CCN
numbers significantly (over 3-fold).
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Spatial distribution of aerosol particles, turbulent mixing of clouds with the environment, the
influence of turbulence on aerosol dynamics (and vice versa) are the key issues in the study of
aerosol clouds. One of the possible ways of understanding these issues is to use direct numerical
simulations (DNS).
In this project we use a high-order public domain finite-difference code for compressible hydrodynamic flows (Pensil Code, 2001). The code advances the equations in non-conservative form. The
degree of conservation of mass, momentum and energy can then be used to assess the accuracy
of the solution. The code uses six-order centered finite differences. For turbulence calculation we
normally use the RK3-2N scheme for the time advancement. This scheme is of Runge - Kutta
type, third order. On a typical processor, the cache memory between the CPU and the RAM is
not big enough to hold full three-dimensional data arrays. Therefore, the Pencil Code has been
designed to evaluate first all the terms on the right-hand sides of the evolution equations along
a one-dimensional subset (pencil) before going to the next pencil. This implies that all derived
quantities exist only along pencils. Only in exceptional cases do we allocate full three-dimensional
arrays to keep derived quantities in memory.
The code is highly modular and comes with a large selection of physics modules. Recently, a
detailed chemistry module has been implemented, including an accurate description of all necessary
quantities, such as diffusion coefficients, thermal conductivity, reaction rates etc (N. Babkovskaia et
al., 1975). This module was well tested by using the commercial code for calculation of the turbulent
combustion process (Chemkin). The other module with description of the aerosol dynamics is
also completed now. The implemented material is prepared for calculating an evaporation and
condensation processes of aerosol particles, which consists of a solid core covered by liquid water.
Since initially the Pencil Code was elaborated for studying turbulent motions, it is well suitable
to modeling the fluid mechanical processes in the atmospheric clouds. Additionally, due to an
accurate description of the chemistry, the Pencil Code is a powerful tool for studying the aerosol
dynamics in a turbulent medium with complicated chemical composition.
In this project we study the activation process at the cloud edge. We consider the flux of aerosol
particles of the size of 100 nm, which goes through the boundary between the dry and wet air. For
test purposes we start from a 0-D problem and take into account the condensation and evaporation
of the aerosol particles covered by liquid water. Initially we take a lognormal distribution of particles
and supersaturation of 0.1 - 0.3 %. After several seconds we get a splitting of the initial distribution
into two peaks. This results is in a good agreement with the theory of aerosol dynamics (Seinfeld
and Pandis, 2006).
Next we consider a one dimensional problem and study the motion and evolution of the front
between the dry and wet air. The dry air flux (supersaturation is 0 %) with 1000 aerosol particles
is coming into the domain with an inlet velocity of 0.3 m/s and interacts with a wet cloud edge.
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Figure 1: Velocity and temperature fields in the 2D calculated domain at t = 0 s (upper left panel),
t = 0.8 s (upper right panel), t = 0.16 s (lower left panel) and t = 3.2 s (lower right panel).
This approach allows us to analyze the effect of the fluid mechanics on the aerosol dynamics (and
vice versa) in a laminar regime.
Finally, we consider a two dimensional problem with a more complicated velocity field at the cloud
edge. We assume that the dry air flux is coming in the middle of the computational domain and
coming out at its boundaries (see Figure 1). After several seconds the cloud edge is transformed
and we analyze the final distribution of the aerosol particles there. In Figure 2 we present the
distribution of 0.2 µm, 0.4 µm, 1.1 µm and 1.6 µm particles at t = 1.6 s. One can see that the large
particles are located at the cloud edge, that is in a good agreement with the observational data.
Comparing the result of one dimensional and two dimensional simulations we conclude that in both
models particle distribution inside a boundary between wet and dry air are very close, if the cloud
edge is not destroyed because of the complicated gas motion. In a case of destroyed cloud edge the
further study is needed.
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Figure 2: 2D distributions of 0.2 µm (upper left panel), 0.4 µm (upper right panel), 1.1µm (lower
left panel) and 1.6 µm (lower right panel) at t = 1.6 s.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosols have been shown to affect human health and well-being (Nel, 2005). They also
influence visibility and the radiation balance as they scatter (Cabada, Khlystov, Wittig, Pilinis, & Pandis,
2004) and absorb (M. Z. Jacobson, 2001) solar radiation. Atmospheric aerosols and trace gases are tightly
connected via physical, chemical and meteorological processes. New ethanol based fuels for the worlds’
vehicular fleet have been developed to reduce the dependence on fossil fuel, as well as to reduce carbon
dioxide emissions. However, little is still known about their impacts on human health, air quality and
climate (Farrell, 2006; M. Z. Jacobson, 2007). Megacities cover a relatively small area of land, but they
are a significant source of anthropogenic emissions to the total pollution budget by mankind. At MASP, it
has been estimated that out of the 7.2 million passenger and commercial vehicles 55 % of the burnt fuel is
alcohol (CETESB, 2007). The addition of ethanol to vehicle fuels reduces carbon monoxide emissions but
results in increased aldehyde emissions resulting in a photochemical smog problem (Graham, Belisle, &
Baas, 2008; Haagensmit, 1952; Seinfeld & Pandis, 2006). The vehicular fleet accounts for roughly 80 %
of the hydrocarbon (HC) emissions which are subsequently oxidised in the atmosphere resulting in
products with low enough vapour pressures to be found in the condensed phase.
The aim of this study is to characterize number size distributions and total number concentrations of submicron particulate matter in MASP, as well as the optical properties. The aim is to continue the
measurements for up to a year revealing diurnal patters along with seasonal cycles and wintertime
inversion induced pollution events. The observations reported here were taken as a part of the BIOFUSE
project (“The effects of intensive BIO-Fuel production and USE on regional air quality and global
climate”, a cooperation between the University of Helsinki (UHEL), University of São Paulo (USP), and
the Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI).

MEASUREMENTS
The measurement site is located roughly 10 km from the city centre, at the western edge of the most
densely populated area. São Paulo city is surrounded by vast suburban areas populated by 20 million
people, resulting in the world 7th biggest metropolitan area. It is located in the Armando Salles de Oliveira
campus area of USP. The campus area is vast, totalling an area of 7.4 km2, making the site ideal for
tracking the urban ambient particulate pollutants without the uncertainty and noise of local sources. The
city of São Paulo is located on a plateau of 860 meters above sea level (a.s.l.) surrounded by hills rising up
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to about 1200 meters a.s.l. The measurement equipment sits inside a temperature controlled room at the
roof of a four story building.
The measurement equipment at the site are a dual-flow differential mobility particle sizer (DMPS) and a
Neutral cluster and Air Ion Spectrometer (NAIS) measuring number size distributions from 6 to 800 nm
and 0.8 to 42 nm respectively. In addition there are a three wavelength TSI Inc. 3563 three wavelength
nephelometer and a Thermo Scientific Multi Angle Absorption Photometer (MAAP) measuring light
scattering and absorption coefficients respectively.

RESULTS
New particle formation events have been observed all over the world, from pristine atmospheric
conditions like Antarctica, to heavily polluted environments like Mexico City (Dunn et al., 2004) to
oceanic new particle formation events in the South Pacific (Kulmala et al., 2004 and references there in).
Here we present the first measured new particle formation events measured in São Paulo, Brazil (Figure
1).
The occurrence of new particle formation (NPF) depends on the competition between the initial growth of
the nuclei and their scavenging by the pre-existing particulate pollution (Kulmala et al., 2005). When the
condensation sink (CS) is low, also small condensable vapour source rates are able to produce enough
material for the small particles to form and grow. However, when the CS is large, the source rate needed
for the particles to grow and to survive to observable sizes need to be substantially larger (Kulmala et al.,
2005). In this study we show that the new particle formation events also occur in heavily polluted areas
such as São Paulo, Brazil. While the CS can be a limiting factor for new particle formation, the fact that
these events are observed at heavily polluted areas demonstrates that a large abundance of condensable
vapours can result in new particle formation events. New particle formation events has also been seen in
New Delhi, India (Mönkkonen et al., 2005), Beijing, China (Wehner et al., 2004) and Mexico City,
Mexico (Dunn et al., 2004).
During the first month a total of seven new particle formation events were observed with growth rates
ranging from 9 to 25 nm h-1. During these events the condensation sink, vapour abundance explaining the
growth, and vapour production rates were calculated. Interestingly enough there were also events were
condensed vapours were evaporating from the condensed phase thus shrinking the size of the particles in
all sizes.
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Figure 1. The first nucleation event measured on the 2nd of November 2010. The growth rate of 9.3 nm h -1 was
calculated using DMPS data from 6 to 20 nm indicated by the black line.

CONCLUSIONS
During the first three months we have observed seven new particle formation events in Sao Paolo, Brazil.
From four of these growth rates could be calculated ranging from 9 – 25 nm h-1. From these events we
could calculate the vapour abundance explaining the growth of the particles and the production rate of the
vapour to sustain the growth. We found that the condensation sink (CS) during the events were double that
of pristine conditions but lower than in the heavily polluted New Delhi in India. Similarly the vapour
abundance of the nucleating vapours and their production rate in São Paulo much was less than New Delhi
in India but greater than the pristine conditions of the boreal forests of Nordic countries.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosols affect the radiative balance of atmosphere through multiple mechanisms. Aerosols absorb
and scatter radiation and by acting as cloud condensation nuclei they can alter the radiative characteristics of clouds. The impact of aerosols in the atmosphere persists to have large uncertainties.
Global climate models generally describe aerosols with modal or moment approaches. However,
sectional models enable more flexibility in terms of describing the aerosol size distribution and the
particle size dependent chemical composition, which have implications in e.g. aerosols’ ability to
form cloud droplets. By selection of significant microphysical processes and with increasing computational power sectional models are a viable choice for representation of aerosols within global
atmospheric models.
METHODS
We have implemented a sectional aerosol model SALSA (Sectional Aerosol module for Large Scale
Applications) by Kokkola et al. (2008) within the ECHAM5-HAM (Stier et al. 2005) aerosolclimate model. We compare the optical depths simulated with SALSA and with the original
ECHAM5-HAM aerosol model M7 (Vignati et al. 2004) to satellite and in-situ observations.
The SALSA module describes the aerosol population with 20 sections. There are 10 size dependent
sections with parallel sections depending on the external mixing of particles. M7 describes the
aerosol population with 7 lognormal modes. There are 4 soluble modes with 3 insoluble modes in
parallel for external mixing of particles. Both models consider five compounds: sulphate, organic
carbon, black carbon, sea salt and dust. In addition to these water uptake is also considered.
Aerosol optical depths (AOD) are calculated using Mie theory following Toon and Ackerman (1981).
Due to computational requirements the AOD is determined from lookup tables using Mie parameter,
and real and imaginary parts of refractive index as input parameters. The particle refractive indices
are the volume weighted average of all compounds.
To evaluate the AOD characteristics of the aerosol populations produced by the microphysical
models we have made nudged simulation runs with both M7 and SALSA for year 2008. We
have used half a year spin-up before the actual simulation year for the aerosol and trace gas
concentrations to develop. T63 resolution is used which corresponds to approximately 1.9◦ x 1.9◦
in the gaussian grid. For the vertical resolution of the atmosphere we have used 31 levels which go
up to 10 hPa.
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RESULTS
Simulated global AOD is compared to satellite retrieval MODIS (Tanré et al. 1997) and groundbased sun-photometry robotic network AERONET (Holben et al. 2001). The MODIS satellite
retrieval provides the observed AOD in global scale. MODIS retrieval has low uncertainty for areas
over oceans while its ability to capture AOD over land has significant uncertainties. AERONET
robotic network operates in-situ measurements of the AOD.
Observation
0.15
0.17

MODIS
AERONET

SALSA
0.10
0.12

M7
0.14
0.17

Table 1: Averages of observed and simulated AOD for year 2008.
In Table 1 we have the global means of AOD for SALSA and M7 calculated for gridpoints with
MODIS data and means of gridpoints corresponding to AERONET sites. In both cases SALSA
has much lower AOD while M7 captures the AOD almost perfectly.
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Figure 1: Difference in aerosol optical depth between a) SALSA and b) M7 and MODIS satellite
retrieval. Green color indicates underestimation with a model and yellow indicates overestimation
with a model.
We have in Fig. 1 the difference in annual mean for year 2008 between simulated AOD and MODIS
retrieval. Both SALSA (Fig. 1a) and M7 (Fig. 1b) underestimate the AOD at high latitudes. One
of the reasons for underestimation is too strong wet deposition of aerosols. In the mid-latitude
ocean regions the difference in simulated AOD with SALSA to satellite retrieval is lower than with
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M7. M7 shows clear overestimation in large part of ocean regions. Over the Atlantic Ocean to
the west of Saharan desert the AOD with M7 is at least 0.15 higher than MODIS retrieval. In
Europe and the East coast of USA the difference to MODIS with SALSA is less than 0.05 while
with M7 the difference to MODIS is small in China and India. Furthermore both models show poor
performance over Sahara and Arabian peninsula. However, the MODIS retrieval is unreliable over
land areas with high reflection. Therefore the differences over land, especially over desert areas,
should be viewed with caution.
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Simulated AOD by SALSA/M7
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Figure 2: Scatterplot of simulated aerosol optical depth with SALSA (red ◦) and M7 (blue ×)
compared to AERONET robotic network stations.
The AERONET provides a ground-based sun-photometry AOD statistics. We have in Fig. 2
scatterplot of the AOD for SALSA and M7 compared to AERONET robotic network. The overall
annual mean AOD for gridpoints corresponding to AERONET sites for SALSA is 0.12 and for M7
the mean is 0.17 while the annual average over the AERONET sites is 0.17. From Fig. 2 we can
see that the simulated AOD at these sites is overestimated for low values and underestimated for
high values. In all cases except one the AOD with SALSA is smaller than AOD with M7. Due to
lower overestimation SALSA shows better agreement with AERONET for observed AODs under
0.15 while M7 shows better agreement for observed AODs larger than 0.15.
CONCLUSIONS
The global aerosol optical depth simulated with the two microphysical models SALSA and M7
within aerosol-climate model ECHAM5-HAM was compared to MODIS and AERONET observations. Annual global mean AOD is produced quite well with M7 but underestimated using SALSA.
Regionally both models underestimate the AOD at high-latitudes. Possible reasons for this are poor
description of the transport and too high removal rate of aerosols. With M7 the global average
AOD of 0.14 is in good agreement with the MODIS retrieval of 0.15 but regionally the differences
to observed AOD are significant with differences as high as 0.15. With SALSA we have good
agreement in mid-latitude oceans, while the global annual mean AOD is underestimated with 0.10.
We found also that SALSA is unable to reproduce the high AODs related to highly polluted areas
such as India and China.
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Long term temporal scaling of forest atmosphere relations using
tree rings
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Introduction
Forests have been exposed to increased CO2 and to atmospheric pollutants over a long time period and
the functioning and the growth of forests have been changed by the atmosphere. Since the effects of
both CO2 and many atmospheric pollutants may be cumulative, we require tools to detect and scale
effects over a long time periods. Effects may be cumulative and trees may respond to slowly over the
long term.
In this presentation I try to trace how long term changes in the atmospheric composition can be traced
back using tree rings using a few published examples and ongoing work. The talk is more a summary
of ongoing and preexisting work that tries to discuss both potential and problems to infer forest
atmosphere relations from tree rings.
According to Cook and Kariutskis (1987, modified here) tree ring growth is the result of the
interactions of several and internal processes of trees.

Which indicates that tree growth is the overlayed signal of several processes. Usually scientists try to
separate these different signals by replicating their samples over many trees sampled from different
stands using different conditions. The extraction standard techniques are, in addition focusing pretty
much on the extraction of the climate signal from tree rings. In addition the dependence of tree growth
on the growth of the previous years (or the so called autocorrelation) is pretty strong and impedes to
some extend inference from tree rings.
I subsequently present three case studies on tree growth that show, how in spite of these
methodological difficulties useful conclusions can be drawn from tree ring data.
In the case study one we try to establish links between tree rings and photosynthetic production of jack
pine and black spruce in Canada. The study reveals that inter site differences in ring width are related to
differences in photosynthetic production while intra site variation in growth is much less limited by
photosynthetic production.
Case study two investigates the relationships between atmospheric turbidity and tree rings, revealing
changes in the sensitivity of tree ring growth within solar cycles.
Case study three reveals a large scale growth decline of Scots pine forests due to Sulphur deposition.
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INTRODUCTION
Today it is crucial to point out in any statement given from the scientific community to politicians that
many of our future climate predictions are based on simplified and more or less empirical achieved
parameterizations without knowing the detailed processes. Facing the huge impacts by the increased CFCconcentrations in the stratosphere some decades ago, coupled with our insufficient knowledge about the
reason for the ongoing ozone-depletion we should have learned our lesson: the atmosphere is a very
complex system (always with surprises) and we can only reach a complete picture if we invest strong
efforts in understanding the detailed mechanisms. The overall aim of the Atmosphere Modelling Group is
to achieve a better process-based knowledge in many atmosphere relevant fields, starting by the emissions
of volatile organic compounds, the still for many molecules unclear atmospheric chemistry up to the direct
and indirect aerosol effect and its implications on the local and global climate.

OBJECTIVES
The Atmosphere Modelling Group in the Division of Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Helsinki,
was established in the beginning of 2009. The group currently includes beside Dr. Boy who is leading the
group two post-doctoral scientists, four PhD-, three Master and two Bachelor students. The model
activities are on different time-scales reaching from milliseconds in the cloud-process-studies to years in
the global climate model and cover a wide spatial range from centimetres up to the globe. The strength of
the group arises from a strong collaboration between the group members and in this manner also between
the different models. This cross line through time and space with different models in one group offers a
very unique and powerful setup and enables the investigation in many important atmospheric fields like
chemistry and aerosols from the process level up to their implications on the global climate. Regarding the
complexity of atmospheric processes valuable results are only achieved if people from different fields are
collaborating very close together like it is in the Atmosphere Modelling Group. The main objectives of the
group activities are:
·

·

·

·

·

to quantify the emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from different ecosystems and to
pinpoint the fraction of organic compounds which are not identified by novel instrumentation up today
to improve our capability in modelling the formation of SOA in the atmosphere and their ability to act
as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)
to gain a better understanding in the cloud formation processes and the influence of turbulence on the
aerosol dynamic and vice versa the influence of aerosol dynamics on the turbulence
to discover and investigate possible feedback mechanisms in the biosphere-atmosphere system which
could have a crucial role in future climate predictions
to parameterize the new achieved results on a more process-based understanding and implement them
in large-scale models
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METHODS
In order to achieve the objectives, the following research questions are addressed and build the main
scientific goals for the group activities:
·
·
·

·

·
·

·

Do the emissions of VOCs measured and simulated for different ecosystems with empirical and
process-based models present a satisfying representation of all emitted species and how large is the
fraction we are still not able to quantify? Is the seasonal trend captured and how important is the
emission of VOCs from soil and litter?
What are the key processes related to the formation of SOA and are the main mechanism understood
and parameterized in an acceptable way? Is the sulphuric acid molecule really the key component in
the atmospheric nucleation mechanism and what are the roles of amines?
How important is vertical mixing in terms of photochemistry and SOA formation processes, taking the
strong gradients of certain parameters such as reactive gases (e.g. sesquiterpenes) into account?
Under what chemical, physical and meteorological conditions biogenic SOA act as CCN and will this
change under future climate scenarios? How strong is the influence of turbulence on the aerosol
dynamics (and vice versa) inside and at the edge of a cloud?
Do the emissions of VOCs and the subsequent production of SOA cause a cooling or warming effect
for the boreal forest regions in the future compared to the biomass increase by rising temperature and
CO2 concentrations?
Will the formation of new particles in the future increase or decrease and what impact could this have
on the climate through the direct and indirect aerosol effect?
Do undiscovered feedback mechanisms in the complex atmosphere-biosphere system still exist and if
yes how important is their role for our future climate?

To answer this questions the group uses different models. A schematic time-space plot and a short
description of the different models used are presented in below.

Schematic time-space plot of the models developed and/or applied in the group of atmosphere modelling.
The UHMA model (University of Helsinki Multi component Aerosol model) and the new improved
version UHMAEMO (EMO stands for aErosol MOdule) includes comprehensive aerosol dynamics
(nucleation, condensation, coagulation and deposition) and has already been successfully tested in
different atmospheric models. This code was developed at the University of Helsinki during the last ten
years and is one of the most detailed aerosol dynamic codes available (Korhonen et al., 2004). A new
version with an improved condensation scheme and a more up to date numerical solution has been
constructed by the group recently.
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The PENCIL-CLOUD code is a high-order finite-difference code for compressible hydrodynamic flows. It
is highly modular and can easily be adapted to different types of problems. An aerosol dynamic module
was implemented to study the effects of turbulence on the cloud formation processes (and vice versa) and
to investigate the effects of different CCN-concentrations with variable chemical properties on the number
of cloud droplets formed. This project started last autumn and a manuscript explaining the model structure
and presenting the first results is under preparation.
MALTE / MALTE-BOX (Model to predict new Aerosol formation in the Lower TropospherE) is a zeroand/or one-dimensional model which includes several modules for the simulation of boundary layer
dynamics and both chemical and aerosol dynamical processes. The aerosol dynamics are solved by the
size-segregated aerosol model UHMA, the emissions are predicted by MEGAN (Model for Emissions of
Gases and Aerosols in Nature, Guenther et al., 2006) and gas phase chemistry is solved with the kinetic
preprocessor (KPP, http://people.cs.vt.edu/~asandu/Software/Kpp/) in combination with the Master
Chemical Mechanism (MCM, http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM/). The model was developed during the last
six years at the University of Helsinki and the National Centre for Atmospheric Research in Boulder,
Colorado, USA (Boy et al., 2006, 2008, Lauros et al., 2010).
SOSA / SOSAA (model to Simulate the concentrations of Organic vapours, Sulphuric Acid and Aerosols)
in its current version includes similar modules for emissions of organic vapours and gas phase chemistry
as MALTE. It is a one-dimensional parallelized model operating at the high-performance supercluster
Murska at the IT Center for Science in Helsinki, which gives the possibility to run long-term simulations
with detailed processes in chemistry and meteorology within reasonable time (Boy et al., 2010). Recently
the already in MALTE tested UHMAEMO code was parallelized and implemented in SOSA. This is the
first model using a comprehensive aerosol dynamic code coupled with detailed chemistry to investigate
the formation of secondary organic aerosols for long periods with a high vertical resolution.
FLAMO (Flexible Atmosphere Model) is a regional model with high temporal and spatial resolution. It is
currently developed by Dr. Henri Vuollekoski and PhD-student KV Gopalkrishnan. The model provides a
parallelized interface and simplifies the implementation of different modules constructed and tested in
other models like for meteorology, emissions, chemistry and aerosol dynamics. This task will be finalized
until next summer.
ASAM (All Scale Atmosphere Model) developed at the Institute for Tropospheric Research (Leipzig,
Germany) is a large eddy simulation model with simplified aerosol and chemistry modules. This model
will be intensively used in combination with the PENCIL-CLOUD model to provide the input parameters
at the edge of clouds or other interested spaces. The model was transferred to our group in the beginning
of this year and a strong collaboration including student exchange was agreed with the responsible
scientists at IfT for further model development and applications.
The ECHAM-HAM (currently version ECHAM5_HAM) is an aerosol-climate modelling system. It is
based on a flexible microphysical approach and, as the number of externally imposed parameters is
minimised, allows the application in a wide range of climate regimes. ECHAM-HAM predicts the
evolution of an ensemble of micro-physically interacting internally- and externally-mixed aerosol
populations as well as their size-distribution and composition. This model is operated in the group and
enables the testing of new developed parameterizations and the effect of selected feedback mechanism in
one global climate models involved in the next IPCC predictions (Makkonen et al., 2009).
The development and application of various models over many magnitudes in space and time is a great
challenge. Inside the group each module (see figure below) is organized by one responsible person on an
extra place organised by version control (BAZAAR). This enables every model beside the ECHAM-HAM
to get the updated information achieved by new results. This structure is an important part to ensure that
different people do not waste their time by implementing the results from others inside their code but
automatically by pushing the button receive all updates achieved inside the group.
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Schematic picture of the structure inside the group for individual modules used
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric new particle formation consists of rather complicated sets of processes, the first of them is
gas-to-particle nucleation which occurs naturally but might be also easily influenced by anthropogenic
emissions of gases such as SO2. It is generally accepted that sulfuric acid is a robust source of new
particles and plays a central role in atmospheric new particle formation. Aerosol particles serving as cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) play an important role in the formation of clouds, precipitation, and they have
influence on atmospheric chemistry and physics, the water cycle in nature and Earth’s climate (Seinfeld
and Pandis, 1998). One of the largest uncertainties in present understanding of climate change is the
response of cloud characteristics and precipitation processes to currently increasing anthropogenic aerosol
concentrations. The CCN activation is determined by particle composition, size and water vapor
supersaturation. The CCN measurements are continually performed both in laboratories and field
experiments around the globe to provide reliable data of atmospheric CCN concentration and size
distribution as function of water vapor supersaturation. Since increasing demand is put on quantitative
description, assessment of the effects of natural background aerosol on CCN and description of the impact
on the atmosphere and climate (Andreae et al. 2005). In this laboratory study we focused on CCN
activation of sulfuric acid particles produced with flow tube technique.
METHODS AND RESULTS
Flow tube technique was used to produce particles in the size range from about 10 to 130 nm by
homogeneous nucleation of sulphuric acid and water (Brus et al. 2010). Sulfuric acid vapour was
produced by using a thermally controlled one meter long saturator with I.D. of 6 cm which was partially
filled with pure (97%) sulfuric acid. Dry, purified, and particle free air is flown through the saturator with
constant flow rate (0.1 slpm) to saturate the flow with sulphuric acid vapour. The concentration of sulfuric
acid is controlled by the temperature of the saturator. The sulphuric acid concentration was measured at
the end of two meter long temperature controlled flow tube with Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer
(CIMS) (Petäjä et al., 2009) or Atmospheric Pressure Interface Time-of-Flight mass spectrometer APITOF (Junninen et al., 2010). The concentration of nucleated particles was monitored with Particle Size
Magnifier (PSM, Vanhanen et al., 2010) and CPC TSI model 3010. The size of the particles was measured
with DMPS system (HAUKE DMA, UCPC, TSI model 3025A) in the size range from 3 to 200 nm. The
continuous flow Cloud Condensation Nuclei Counter (CCNC, Droplet Measurement Technologies) was
used to measure CCN. The key parameters recorded during the typical experiment are shown in figure 1
as a time series: particle size distribution (DMPS), temperature of saturator, mean particle diameter,
sulfuric acid concentration in a gas-phase (CIMS) and activated fraction of sulphuric acid particles
(CCNC).
At water supersaturation 1% we are able to activate about 50% of sulfuric acid particles with the mean
diameter of 28 nm (taken from DMPS particle size distribution).
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Figure 1. Key parameters of the experiment as a time series: particle size distribution (DMPS),
temperature of saturator, mean particle diameter, sulphuric acid concentration in a gas-phase (CIMS) and
activated fraction of sulphuric acid particles (CCNC).
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The surface radiation balance regulates the melting and freezing of the pack ice, which in turn is
a key climate regulator in the Arctic. Important, yet poorly-quantified factors in this context are
short-lived climate forcers (SLCF), including e.g. natural and anthropogenic aerosols. The
climate impacts of SLCFs are tightly connected with cryospheric changes and associated human
activities (Fig 1). For example, transport of black carbon aerosols to high latitudes and their
deposition on snow are known to decrease the surface albedo which, together with decreased
sulfate aerosol emissions, has probably contributed to the observed Arctic warming. Melting of
the pack ice and sea ice are likely to result in increased numbers of aerosol particles and CCN
from sources in the high Arctic, thereby increasing the reflectivity of clouds. Properties of highlatitude clouds may also be affected by the changing biogenic aerosol formation associated with
warming and snow-cover changes over boreal forest regions. Albedo changes due to altering
vegetation dynamics will further influence the feedbacks between biosphere, cryosphere and
atmosphere.

Figure 1. Links and feedbacks between different components in climate change and cryosphere
in Arctic areas.
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The Nordic Center of Excellence CRAICC (CRYOSPHERE-ATMOSPHERE INTERACTIONS IN A
CHANGING ARCTIC CLIMATE) aims at analyzing and quantifying the natural and anthropogenic
feedback processes and their impacts on Arctic warming in different time scales, from
nanoseconds to decades and millennia. The obtained knowledge will be implemented into Earth
System climate models, thus improving their accuracy related to Arctic areas. The project
includes over 130 participants from all Nordic countries in 17 research groups, and is
coordinated by the University of Helsinki. Funding is provided by Nordforsk.
CRAICC Work packages include: Coordination, Cryospheric changes, Natural emissions
associated with warming and cryospheric changes, SLCF and cryosphere, Cryosphere-aerosolcloud-climate interactions, Atmosphere-cryosphere-societal interactions Past long-term changes
in the Arctic, and Synthesis, Integration and Earth System modeling. The funding allows shortand long-term fellowships and researcher mobility between Nordic countries. An important part
of the NCoE is researcher training, where expertise from all involved disciplines and research
areas will be utilized. CRAICC also facilitates joint use of research infrastructures such as
intensive field stations (Fig 2) and field campaigns.

Figure 2. CRAICC field stations in Arctic and Antartic areas.
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TEMPORAL AND BETWEEN-TREE VARIABILITY OF SCOTS PINE
MONOTERPENE EMISSIONS IN A BOREAL FOREST STAND
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ᵴ兠  兠ᵴ껈诀䣘ᵴ 䣘ᵴ껈ﾘ兠 뿨㯀⏤ ᵴ껈ꏠ兠 ᵴ껈 屔  ⒀ 

⨜
ꏠꏠ   兠ᵴ껈ꏠ ᵴ 诀⒀兠 ꏠꏠ  ᵴ㯀 䱴湔⨜ᏸᏸ愜兠屔ᵴ⒀屔兠껈屔  ⒀ 


 껈 溄ᵴᵴ兠兠兠䣘⒀䱴 껈귔ᵴﾘ兠 ᏸ⨜ 䱴湔㯀㯀ᵴ껈 屔  ⒀ 



愜ᵴꏠꦴ兠 껈溄ﾘﾘ Ｔ ＴＴＴ溄䱴诀诀䱴ﾘ诀诀䱬ﾘ 诀䱴Ｔ诀Ｔ诀ﾘ䱴 㰰䱬Ｔ溄ﾘ 㰰Ｔ
 溄ﾘ诀Ｔ 䱴䱬䱬Ｔ溄䱴诀 㰰

䱴 ﾘ⏤䱬 䱴ﾘ

홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘䣘 ᵴ홀껈ꏠ ⒀䣘屔兠귔 ⒀ᵴ⒀껈껈껈兠 ꏠ 귔ᵴ 䣘ᵴ ꏠ ⒀귔⒀ᵴᵴ⒀兠 兠ᵴ⒀
䣘兠  ᵴ兠귔껈 兠ᵴ껈껈⒀ᵴ屔 兠ꦴ 兠兠 귔䣘ᵴ⒀ᵴ昼귔⒀ ᵴ껈兠 兠⒀ᵴ⒀兠귔껈ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘⒀ꏠ껈兠ᵴ 兠 껈兠 ᵴ
껈귔兠귔  ⒀ ᵴ䔄귔ᵴ  ᵴet al.,  ᵴet al.,혨澤 ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘兠홀兠귔 껈ᵴ⒀䣘ꦴ ﾘ⒀ ﾘ⨜
⒀ 䣘兠 귔ᵴ兠 ᵴ 兠홀⒀兠 ⒀ 兠ꦴ 兠 ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘 ᵴꦴ⒀䣘ᵴ껈 愜귔홀⒀⒀et al., 귔 ᵴ et
al., 澤兠홀⒀ꏠᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ껈⒀ᵴ홀兠 ᵴᵴ 귔껈 껈ᵴ홀湔ᵴ홀䣘⒀홀兠 ᵴ껈ꦴ ᵴᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀⒀홀ᵴᵴ껈
⒀ᵴ ᵴᵴ  兠홀⒀ ᵴꦴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈 兠 ᵴ⒀껈⒀ ⒀  ᵴ 䣘兠 兠 껈 䔄귔ᵴ  ᵴet al.,澤兠ꦴᵴᵴ
ᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ껈⒀ꏠ껈  䣘⒀ ꏠꦴ 껈ᵴ䣘ᵴ껈ꦴ   귔⒀⒀ 兠ᵴ홀ᵴＴ껈ᵴ䣘⒀ꏠ 兠ᵴ⒀ 兠ᵴ껈껈
 ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀껈兠 ⒀ꏠ兠 ᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈䣘⒀ ᵴ䣘ᵴ⒀ꏠ 껈 귔껈 ᵴ  ⒀屔兠⒀et al.,澤溄兠ᵴ兠ᵴ  ᵴᵴ ⒀껈
兠  ᵴᵴᵴ䣘⒀ 兠ꏠ⒀ ⒀껈兠 ᵴᵴ兠ꦴ湔䣘⒀ 兠ꏠ兠䣘ᵴ껈껈ᵴ껈 귔ᵴ 䣘ᵴ ᵴ껈⒀ 湔ᵴᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ 껈 껈
껈兠 ꏠ껈귔ᵴ껈껈 ⒀ᵴᵴ屔 兠ꦴᵴ ᵴ兠  껈⒀⒀ꏠ껈 ᵴᵴ ᵴ  兠 ᵴ兠귔껈䣘⒀ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈 兠홀
⒀ 䣘 껈䣘⒀ᵴ兠ᵴ兠 ⒀껈䣘⒀ᵴ⒀  兠홀兠 ᵴ  ᵴ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘䣘 ᵴ홀껈ꏠ

ﾘ귔⒀홀ꦴ⒀껈兠⒀ ⒀ꏠ껈ᵴ ᵴ⒀⒀ꏠ兠 홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈兠 诀䣘兠껈 ᵴᵴᵴ껈 귔 ⒀兠兠 ᵴ 
ᵴ兠 귔 ᵴ ᵴ 䣘兠 兠 껈孌ᵴ⒀껈兠ᵴ껈ᵴ ⒀⒀兠  ᵴ홀껈껈兠 昼귔⒀ꏠ⒀ 昼귔⒀ ꏠᵴꦴᵴᵴ   귔⒀
ᵴᵴ껈 ᵴᵴ껈귔껈䣘⒀ ᵴ귔껈ᵴ 兠䣘⒀ ꏠ ᵴ兠ᵴ ⒀ᵴ兠껈 ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘䣘 ᵴ홀껈ꏠ홀兠 ᵴ껈䣘⒀귔껈ᵴ ꏠ
⒀ꏠ ⒀⒀홀ᵴᵴ ⒀兠 껈 兠홀ᵴ홀껈껈兠  ⒀⒀兠⒀ ᵴ  兠홀兠 ꏠ⒀ ᵴꦴᵴᵴ껈⒀ 兠 ꏠ⒀⒀껈 ᵴ兠  
홀ᵴ

溄Ｔ ﾘ诀

ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈ꦴᵴᵴ䣘兠 귔䣘ᵴ ⒀ ᵴ诀溄Ｔ 䱴䱴홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈⒀兠  诀⒀兠  兠溄ᵴ⒀껈귔  兠ᵴ껈
Ｔ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀홀兠껈 ᵴᵴ ᵴ⒀兠 껈澤 ꏠꏠ  诀兠귔 ᵴ   ⒀  㯀兠兠Ｔ㯀홀⒀껈澤孌ᵴ
홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ  ᵴ홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ껈 兠홀诀䣘兠껈 ᵴ Pinus sylvestris澤⒀ 䣘 ᵴ껈  ᵴ ᵴ 귔껈 
⒀ ꏠ ⒀홀䣘껈 兠兠ᵴ 䣘兠껈귔ᵴ⒀ ⒀兠兠 湔⒀ 껈 ᵴᵴ⒀䣘兠 홀⒀껈껈껈ᵴ䣘兠홀ᵴᵴ  湔溄诀澤兠 湔 ᵴ 귔 
혨湔㯀孌ᵴ⒀껈兠홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ  ᵴ ᵴ⒀ᵴ ᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈ᵴ䣘귔홀兠 兠 ᵴ ᵴᵴᵴꦴ ⒀⒀껈䣘 兠홀⒀兠⒀ 湔
홀⒀껈껈껈ᵴ䣘兠홀ᵴᵴ 䔄䱬湔溄诀澤兠ᵴ兠 ᵴ 귔ꏠᵴ⒀ 兠䣘⒀ ꏠ ᵴ兠귔⒀兠 湔ᵴᵴ⒀⒀ꏠ ᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈
ꦴᵴ껈⒀홀ᵴ ᵴᵴ껈⒀ 홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ  ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈 ⒀兠⒀兠ꏠ䣘兠 兠 껈ꦴ 䔄䱬湔溄诀

Ｔ诀⏤ 诀䱴诀䱬⏤诀诀䱴ﾘ

溄兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈 兠홀诀䣘兠껈 ᵴ⒀ᵴ ᵴ⒀ꏠꦴ  ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀껈兠  㯀澤 ᵴ  ᵴ껈ᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈
兠⒀ 귔兠귔湔㯀 湔㯀ꦴᵴᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ  껈 ⒀ 껈귔홀홀ᵴᵴ兠 Ｔ홀껈껈兠 껈ꦴᵴᵴ兠兠ꏠ䣘兠ᵴ⒀ᵴ 
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ꦴ  䣘 ᵴ  兠ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ 澤 䣘⒀  ⒀⒀ᵴ껈兠⒀ᵴ兠兠껈䣘⒀  귔ᵴ 䣘ᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈
兠홀诀䣘兠껈 ᵴ 兠⒀ᵴ


⒀ð ᵴ ᵴî§䣘⒀ᵴ ᵴ§

ĆnĀĀ

⒀ð ᵴ ᵴ

ĆĀĀ

䣘⒀ᵴ ᵴ

ĆĀĀĀ

ð ᵴ ᵴ

ĮĀ

ĮĀĀ

홀兠 ᵴ ᵴ

ĢĀ

ĢĀĀ

ĖĀ

ĖĀĀ

nĀ

nĀĀ

Ā

ð ᵴ ᵴö§홀兠 ᵴ ᵴ§

ĆnĀ

ĆĖĀĀ

ðnĀ

Ā
nĖ§ nĖ§ Ĵ§ ĆĜ§ nĖ§ nĮ§ nĀ§ n§ ĆĮ§ ĐĀ§ ĆĢ§ nĨ§ Ćn§ ĆĴ§ n§ Ĵ§
ᵴ 溄⒀ Ş Ş Ş Ş 溄⒀ꏠ 귔 귔 귔 귔 귔 Ş귔 Ş귔 诀ᵴ 诀ᵴ

Ĝ

ᵴ홀껈껈兠 §溄ĆĐĨ§§귔§
×Ű孌ÝðĆ§ ðĆ

ᵴ홀껈껈兠 §溄ĆĐĨ§§귔§
×Ű孌ÝðĆ§ ðĆ



귔ᵴ㯀Ｔ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ껈兠  兠귔홀⒀ 홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴ껈 兠홀⒀诀䣘兠껈 ᵴ⒀ 䣘   䣘귔 ᵴ껈兠 䣘귔ᵴ ⒀ 
ᵴ兠귔껈ꏠᵴ⒀ ᵴᵴ ᵴ껈澤ᵴꦴᵴᵴ  ᵴ귔⒀ꏠ⒀ 诀ᵴᵴ홀ᵴ㯀ᏸ혨
溄ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈 兠홀ᵴᵴ 兠⨜  귔ᵴ



Ė
Đ
n
Ć
Ā
Ā

ĜĀĀ
ĆĀĀĀ
ĆĜĀĀ
Ş §×귔홀兠§홀ðn§껈ðĆÝ

nĀĀĀ

Ĝ
Ė
Đ
n
Ć
Ā
ĆĀ



nĀ

ĐĀ
§×ŪÝ


귔ᵴ䱬兠ᵴ⒀兠 껈ᵴꦴᵴᵴ 홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈 溄㯀⨜뿨澤⒀  䣘 ᵴ  兠兠껈ꏠ  ᵴ䣘⒀ꏠ⒀䣘ᵴ
⒀ ⒀兠  ⒀澤⒀ ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ 澤溄ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈 兠홀兠 ᵴ湔ꏠ湔兠  ᵴ⒀ 䣘 ꦴ  湔溄诀 껈귔홀홀ᵴ
㯀


孌 ᵴ  ᵴ⒀⒀兠  홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 昼귔⒀ꏠꦴ⒀껈⒀ ⒀ꏠ ᵴ ꦴ兠홀⒀ 䣘兠홀兠귔 껈α湔 ᵴ ᵴ⒀ 
Δ⨜湔䣘⒀ᵴ ᵴꦴᵴᵴ껈ᵴᵴ 兠 兠홀兠 ⒀ᵴ⒀ᵴ湔혨뿨兠  ᵴ홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴ껈  ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈 㯀澤 ᵴ
兠귔⒀兠 湔ᵴᵴ ⒀⒀껈 兠ꦴᵴ ⒀홀兠 ⒀ 껈귔兠  ᵴ홀껈껈兠 䣘兠홀兠껈兠  ⒀䣘귔⒀ Δ⨜湔䣘⒀ᵴ ᵴ
ᵴ홀껈껈兠 ꦴ   ᵴ껈귔 ᵴ 兠귔⒀兠 㯀兠  ᵴᵴᵴ껈ᵴ홀ᵴ 홀⒀ ꏠα湔 ᵴ ᵴ⒀ ⒀홀兠껈 兠Δ⨜湔䣘⒀ᵴ ᵴ
⒀⒀ꦴ ᵴᵴ⒀껈兠  ᵴᵴᵴ껈ꦴ ᵴᵴ䣘 ⒀⒀䣘ᵴ ᵴ ⒀껈  Δ⨜湔䣘⒀ᵴ ᵴᵴ홀ᵴ껈ꦴ 껈兠홀ᵴα湔⒀ β湔 ᵴ ᵴ
ᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈 ⨜澤䱴 ⒀ 兠 兠⒀⒀兠 껈 ᵴ홀ᵴ 홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘귔홀ᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ껈⒀ꏠꦴ ⒀
⒀䣘兠兠 ⒀兠귔㯀ᵴꦴᵴᵴ ᵴᵴ껈兠ꦴ 䣘兠껈ᵴ兠ᵴ ᵴ 澤
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ĖĀ





ᵴ홀껈껈兠 §⒀ᵴ§§ §§ðĆ§ ðĆ

귔ᵴ⨜



ᵴᵴ⒀ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ 껈兠 诀䣘兠껈 ᵴᵴᵴ껈⒀诀溄Ｔ 䱴䱴䣘⒀껈껈 ᵴ   ᵴᵴ䣘 ᵴ홀兠ꏠᵴ
兠귔껈ꦴ 䣘귔껈ᵴ⒀ ⒀ꏠ껈껈



ĐĀĀĀ
홀兠 ᵴ ᵴ
nĜĀĀ
䣘⒀ᵴ ᵴ
ð ᵴ ᵴ
nĀĀĀ
⒀ð ᵴ ᵴ
ĆĜĀĀ
ĆĀĀĀ
ĜĀĀ
Ā
ᵴᵴ§Ć

ᵴᵴ§n

ᵴᵴ§Đ
ᵴᵴ§Ė



귔ᵴＴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ껈⒀ ᵴ홀ᵴ 홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘귔홀兠  兠귔诀䣘兠껈 ᵴᵴᵴ껈⒀ ᵴ诀溄Ｔ 䱴䱴
껈⒀  귔귔껈혨 ᵴᵴ㯀껈 ᵴ ᵴꏠᵴᵴᵴ껈䣘⒀ᵴ ᵴꏠᵴ⒀ 兠 ᵴꦴ兠ᵴᵴ껈껈 兠ꦴ⒀  ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀ᵴ
ᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ 



䱬ﾘ䱬⏤诀䱴ﾘ诀

ᵴ홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ껈⒀ 껈ᵴ䣘귔홀⒀ꏠᵴ⒀ꏠᵴ홀兠⒀ꏠ⒀ ⒀䣘 ᵴ홀兠ꏠᵴ湔껈ᵴ䣘 䣘ᵴ홀껈껈兠 
껈ᵴ䣘귔홀ꦴ  ⒀ 兠홀兠ᵴ ᵴ兠귔껈 兠ᵴ껈껈⒀ 䣘⒀ ᵴ 껈 귔껈 ᵴ  ᵴ ⒀⒀䣘ᵴ⒀ꏠ兠 껈兠귔 ⒀ 兠
귔 ᵴ껈⒀   ᵴ兠⒀⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘홀兠 兠ᵴᵴ ᵴ䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 껈屔 兠ꦴᵴ ᵴ兠  ᵴ䣘 ᵴ홀兠ꏠᵴ
䣘兠홀兠껈兠 ⒀ ᵴ홀兠⒀⒀⒀兠 껈 ᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ껈⒀ᵴᵴ껈껈ᵴ ⒀


䱬愜ﾘ孌Ｔ䔄Ｔ溄Ｔ 诀

껈ꦴ兠屔ꦴ⒀껈껈귔兠ᵴ ꏠ ᵴ䣘⒀ ᵴ홀ꏠ兠   ⒀ 䱬ᵴ ᵴ兠 Ｔ 䣘ᵴᵴ 䣘ᵴ 兠ᵴ䣘 兠㯀㯀㯀㯀ᏸ澤⒀  ᵴ
兠䣘兠⒀兠⒀홀홀ᵴ 홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘䱬兠홀兠껈兠 ⒀ 䱬홀⒀ᵴ䱬 ⒀ ᵴ 兠홀홀兠ᵴ䣘귔⒀兠䣘ᵴ껈껈ᵴ껈兠
兠⒀兠껈ᵴ⒀兠 껈⒀ 홀兠 ᵴ껈 䱬䱬䱬澤
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Ｔ Ｔ Ｔ䱬Ｔ诀

兠ꏠ溄诀兠⒀䣘 ᵴ⒀귔兠껈 兠귔䔄귔ᵴ  ᵴ⒀ 诀홀兠⒀ ᵴ诀 㯀㯀澤诀ﾘ诀⒀ ᵴꦴ홀兠 ᵴ
兠껈홀귔⒀ᵴ ᵴ䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 껈兠 兠⒀ 䣘⒀兠귔껈⒀ 껈귔 귔䣘⒀䣘  껈 ᵴ ᵴ湔⒀㯀溄兠 ᵴ
ᵴ껈䣘兠 ⒀  ⒀ᵴ⒀귔⒀兠 . Atmos. Chem. Phys11,⨜ᏸ㯀⨜ 兠㯀ᏸ㯀혨魔⒀䣘湔㯀㯀湔⨜湔㯀㯀
䔄귔ᵴ  ᵴ愜⒀ ⒀ᵴꏠ孌ᵴ  홀ꏠᵴ䱬⒀홀ᵴ䱴⒀ 䔄ᵴ兠 䱬 澤Ｔ껈홀⒀ᵴ껈兠 兠⒀
ᵴᵴ껈⒀껈兠ᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 껈귔껈 溄Ｔ䔄 溄兠 ᵴ兠 Ｔ홀껈껈兠 껈兠 䔄⒀껈ᵴ껈⒀ ᵴ兠껈兠껈 兠홀
⒀귔ᵴ澤Atmos. Chem. Phys6,⨜㯀㯀⨜㯀 兠㯀ᏸ㯀혨魔⒀䣘湔湔⨜㯀㯀湔
⒀屔兠⒀ ⒀⒀ ᵴ  䣘屔 ⒀ ⒀兠   ᵴ⒀ 愜귔홀⒀⒀溄 澤诀ᵴ⒀껈兠 ⒀
⒀⒀兠 兠 홀兠 兠湔⒀ 껈ᵴ껈昼귔ᵴᵴ ᵴᵴ홀껈껈兠 ⒀ᵴ껈兠 诀䣘兠껈 ᵴBiogeosciences 3,혨⨜湔㯀㯀
愜귔홀⒀⒀溄诀귔  ᵴ  ᵴ 愜Ｔ⒀溄⒀껈兠溄兠ꏠ溄 ᵴ껈껈ᵴ ⒀ 屔 ⒀兠
愜ᵴ兠 ᵴ ⒀屔兠⒀ 䣘屔兠 홀⒀  ᵴ껈⒀⒀ ⒀ ⒀ 澤 ᵴꦴ ᵴᵴ ⒀䣘屔
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INTRODUCTION
The atmosphere is an oxidising medium and oxidation reactions play a major role in
the chemical and physical cycles of various compounds in the terrestrial atmosphere. Oxidation
reactions of volatile organic compounds, most of which are emitted by terrestrial vegetation, lead to
the formation of non- or semivolatile products, which may subsequently undergo a phase transition
and enter the atmospheric aerosol phase. The most likely candidates of precursors of aerosolproducing vapors are sulphur dioxide and plant-originated volatile organic compounds.
The controlling mechanism of tropospheric nanopartile formation is currently still an
open question. Field and laboratory measurements have clearly indicated a strong correlation between
observed sulphuric acid – a product of SO2 oxidation – and nanoparticle concentrations and formation
rates (see eg. Riipinen et al., 2007). The observed seasonality and comparisons with plant VOC
emission strengths, however, show that aerosol formation is also correlated with biogenic organic
oxidation. Laboratory studies with real plant emissions have shown a clear dependence of aerosol
formation on the VOC emission strength and also the chemical mixture (Mentel et al., 2009,
Kiendler-Scharr et al., 2009), thereby ruling out the possibility that nanoparticle formation by
nucleation would be completely independent of organic compounds.
Because of the possibility that atmospheric particle formation is caused by several
different processes, each of which dominates in different precursor concentration ranges, reconciling
the sulphuric acid and VOC-dependent explanations for aerosol formation requires detailed studies of
the particle formation process at concentrations resembling the natural atmosphere.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We investigated the formation of nanosized condensation nuclei (nano-CN) from
sulphuric acid and plant emissions in the Jülich Plant Chamber setup. The extensive measurement
setup consisted of several condensation nuclei counters (CPCs) including a pulse-height CPC and a
CPC with a prototype Particle Size Magnifier for detection of sub-3 nm CN. Particle size distributions
were monitored using an SMPS. Sulphuric acid levels were measured using chemical ionization mass
spectrometry, while VOC concentrations were monitored with proton transfer mass spectrometers and
a gas chromatograph – mass spectrometer. We also deployed an Atmospheric Pressure Interface TOF
spectrometer (API-TOF) to monitor the concentrations and distribution of charged clusters and
molecules in the chamber.
In the series of experiments performed we used boreal forest tree emissions at levels
typically found in the boreal evergreen forest boundary layer. The sulphuric acid concentration in the
chamber was varied by changing the intensity of hydroxyl radical production and addition of SO 2 to
the chamber; sulphuric acid levels were on par with atmospheric observations. The reaction chamber
was flushed with ozone to achieve a steady-state concentration of 60 ppb when no OH was produced.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We found that while the variation of the VOC concentration had a strong impact on the
gas phase chemistry and also the hydroxyl radical and sulphuric acid levels, the changes in particle
formation rates were not explainable by sulphuric acid concentration variations alone, but the particle
formation process is directly influenced by the organic compounds.
We will present a detailed description of the evolution of the early nano-CN
distribution and the influence of both sulphuric acid and biogenic organic oxidation products on it.
The connections to the dynamics of the charged cluster and large molecule distribution as a function
of ongoing oxidation by both ozone and the hydroxyl radical will also be discussed. We will present a
comparison of our results to findings from atmospheric field observations of natural nano-CN
formation, and give an overview of the implications of our findings.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosol particles have a significant influence on the Earth climate. Several studies have shown a
correlation between past variations in climate, and solar and cosmic ray variability (Kirkby 2007).
Nanoparticle formation in the boundary layer is a frequent phenomenon (Kulmala et al., 2004). Sulfuric
acid has been identified as playing an essential role in atmospheric nucleation (Weber et al. 1996). Ioninduced nucleation is one of the possible pathways for new particle formation in the atmosphere, but it is
still unclear how important the contribution of ions is with respect to neutral pathways. Ion concentration
and their size distribution are key quantities to understand ion-induced nucleation processes and dynamics.
METHODS
During the CLOUD (Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets) 2010 fall campaign, several experiments of
sulfuric acid-water neutral and ion induced nucleation were performed in an aerosol chamber. In this
experiment, Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) and the Proton Syncrotron (PS) accelerator at CERN were used
as sources to generate ions in the 26.1 m3 CLOUD aerosol chamber under precisely controlled conditions.
Both GCR and the PS pion beam were constantly monitored by a GCR counter and by an hodoscope,
respectively.
The ion concentration in the CLOUD chamber was measured with a Neutral cluster and Air Ion
Spectrometer, (NAIS, Kulmala et al., 2007). The NAIS is able to measure air ion number size
distributions in the mobility equivalent diameter range of 0.8 to 40 nm and correspondingly neutral
particle number size distributions from ~2 to 40 nm mobility diameter.
It was also possible to use an Airmodus A09 Particle Size Magnifier (PSM; Vanhanen et al., 2011),
a scanning CPC with a cut off varying from 1 to 2 nm, to retrieve the size distribution of the atmospheric
ions created in the chamber and compare it to the NAIS in absence of neutral particles in the chamber.
CONCLUSIONS
Based on the measured GCR and beam intensities we were able to calculate the expected ion
concentrations in the chamber as a function of beam intensity. The calculated ion concentrations were then
compared with the measured values in the NAIS, therefore we retrieved the ion-ion recombination
coefficient, performing a dedicated set of experiments at different conditions: varying the internal
temperature of the chamber, it's relative humidity and the trace gas concentration such as sulfur dioxide,
ozone .and sulfuric acid.
The ratio of formation rates of charged and total particles give information about the contribution of
ion-induced nucleation. Charged nucleation rates were retrieved from the NAIS ion mode and from two
CPCs one of which was equipped with a switchable ion trap both results will be compared. The size
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distribution of the atmospheric ions created in the chamber in absence of neutral particles in the chamber
was measured using two different instruments based on different working principles: PSM, based on
vapour condensation and optical detection and NAIS, based on mobility discrimination ans electrical
detection (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Comparison of number size distribution of ions from NAIS
(blue for negative ions red for positive) and from PSM (green).
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INTRODUCTION
The Air Ion Spectrometer was developed by Airel ltd. (AIS, Mirme et al., 2007) to measure the size
distribution of charged particles in the atmosphere in the size range 0.8-42 nm. The later developed
Neutral cluster and Air Ion Spectrometer (NAIS, Manninen et al., 2009) can also measure the size
distribution of total particles (charged+neutral) in addition to charged particles. These instruments
allow measurement of the particle size distribution with a very good size and time resolution: 28
channels between 0.8 and 42 nm, size distribution every 1 to 5 minutes (integration time is user
defined).
This instrument is widely in use around the world in field or chamber measurements (see e.g.
Manninen et al., 2010; Duplissy et al., 2010). In order to insure that the measurements made with
different individual instruments are comparable, we performed two calibration and intercomparison
workshops. The first one took place in winter 2008 (Asmi et al., 2009) and focused on the mobility
and concentration detection performance of the instruments. The second workshop, on which this
abstract is based, took place in summer 2009 (Gagné et al., 2011) and focused on providing insights
for ion spectrometer users and for data interpretation.
METHODS
Eleven ion spectrometers were investigated during the second workshop: 5 AISs, 5 NAISs and 1
Airborne NAIS (ANAIS, a modified NAIS suitable for aircraft measurements). The ion spectrometers consist of two Differential Mobility Analyzers (DMA), one for each polarity, with 21 vertically
stacked electrometers (see Fig. 1). The design of the AIS is similar to the NAIS, except for the
particle mode modules.
Upon arrival in Helsinki, each instrument was cleaned and the flows were adjusted so that the
instrument’s performance is not hindered in any way. After insuring that the instruments were
in good condition, they were calibrated with mobility standards or silver particles using a high
resolution DMA or Hermann DMA (HDMA) to select the mobility of the particles and a commercial
TSI electrometer to measure the concentration. This setup, that we call the HDMA setup, was
used to assess the instrument’s performance for particles of 5 nm in diameter and smaller. The
Hauke setup, calibrating solely with silver particles, was used to assess the performance of the
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Figure 1: Schematic figure of the NAIS. The air sample is divided between the positive and negative
columns. The sheath flow of the DMA is arranged in a closed loop of 60 lpm so that the total
flow in the DMA is 90 lpm. The offset mode module charges and filters the particles to allow
measurements of zero air. The particle mode module charges particles so that the total particle
concentration can be estimated. The AIS does not have a particle mode module and the ANAIS
has several blowers to control the flows more accurately.
instrument for particles between 4 and 40 nm in diameter. The mobility of the silver particles
was selected using the Hauke DMA and the concentration was measured by an electrometer and
a Condensation Particle Counter (CPC, TSI 3025). The ion spectrometers were tested for their
mobility and concentration detection in ion mode (both setups) and in particle (total) mode (Hauke
setup only).
When the instruments were not being calibrated in the setups described above, the were measuring
in the intercomparison room, along with reference instruments: a Differential Mobility Particle Sizer
(DMPS, 10-300 nm), a Balance Scanning Mobility Analyzer (BSMA, 0.8-7 nm), and an Ion-DMPS
(2.2-11.5 nm). In the intercomparison room, the instruments were measuring ambient indoor air
as well as outdoor-indoor mixed air when the door of the room, giving on a balcony, was opened.
New Particle Formation (NPF) events were provoked in the intercomparison room and measured
by all the ion spectrometers and the reference instruments.
RESULTS
The calibration results (Fig. 2) show that the instruments detected the mobility accurately for all
instruments, in all modes. The concentration measurements were accurate in the ion mode but the
ion spectrometers overestimated the particle concentration by a factor two to three. The NAISs
almost always saw bigger concentrations than the AISs in the ion operation mode and the BSMA.
Moreover, the NAIS overestimated the particle concentration compared to the DMPS. In general,
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the negative column of the ion spectrometers performed better than the positive column.
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Figure 2: Results from the calibrations. Lines: 1-negative ions, 2-positive ions, 3-particles
(NAISs only). Columns: 1-mobility-mobility, 2-concentration-concentration, 3-concentration ratiomobility. In the first two lines, magenta: mean of AISs, cyan: mean of NAISs, green: ANAIS. In
the particle line (3rd), magenta: mean of the positive column of the NAISs, cyan: mean of the
negative column of the NAISs, red: positive column of the ANAIS, green: negative column of the
ANAIS.
We calculated and compared the formation and growth rates of a NPF event for all ion spectrometers and relevant reference instruments (Table 1). The formation rates detected with the AISs
was smaller than those detected with the NAISs. Also, the growth rates were about the same for
AISs and NAISs. These results are consistent with our calibration results. The ANAIS behaved
similarly to other NAISs, but is not included in the NAIS averages. The charged fraction calculated with the NAISs was compared to the charged fraction based on the Ion-DMPS and agreed
well. This is unexpected given that the particle concentration was overestimated during calibration
and indoor/outdoor air measurements. This particular feature of the NAISs is currently under
investigation.
CONCLUSIONS
The ion spectrometer intercomparison workshop lead to nine main conclusions that one must bear
in mind when interpreting data from an AIS or an NAIS:
1 The mobility detection of AISs and NAISs is accurate, provided that the instrument is kept
clean and its flows are unobstructed.
2 The growth rates obtained from the ion spectrometers are reliable.
3 The concentration can vary by up to 10% from one individual ion spectrometer to the other.
4 In ion mode, the NAISs give slightly higher concentrations than the AISs. The AISs agree
better with the BSMA.
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J2 (cm−3 s−1 )
Instrument
AIS 1
AIS 2
AIS 3
AIS 6
AIS 7
NAIS 1
NAIS 2
NAIS 3
NAIS 4
NAIS 5
A-NAIS
DMPS
BSMA
AIS (mean
and st. dev.)
NAIS (mean
and st. dev.)

GR (nm h−1 )

neg.

pos.

part.

–
0.13
0.18
–
0.15
0.21
0.23
0.20
0.21
0.24
0.20
–
0.27
0.15
±0.03
0.22
±0.02

–
–
–
–
–
0.08
–
–
0.07
0.09
0.08
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
2.2
–
3.9
1.6
1.3
4.7
1.1
–
–

0.08
±0.01

2.7
±1.5

2–3 nm (−/+)

3–7 nm (−/+)

7–20 nm (−/+)

–
12.3
12.8
–
16.3
15.2
9.6
11.2
13.7
15.8
16.2
–
11.4
13.8
±2.2
13.6
±2.7

–
24.5
22.6
–
33.8
21.4
27.5
27.1
22.7
22.9
25.3
–
23.0
27.0
±7.0
24.5
±2.5

–
34.9
33.8
–
37.7
39.6
37.1
34.6
37.3
34.9
38.1

–
–
–
–
–
13.3
–
–
10.8
12.2
13.2
–
–
–
12.4
±1.2

–
–
–
–
–
23.4
–
–
19.1
25.1
22.0
–
–
–
22.4
±2.5

–
–
–
–
–
39.3
–
–
36.2
38.9
–
37
–
35.5
±2.0
38.1
±1.7

Table 1: Analysis of the a NPF event on 12 June 2009 by reference instruments and 11 ions
spectrometers. The mean and standard deviation for the AISs and NAISs are shown in the last
two rows.

5 The NAISs can overestimate the particle concentration (particle mode) by a factor 2-3.
6 The formation rates vary from one individual instrument to the other, it also changes widely
depending on the analysis method.
7 The ion formation rates calculated from NAIS data are higher than those calculated from the
BSMA or AISs.
8 The particle formation rates of the NAISs is overestimated compared to the DMPS.
9 The charged fraction calculated from NAISs is considered unreliable because of conclusions 4,
5, 6 and 7. However, the analysis of an NPF yielded similar charged fractions for the NAISs
and the Ion-DMPS.
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INTRODUCTION
New particle formation (NPF), nucleation and growth of particles to climatically relevant sizes
takes place frequently in the atmosphere (Kulmala et al., 2004). Several nucleation mechanisms
have been proposed, and despite frequent observation of the phenomena, the exact contribution of
these mechanism is still unclear. Nucleation mechanisms can be separated into two categories: ioninduced nucleation (IIN) and neutral nucleation. On the one hand, IIN is all nucleation involving
an electric charge; neutral nucleation on the other hand happens without the presence of an electric
charge.
The contribution of IIN to new particle formation is under discussion as a possibly important
source of particles for Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN). If IIN would indeed be important, it
would have an effect on the Earth’s climate through its control of the cloud cover (Carslaw et al.,
2002). Although its importance in the upper troposphere, where it is predicted to thrive, is still
badly known, its contribution in the boundary layer is becoming increasingly clear (Iida et al.,
2006; Laakso et al., 2007; Iida et al., 2008; Gagné et al., 2008; Manninen et al., 2009; Gagné et al.,
2011).
This paper contributes to the knowledge on the participation of IIN to new particle formation
using the longest measurement dataset in an urban area: Helsinki. Moreover, a method used to
calculate the charging state in Air Ion Spectrometers (Vana et al., 2006) data is adapted to the IonDMPS and its performance evaluated. Also, we analyze the data using a new theoretical framework
(Leppä et al., 2011) allowing the concentration of small ions to be different for different polarities.
METHODS
We used an Ion-DMPS (Ion-Differential Mobility Particle Sizer, Laakso et al., 2007) to measure
the charging ratio as a function of size and time between December 2008 and February 2010
at the SMEAR III station in Helsinki, Finland. The charging ratio is obtained by dividing the
air ion concentration in ambient mode to the concentration in neutralized mode (bipolar charge
equilibrium). When a particle population is at charge equilibrium, the charging ratio is one. When
there are more charges than at equilibrium, the charging ratio is above one. Similarly, when there
are less charges than at equilibrium, the charging ratio is below one. The Ion-DMPS yielded
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charging ratios for sizes between about 2 and 12 nm for both the positive and negative polarity,
with a time resolution of about 27 minutes.
For a NPF event day, the charging ratio is typically presented as one average value during the
event time as a function of particle size. The charge distribution of a particle population generally
tends to the charge equilibrium as the new particles grow. This is reflected in that the charging
ratio tends to one as the particle size increases. This is the case when the equilibrium is the bipolar
equilibrium. There are cases, as we will discuss later, where the equilibrium is not the bipolar
equilibrium. The value towards which the charging ratio tends as the particle size increases is
called the asymptotic charging ratio.
A new method for analyzing the Ion-DMPS data was developed and tested. The old method
consists in finding the median value of the charging ratio during the time of the NPF event, for
each size channel. The new method consists in plotting the concentration of ions in the ambient
mode as a function of the concentration of ions in the neutralized mode. The slope (forced through
the origin) is then the average charging ratio for the size channel. The uncertainty can be estimated
through the scattering of the points around the slope.
A new theoretical description of the behavior of the charging state as a function of particle size
developed by Leppä et al. (2011) and reproduced in Eq. 1 that allows the concentration of small
ions to be different for negative and positive ions was used for the first time. This equation gives
the charging state (the charging ratio at the size where nucleation takes place) as a function of the
diameter dp .
±
Sasy
(dp )

±
(Sasy,0
− 1)k± d0 + 1 −k± (dp −d0 )
1
e
=1− ± +
k dp
k± dp

where
k± =

αNc∓
GR

(1)

(2)

and dp is the particle diameter, Sasy,0 and d0 are the asymmetric charging state and diameter of
newly formed particles, respectively, Nc± is the number concentration of ion clusters (the polarity
is indicated by the superscripts), GR is the particle growth rate and α (∼ 1.6 × 10−6 cm3 s−1 ) is
the ion-ion recombination coefficient. The asymptotic charging ratio in such asymmetric cases is
±
the ratio of the small ion concentrations so that Sasymptotic
= Nc± /Nc∓ .
For each NPF event day, the charging ratio as a function of particle size is plotted with an uncertainty box around each point. Points are normally generated in these uncertainty boxes 2000 times
and Eq. 1 is fitted through these data points each time. For each day, the median value for Sasy
is kept along with its corresponding k value and the Median Average Deviation, or MAD, of the
2000 fits is representative of the uncertainty of the fits.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
NPF event days took place on 15% of the days when the Ion-DMPS was measuring, 15% were
undefined days and 70% were non-event days (Figure 1).
The IIN fraction in a NPF event is calculated using the charging state, multiplied by the equilibrium
charged fraction at the size at which nucleation takes place. This means that the IIN fraction is
the fraction of particles that are formed charged. An average IIN contribution of 0.7% has been
found using both methods for calculating the charging state. The MAD using the new method was
about half of the MAD using the old method, meaning that the new method significantly reduces
the uncertainty of the charging state.
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Figure 1: Classification of days on which Ion-DMPS measurements took place. The NPF event
days seem to peak in spring in agreement with Hussein et al. (2008)
The new theoretical framework, allowing polarity asymmetry for small ions, also yielded a similar
IIN contribution to NPF as the previously used method (Kerminen et al., 2007). The advantage
of the new theoretical framework is that it explains why the asymptotic charging ratio is not one
but rather slightly above one for one polarity and below one for the other. It also allows to capture
the polarity asymmetry in the fitting and thus yields better charging state values.
In this study, we find that the fraction of ion-induced nucleation in the Helsinki urban area is very
small (0.7%). This is in agreement with the results of Iida et al. (2006) and 2008 where the fraction
of ion-induced nucleation has been found to be below 1% both in Boulder, Colorado and Mexico
City. Based on these two results, this study and those of Gagné et al. (2008, 2010) and Manninen
et al. (2009), the fraction of IIN seems to be bigger in Hyytiälä and cleaner areas, and smaller in
polluted areas. According to Gagné et al. (2010), the contribution of neutral nucleation increases
as the condensible vapor availability increases. In polluted areas, the saturation ratio of sulphuric
acid is expected to be bigger than in a clean area. This could explain the tendency for IIN to be
less important in urban areas.
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INTRODUCTION
Africa is one of the least studied continents in respect to atmospheric aerosols. In this study we used
measurements from a relatively clean savannah environment in South Africa to model new particle formation
and growth. We were able to simulate the aerosol concentrations with a reasonable good agreement with the
measurements.
METHODS
MALTE (Model to predict new Aerosol formation in the Lower TropospherE) is a one-dimensional model,
which includes modules for boundary layer meteorology as well as aerosol dynamical and chemical
processes (Boy et al., 2006). The model used in this study is a further developed version, where the original
turbulence scheme is replaced with that of SCADIS to get more reliable results considering vertical turbulent
fluxes (Lauros et al., 2010). The aerosol dynamic processes are simulated with UHMA (University of
Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol model). UHMA focuses on new particle formation and growth (Korhonen
et al., 2004), and thereby MALTE is well suited to study these phenomena. The emissions of monoterpenes
and other organic vapours from the canopy are calculated with MEGAN (Model of Emissions of Gases and
Aerosols from Nature) (Günther et al., 2006). The chemistry is calculated using the Kinetic PreProcessor
(KPP) (Damian et al., 2002), and chemical reaction equations are from the Master Chemical Mechanism
(http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM/). Previous studies indicate that this model is able to predict new particle
formation events at the surface (Boy et al., 2006 and Lauros et al., 2010) and in the boundary layer (Siebert
et al., 2007) with good agreement compared with measurements.
The measurements utilized in this study were done at a relatively clean background savannah site in central
southern Africa (Laakso et al., 2008). The location is characterized with relatively low pollutant
concentrations with occasional polluted air masses from the industrial areas 100-300 km to the east. New
particle formation at the site has been found to take place during most of the sunny days, 69% of the days
showing clear nucleation with additional 14 % of the days with non-growing nucleation mode (Vakkari et al.,
2011). The measurements utilized include meteorological variables (temperature, relative humidity, wind
speed and direction, precipitation, and radiation), trace gas concentrations (SO 2, NOx, CO, and O3) and
aerosols (number size distribution, particulate mass, and ion number size distribution) and concentration of
volatile organic compounds (VOC's).
RESULTS
The observational data was used for input and comparisons with the simulations. Figure 1 shows the
measured and modeled particle size distributions for one day, the 14 th of October 2007, during which a
relatively polluted airmass was present on the site. The model is able to reproduce the nucleation event and
the growth of the particles, but the particles grow to the detected size, which is shown in the figure, later than
observed. At noon the wind direction starts to change, leading to a change of airmass to less polluted and
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✤hus no high particle concentrations are observed in the late afternoon hours. Since the model is one
dimensional it's not able to simulate the change of airmass and thus the particle concentrations differ clearly
from that observed.

Fig 1. Measured (a) and modeled (b) particle size distribution on the 14 th of October 2007. At noon
the wind direction starts to change leading to a change of airmass and difference in measured and
modeled particle concentrations.
Figure 2 shows the measured and modeled isoprene and monoterpene concentrations for the same day (14 th
of October 2007). The measured values are clearly lower as the model predicts, but due to the limited
number of measurements we can't make any solid conclusions on the reliability of the model based on this
comparison. These gases also contribute to the growth of the particles, and the particle size distribution
shown in figure 1 does not give a reason to believe the VOC-concentrations in the model would be highly
overestimated.
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Figure 2. Measured (dots) and modelled (solid line) monoterpene (red) and isoprene (blue)
concentrations on the 14th of October 2007. The model seems to give higher values compared to
the measurements, but no proper conclusions can be drawn from this comparison due to the
limited amount of measurements.

CONCLUSIONS
We selected a couple of days of continuous data and varying conditions of clean and polluted background air.
The frequent new particle formation events and particle growth during this period was evaluated in detail.
This work will present new model results to explain the high observed nucleation event frequency and
discuss the reasons for high frequency of nucleation episodes observed.
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INTRODUCTION
Biogenic volatile organic compounds (VOCs) have many important effects on the atmosphere and
climate. Although the emissions of biogenic VOCs in boreal areas have been studied quite intensively,
there are still large gaps remaining in our knowledge. In particular, the seasonality of the emission
rates is poorly known (Rinne et al., 2009). The emission rates from Scots pine (
) have
been measured throughout the growing season (Tarvainen et al., 2005) and there are few
measurements from Norway spruce (
) also during dormant periods (Hakola et al., 2003).
These studies show that few biogenic VOCs are emitted during the winter, and the emission rates are
quite low due to low temperatures (Tarvainen et al., 2005).
Mechanical damage on trees is known to enhance the VOC emissions from coniferous trees (e.g. Juuti
et al., 1990; Loreto at al., 2000) and birch species (Hakola et al., 2001). For coniferous trees this is
expected to be particularly important as they store significant amounts of monoterpenes within their
resin ducts. Lots of forestry work is conducted during winter and spring in boreal forests. Cut stumps
and logging residue can provide a source of VOCs into the atmosphere, possibly also in biologically
inactive periods. In winter, the lifetimes of VOCs are also longer and are thus transported to larger
area. The spring period is of great interest because the maximum of aerosol particle formation events
are observed at that time (Dal Maso et al., 2005), and it is expected to be strongly affected by VOCs in
the atmosphere (Kulmala et al., 2004).
In boreal coniferous forests some measurements of monoterpene concentrations in air close to forestry
work areas have been reported (Strömvall and Petersson, 1991; Räisänen et al., 2008). In these studies
a clear increase in the monoterpene concentrations were observed. Strömvall & Petersson (1991)
measured up to 500 fold monoterpene concentration in air above fresh branch wood of Scots pine and
Norway spruce as compared to the background level. Räisänen et al. (2008) reported 2-3 fold
concentration in air on a Scots pine clear cut area for 7 weeks after the felling. During thinning of a
ponderosa pine (
) plantation, tenfold monoterpene fluxes have been measured in
California, USA (Schade and Goldstein, 2003). However, no long-term measurements of emissions
from cut forests have been reported to our knowledge.
The aim of the present study was to measure the VOC emission rates and composition from tree
stumps and forest felling areas, and to study their temporal evolution and dependence on
environmental parameters. From the results we can evaluate the possible importance of the VOC
emissions from forestry work in comparison to intact ecosystems.
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ETHODS
The measurements took place in the southern Finland, close to the Hyytiälä Forestry Field Station
(61°51’ N, 24°17’ E, 180 m a.s.l.). The area belongs to the southern boreal vegetation zone, with mean
annual temperature of about 3°C and mean annual precipitation of about 700 mm. The emission rates
and composition were measured from fresh felling areas during summers 2007 and 2008.
In 2007 the measurements were conducted on a clear cut area of about 4.3 ha, felled in November
2006. The forest biomass was dominated by Norway spruce. The emissions from single stumps of
Norway spruce, Scots pine and birch (
spp.) were measured using enclosures. The same spruce
stump was measured in May, June and August of 2007. The emissions from a birch and a pine stump
were measured only on one day in June.
In 2008 we conducted the measurements on a seed tree felling area of about 4.0 ha, felled in the end of
April. Beginning in May, the emissions of two Scots pine stumps were measured using enclosures. In
addition to the enclosure measurements, the ecosystem scale emission was measured using disjunct
eddy accumulation.
The enclosure measurements were carried out by placing a Teflon bag around a tree stump. Air was
pumped through the bag with a flow rate of about 4 l min-1. The inlet air was passed through a MnO2
ozone scrubber. The samples were taken from the inlet and the outlet port to Tenax-TA/Carbopack-B
adsorbent tubes with a constant flow rate of about 0.1 l min-1. The emission rates were normalized to
the cross sectional area of the stump. Temperature inside the enclosure and photosynthetic photon flux
density (PPFD) outside the enclosure were recorded at the same time.
The ecosystem scale emission flux was measured using disjunct eddy accumulation (DEA) method
(Rinne et al., 2000; Turnipseed et al., 2009). During the operation, a large primary sampling valve
was opened once a minute for 200 ms. This allowed the pre-evacuated intermediate storage reservoir
(V
) made of electro-polished stainless steel to fill with sample air. The vertical wind speed,
measured by a sonic anemometer (Metek USA-1) placed above the accumulator, about 2 m above
ground level, was recorded simultaneously. After the sampling, air was drawn through one of the
adsorbent tubes reserved for updraft and downdraft samples. The decision on which tube should be
used was based on the direction of the vertical flow at the time of sampling. The duration of the
adsorbent flow was proportional to the vertical wind velocity resulting in linearly proportional sample
volume, and hence true eddy accumulation. Two similar samplers were operated simultaneously in
turns resulting in 30 s sample interval and altogether 110 samples during 55 minutes sampling period.
All adsorbent samples were later analyzed for isoprene, monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes using an
automatic thermodesorption device (Perkin-Elmer ATD-400) connected to a gas chromatograph (HP5890), with a mass-selective detector (HP-5972).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The birch stump emitted some monoterpenes, mainly g-pinene, -pinene, limonene and camphene.
The average monoterpene emission was 40 g m-2 h-1. Sesquiterpene emission of the birch stump was
negligible. It was not possible to indentify whether the stump was silver or downy birch. Both of these
birch species are known to have variable mono- and sesquiterpene emissions from their leaves (Hakola
et al., 2001; Vuorinen et al., 2005). However, the emission from the wooden parts (stem, bark), or
their terpenoid content are not well known. As birches don’t have resin ducts or other large storage
structures for terpenoids, it is easy to understand that the emission was not very strong after the trees
were cut down.
Both spruce and pine stump emitted large amounts of monoterpenes and some sesquiterpenes. The
average monoterpene emission from spruce and pine stumps, measured in 2007, were 5100 g m-2 h-1
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nd 52000 g m-2 h-1, respectively. The average mono- and sesquiterpene emissions from the pine
stumps measured in 2008 were 25000 g m-2 h-1 and 600 g m-2 h-1, respectively. These emission rates
were significantly higher than those of birch, which is easily understood due to existence of resin ducts
in coniferous trees.
For the spruce stump, the monoterpene emission rate remained almost constant for the whole summer
and it was not dependent on temperature or on the PPFD. The sesquiterpene emission rates increased
in August compared to the measurements earlier in summer. In August the sesquiterpene contribution
was about 4 of the monoterpene emission. Earlier, in May and in June it was only less than
.
Hakola et al., (2003) measured the emission rates from living Norwegian spruce and they found out
that the contribution of the sesquiterpenes was quite small in comparison with monoterpene emission
rates early summer, but in July the emission rates of sesquiterpenes increased contributing more than
monoterpenes to the total VOC emission. These high emissions of sesquiterpenes are probably not
stored in a tree but released for defensive or other purposes.
Ecosystem scale emissions were measured on six different days, resulting altogether 30 flux values.
The monoterpene emissions ranged between 0 and 20000 g m-2 h-1. The emissions were dominated
by g-pinene and 3-carene. The measurements conducted on the first day, June 13, were later
discarded from the further analysis since the vertical wind measurement was contaminated by
horizontal wind due to tilted mast. We normalised the measured emission rates to 15ºC using the
exponential temperature dependency of monoterpene evaporation. Figure 1 show the temporal change
of the total monoterpene emission of the whole ecosystem. There is a clear trend of decaying emission.
During the first months there was some fresh resin on the pine stump surface, probably causing the
high emission.

Figure 1. Temporal evolution of normalized monoterpene emission rate of the whole ecosystem. The
first measurement point (indicated by open circle) was not used in the analysis because it was
unreliable due to contaminated wind measurement. The dotted line is the interpolation used in the
upscaling.
In order to estimate the significance of forest management to the total VOC emission in Finland we
conducted simple upscaling. First we estimated the total monoterpene emission from intact and cut
forest areas during one growing season using temperature data from Hyytiälä station during summer
2008. Pine forest emission potential is from Rinne et at., (2007). As the cut forest emission we used
the decaying curve shown in Figure 1. Figure 2a show the daily minima and maxima temperatures
used in the calculation. The resulting daily fluxes are shown in Figure 2b. Cumulative sum emission
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ng the 6 month period is shown in Figure 2c. The total monoterpene emissions from intact and cut
forests are about 1000 mg m-2 and 8000 mg m-2, respectively.

Figure 2. a) The temperature time series from Hyytiälä station was used to estimate the total
monoterpene emissions during one summer. b) Daily fluxes of monoterpenes from clear cut area and
intact forest. c) Accumulated monoterpene emission from clear cut area and intact forest during
summer 2008.
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o estimate the total amount of monoterpenes emitted annually due to forestry operations in Finland
we upscaled this to cover all cutting methods. Instead of area, we used harvested volume as a scaling
factor because the emissions are expected to be dependent on the amount of felling waste rather than
on the treated area. Besides, the statistics on the harvested volume are very precise and easily
available. In the seed tree felling area, where our measurements were conducted, the drain was 135 m3
ha-1. Since the monoterpene emission for the six month period was 8 g m-2, this yields to total
monoterpene release of about 590 g m-3. According to the cutting statistics from 1998-2007 (Finnish
Forest Research Institute, 2008), the total annual drain of coniferous trees from the Finnish forests is
about 53 000 000 m3 which leads to monoterpene release of about 30 kilotonnes per year. The total
annual emissions of monoterpenes from intact forests in Finland are estimated to be about 114
kilotonnes (Tarvainen et al., 2007). Surprisingly, the monoterpene emission caused by forestry
operations seems to be as high as about 1/4 of the natural emission. This number is very rough
estimate, but demonstrates that forest management might affect heavily to the local air chemistry soon
after logging.
CONCLUSIONS
Large monoterpene emissions were measured from both single stumps and from the whole felling
area. The emissions of sesquiterpenes were small and the emissions of isoprene were negligible. In the
present study, only a very limited dataset was collected. Small dataset leads to large uncertainty in the
results. Especially the upscaling results are uncertain. The exact result depends heavily on the
extrapolation and interpolation of the emission. However, we believe that the order of magnitude of
the upscaling result presented is correct and our conclusion on the importance of the forest
management to the aerial concentration of monoterpenes is justified. In any case, the amount of the
monoterpenes emitted by the forestry operations is significant. In addition to the amount of
monoterpenes emitted into the atmosphere, forestry work may alter the timing of the emissions over
the year. Forestry work conducted in the wintertime could provide a source of VOCs into the
atmosphere also during biologically inactive winter period. However, the emissions from logging
waste should be smaller in the wintertime due to low temperatures.
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INTRODUCTION
The first steps of the new particle formation (NPF) in the atmosphere are still unclear. There are several
. 1996, Petäjä
. 2009)
candidates responsible for the NPF including e.g. sulphuric acid (Weber
and organic vapors (Metzger
. 2009). Also the role of ions in the process is under a heated debate as
some results point towards negligible (Eisele
. 2006), or at most minor (Gagné
. 2008) or almost
Yu and Turco, 2011) contribution of ions to the overall observed formation rate. Thus, without a
doubt, more work needs to be done to clarify the role of ions in the NPF.
Laakso et al. 2007 introduced ion-Differential Mobility Analyzer (ion-DMPS), which is an instrument that
is able to determine concentration of naturally charged ions and particle concentration after bipolar
charging for both negative and positive polarity. This data can be used to extract charging state of the
. 2007, Gagne
. 2009).
ambient particle population in the size range 3-15 nm (Laakso
Furthermore, theoretical considerations by Kerminen
. (2007) showed that the ion-DMPS data can
actually be extrapolated down to smaller sizes as the growth aerosol mode carries information on the
initial charging state. Thus, the relative contribution of ion induced and neutral nucleation pathways can
be determined. The memory effect, however, depend on the ambient cluster ion concentration as well as
on the growth rate of the particles. If the growth is small and the concentration of cluster ions is high, the
growing mode rapidly loses its information on the initial charging state. One way to improve this is to
develop an ion-dmps which is able to measure the charging state well below 3 nm in size. The new
Nanoscale Ion Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (nano-IDMPS) constructed at the Division of
Atmospheric Sciences of the University of Helsinki was optimized for measuring the size distribution of
particles and naturally charged ions below the diameter of 7 nm. The instrument is currently deployed in a
measuring campaign in SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä forest station.
METHODS
The basic setup of the nano-IDMPS is similar to convetional DMPS systems. It contains an aerosol
neutralizer for ensuring the charge equilibrium of the particles, a Differential Mobily Analyzer (DMA) for
classifying the particles according to their electrical mobility, and a Condesation Parrticle Counter (CPC)
for counting the particles. The difference is, that in nano-IDMPS the radioactive source of the neutralizer
can be blocked, so the sample aerosol goes through the same geometry if the sample line, but without
being exposed to the radiation. With this kind of setup, the user can measure the size distribution of the
naturally charged particles, or the size distribution of the particles in charge equilibrium (Laakso
.
. 2008). The nano-IDMPS is equipped with a TSI Model 3085 Nano DMA, which is
2007, Gagné
designed for measuring nanoscale particles with minimal losses (Chen
. 1998). The CPC is Pulse
Height-CPC (PH-CPC), a modified TSI CPC 3025, where the optics is changed to measure the forward
scattered pulse height of the white light from a particle. Also the saturator and condenser temperatures
were optimized for better response for small particles (Marti
., 1996, Sipilä
. 2009). The DMA is
operated with bipolar voltage source to measure particles with both negative and positive charge. The
length of the tubing between different parts of the instrument is kept as short as possible, to minimize the
diffusion losses.
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The full measuring cycle contains the measuring of naturally charged particles (ions) of both polarities,
and both polarities of particles gone through the aerosol neutralaizer. After measuring the size distribution
of a particle type, the DMA voltage is set to zero to get the backround of the PH-CPC. The background
resulting from homogenous nucleation of butanol inside the PH-CPC can be separated by pulse-height
analysis, and was excluded from the data.
CONCLUSIONS
The nano-IDMPS is a brand new instrument and currently performing its first measurements at field. The
preliminary results seem promising, but a more detailed data analysis is still needed. As an example, in
figure 1 are represented the size distributions of particles and ions of different polarities in Hyytiälä April
the 19th 2011. In every panel of the figure, the onset of the nucleation is clear ly visible starting rougly at
9:00 am. These size distribution plots are raw data, without inversion or loss corrections. Clearly, the
nano-IDMPS can detect the start of the nucleation event more accurately and from smaller sizes than the
conventional DMPS. Form the data, the charging state of nano-particles as well as growth rates between 27 nm can be calculated, and thus get more information on the new particle formation process.

Figure 1. The size distributions of ions and particles in Hyytiälä on a nucleation event day April the 19th
2011 measured with a new nano-IDMPS. Pos/Neg ions refer to positive/negative naturally charged ions,
whereas total is the neutralized charge distribution. The band in the lowest channels in pos total –mode
comes from ions formed inside the neutralizer.
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INTRODUCTION
Several laboratory and field studies suggest that sulfuric acid monomers and/or sulfate clusters are likely
participants in atmospheric nucleation and growth (e.g. Weber et al.,1997; Sipilä et al.,2010). However,
there are also observations that imply that the ambient sulfuric acid concentrations seem not to be enough
to explain the observed nucleation and growth completely (e.g. Laaksonen et al., 2008a, Kuang et al.,
2010). Organic compounds represent a large fraction of secondary aerosol mass (Jimenez et al., 2009), are
thus likely to play an important role in growing freshly-formed. Recently, Metzger et al., (2010) reported
that in the laboratory conditions, nucleation between H2SO4 and low-volatility organic vapours has been
observed. In addition to the laboratory study, direct measurements during the field study in Tecamac,
Mexico, showed that the molecular composition of 8–30 nm diameter particles formed from nucleation
was dominated by amines. (Smith et al, 2010).
This study has been designed to investigate the roles that sulfuric acid, ammonia and trimethyl amine
(TMA) may have in atmospheric nucleation. Particularly, we studied how ammonia (NH3), TMA and
sulphuric acid concentration and activities were connected to the observed nucleation rate. The rationale
behind this approach is that if the nucleation is kinetically limited, then it should only depend on vapor
concentrations, whereas if it is thermodynamically limited (due to the energy barrier of critical cluster
formation), it should depend mainly on gas-phase activities of the nucleating vapors.

METHODS
For our analysis, we use the QUEST (Quantification of Aerosol Nucleation in the European Boundary
Layer) campaign measurement data from the Finnish Boreal forest atmosphere during spring 2003. During
this QUEST campaign a large number of different quantities were measured; here we mention only the
measurements relevant to this study. Data includes 1) particle size distribution data measured by
Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS) (Sihto et al., 2006); 2) the gas-phase concentrations of
sulphuric acid (H2SO4), measured by a Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometer (CIMS) (Sihto et al.,
2006); 3) Ammonia (NH3) concentrations (Laaksonen et al., 2008b) and trimethyl amine (TMA) (Sellegri
et al., 2005) concentrations. TMA (C3H9N) are derivative of ammonia in which two or three of the
hydrogen have been replaced by methyl groups. TMA was measured by CIMS with a time resolution of
less than 1 s, but the data was averaged over 60 s in order to reduce statistical error and the sampling
noise. Particle size distribution and several meteorological and gas data are continuously obtained in
Hyytiälä station since 1996, unlike the measurements of sulfuric acid and organics that are only available
during the campaign periods. In that sense, the QUEST 2003 data set is quite unique that during the
campaign a large number of nucleation events were observed: from a total of 23 measurement days, 20
were new particle formation (NPF) days. The measured sulfuric acid, ammonia and TMA were
simultaneously available from altogether 10 days.
The gas-phase sulfuric acid activity (AH2SO4), NH3 activity (ANH3), TMA activity (ATMA) and the
nucleation rate of critical clusters of 1.5 nm in diameter (J 1.5) are central quantities in this analysis.
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Generally, gas-phase activity is defined as the ratio between the partial vapour pressures to the saturation
vapour pressures. In other words, activity is essentially the same quantity as saturation ratio. We used
Antoine Equation Parameters to calculate the saturation vapour pressure for TMA (Aston, et al., 1944) in
the temperature range 192.84 - 276.60 K; and for NH3 (Stull, 1947) in the temperature range 190-333K.
For H2SO4 we used Ayers et al (1980) in the temperature range 338-445 K. Although the upper limit of the
TMA saturation vapour pressure range is 276.60 K, we used the expression in the whole experimental Trange, up to 282 K. J1.5 was extrapolated from the time–shifted values of the formation rate of 3 nm
particles (J3) – where J3 was calculated directly from the particle size distribution data – by incorporating
the probability that a particle would grow from 1 to 3 nm by vapor condensation before being scavenged
by the pre-existing aerosol. Particularly, the time delay was estimated between the peak in sulphuric acid
and particle number concentration of 3-6 nm particles (N3-6) (Sihto et al., 2006). Consequently, J1.5 values
were estimated by using the method described by Kerminen and Kulmala (2002).
In order to examine the data, we produced so called activity plots, and corresponding concentration plots
for sulfuric acid – ammonia, and for sulfuric acid – TMA, respectively. In studies of binary nucleation,
activity plots are used to indicate how the activities of the two nucleating vapors can be varied so that the
nucleation rate stays constant. An example of an activity plot is shown in Fig. 1. Unlike in the laboratory,
the atmospheric nucleation rate is uncontrollable, and we do not have enough data to produce activity (or
concentration) plots with constant nucleation rates. Instead, we use colour coding to indicate the
nucleation rate of each data point. If the system studied is in fact the one responsible for nucleation in the
atmosphere, one would then expect to see two things from the activity (or concentration) plot: 1) An
anticorrelation type of behavior of the cloud of data points, and 2) A distribution of the colours indicating
the nucleation rate such that colours corresponding to high rates are in further from the origin than colours
corresponding to low rates.

Figure 1. A theoretical activity plot of succinic acid/water nucleation (Gaman et al., 2004)
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RESULTS
The measured ammonia concentrations were roughly on the same order as the TMA concentrations,
whereas the ammonia activities were in general about one order of magnitude lower than TMA activities .
Figure 2 a) and b) show logarithmic scatter plots of sulfuric acid and TMA concentrations and sulfuric
acid and NH3 concentrations, respectively, where the data points are color-coded according to J1.5.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Concentration of sulfuric acid [H2SO4] vs. concentration of TMA [TMA]; (b) [H2SO4] vs.
concentration of NH3[NH3] measured during the 2003 QUEST field campaign in Hyytiälä, Finland. Color
coding indicates nucleation rate at 1.5 nm (J1.5).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) A logarithmic scatter plot of activity of sulfuric acid (A H2SO4) vs. TMA activity (A TMA);
(b) (A H2SO4) vs. NH3 activity (A NH3). The data points are color-coded according to (J1.5).
Figure 3 shows the logarithmic scatter plot of activity of sulfuric acid (A H2SO4) and TMA activity (A
TMA). Figure 3b shows a similar plot forA H2SO4 and ANH3. The data points are color-coded according
to J1.5. It is clearly seen from figures 2 b and 3 b that no significant correlation with ammonia can be
detected. On the other hand there is a clear correlation between H2SO4 and TMA activities with value of
R2 =0.3 (Fig 2a whereas the corresponding concentration plot shows only a very weak correlation if any
(R2 is 0.08)). The colours in Fig 2b are also distributed so that, in general, high nucleation rates are further
from the origin than low nucleation rates. Taken together, there is indication from Figs. 2 and 3 that, 1)
TMA was involved in the nucleation observed during the 2003 QUEST campaign but ammonia was not,
and 2) the nucleation was thermodynamically rather than kinetically limited. However, the data is
considerably noisy, so further examination is clearly needed.
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INTRODUCTION
The largest uncertainties in our understanding of human-caused climate change are associated with the
aerosol-cloud interactions. Atmospheric aerosol can act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) to affect the
amount of cloud on the earth and thus the global climate. The aerosol CCN activity depends on both the size
and chemical composition of the particles. Whereas the relation of CCN with particle size is relatively well
understood, less is known about the link between aerosol chemical composition and CCN behaviour. For the
real atmospheric aerosol populations where the chemical composition is size-dependent, the ability of
aerosols to serve as CCN is getting more complicated.
Aircraft measurements can be carried out for the aerosol chemical composition-cloud interaction
observations. Usually these measurements are short-term and intensive and requirements to the
instrumentations are much higher than the ground-based measurements, such as faster data acquisition
resolutions. An alternative way to conduct these kinds of studies can be made on the ground-based
observations. Ideally this kind of station is convenient for the observation of cloud events. In 2005, such an
observation station was established in Kuopio, Finland, for making long-term measurements of aerosol-cloud
interactions (Leskinen et al., 2009; Portin et al., 2009). One measurement campaign was carried out in 2009.
As an efficient and effective tool to measurement airborne aerosol, an Aerodyne high resolution time-offlight aerosol mass spectrometer (HR-TOF-AMS, DeCarlo et al., 2006) was used to measure the chemical
composition of ambient particles. Here in this abstract we present some preliminary results from the submicro aerosol measurements by AMS in this campaign. Another separate abstract will connect the aerosol
chemical composition with the CCN activity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The measurement campaign was carried out in autumn during Sep. 21-Oct. 27, 2010 at Station for
Measuring Forest Ecosystem -Atmosphere Relations IV, which is located at the top of Puijo tower, 306
m.a.s.l. and 224 m above the surrounding lake level, in Kuopio, Finland. Aerosol sources that impact the site
include long-range transported aerosol from surrounding continents and oceans, as well as local pollution
from traffic, a pulp mill, heating plant and other urban sources. A direct measurement of aerosol chemical
composition was from AMS. AMS can provide the information from non-refractory sub-micron
concentrations and size distributions. In this campaign, it was operated in a cycle of three modes every ten
minutes, including: 2.5 min V-mode to obtain the mass concentrations of non-refractory species; 2.5 min
PTOF (particle time-of-flight) mode to determine size distributions of species under the V-mode and 5 min
W-mode to obtain the high resolution mass spectral data. Standard Tof-AMS data analysis software package
were used to generate unit and high resolution mass spectra from V- and W-mode data respectively. For
mass concentration calculations, a particle collection efficiency (CE) factor of 0.5 was applied to account for
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the loss of particles in the transmission lens and heat vaporizer. The relative ionization efficiency values in
this study were 1.4 for org, 1.1 for nitrate, 1.2 for sulfate and 4.5 for ammonium.
In the data analysis, we also applied positive matrix factorization (PMF) analysis to separate organic
components (Paatero and Tapper, 1994, Ulbrich et al., 2009). In this analysis the observed data is represented
g ip f pj eij where xi,j are the measured values of j species in i samples.
as a bilinear factor model xij
p
This model is solved with a least squares fitting process to obtain P factors comprised of constant source
profiles (fi, mass spectra for AMS data) and varying contributions over the time period of the dataset (gi, time
series).The fitting process minimizes Q, which is the summed squares of the ratios between the fit residuals
and the error estimates of each data point. The residual at each point is eij.
Other supporting characterization methods in this campaign include the Hygroscopicity-, Volatility- and
Organic- Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer, CCN counter and Differential Mobility Particle Sizer for
the measurements of particle properties. Meteorological condition data from wind speed, wind direction,
ambient atmospheric pressure, temperature, relative humidity and precipitation as well as gas-phase
measurements for NOx, O3 and SO2 are also used for supporting the AMS data interpretations.
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Figure 1 Upper panel: Time series of wind speed (WS, black), wind direction (WD, blue), relative humidity
(RH, red), temperature (brown), precipitation (pink) and mass concentration from AMS plus black carbon.
Bottom panels: chemical composition and size distribution of particles in this campaign.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows time-resolved variation of sulfate, nitrate, chloride, ammonium and organic
concentrations measured with AMS and black carbon mass concentration as well as the corresponding time
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series of the meteorological parameters in this campaign. On average, the mass loading of non-refractory
species quantified with the AMS and black carbon is 2.36 µg m-3. Of this, organic, sulfate, nitrate, ammonia,
chloride and black carbon mass contributed to 48.2%, 28.3%, 6.2%, 7.2%, 0.4% and 9.6%, respectively.
Aerosol number and mass concentrations show a strong dependent on the wind direction and precipitation
as shown in Fig. 2 and 3. Wind from northeast where one pulp mill locates brings higher numbers of
ultrafine particles in size range of 3-100nm than other directions (Fig. 2A). While the aerosol mass
concentration is mainly subject to the wind from southwest and west, this is because that the particles from
this direction are dominated in accumulation mode or coarse mode (Fig. 2B). Similarly, the masses of
individual species such as sulfate, nitrate and ammonium shows strong influence by the wind from southwest
(Fig. 2 C-E). There are occasional bursts of sulfate and nitrate from northeast direction, which can interpret
the spikes observed in the time series in Fig. 1. Ammonia shows a close correlation with the sum of sulfate
and nitrate concentrations. Measured ammonia concentration was less than 76% of predicted ammonia,
indicating the observed aerosol in this campaign was acidic in nature. Organic aerosol mass is strong subject
to the wind from north, west and southwest, which is slightly different from SO4, NO3 and NH4 cases.
Precipitation has also been observed to have strong effect on aerosol mass concentrations shown in Fig. 1
and 3. Most probably they removed particles in a way of wet deposition.
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This plot shows the aerosol number concentration is dominated by the ultrafine mode; (B) Aerosol mass
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Five organic aerosol (OA) components were identified from AMS spectra using PMF (Figure 3):
chemically-reduced urban primary emissions (hydrocarbon-like OA, HOA), low volatile OA (LV_OOA),
semivolatile OA (SV_OOA) and biomass burning OA (BBOA_1 and BBOA_2), which contributed to 5.9%,
54.7%, 22.2%, and 16.7% of OA, respectively in mass loadings. LV_OOA and SV_OOA correlated with
SO4 and NO3, respectively. There are a few sulfate and nitrate spikes from northeast as freshly emissions,
which mess up their correlations with LV_OOA and SV_OOA. BBOA_2 is from freshly emitted biomass
burning aerosol, which shows correlation with black carbon. BBOA_1 is contributed from oxidized aerosol,
showing a good correlation to levoglucosan, which is estimated from organic m/z60 after subtraction of
0.25% of total OA (Aiken et al, 2009). Contributions of HOA might be from the local traffic, which
correlated to NO2.
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Figure 4 Time series of PMF-AMS sources and corresponding tracers. The bottom panel is in unit of µg/m3.
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ABSTRACT
As one of the important biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs) groups,
monoterpene has been drawing more and more scientific attention in atmospheric
research because of their chemical reactions to produce and destroy tropospheric
ozone, their effects on aerosol growth and formation and their potential influence on
global warming. Regional measurements and estimates are urgently needed to study
carbon budgets and global climate. However, since various factors such as vegetation
type, temperature light and humidity have complicated impacts on monoterpene
emissions, comprehensive inventories are not so often reliably defined. To further
track monoterpene concentrations and their chemical transformations, the model
SOSA (model to Simulate the concentrations of Organic vapours and Sulphuric Acid)
is applied to investigate Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris ) tree emissions in a boreal
coniferous forest at SMEAR II (Station for Measuring forest Ecosystem-Atmosphere
Relations) in Hyytiälä, Finland.

INTRODUCTION
Finland, as a densely-forested country, the emission pattern of VOCs is always
dominated by biogenic emissions. Therefore, BVOC study in Finland is particularly
critical. Since previous research shows that many of the tree species in the European
boreal zone are known to be monoterpene emitters (Janson, 1993; Hakola et al., 1998;
Hauff et al., 1999), this study will focus on monoterpene emissions at Hyytiälä.
Monoterpenes are emitted by plants because of their allelopathic function. They are of
great importance in defence against insects and attraction of pollinators and enemies
of other herbivores (Kesselmeier and Staudt, 1999). Temperature is the most
significant factor of monoterpene emissions. Many other interlinked environmental
and physiological parameters, such as light, humidity, CO2 concentration, vegetation
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type and metabolic activity also affect monoterpene emissions (Guenther et al., 1995).

METHODS
SOSA is a model which combines meteorological transport, BVOC emissions and
chemistry (Boy et al. 2011). To test the reliability of SOSA, simulation outputs are
compared with measurement data collected from on-line chambers analysed by
Proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometry (PTR-MS) and Gas chromatography-mass
spectrometry (GC-MS) analyzer.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Result (Figure.1) indicates that modelling and observations of monoterpene
concentrations reasonably agreed both day and night. However, the correlation
coefficients still reveal some additional parameters like environmental stress, plant
development and leaf maturation, nutrient and injury status also influencing
monoterpene emissions , but were not taken into account in the model. In this case, the
mechanisms of monoterpene emissions need to be understood better in order to
improve the parameters used in model. May till September of the year was selected to
make correlation test because emissions are productive and the simulation are
representative during that period.

Fig 1. Correlation analysis between measured monoterpene concentration data with
modelled from May to September 2007

The dominant monoterpenes species emitted from these coniferous trees are a–pinene
and 3–carene with the proportion of 48% and 23% respectively. Monoterpene
emissions did continue with low rates during the night. Diurnal and seasonal
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variations are demonstrated both quantity and quality. Summer is the most active
season and emission rate increases to the peak around 3pm during daytime. According
to vertical profile, monoterpene concentrations are highest at lower height levels
during night and well mixed during day. All the results are generally supported by
mesasurement.
Another significant phenomenon for monoterpene emitters is the discrepancy between
branch scale emissions and above-canopy concentrations. In order to reduce
uncertainty in measuring and modeling, a more detailed chemotypic characterization
blends needs to be constructed. SOSA is also used to estimate the contribution of
different monoterpene distributions to the total OH reactivity. Results show that by
selecting a–pinene and sabinene as the chemotype-species, the OH reactivity differs
by a factor of almost 3.
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INTRODUCTION
In boreal forest ecosystems, major part of the fine roots of trees are in symbiotic association with a wide
range of ectomycorrhizal fungal (ECM) species. Hundreds of fungal species or strains can be found even
in one forest stand, indicating high biological diversity in root-associated fungal micro flora. We have
studied the effects of different ectomycorrhizal fungal species on the complete carbon budget and the
L.) tree seedlings growing on natural
turnover rate of assimilated carbon in the Scots pine (
humus in microcosm conditions.
When ectomycorrhizal species
was associated with the pine roots, the below-ground
respiration increased and this carbon loss was compensated by higher photosynthetic activity. Other fungal
species did not differ between each other in their effects on carbon balance (Heinonsalo
2010). Our
findings indicate that some root-associated mycorrhizal fungal symbionts can significantly alter plant CO 2
exchange, biomass distribution, and the allocation of recently photosynthesized plant-derived carbon.
These findings were made in natural humus conditions where the plant roots were associated with several
different ectomycorrhizal species at the same time. Also in natural forests, the trees always host a wide
variety of fungal symbionts. However, to confirm our result on the ectomycorrhizal fungal effect on
photosynthetic capacity of the tree, we performed a new experiment using sterile pine seedling inoculated
with single ECM species at a time.
METHODS
The surface sterilized pine seeds were germinated on glucose agar and transferred to glass tubes (diameter
22 mm) with Brown&Wilkings growth media. Until the first lateral short roots emerged, the seedlings
were inoculated with eight (8) different ECM fungal species (N 6). The ECM species studied were
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
. This selection of species are commonly
found in boreal forests and represent a variety of different phylogenetic origins. Non-inoculated seedlings
served as controls (N 16). After three months growth period in standardized and controlled growth
chamber conditions, the photosynthetic capacity (Pmax) was analysed using Walz GFS-3000 (Heinz Walz
GmbH, Germany) in light levels 0-1400 µmol m-2 s-1. The total and shoot and root biomass were measured
to record the relative C allocation in biomass. The mycorrhizal and non-mycorrhizal root tips were
counted to confirm the presence and intensity of fungal symbiotic association with the trees.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The preliminary results show a cleat trend that if seedlings are associated with different ECM species,
more C is allocated into root biomass but the total seedling biomass is not significantly affected by the
symbiosis, compared to non-inoculated seedlings. For several species this observation is statistically
significant. The results concerning mycorrhization percentage (mycorrhizal roots vs. all short root tips), N
uptake and photosynthesis (Pmax) are under analysis and will be presented in the poster.
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INTRODUCTION
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) have great influence on tropospheric chemistry; they affect ozone
formation and they or their reaction products may take part into new particle formation (Finlayson-Pitts and
Pitts, 2000). Some of the VOCs are toxic or harmful themselves. In addition to this, halocarbons can cause
ozone reduction in the stratosphere. Different VOCs may have totally different reaction paths, lifetimes and
aerosol formation potentials in the atmosphere and therefore knowing the concentrations and the sources of
individual VOCs is essential for different kind of atmospheric studies.
Concentrations and sources of VOCs have been studied in Helsinki by Hellén et al. (2003 and 2006). Traffic
was found to be main local source, but also other sources e.g. wood combustion, had high contribution for
some of the compounds. Some VOCs have also natural sources e.g. emissions from vegetation (Aaltonen et
al. 2011, Tarvainen et al. 2007 and Hakola et al. 2006). Now with the improved measurement methods it is
possible to measure concentrations continuously with higher time resolution. This gives more knowledge of
the short term variations of concentrations and enables the use of multivariate receptor models for source
apportionment studies. In this study VOC concentrations were measured first time in the city of Helsinki
with an online gas chromatograph mass spectrometer (online-GC-MS) and source apportionments for
different VOCs were estimated using UNMIX multivariate receptor model.
METHODS
Measurements were conducted at the 5th floor on the roof of Finnish Meteorological Institute in Helsinki,
Finland, using a thermal desorpter (Markes Unity) with a gas chromatograph (Agilent 7890A) and a mass
spectrometer (Agilent 5379N). Samples were taken every other hour in 20.1.-22.2.2011. Sampling time was
60 minutes and flow 30 ml min-1. In the 5 m long stainless steel inlet line (1/4 O.D., heated to 70oC) extra
flow of 1 L min-1 was used to avoid losses of the compounds on the walls of the inlet tubes. Samples were
collected directly to the cold trap of the thermal desorpter. Water was removed by keeping the hydrophobic
cold trap at 10oC. Totally 27 different compounds were studied. For studying source compositions and
contributions multivariate receptor model EPA Unmix 6.0 (Norri et. al. , 2007) was used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 shows average concentrations of measured compounds and Figure 1 concentration variations for one
compound from each compound group. There is benzene for aromatics, ETBE for gasoline additives,
heptane for alkanes, a-pinene for biogenic VOCs and tetrachloromethane for halogenated compounds.
Highest concentrations were measured for aromatic hydrocarbons and lowest for biogenic hydrocarbons. For
most halogenated compounds concentrations were at the same level during the whole campaign.
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Table 1. Average concentrations (Conc) of different VOCs in Helsinki in winter 2011.
Conc (ng m-3)
Aromatics HCs
Benzene
Toluene
Ethylbenzene
p/m-xylene
Styrene
o-xylene
Propylbenzene
3-ethyltoluene
4-Ethyltoluene
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene
2-Ethyltoluene
1,2,4-trimethylbenzene
1,2,3-trimethylbenzene
Alkanes
2,2,4-trimethylpentane
2-Methylpentane
Hexane
Heptane
Octane

1300
1140
260
690
50
270
50
110
60
50
50
180
40
240
410
320
230
130

Conc (ng m-3)
Halogenated HCs
Chloroform
1,1,1-trichloroethane
trichloroethene
1,2-dichloroethane
Tetrachloromethane
Tetrachloroethene
Biogenic HCs
Isoprene
a-pinene
Camphene
b-pinene
3-Carene
p-cymene
Limonene
1,8-cineol
Gasoline additive
ETBE

110
50
50
80
630
50
30
80
10
30
20
20
40
10
90

Figure 1. Concentration variations of selected VOCs 20.1.-22.2.2011 in Helsinki (N=255).
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Halogenated hydrocarbons are not expected to have any local sources. Only exception is tetrachloroethene,
which has some concentration peaks during the daytime. In the earlier study (Hellén et al., 2006) dry
cleaning was found to be a source of it.

Figure 2. Source profiles of different sources found by UNMIX receptor model.

Different sources given by UNMIX were identified by source profiles and variations of source loading.
Source 1 containing only tetrachloroethene and peaking during the daytime was identified as a dry cleaning
based on earlier studies by Hellén et al. (2006). Sources 3 and 4 were identified as distant sources. They have
high contribution of halogenated hydrocarbons (Figure 2), which are not expected to have any local sources.
In addition to this, they do not show any diurnal variation (Figure 3). Also most of the monoterpenes were
found from the source 3 and therefore this source is called as BVOCs/distant. Even though monoterpenes
are fast reacting and not expected to be transported far from the emissions, in wintertime in Finland their
lifetime is estimated to be from 6 h to 1.5 d and therefore transport from the background areas to Helsinki is
possible. Sources 2 and 5 containing lots of aromatics and alkanes were identified as traffic related and local
traffic sources. As shown in figure 3 these local traffic or traffic related sources have diurnal cycles with
maxima during the rush hours. High contribution of most volatile alkanes and lack of less volatile aromatic
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hydrocarbons in traffic related source profile indicates that this may be some gasoline evaporation e.g. from
gasoline stations or during the cold starts of the cars.

Figure 3. Diurnal variation of loadings of different sources (local winter time).

These UNMIX analysis show that for most of the aromatic hydrocarbons traffic is clearly the highest source
(Figure 4). However, over 50% of benzene was found to be from distant sources. Also in the earlier study
with chemical mass balance distant sources had high contribution especially for benzene (56%) (Hellén et al,
2006). Lifetime of benzene in the atmosphere is longer than lifetime of any other aromatic hydrocarbons.
Isoprene is a biogenic compound, but it exists also in gasoline exhaust. In this study 65% of isoprene was
found in traffic or traffic related sources and 36% in distant sources. For other BVOCs source called as
BVOCs/distant had the highest contribution (50-77 %), but for a-pinene and 3-carene also traffic had a small
contribution. It is possible that some BVOCs were emitted from the construction site close by and mixed
with traffic profile.
Traffic and traffic related sources had the highest contribution in some alkane concentrations (2,2,4trimethylpentane, heptanes and 2-methylpentane), but for hexane and octane distant sources or
BVOC/distant were higher. For 2,2,4-trimethylpentane (also known as iso-octane) only source was traffic
related (gasoline exhaust/cold starts) and local traffic source did not have any contribution. 2,2,4trimethylpentane is an important component of gasoline added as an anti-knocking agent.
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Figure 4. Source apportionment of different compounds.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosol particle formation have been studied and characterised in various environments, including
marine and continental, as well as urban and rural locations (e.g. Kulmala et al., 2004; Hirsikko et al.,
2011). However, Africa is one of the least studied continents with respect to particle formation and air
quality (Swap et al., 2003; Laakso et al., 2008; Vakkari et al., 2011). Therefore, an atmospheric
monitoring project was started in South-Africa in 2006. The project included monitoring of different
meteorological parameters, trace gases, as well as air ion and particle size distributions. Recently, the
measurements were updated with aerosol optical and ecosystem measurements. The measurements
have been performed in background savannah, urban industrial and agricultural background areas
(www.welgegund.org). The current study presents preliminary results of observations of air ion and
particle formation and their concentrations, as well as connections to particle sources in Marikana,
which is close to an informal settlement and mining areas.
METHODS
Measurements were carried out during February 2008-January 2010. The measurement set-up was
described by Laakso et al. (2008) and Vakkari et al. (2011). Therefore, here we present only a short
description of devices relevant for this study. Aerosol particle size distributions were measured with a
Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS) in diameter range of 10-840 nm. The DMPS consisted of
a Vienna-type Differential Mobility Analyser and a TSI-3010 Condensation Particle Counter. Ion size
distributions were measured with an Air Ion Spectrometer (AIS, Airel Ltd., Mirme et al., 2007). The
AIS consisted of two (one for negative and one for positive ions) identical cylindrically symmetric
multichannel differential mobility analysers, which measured natural air ion mobility distributions in
the range 3.2-0.0013 cm2 V-1 s-1 (ca. d = 0.8-42 nm). Trace gases (SO2, O3, CO and NOx) were
monitored with a pulsed fluorescent Thermo-Electron 43S SO2 analyser, Environnement s.a. 41M
ozone analyser, Horiba APMA-360 CO analyser and Teledyne 200AU NO/NOx analyser,
respectively.
Due to the demanding environmental conditions in Marikana, our study had a special focus on data
correction procedures. Combustion and mining produced soot and coarse particles, which blocked
efficiently air flow pathways of the AIS. The flow pathways of the AIS were equipped with several
dense nets to produce laminar flow (Mirme et al., 2007). These nets and flower pump collected dirt
and, consequently, the flow rate decreased. The smallest air ions are very mobile. Therefore, even a
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small change in flow rate shifted the observed mobility distributions. Due to constant production of
coarse particles the flow rate began to decrease from the desired level (ca. 1000 ccm) quickly after the
instrument maintenance.
In aim to estimate the effect of the changing flow rate on mobility distributions we performed
different theoretical simulations and field experiments. The results showed that the diameters of the
smallest ions (d < 3 nm) were shifted immediately after any decrease in flow rate. If the flow rate
decreased less than 20 %, the rest of the distribution (d > 3 nm) remained nearly unchanged.
However, decreasing flow rate enhanced ion losses in all sizes. Additionally, laboratory calibrations
by Gagné et al. (2011) have shown that the AISes are slightly inaccurate when measuring ion
concentrations.
We made the following decisions and corrections to the AIS data: 1) we were able to use the small ion
data only when the flow rate was > 95 % of normal, 2) only the data for ions larger than 3 nm in
diameter were used for detailed data analysis (e.g. formation and growth rates), 3) only the data with
flow rate > 80% of desired level were utilised, 4) we multiplied the concentration spectrums of
positive and negative ions with factors 1.31 and 1.26, respectively, as derived from laboratory
calibrations by Gagné et al. (2011), and 5) due to the decrease in flow rate, we multiplied the
concentrations with size and flow rate dependent correction coefficients.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In Marikana, aerosol particle concentrations were higher during the dry season (May-August)
compared to the wet season (November-February), as was expected. However, the annual cycle of
nucleation mode particle concentration was less pronounced compared to other size classes. Due to
limited number of observation days with the AIS working with the desired flow rate, we were not able
to study the annual cycle of small ion (smaller than ca. 1.6 nm) concentrations.
Diurnal cycle of particle concentrations was evident: 1) compared to other observations (e.g. Hirsikko
et al., 2011) small ion concentrations displayed a strong diurnal variation being the highest during
night and the lowest during day-time, 2) nucleation mode particle concentrations were maximum
around noon (Fig. 1), 3) Aitken mode particle concentrations showed three modes (the first early in
the morning, the second in the afternoon and the third late in the evening), and 4) accumulation mode
particle concentrations showed two peaks (one early in the morning and the other late in the evening).
The diurnal cycle of small ion concentrations was determined mainly by the evolution of the boundary
layer height, which had a strong night-time inversion. Further analysis and comparison with trace gas
concentrations showed that Aitken and accumulation mode particles resulted from domestic burning
in a nearby informal settlement. However, nucleation mode particle concentrations did not correlate
with trace compounds (e.g. BC and CO) of combustion origin. Therefore, we concluded that these
particles originated mainly from nucleation.
The investigation of secondary particle formation was initiated by means of visual event classification
based on ion size distributions. Fortunately, the decreasing flow rate affected mainly the smallest ions
and absolute concentration values, so we were able to use the whole available ion data for this
qualitative analysis. The results showed that day-time particle formation was observed frequently (on
85 % and 79 % of the analysed days in negative and positive polarities, respectively) in Marikana
(Fig. 2). The observations showed that the particle formation frequency was slightly suppressed
during the wet season. Additionally, the in-situ particle formation took place in polluted atmosphere
of Marikana. Despite the differences in measurement environments, our results of particle formation
frequency were in accordance with the observations by Laakso et al. (2008) and Vakkari et al. (2011)
in the South-African Savannah.
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Figure 1. Average diurnal concentrations of nucleation (12-20 nm), Aitken (20-50 nm) and
accumulation (50-840 nm) mode particles during the wet (upper panel) and dry (lower panel) seasons.

Figure 2. Particle formation frequency based on ion size distribution data.
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INTRODUCTION
The measurement of the rate of transport of sugars from the leaves to the roots belowground via the
phloem is currently possible only under laboratory conditions, using techniques such magnetic resonance
imaging, or in the field using isotope pulse labelling or time series analysis of natural isotope
discrimination at different positions along the translocation pathway. While these techniques are very
powerful, they are also complex to employ and difficult to maintain over long periods of time, which also
limits the possibilities for their spatial replication. This places considerable limitations on our possibility
to further our understanding of the links between canopy photosynthesis and respiration of heterotrophic
organisms, one of the most important unknowns in the interpretation of ecosystem level fluxes of carbon
between atmosphere and terrestrial biosphere. While the in-situ measurement of phloem osmotic pressure
is possible in free-bleeding species, there is a pressing need to develop new techniques that allow
continuous unattended monitoring of phloem flow-related properties in the field.
High-resolution time-resolved measurements of stem and xylem diameter change with LVDT (linear
variable displacement transducers) have been used for many years to monitor stem growth and/or estimate
xylem water potential, although previous work has suggested that coupled bark and xylem measurements
could also yield information over phloem properties and function.
We present here the basic theory for the interpretation of these measurements and show that coupled timeresolved measurements of bark and xylem diameter change can also be employed to estimate changes in
phloem osmotic pressure. We apply this new theory to a dataset collected in Finland and show that the
estimated phloem osmotic pressure at two positions along the stem of Scots pine trees correlates strictly
with measured forest gross primary production estimated by eddy covariance. This correlation could be
detected at time scales varying from hourly to diurnal and seasonal, suggesting that temporal variability in
canopy photosynthesis can be rapidly transferred belowground by the phloem in the form of both fast
waves of pressure-concentration waves and of slower moving mass flow.

METHODS
Simultaneous whole stem and xylem diameter change measurements have been conducted on 40-year old
Scots Pine trees in Helsinki University research station in Hyytiälä, Southern Finland. Here we analyze
this data from years 2006 and 2007 and compare it to CO2 exchange measurements made by the eddycovariance method.
Changes in xylem diameter dx reflect changes in xylem pressure Px according to Hooke's law (Irvine &
Grace 1997, Perämäki et al. 2001):
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Phloem tends towards equilibrium with the xylem by water exchange. The radial water flux (J) between
the xylem and phloem is
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where ヾ is the osmotic pressure of the phloem.
MODEL DESCRIPTION

Diameter in relation to reference (mm)

Step 10: Assuming first no changes in the osmotic pressure of the inner bark, (constant ヾ in Eq. 3), the
expected diameter variation of the inner bark can be calculated from changes in xylem diameter alone
using Eqs. (1) to (3), and assuming constant inner bark elasticity and radial permeability. Two constants
of proportionality (having to do with the radial permeability and elasticities of the two tissues) are fitted
from data to achieve this.
0.06
measured xylem diam
modelled inner bark without change in osmotic concentration

0.04
0.02
0.00
-0.02
-0.04
Time

Fig. 1. Measured xylem diameter and the modelled inner bark diameter in the case its osmotic
concentration remained constant.
Step 20: The difference between the measured inner bark diameter and the inner bark diameter calculated
according to step 10 is due to changes in the osmotic concentration of the inner bark. An explicit equation
(not shown here) can be written, which gives the dyncamics of the osmotic pressure of the phloem.
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0.06

measured xylem diam
measured inner bark diam
modelled inner bark without change in osmotic concentration
predicted osmotic concentration
Measured CO2 assimilation rate

0.04

1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0

0.02

0.8

0.00

0.6
0.4

-0.02

0.2

-0.04

0.0

-0.06

-0.2

CO2 assimilation rate

Diameter in relation to reference (mm)

0.08

Time

Fig. 2. In addition to Fig. 1, the measured inner bark diameter, the predicted change in osmotic
concentration (units of the equivalent diameter change it induces) ,and the CO2 assimilation rate
measured by a cuvette.

CONCLUSIONS
The osmotic concentration predicted by the model (2 meters below the canopy) lags behind the measured
photosynthetic production by approximately one to two hours. This short time lag is in correspondence
with fast propagation of osmotic concentration in the phloem in the form of pressure-concentration waves
(Mencuccini & Hölttä 2010). We also found a significant correlation betweeen the daily cumulative GPP
and the increase in osmotic concentration predicted by the model.
This new technique holds significant promise to allow high-resolution time–resolved monitoring of
phloem osmotic and turgor pressure and provides a new tool that can be employed alongside other
techniques to increase our understanding of phloem transport. We conclude by suggesting further avenues
for testing of this new technique.
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INTRODUCTION
Arctic climate has warmed twice as quickly as climate on average during the last century. Despite growing
knowledge, climate models give still uncertain predictions for Arctic areas. The uncertainty arises for
example from understanding the direct and indirect climate effects of aerosols. To address the knowledge
gap in the properties of Arctic and sub-Arctic aerosols, FMI begun continuous measurements of aerosol
hygroscopic growth at the Pallastunturi GAW station in the Finnish Lapland (Hatakka et al. 2003). The
measurements were started on December 2008.
METHODS AND RESULTS
The measurements are conducted with a hygroscopicity tandem differential mobility analyser (HTDMA)
built in-house FMI. The HTDMA was built according to the EUSAAR recommendations, and fulfils the
EUSAAR criteria for continuous measurements. The main HTDMA features include:
- Measurement of hygroscopic growth factor (HGF) at a fixed RH of ~90 %
- Quality assurance with automated dry- and ammonium sulphate checks
- 8 dry diameters from 15 nm to 265 nm (1 cycle takes 1 hour)
- Aerosol humidification from the sample flow using a Gore-Tex humidifier
- DMA’s in closed loop arrangement with a dew point analyser as the main humidity sensor
The 2009 annual average growth factors varied from 1.15±0.08 measured for 15 nm dry particles to
1.44±0.11 measured for the 265 nm dry particles. Figure 1 illustrates the corresponding HGF distributions.
The growth factors had some seasonal variation, having highest values in the spring and lowest in the
autumn (Table 1). However, the seasonal variation was weak and nearly within the standard deviation of
the annual data.
50 nm
165 nm
(Aitken mode) (Accumulation mode)
Spring
1.23±0.09
1.43±0.09
Summer
1.18±0.08
1.32±0.10
Autumn
1.13±0.07
1.32±0.11
Winter
1.19±0.08
1.42±0.09
Month

Table 1. Average growth factors with standard deviations for representative Aitken and Accumulation
mode dry particles.
The mean growth factors were used to deduct the hygroscopicity parameter κ-values. These can be derived
from the measured HTDMA growth factors (HGF) as follows (Good et al., 2010):
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κ HTDMA =

HGF 3 − 1
4σ w M w
exp(
) + 1 − HGF 3 .
RH
RTρ w Dd HGF

(1)

The annual average κ-values for 2009 varied from 0.1 for 25 nm dry particles to 0.23 for 265 nm dry
particles. Therefore, the Kelvin effect alone does not explain the increasing HGF towards larger dry
particles.

Figure 1. Average growth distributions for Pallastunturi aerosols.
The long term measurements of aerosol hygroscopic growth factors in Pallastunturi fill some of the
knowledge gaps in aerosol properties in the sub-Arctic. This will be helpful when determining the climate
effects of aerosols in the Arctic.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosol particles act as condensation nuclei in the humid atmosphere with the potential to take on water
and form cloud droplets. Newly formed aerosol particles become climatically important if they are able to
grow to sizes of 50 nm and larger. Particles in this size range can act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN)
and therefore may contribute to the indirect aerosol effect, a series of proposed impacts that include
increased cloud albedo due to increase in CCN concentration (Twomey, 1991) to increased lifetime of
clouds (Albrecht, 1989). Once particles grow to a size where they can become CCN, their ability to
activate into cloud droplets depends on their chemical composition, and the maximum water
supersaturation in the air parcel forming cloud.
METHODS
The fourth Puijo Cloud Experiment (4th PuCE), an intensive campaign measuring aerosol and cloud
properties, was conducted by the Finnish Meteorological Institute and University of Eastern Finland at the
Puijo semi-urban measurement station. The measurement campaign was carried out during 30.9 –
28.10.2010. The station is located at the top of the Puijo sight-seeing tower, 306 m a. s. l. and 224 m above
the surrounding lake level, thus being a very suitable site for aerosol-cloud interaction measurements
(Leskinen et al., 2009; Portin et al., 2009). Aerosol sources for the observation are subject to the longrange transported particles from continent and ocean, but also the local pollution, likely from traffic, pulp
mill, heating plant and the city.
In this work, the properties of cloud activation were studied using DMPS (Differential Mobility Particle
Sizer), DMT CCNc (Cloud Condensation Nuclei counter), Aerodyne HR-TOF-AMS (High Resolution
Time-Of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer) and the other aerosol properties such as volatility by VTDMA (Volatility Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer), organic growth by O-TDMA (Organic
Tandem Differential Analyzer) and hygroscopic growth by H-TDMA (Hygroscopicity Tandem
Differential Analyzer). During the measurements DMPS inlet was switched between PM1 (interstitial
particles) and total line (all particles), and during the cloud events the particles activated to cloud droplets
were resolved as a difference between the lines. In addition, we measured size-resolved CCN to get
information about size dependency, and on the other hand data about the true supersaturation inside the
cloud during a cloud event.
RESULTS
During the campaign, a total of seven cloud events were observed. The duration of the events ranged from
a couple of hours up to about twenty hours. Figure 1 shows the time series of the CCNc derived critical
diameter (D50), i.e. the diameter where half of all particles are activated into cloud droplets. In addition,
the DMPS derived critical diameters during cloud events are shown in Figure 1. The results show, that
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during some cloud events (e.g the event on 20.10.2011) the mean supersaturation has been closer to 0.2%,
but on most cases the real supersaturation inside the cloud has been 0.1% or less.

Figure 1. Time series of CCNc derived critical diameters (D50) for four different supersaturations (lines) over the
whole campaign time and DMPS derived critical diameters (black circles) during cloud events.

As an example, we have chosen one cloud event day for closer scrutiny, 9.10.2010, 00:00 – 05:45. From
Figure 2 we can see that the minimum size of particles forming cloud events was around 100 nm and D 50size, i.e. the size where blue and black line cross, is 195 nm. From CCN measurements the mean
D50(SS=0.1%) is 160 nm and D50(SS=0.2%) is 120 nm. Thus the mean supersaturation during cloud
formation has been less than 0.1%.

Figure 2. Size distributions of interstitial particles (blue) and all particles (red), and those forming cloud droplets
(black). Green and purple dotted lines represent the range of the critical diameter (D50) derived from the CCNc data
during the cloud event, for SS=0.1% and SS=0.2% respectively.
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During the cloud event the mass fraction of ammonium-sulphate was around 30% the rest being mainly
organics. This is in good agreement with CCNc measurements.
In future analyses, we shall analyze other measured data (such as meteorological and chemical) to
investigate how the size dependent composition of particles vary during cloud events, and how the
diameter of smallest activated particles depend on the composition of particles.
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EVALUATION OF THE SURFACE URBAN ENERGY AND WATER BALANCE SCHEME
(SUEWS) IN HELSINKI
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INTRODUCTION
The SMEAR II station (Station of Measuring Forest Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations) in Hyytiälä,
Finland (61° N, 24° E) is well-known for its extensive series of measurements concerning the
relationships of atmosphere and forest ecosystems in the boreal zone (Hari and Kulmala, 2005). As part of
these measurements, shoot-level O3 and NOx fluxes of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) have been measured
continuously since 1995. These measurements have provided valuable insights into O3 and NOx exchange
and factors affecting them (Raivonen et al., 2009, Altimir et al., 2002).
TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS
Recently, the measurement system at SMEAR II has been improved with two technical changes
concerning O3 and NOx measurements.
1) A new chamber type was designed to remove the enclosure effect caused by the shoot being somewhat
shielded from ambient conditions at all times. The new chamber is built as a sliding box that encloses the
shoot only for the short time needed to make a measurement and otherwise allows the shoot to experience
all occurring ambient conditions, including wind and rain.
2) To measure NOx concentrations in the chamber with the chemi-luminescence analyser used in the
system, NO2 is converted to NO. The molybdenum converter in use until 2006 is not specific to NO2 but
also converts other nitrogen-containing compounds. In order to allow targeted flux measurement of NOx
(instead of NOy), the molybdenum converter of the NOx analyser was replaced with a photolytic, NO2specific one.

Figure 1. Left: box chamber, right: sliding chamber. Photos: Pasi Kolari
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AIMS OF THE PROJECT
In the first phase of the project, we are calculating O3 and NOy/NOx fluxes for 2005–2011 and evaluating
whether the measured fluxes or the observed effects of environmental factors have changed after the
technical improvements. We are also studying the role and characteristics of the chamber blank
(deposition or emission of the measured gases) caused by chamber walls in the new measurement system.
INITIAL RESULTS

Figure 2. NOy fluxes from a single chamber (chamber + shoot, chamber blank not calculated) with a boxtype chamber (left) and a sliding chamber (right). Positive sign indicates emission from the shoot +
chamber.

Figure 3. NOy/NOx fluxes from a single shoot chamber using a molybdenum converter (left) and a
photolytic converter (right). Results with the Mo converter show UV-dependent NOy emission. The effect
of UV on NOx fluxes will be evaluated.
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Figure 4. Ozone deposition in a box-type chamber (left) and a sliding chamber (right).
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INTRODUCTION
Sulfuric acid is a key compound in atmospheric nucleation (Sipilä et al., 2010, Zhao et al., 2010). In
atmosphere, sulfuric acid is produced mainly photochemically via reaction of OH with SO2. Concentration
of sulfuric acid is typically very low, rarely exceeding 108 molecules cm-3 (e.g. Paasonen et al., 2010). The
low concentrations set certain requirements for the detector to be used for quantitative measurements.
Method for measuring gas phase sulphuric acid by means of chemical ionization mass spectrometer were
developed by Eisele and Tanner (1993). They used nitrate ion, NO3-, and its clusters with nitric acid,
HNO3, for selective chemical ionization of H2SO4 via NO3-·(HNO3)n
H2SO4" s n(HNO3)
(HNO3)·HSO4-. Resulting (HNO3)·HSO4- clusters together with remaining NO3-·(HNO3)n were
dissociated and HSO4- and NO3- were detected with a quadrupole mass spectrometer.
Here we present a measurement system in which the atmospheric pressure chemical ionization inlet, with
geometry similar to Eisele and Tanner (1993), is combined with a high resolution atmospheric pressure
interface time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Tofwerk Ag., Junninen et al., 2010). In the present setup,
clusters are not broken on purpose, instead the high resolution and mass range of the TOF allows
separation and summing of different clusters. Advantage of the method is that it allows one to seek for
neutral sulphuric acid containing clusters formed by nucleation in the atmosphere (Zhao et al., 2010) or in
laboratory systems (Sipilä et al., 2010).
LABORATORY EXPERIMENT
In the laboratory experiment we generated reagent ions by mixing a small amount of nitric acid to nitrogen
flow and exposed it to a radioactive source (241Am). Sulfuric acid vapour was produced by leading
synthetic air through a saturator conta
2SO4. Sulfuric acid vapour was then introduced
to the CI inlet with multiple different flow rates and diluted with laboratory air to create a constant sample
flow of 10 lpm. The mixing with the reagent ions is done by applying voltage between a set of ion lenses.
The sample is guided to the TOF for mass per charge (m/Q) determination. Pressure is reduced to 10-6
mbar in three separately pumped chambers. Ions are guided to TOF using two quadrupoles and an ion lens
assembly. We operated TOF in negative ion mode to monitor sulfuric acid and its dimer, trimer and
tetramer at m/Q 97, 195, 293, 391 and nitric acid monomer, dimer and trimer at m/Q 62, 125 and 188.
Figure 1 shows increase in deprotonated sulfuric acid concentration when flow rate trough the saturator is
elevated from 0.1 lpm to 9,5 lpm. With flow rates under 1 lpm we only detect sulfuric acid monomer and
dimer but at elevated flow rates, < 2 lpm, we can detect bigger clusters forming also. Nitric acid is been
neutralized during ionization process which can be seen in descending signals of NO3-, its dimer and
trimer.
FIELD MEASUREMENTS
CI-TOF-MS was used to measure sulphuric acid and acidic aerosol clusters in ambient air during a spring
campaign 2011 in Hyytiälä SMEAR II station. Naturally charged ion clusters were measured
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y with an APi-TOF operating without charger. This data is needed to understand the
contribution of naturally charged sulphuric acid clusters on the signals in CI-TOF-MS. For comparison,
sulfuric acid was measured also with a CI-MS (Eisele and Tanner, 1993). Few different clusters have so
far been identified in the CI-TOF-MS spectra. All of the detected clusters were associated with another
peak in the mass spectrum with the same integer mass (Fig. 2). Besides observed acidic clusters, these
contaminants tend to correlate with UV-radiation and thus sulfuric acid and particle formation. Therefore,
the high resolution of APi-TOF helps in indentifying the nucleating clusters from molecular gas phase
species. Question, which is not yet fully answered is that how much naturally charged sulfuric acid
clusters, observed e.g. by Ehn et al. (2010), affect our measurement. Thus, these results should be taken as
preliminary.

Figure 1. Sulfuric acid and reagent ion concentrations in CI-TOF-MS spectrum as a function of flow rate through
H2SO4 saturator.

Figure 2. Example of the spectra around sulphuric acid trimer measured with CI-APi-TOF. Major fraction
of the signal around an integer mass of 293 Da consists of unknown gas phase species. Distinguishing the
tiny signal resulting from sulphuric acid cluster with an exact mass of 292.8949 Da is often difficult.
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CONCLUSIONS
APi-TOF equipped with nitric acid chemical ionization inlet is a promising tool for detection of very low
concentration atmospheric acids and their clusters. At present the lowest detection limit for H2SO4 with 5
minute integration is around or slightly below 10-5 molecules cm-3 being comparable to that of CI-MS.
However, the concentrations of clusters in the atmosphere are such low (per species) that even the
naturally charged ion clusters can cover the weak signals from originally neutral, artificially charged,
clusters. Future systems should therefore incorporate ion filter. In laboratory experiments, with higher
concentrations of clusters, CI-APi-TOF will, in the future, yield much new information on mechanistic
steps of particle nucleation.
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INTRODUCTION
Metabolic processes generate carbon and nitrogen fluxes in forest ecosystems. The sugars formed in
photosynthesis are the dominating source of energy and raw material for the life in forest ecosystems and
nitrogen uptake provides raw material for synthesis of proteins, needed for enzymes, membrane pumps
and pigments. The regularities in tree structure determine the allocation of sugars and nitrogen to needles,
woody components and fine roots.
The dynamic ecosystem model MicroForest is based on carbon and nitrogen fluxes in trees, ground
vegetation, soil organic matter and microbes in the soil. The regularities in tree structure determine the
allocation of sugars and nitrogen. The core of the model describing trees is carbon and nitrogen balance
equations; they include two unknowns, needle mass and fine root mass growth. They can be solved from
the two mass balance equations.
The model is tuned to the Scots pine stands around SMEAR II station. The parameter values for the
model have been determined utilising measurements at SMEAR II (Hari et al., 2008). The aim of this
study is to expand the model for spruce with measurements of trees in two stands in southern Finland.

METHODS
We measured stand density together with annual tree height and diameter at stump height for 30 trees in
two spruce stands in Siuntio and Hyvinkää. There after we run the model constructed for Scots pine. We
changed only the needle age from 3 to 5 years and we tuned the height growth sub model to correspond
the height growth of the measured stands. We obtained the initial state of the seedlings in each size class
in the model when the stand was 5 years old from the measurements.

RESULTS
The first run with Siuntio data indicated that the height growth model is Scots pine specific and we had to
re-estimate the two parameter values in the height sub model. There after the runs with MicroForest were
able to simulate the height and diameter growth in the size classes rather satisfactorily. Figure 1 shows
the diameters and heights in the biggest (1st) and in the middle (3rd) size classes.
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Fig.1. Diameter and height growth for Norway spruce and for biggest (1st) and middle (3rd) size classes
measured and modelled with MicroForest.

This is the first attempt to apply the knowledge obtained in the research of Scots pine to Norway spruce.
The obtained results are really promising, the same principles seem to govern the stand development in
Scots pine and Norway spruce and the knowledge can be transferred between species.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosol particles effect on the climate and human health. These particles can be emitted from
primary sources such as windborne dust or sea spray. Secondary organic aerosol (SOA) particles are
formed by gas-to-particle processes. Due to its importance in the atmospheric processes the formation of
SOA is a widely studied phenomenon. However these studies often focus on SOA formation from
biogenic organic gases such as mono- or sesquiterpenes. In addition photo oxidation of aromatic volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) such as toluene and xylenes contribute to the atmospheric SOA formation
(Ng et al., 2007, Hildebrandt et al., 2009). In densely populated areas traffic is a significant source of
aromatic VOCs to the atmosphere. Especially cold starts or idling of vehicles lead to high VOC emissions
since in these circumstances the catalysts do not remove the VOCs. Due to the lack of understanding of all
of the complex chemical and physical processes related to the SOA formation of vehicle exhaust, the role
of the aromatic VOCs on the SOA formation is not well understood (Hallquist et al., 2009). So far
chamber studies on SOA formation from vehicle exhaust gases have been done by introducing only one
aromatic compound at time. However, in order to understand the SOA formation of the complex mixture
of VOCs present, that is not sufficient and studies on the gasoline exhaust are needed. The aim of this
study was to improve the knowledge on the contribution of gasoline engine exhaust on the SOA
formation.
METHODS
The chamber studies were done at the Lund University Ergonomics and Aerosol Technology laboratory in
February-April 2010 and November-December 2010. (Nordin et al., 2010) The chamber used in the
measurements was a 6 m3 Teflon (FEP) chamber that was housed inside an insulated 22 m2 stainless steel
chamber. During an experiment either gasoline exhaust or a mixture of pure toluene and m-xylene was
added to the chamber and exposed to UV-radiation. In the gasoline exhaust experiments the exhaust of an
idling Volvo V40 (1998) was diluted (1:10) and injected to the chamber with a flow rate of 50 lmin-1 using
a heated (140°C) stainless steel inlet. In experiments where pure toluene and m-xylene were used, liquid
standards were added to a glass bulb and evaporated to the chamber. Ammonium sulphate was used as
seed particles in all experiments. In some gasoline experiments also additional NO was used. The time
evolution composition of the gas and particle phase was measured with several instruments (figure 1).
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aerosol mass yield, that is the ratio between formed SOA and reacted aromatic hydrocarbons, and the
chemical composition of the formed aerosol are important parameters for understanding the mechanisms
of SOA formation. The aerosol mass yield can be estimated using equation
桁=

寵縄捺豚

寵楠捺頓

where ❙❖❆ is the concentration of the formed SOA and ❱❖❈ the concentration of the reacted VOCs. In the
gasoline exhaust experiments the aerosol ❱❖❈ was calculated for five different aromatic VOC compound:
benzene, toluene, xylenes and C9- and C10-aromatics.

Figure1. A schematic picture of the measurement setup.

RESULTS
Preliminary results indicated that the measured aerosol mass yield of the gasoline exhaust was in the same
range as the yields of the pure toluene
-xylene experiments. Also previously reported (Odum et al.
1997) mass yields for pure light aromatic precursors were in the same range. This suggests that the C6-C10aromatics are the major contributors of the SOA formation of the gasoline exhaust. Preliminary results
will be presented in the FCoE meeting.
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INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric particulate matter contains salt, dust and organic matter from natural sources such as oceans,
dust-storms and forests. Understanding the influence of these components on aerosol-cloud interactions is
vital for predicting their impacts on present and future climate (IPCC, 2007). This has recently activated
several predictive laboratory measurements of particulate matter (Roberts and Nenes, 2005), e.g., cloud
droplet activation by desert dust (Kumar et al., 2010) and salts with secondary organic matter (Smith et al.,
2009).
Atmospheric salts such as ammonium sulphate (AS) is known to be very hygroscopic and act efficiently as
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Inorganic mineral and dust particles are not as hygroscopic but they still
have ability act as CCN (Herich et al., 2009, Kumar et al, 2009). A recent study by Kumar et al. 2010
focused on the CCN activity of fresh dust particles from multiple sources (e.g. Arizona and Sahara). Their
major implication was that freshly-emitted dust and mineral aerosols could act as CCN through the effects
of water adsorption alone. Actually, they showed that 100 nm dust particles can exhibit comparable
hygroscopicity to that of organic species or a particle with AS volume fraction of 10 Salt and dust
atmospheric particles contain very often organics (Halquist et al., 2009). The secondary organic matter
(SOM) itself, e.g., formed by c-pinene oxidation as is typical in pine tree forests, is also known to be quite
hygroscopic (Saathof et al., 2003). Actually, this organic matter can heterogeneously coat atmospheric salt
and dust particles and thus affect on their hygroscopic properties and cloud droplet activation. Recently,
Smith et al 2011 studied the SOM coating affect on deliquescence and efflorescence of AS nanoparticles
and found that it was only minuscule. On the other hand, the hygroscopicity of nanoscale soot
agglomerates clearly increases with SOM coating up to the level of pure SOM (Saathof et al., 2003).
The aim of this study is to measure the affect of partitioning of secondary organic matter on the cloud
droplet activity of salt and dust particles, with and without UV-radiation. The measurements were done in
the Kuopio aerosol chamber. The AS and Arizona test dust (ATD) particles were coated by secondary
organic matter produced by c-pinene ozonolysis. The cloud droplet activation measurements were made
with a CCN counter.
METHODS
We used the Kuopio aerosol research chamber (Hao et al., 2011) to process the AS and ATD nanoparticles
with secondary organic matter formed from c-pinene ozonolysis (Figure 1). The nanoparticles were
generated from a salt solution or suspension using an atomizer (Model 3076, TSI Inc., USA). The AS
(Sigma Aldrich
/water (de-ionized) solution concentration was set to 1 w
lid content in
the water suspension of ATD (0 - 3 µm, PTI, USA) was set to 0.1 wt . The produced aerosol was fed to
a diffusion drier (porous tube surrounded by silica gel) resulting relative humidity (RH) below
(RH
sensor, Rotronic).
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morphology of the ATD particles in the aqueous solution was studied by Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM) (JEOL/ JEM 1200-EX). The TEM samples were collected on perforated carboncopper grids (300 Mesh Cu, Agar, England) by depositing drops of a diluted suspension (0.005 w
directly on the grid for primary particle size image analysis and chemical composition analysis by energy
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).
Before each experiment the 6 m3 chamber was flushed and filled with pure filtered dry air. Secondly, the
AS or ATD particles were introduced to the chamber and diluted achieving the desired concentration
(~104 /cm3). Following this, during some of the experiments fluorescent UV-lights were turned on. In
next step the 2 µl of c-pinene was injected to the chamber and, after 15 minutes of mixing, ozone was
introduced to initiate oxidation. Ozone was generated by a UV lamp O3 generator. Ozone enriched air (1.5
ppm) was introduced into the chamber (at 30 L/min) to achieve ozone concentration of 5 ppb. After that
there was no flow into the chamber and chamber volume was slowly decreased by only the flow required
by instruments (10.4 lpm). In all experiments, temperature was in the range of 25±2°C and RH in 5±
respectively.
During the experiment the particle size and concentration was monitored by scanning mobility particle
sizer (SMPS) and condensation particle counter (CPC). Size-resolved CCN activity is carried out by using
a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) parallel to the CCN counter. DMA was operated by stepping the
voltage so that the dry particle diameters varied from 30 to 200 nm.
RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION
Figure 1 presents the morphology of the ATD nanoparticles. The ATD-nanoparticles shape varied from
spheres to the clearly geometrical edged crystal shapes. This diverse morphology leads to the question of
what shape factor we should use for these dust particles. The particle size measured by Image J from
TEM-photos (Figure 1) was varying from 50 nm to 1 µm. Si, Al, Fe, Mg, Ca, Cr, Mn and Au were
detected from the particles by elemental mapping. This corresponded quite well with the composition
provided by the manusfacturer: SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, Na2O, CaO, MgO, TiO2 and K2O. However, in
addition Cr, Mn and Au were clearly detected from several samples.

Figure 1. TEM micrographs from the ATD-nanoparticles, size, shape and composition of the dust particles
is manifold. By Elemental mapping Si, Al, Fe, Ti, Mg, Ca, K, Cr, Mn and Au were detected.
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Figure 2. Size distributions from pure AS and SOM-coated AS without (a) and with UV (b) radiation, and
pure ATD and SOM coated ATD without (c) and with UV (d).
The measured size distributions before and after SOM coating with and without UV-irradiation are
presented in Figure 2. After SOM coating of AS (Figure 2a) the small mode was observed. Thus, most
probably new particles were also formed in addition to condensation onto existing AS seed particles. The
concentration drop from uncoated to coated can explained by the dilution and wall losses over time. With
the UV-light no new particle formation was observed (Figure 2b). However for the AS the SOM coating
procedure was quite successful with and without UV-light. For the ATD clearly bimodal distributions
were observed (Figure 2 c and d). The first mode with the mode diameter of 30 nm is most probably
formed from water soluble fraction of the dust (including organics and salts) as we did not detect these
particles with TEM (Figure 1). A similar bimodal distribution was observed by Gustavson et al. (2005).
With SOM coating the particle number clearly increased and thus new SOM particles were formed. At the
larger sizes, however, it appears that these primary particles have been coated by secondary organic
matter.
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Figure 3 Measured activation curves for AS (filled symbols) and SOM coated AS (open symbols) without
(spheres) and without UV (triangles) at 0
supersaturation (SS) (a) and for ATD (filled) and SOM
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d ATD (open) without (spheres) and without UV (triangles) at 0
sigmoidal fit for each activation curve.

SS. Lines are presenting the

Figure 3 a shows the activation curves for pure and organic-coated AS with and without UV-ligh
supersaturation (SS). The curves have a typical sigmoidal shape. The organic coating changed the AS dry
activation diameter from 42 to 50 nm in dark and from 50 to 59 nm with UV-light, respectively. In fact,
this small shift in activation diameter is expected and agreed well with other studies (e.g., King et al.,
2007). The ~10 nm increase in activation diameter for organic-coated particles with UV-light is most
probably caused by accelerated production of semivolatile compounds by UV radiation. For uncoated
ATD we did not observed sigmoidal activation curves (Figure 3b, filled symbols). This is expected as they
have strong variability in size dependent composition including soluble salts and organics and insoluble
minerals from the natural ATD. However, the organic-coated particles had clear sigmoidal shaped
activation curves. Again the UV-light shifted the dry activation diameter for coated particles from 57 to 69
nm at 0
SS.
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Figure 4 Measured activation curves for AS at D
(a) and ATD at D
(b) with and
without organic coating and UV light. Lines are presenting the sigmoidal fit for each activation curve.
In Figure 4 a is presented the measured activation curves for the selected size D 60 nm for AS with and
without organic coating and UV light. The diameter is selected close to the particle maximum
concentration (Figure 2a and b). The critical supersaturation (S c) for pure AS in dark and with UV –light is
now
OM coating increased the Sc to 0.39 n the dark and to 0.47 n UV light. For the dust
particles the diameter of 150 nm was selected for the activation curve (Figure 4 b) to represent the real
pure and coated dust particles and not the soluble fraction or newly-formed new SOM particles (Figure 1
and 2 c and d). The SOM coating clearly decreased the Sc both in dark and in UV-light at least by factor 2.
In fact, the Sc~0.2 at 150 nm for SOM coated dust is quite small and getting closer to the value observed
ing et al., 2007). UV-light did not have clear
for the pure SOM from c-pinene ozonolyzis (Sc
effect to the activation for pure or coated dust.
CONCLUSIONS
These preliminary experiments showed that for AS the organic coating from the ozonolysis products of cpinene depressed cloud condensation activation. On the other hand, for the ATD particles the activity was
enhanced by organic coating. UV-light inhibited the activation with increased organic coating for AS
nanoparticles. These experiments will be further developed by supporting size-selective measurements of
hygroscopicity, volatility and chemical composition from the experimental conditions presented here.
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INTRODUCTION
Although N cycling between the biosphere and the atmosphere has been intensively studied during the last
decades, the missing key links in the research have been measuring flows of species that are difficult to
quantify and identify. These N species include gaseous and particulate forms of nitrogen, like amines (Ge
et al., 2011). The reactive N species like NH3, HNO3 and amines have been suggested to affect formation
and growth of atmospheric aerosols (Kurtén et al., 2008; Ortega et al., 2008; Silva et al., 2008). Sample
collection and analytical methods are based on methods introduced by Rampfl et al. (2008).
METHODS
Samples were collected from a Scots pine forest at SMEAR II station at Hyytiälä (61°15’N, 24°17’E) in
southern Finland. Duration of a sample collection was 42 hours in weekdays and 72 hours during
weekends throughout the measurement period from 2010 June to end of August. Measurement height was
1.5 m above the ground and a filter holder was shielded from rain and direct sunlight.
Samples were collected with a flow of 16 L min-1 through a PTFE membrane filter to a stack of
phosphoric acid impregnated filters. The amines were trapped in the filters as salts, aminium ions. PTFE
membrane filter was used to remove particles before the impregnated filters.
The aminium ions were extracted from the filters and the extract was analysed by high performance liquid
chromatography electro spray ionisation ion trap mass spectrometer (HPLC-ESI/MS). In the LC system
two columns were used at 40 °C, as analytical column Discovery® HS F5 HPLC and as pre-column
HPLC SecurityGuard™ Cartridge. During the 30 minutes analysis constant flow (400 µL min-1) of
solvents, water (95%) and acetonitrile (5%) with 0.02% formic acid as a buffer, were used.
Detection limit for the analytical method ranged from 0.6 ng m-3 to 6.8 ng m-3. Detection limits were
lowest for DEA and TMA, 0.6 and 0.9 ng m-3, respectively. The highest detection limits were estimated
for PA and EA, 6.8 and 3.9 ng m-3, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Because of leakage in the sample collection holder the results are not quantitative and they are
underestimations. From the seven measured aliphatic amines four compounds were over detection limit,
TMA, EA, DMA, and DEA. Compound abundance during the measurement period is shown in figure 1.
and amine species’ air concentrations are shown in figure 2. Average air concentration for TMA, EA,
DMA, and DEA are 9.7, 4.6, 3.2 and 2.6 ng m-3, respectively. The most abundant species were EA, TMA,
and DEA which were constantly measured throughout the measurement period. DMA was abundant in the
first half of the measurement period but was not detected after June.
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Figure 1. Air concentrations of measured amine compounds in ng m-3. Results are underestimation due to
leakage in a sample holder. Abbreviations refer to measured amine species. TMA : trimethylamine; TEA:
triethylamine; EA: ethylamine; PA: propylamine; BA: butylamine; DMA: dimethylamine; DEA:
diethylamine.
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Figure 2. Amine species composition during the measurement period (2.6.-16.8. 2010). Abbreviations
refer to measured amine species. TMA : trimethylamine; TEA: triethylamine; EA: ethylamine; PA:
propylamine; BA: butylamine; DMA: dimethylamine; DEA: diethylamine.
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ESTIMATING WET NITROGEN DEPOSITION FROM BULK DEPOSITION
MEASUREMENTS
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INTRODUCTION
We present a measurement-based N balance of boreal Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) forest in Hyytiälä,
Finland. All-.year round measurements have been conducted continuously since 1996. The nitrogen
budget consists of inputs, outputs, pools and internal cycling of nitrogen. The inputs consist of
atmospheric N deposition and N fixation, both considered to be relatively small in the measurement area.
In semi-natural ecosystems, the major outputs are considered to be leaching of NO 3- and emission of N2O
from the soil to the atmosphere. In Hyytiälä, NO3- leaching is negligible and N2O flux is relatively small.
There are large pools of N in the soil. The N in living biomass is in the order of around one tenth of the
total N in the ecosystem. Still, based on fertilization experiments the productivity of boreal forests is
typically considered as limited by low N availability. We explain this by low gross mineralization rate,
which we assumed to be mainly dependent on the quality and quantity of litter fall and temperature.
Furthermore, we emphasize the importance of N deposition and canopy N uptake for productivity of the
forest.
METHODS
Except for dry deposition, all of the presented values are measured or calculated based on the
measurements. Dry deposition estimates are from Flechard et al. (2011).
Measurements were conducted at SMEAR II-station in Hyytiälä, Southern Finland (61º 51'N, 24 º 17'E).
The stand is a young even-aged Scots pine forest regenerated by sowing after clear-cut, prescribed burning
and soil preparation in 1962. Intensive all-year-round measurements of mass and energy fluxes and
physiological and meteorological variables have been measured since 1996. The measurement station is
established to a small hill containing two micro catchment areas (889 m2 and 301 m2). These areas receive
water only in precipitation and the water flow in soil is directed to two weirs, where the N concentration of
water flowing out of the system is measured.
Precipitation, troughfall, stemflow, and runoff/percolation were measured and sampled bi-weekly to
monthly intervals. In addition, soil water N content was analyzed in samples from suction cups at different
soil horizons. Ammonium (NH4+), nitrate (NO3-) and total N concentrations were measured from the water
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samples. Biomass pools and changes were calculated using data from annual biomass inventories. NOx
fluxes were measured using automatic chambers and N2O flux was measured using automatic and manual
chambers. Litterfall was measured monthly using 20 litter traps and 20 frames lying on the ground. Litter
was separated into six groups, analyzed for C and N, and a time series of N concentration in each group
was constructed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Soil is the greatest pool of N (150 - 200 g N m-2) in this forest stand. Other important storages of N are
wood, bark, needles and fine roots (in total 15 - 25 g N m-2). More than 99.9% of the soil N is in organic
form, directly unavailable to plants. Nitrogen in the woody tissue and bark is immobilized from decades to
hundreds of years, whereas the N in the needles and fine roots is in constant cycling.
Nitrogen bulk deposition is approximately 4 kg N m-2. Dry deposition is estimated to be around 3.5 kg N
m-2 (Flechard et al. 2011). Around 5% of the N deposition is lost in the runoff, mostly in the form of
organic nitrogen. N loss in N2O emissions from the soil is approximately 0.02 g N m-2 a-1, which is is
approximately 3% of the N deposition. NOx emissions from the ecosystem are hardly within the
measurement range. We estimate that more than 50% of the N deposition is retained in the canopy and
ground vegetation.
During years from 1998 to 2009 annual aboveground litterfall from trees was on average 2.0 g N m-2 and
varied from 1.2 to 3.0 g N m-2. Approximately half of the N in aboveground litterfall was in needles (1.1 g
N m-2 a-1). Branches contributed about one fourth (0.47 g N m-2 a-1) of the N in aboveground litterfall.
Retranslocation of needle litter was estimated to be 0.68 g N m-2 a-1. This resembles 34% of the N in
aboveground litterfall.
Productivity of boreal forests is considered to be limited by low N availability. However, there are large
pools of N not directly available for the plants. We deduce that N limitation is caused by low
mineralization rate of litter and soil organic matter. We further suggest that main reasons for relatively low
gross mineralization rate are low temperature and the quantity and chemical composition of the litter and
SOM. Internal cycling of N and canopy N retention comprise a relatively large fraction in plant N uptake,
thus boosting the productivity of the forest.
Challenges remain in the direct measurement of N2 fixation, N2 emission, dry deposition and canopy N
uptake.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosol formation and aging are widely researched areas as the complexity of chemical
compounds and ambient conditions are changing rapidly in nature. Secondary organic aerosols (SOA)
form through the oxidation of gaseous emissions; as SOA age their oxidation ratio increases. In a remote
forest setting, local organic compounds are not that oxidized as the long-range transported urban aerosol,
which often correlates with particulate sulphate. Markers of combustion come out in long-range
transported air mass plumes and correlate usually with substances like black carbon, levoglucosan and
CO2. The way to understand better the complex ambient organic aerosol compounds is to separate them
into groups according to their properties such like oxidation, volatility, association with surrounding trace
gases, other aerosol compounds and meteorology. Aerosol mass spectrometer based real-time
measurements allow a change to understand better changes of organic aerosol in a ambient forest setting.
This work was first-time trial with PMF (Positive Matrix Factorization) analysis of W- mass spectrometer
mode data in the clean northern boreal forest area at Hyytiälä. PMF method (Paatero, 1994; Ulbrich,
2009) was used for W-HR (High Resolution) organics data for tracking their sources and the results were
compared to the recent analysis with V- mode, that has roughly two times lower mass resolution and with
robust UMR (Unit Mass Resolution). It was found three different types of organics; LV-OOA (LowVolatile Oxidized Organics Aerosol), SV-OOA (Semi-Volatile Oxidized Organics Aerosol) and BBOA
(Biomass Burning Organics Aerosol), that had typical features of the recently published organics groups.
After choosing more than five factors, on the other way called organic groups or types of organics, there
was no new information in the upcoming factors. W-mode shared same information of the factors as in
UMR and V-HR and if the lower sensitivity of W-mode doesn’t have effect on PMF analysis the resulting
number of factors in the Hyytiälä measurement site is 4 or 5.
METHODS
The ambient measurements were performed at the remote SMEARII (Station for Measuring Forest
Ecosystem- Aerosol Relations) station, in the southern Finland at Hyytiälä (61° 51’N, 24° 17’E, 180m
ASL) between 10.5-13.6.2009. Aerosol chemical composition was measured by Aerodyne HR-TOFAMS (High Resolution Time-Of-Flight Aerosol Mass Spectrometer) and the other aerosol properties such
as volatility by VTDMA (Volatility Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer) and organic growth by
UFO-TDMA (Ultra Fine Organic Tandem Differential Analyzer) (Vaattovaara, 2005). Other particle
information (e.g. particle size distributions) and gas compounds (e.g. trace gases) were continuously
collected at the site or by other research groups during the campaign.
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Aerosol mass spectrometer measures real-time non-refractory aerosol particles of 50-1000 nm
aerodynamic diameters. HR-TOF-AMS has two different mass spectrometric modes to quantify aerosol
size and chemical composition. Basically V-mode was used to measure aerosol size and mass spectra as
it is more sensitive than W-mode, which was used only to measure mass spectra with roughly two times
better mass resolution. PMF method is powerful tool to classify complex organic compounds into groups
by finding the solution for mass-balanced spectra and time-trends on minimizing the input matrix
residual. Closer approach to the PMF method for the use of organics matrix is established in (Ulbrich,
2009). PMF was used for UMR, V- and W-HR organics data sets to quantify the organics sources at the
site.
CONCLUSIONS
Recently it was found that in Hyytiälä there can be separated four different types of organic factors by
HR-TOF-AMS. The factors were LV-OOA, SV-OOA, BBOA and HOA however the number of factors
was changing between the PMF analysis of UMR and V-HR. In UMR there were two types BBOA, two
types of LV-OOA and SV-OOA. In V-HR the number of factors rely on sorting the different factor types
i.e in six-factor-solution it was found new factor HOA that alike-one was more BBOA-type in five-factorsolution. Therefore the number of factors wasn’t concluded before the study of W-based PMF analysis.
Usually ta ing more than four factors into PMF solution there was one factor that didn’t correlate with
any trace gases or aerosol components and it had low mass loading almost whole time. That factor was
thought to be combined with the most alike factor in the last solution.
LV-OOA was more oxidized, long-range transported, low volatile and correlated with sulphate, nitrate
and ammonium and diurnally increased during the daytime. SV-OOA was less oxidized, whose fraction
increases during the daytime from new particle formation. It correlated with more organophilic aerosol
fraction and nitrate and diurnally increased during the night. Biomass burning (BBOA) came out in air
mass plumes originated from urban areas and correlated with black carbon, CO, CO2, NOx and nitrate.
HOA seem to be related to local traffic at the measurement site with correlation to black carbon, CO, NO x
and nitrate in V-HR PMF analysis. The separation of BBOA and HOA was only slightly different and the
difference was thought to be in the existence of levoglucosan mass peaks and partly different time trends.
Normally levoglucosan seem to be really low in Hyytiälä and even hard to separate. In UMR
levoglucosan seem to be higher than it really was because of low mass resolution. In V- and W-HR PMF,
mass resolution gives better opportunity to separate mass peaks and it was thought that the group BBOA
could not be decided only according to the existence of levoglucosan. In a nutshell there are two groups
of BBOA/HOA-like groups where the one is more and the other less is oxidized.
Exploring the W HR PMF solutions, it seems that there’s no new information after ta ing more than 5
factors into analysis. As in figure 1, there were two types of BBOA (more and less oxidized) and two LVOOA and SV-OOA and the other LV-OOA in the bottom of figure 1 was the one with comparatively low
mass loading. That group could perhaps be combined with the other LV-OOA group ensue the total
number of groups to four, which allows two new factors at the site compared to Raatikainen et al. 2010,
where he found two factors (OOA1 and OOA2) similar to types of SV- and LV-OOA with Q-AMS
(Quadrupole Aerosol Mass Spectrometer). This work was the first time check with W HR PMF analysis
at the site and it still has some uncertainties and they need to be taken more close check. There are few
mass peaks that seem to have high residuals and their existence need to be taken care of and lower
sensitivity of W- compared to V-mode need to be discussed does it have any effect on PMF.
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Figure 1. Organic groups for W-based HR PMF analysis.
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INTRODUCTION
Soil respiration is the sum of CO2 released 1) by root and rhizosphere respiration, which consists of
autotrophic root respiration and respiration by root associated symbiotic fungi, mycorrhiza, and 2) by
microbes and soil animals that decompose organic matter or other animals or microbes in the soil food
web. Photosynthesis of plants has been shown to play a major role in the soil respiration by providing
easily available carbon for the soil biota through root exudates (Högberg et al. 2001) whereas vegetation
produces above- and belowground organic litter that microbes and soil animals decompose in a process
that releases CO2 back into the atmosphere. The third major component in soil respiration is the
autotrophic respiration from tree roots. All together, the net primary production controls the amount of
carbon input into the soil. In addition to biotic factors, soil respiration is, naturally, affected by abiotic
factors controlling the enzymatic reactions such as the temperature and soil moisture (Davidson et al.
2006).
Fire is a natural part of forest ecology disturbing forest succession. During the fire, large amount of carbon
dioxide is emitted into the atmosphere when the organic matter is burnt. Prescribed burning, meaning the
anthropogenic burning of slash and other left over from logging, is a practise in forest management that
has positive effects on biodiversity and tree regeneration. Logging removes trees and thereby most of the
above- and belowground carbon input whereas wildfire and prescribed burning eliminate the ground
vegetation and decrease the amount of organic matter in the soil i.e. litter and humus. Pietikäinen and
Fritze (1993) found a decrease also in microbial biomass after prescribed burning treatments. After the
removal of the above canopy by logging, soil is exposed to higher solar irradiation that increases soil
temperature. The effect is even greater on the burnt surface due to lack of buffering ground vegetation and
due to smaller albedo compared with a clear cut site.
In Fennoscandia, wildfires are effectively eliminated during the life span of a forest stand, which possibly
increases the amount of soil organic matter in the humus layer in the long run (Wardle et al., 1997). The
thick humus layer could result in inefficient seeding and seedling establishment upon forest regeneration.
Therefore prescribed burning is sometimes used to ease the seedling establishment by reducing the
competition of ground vegetation and releasing important nutrients in the soil. Nowadays, also
biodiversity issue (creating habitat for endangered species) has become more important, because efficient
fire protection has decreased the area of forest fires in Fennoscandia. Successional patterns and the carbon
balance after prescribed burning are well studied, but the consequences of prescribed burning (and natural
forest fires) on the greenhouse gas fluxes and the changes in the contribution of different components of
soil respiration following forest fire are still relatively poorly known.
The aim of this study was to quantify the changes taking place in soil respiration following clear-cutting
and prescribed burning. We studied both the seasonal and diurnal pattern of the efflux and the
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environmental variables affecting it. In addition, we studied the amount of carbon lost in the atmosphere
instantaneously during the fire and its contribution to the forest carbon balance. We hypothesize that soil
respiration and its diurnal amplitude are the smallest in the burnt area due to the lowest carbon input into
the soil and the lowest amount of soil organic matter even if the soil surface temperatures were the highest
in the dark soil surface exposed to solar radiation compared with an uncut control forest. We assume that
the temperature response of soil respiration is the steepest in the forest and the effect of different weather
events, such as drought or heavy rains, was larger compared to the burnt clear-cut site because trees
contribute to the soil CO2 efflux by autotrophic respiration and root exudates which are lost upon clearcutting. In order to study these effects of prescribed burning on the CO2 efflux of forest soil, we measured
soil CO2 efflux in 1) a mature spruce forest, 2) at a clear cut spruce forest, and 3) a clear cut and burnt
spruce forest.
METHODS
The experimental site was a spruce (Picea abies) forest near the station for measuring ecosystematmosphere relations (SMEARII, Hari and Kulmala, 2005), southern Finland (61.52 N, 24.17 E). During
the period from 1960 to 1990, the annual mean temperature was +2.9ºC and precipitation, 709 mm.
January was the coldest month (mean –8.9ºC) and July the warmest (mean +15.9ºC). The experimental
site belongs to Myrtillus site type (MT) in the Finnish Classification system (Cajander 1926) with sparse
occurrence of peat. The stem volume was app. 400 m3 ha–1. Most common species on the forest floor are
Pleurozium schreberi, Maianthemum bifolium, Dicranum polysetum, Vaccinium myrtillus, Deschampsia
flexuosa and Hylocomium splendens.
The site was partly clear cut in February 2009 and the merchantable stem wood was collected but all slash
was left on the site. The biomass of the above ground slash was 47000 kg ha–1. Part of the clear cut area
was burned in June 2009 resulting in three different treatments: a mature control forest, a clear cut site,
and a clear cut and burnt site. 38 000 kg ha–1 (78%) of slash, 2 300 kg ha–1 (~100%) of ground vegetation,
and 18 000 kg ha–1 (22%) of organic soil in litter- and humus layer were burnt during the prescribed
burning on the clear cut and burnt site.
Soil respiration was measured with automatic chambers made of transparent PMMA (acryl). Thickness of
the sides and the UV-permeable cover is 6 mm and 3 mm, respectively. The chamber is 250 mm in height
of which 70 mm is aluminium collar. The chamber opens towards the ground and the sides are 250 mm
and 200 mm. CO2 concentration (GMP343 Vaisala, Vantaa, Finland), temperature (Ptr-100) and relative
humidity (HIH-4000-001, Honeywell International, Inc.) were measured inside the chamber. The air was
mixed by a fan covered by a netted fabric to reduce the air flow rate. The performance of the chamber was
tested on an artificial soil by a method described in detail by Pumpanen et al. (2004). The chamber was
programmed to be open for 30 min and closed thereafter for 3 min. The rate of CO2 exchange was
estimated from linear regression that was fitted to the CO2 readings. The automatic measurements started
in 2008 in the area of mature forest that was later clear cut and burnt. The control forest as well as the
unburnt clear cut area was measured with a similar chamber between June 2009 and October 2010.
Manual chamber measurements were performed on 11 collars at each treatment in circa two-week interval
in 2008–2010. The manual chamber was 0.24 m in high and 0.22 m in diameter. The CO2 concentration
(GMP343), air humidity and temperature (HM70, Vaisala) were recorded for a 4-minute closure of the
chamber. The rate of CO2 exchange was estimated from linear regression that was fitted to the CO2
readings.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The year 2008 was the rainiest and coolest of the studied years except for the relatively warm October.
However, the soil moisture in the mature forest decreased several times during the summer, especially in
late July and early August. The decrease in soil moisture decreased also the soil respiration (Figure 1A).
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Before the clear-cutting, the level of soil respiration was similar at all experimental sites (Figure 1A). The
differences between the sites started to arise after the burning in June 2009. The soil respiration was the
lowest in the burnt area and the highest in the control forest whereas the soil temperatures (Figure 1B)
were the lowest in the control forest (max. 15 °C) and highest in the burnt area (max. 21 °C). The same
rank in soil temperatures remained in the warm summer of 2010 with maximum values of 19 °C and 24 °C
at the control and burnt sites, respectively. Soil temperatures at the clear cut site were intermediate with
maximum values of 17 °C and 21 °C in 2009 and 2010.
The temperature dependence of soil respiration was the weakest at the burnt site and the highest in the
uncut control forest. In 2010, however, the soil respiration did not increase with soil temperatures from
June to August in the forest, probably because of extremely low soil moisture. Simultaneously at the clear
cut sites, soil respiration was similarly dependent of soil temperature as earlier indicating that the soil
water content at the clear-cut site was not a limiting factor for soil respiration as in the uncut forest where
the transpiration of trees and ground vegetation effectively dried out the soil.
The automatic measurements revealed the diurnal pattern of soil respiration. After the clear cut, the
diurnal pattern was the highest at the clear cut site and smallest at the burnt site (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: Soil respiration (A) measured by the manual chamber method and soil temperature (B) in the
different treatments: clear cut and burnt site, clear cut site and uncut forest.
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THE ABOVE GROUND RESPIRATION OF GROUND VEGETATION IN BOREAL PINE
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兠⒀ ᵴ ⒀䣘䣘⒀ꦴ兠湔ꦴᵴᵴ屔 ᵴ⒀껈ꦴ ⒀홀⒀ 귔⒀䣘ꏠ 䣘⒀䣘 ⒀홀ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ 兠  ᵴ 兠 湔껈ᵴ⒀ ꏠ湔껈⒀ᵴ
兠 湔 兠귔 湔 兠ꦴ䣘 ⒀홀ᵴᵴ䣘 昼귔ᵴ 愜귔홀⒀⒀ᵴ⒀澤 귔  ᵴ兠ꦴ 껈ᵴ⒀껈兠 껈ᏸ⒀ 
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ᵴ껈⒀兠 ⒀ᵴ껈 澤⒀  껈⒀ ⒀ ᵴ兠귔껈⒀ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ  䱬澤
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䱴  ᵴᵴ昼귔⒀兠 β껈 ᵴᵴᵴ껈껈兠 䣘兠ᵴ 䣘ᵴ ᵴꦴᵴᵴ  ᵴ ⒀귔⒀兠⒀ 홀兠 ⒀ ⒀ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ 澤
ᵴ  Ｔ昼㯀澤ꦴ⒀껈 兠귔 귔껈  ᵴ兠⒀ ᵴ ࡴ㯀

Ｔ诀⏤ 诀䱴诀䱬⏤诀诀䱴ﾘ

䱬⒀귔 ⒀귔⒀껈⒀ ⒀䣘䣘 귔홀껈湔 ⒀ᵴ⒀ ᵴ껈홀⒀껈 귔껈ꦴ ⒀귔 ⒀ ꦴ兠兠 ᵴ 兠홀⒀껈껈⒀ 
ᵴᵴᵴᵴ ᵴ⒀ᵴ껈 ⒀ᵴ昼귔ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ ᵴᵴ ᵴ 䣘ᵴ ࡴ㯀澤兠 ᵴ껈⒀兠 ⒀  ᵴᵴ껈⒀兠 ⒀ᵴ⒀
 䱬  ⒀ᵴ㯀澤 ᵴ⒀껈ᵴᵴᵴ兠 ᵴ껈⒀兠  澤兠 ⒀䣘䣘 귔홀홀ꏠ귔껈껈 兠⒀ꏠ  ᵴ귔 ᵴ
ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ ᵴᵴ ᵴ 䣘ᵴ껈ᵴᵴ 껈 ꏠ껈홀⒀ᵴ ⒀  䱬⒀귔 ⒀귔⒀껈⒀ ⒀䣘䣘 귔홀껈湔 ⒀ᵴ⒀
껈ᵴ䣘ᵴ껈ꦴ ᵴᵴᵴᵴ ᵴ⒀ᵴ껈兠ꦴᵴᵴ ᵴ䣘兠ᵴ 䣘ᵴ 兠  ᵴᵴ홀 ⒀兠    ⒀ᵴ㯀澤兠 홀ꏠ귔껈껈 ᵴ
兠ꦴᵴ껈⒀  ᵴᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ ᵴᵴ ᵴ 䣘ᵴ껈䣘⒀ᵴᵴ  귔ᵴ㯀澤兠⒀ꏠ 귔ᵴ兠 ᵴ⒀ 귔⒀兠ꦴ  ⒀ ᵴ
ꦴ 兠ᵴ⒀ 홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈 䣘귔 ᵴ ⒀ꏠ 䣘兠홀 ⒀兠 兠 ᵴ⒀ᵴ껈⒀ ꦴ兠兠 ᵴ ⒀껈 귔  ᵴ兠ꦴ 
껈ᵴ⒀껈兠  ᵴ껈홀⒀兠홀⒀껈껈兠  ᵴᵴ ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀껈 兠兠껈홀兠껈屔ᵴꏠ䣘⒀귔껈ᵴ  ᵴ껈䣘⒀ᵴ  ᵴᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ
ᵴᵴ ᵴ 䣘ᵴ兠 껈湔 ⒀ᵴ⒀ ᵴ䱬ﾘᵴᵴ⒀껈ᵴꏠᵴ껈⒀兠 ꦴ⒀껈ꦴᵴ⒀屔⒀ 껈홀⒀兠홀⒀껈껈ᵴ 兠ᵴᵴ ⒀
껈홀⒀ᵴ껈 ⒀ꦴ 䣘 ᵴ⒀껈ꏠ 껈⒀ᵴ⒀ᵴ   ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔  兠껈ᵴ

Ｔ兠귔홀⒀ 귔껈 兠귔홀⒀  귔귔껈 ⒀ᵴ귔껈껈 兠ꦴᵴ ⒀ᵴ⒀⒀兠  ᵴ껈⒀兠 ⒀ᵴ껈⒀  ᵴ
ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ ᵴᵴ ᵴ 䣘ᵴꦴ⒀껈껈䣘⒀ᵴᵴ ⒀ ᵴ䣘ᵴ⒀䣘귔껈ᵴ껈 귔ᵴ㯀 澤䱴  ᵴ홀 ᵴ湔⒀ᵴ  兠ᵴ껈 ᵴ
ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴᵴ껈兠 껈ᵴ兠 ⒀껈껈ᵴ껈⒀  ᵴ껈ꦴ⒀껈ᵴᵴ 홀兠ᵴ껈ᵴ⒀  귔ᵴ㯀Ｔ澤 ⒀  ᵴ⒀ 澤 兠귔 
 ⒀ꦴ 兠ᵴ湔⒀ ᵴ껈⒀兠 兠 ⒀ ꏠ兠ꦴ ⒀ 껈 ⒀ 兠ꦴ껈ᵴ 껈ꏠ兠ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ䱴 ⒀ 兠  ᵴ
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ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ ᵴᵴ ᵴ 䣘ᵴ
⒀ᵴ㯀 ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴᵴ껈兠 껈ᵴ⒀⒀홀ᵴᵴ껈⒀ ࡴ㯀 Ｔ昼㯀澤兠 䱬⒀귔 ⒀귔⒀껈⒀䣘䣘 귔홀껈湔 ⒀ᵴ⒀⒀ 
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INTRODUCTION
The EU-FP6 EUCAARI project (2007-2010) is an Integrated Project (IP) of the 6th Framework
Programme of the European Commission. The goals of EUCAARI are to quantify the effect of aerosols on
cloud, climate and air quality interactions, to understand future climate change, and to develop strategies
and implementation plans for global air quality monitoring. EUCAARI is a consortium of 48 partners
coordinated by the University of Helsinki. The project has been motivated by the urgent need to quantify
the effect of aerosols on our planet’s radiative balance to understand future climate change. The uncertainty
in aerosol radiative forcing has been typically greater than 100% and for some aerosol components it is
more than 200%.
METHODS
The project was organized into elements studying the emission and formation of aerosols, their evolution
and transformation during their atmospheric lifetime and their impact on clouds. This approach maximized
the integration of methodologies and scales and ultimately our understanding of the effects of aerosols on
air quality and climate. Ground-based, aircraft and satellite measurements were integrated with existing
data to produce a global consistent dataset with the highest possible accuracy. The EUCAARI intensive
measurement campaign in May, 2008, was designed around simultaneous airborne measurements together
with measurements from several “super-site” stations around Europe. Furthermore, during EUCAARI, a
hierarchy of new-generation models was developed based on the results of the laboratory and theoretical
investigations. This new research concept of “all scales research chain” was the basis of the EUCAARI
mission (Fig. 1). The EUCAARI work followed several research chains, in which small-scale models were
used to interpret measurements and then integrated in to regional air quality and global climate models. In
the end of the project this new knowledge was incorporated in policy-orientated models to analyze climate
change and air quality for a range of global emission scenarios using updated economic and technological
information.

Figure 1. The “EUCAARI arrow” or research chain connecting molecular scale processes with the
global scale through integrated measurements, modeling and theory (Kulmala et al., 2009).
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RESULTS
One crucial task of EUCAARI was the quantification of the impact of aerosols and trace gases on clouds.
The influence of aerosols on clouds depends on particle properties and cloud microphysics as well as on
meteorological conditions. Before EUCAARI, the uncertainties related to aerosol properties were similarly
high as those related to cloud microphysics and meteorology. Synthesizing the EUCAARI and related
studies results, the uncertainty of key parameters in aerosol properties (aerosol particle hygroscopicity, size
distribution, number concentration, etc.) and cloud microphysics (dilution ratio, effective radius, etc.) was
reduced by about 50%. New formulations of turbulence in global models derived from EUCAARI
observations give much better agreement with observations, yielding an overall 36% increase in predicted
cloud droplet number concentrations and significantly reducing the model negative bias. With regard to
climate modeling and air quality, aerosol properties and cloud microphysics appear now, after EUCAARI,
well constrained relative to the uncertainties of meteorological conditions.
EUCAARI focused on the scientific questions related to aerosols with the greatest uncertainty at all
relevant scales; from nanometers to global scale, from milliseconds to tens of years. The resulting
improved understanding of the aerosol life cycle enabled us to also improve significantly the corresponding
climate and air quality models. An example of such an improvement is the partitioning of complex organic
compounds between the gas and the particulate phase. The work was based on laboratory experiments
focusing on the micro scale. New models were then developed which greatly reduced the complexity of the
organic aerosol (OA) partitioning problem to the point where they can be included in global OA models.
EUCAARI developed a set of new emission inventories and scenarios for Europe. For example the particle
number emission inventory developed for Europe within EUCAARI is the first of its kind in the world.
These inventories together with new knowledge on long-range transport of aerosol pollution provide
valuable tools for air pollution policy making. The EUCAARI conclusions are also valuable inputs for
future European air quality directives. Based on EUCAARI results the reduction in ammonia emissions is
one of the most effective ways to reduce aerosol mass concentrations in Europe. Reduction in NOx is also
effective, but might lead to higher ozone levels in several areas. Reduction in SO2 emissions will reduce
particulate air pollution especially in the Eastern Mediterranean area. Reduction of organic aerosol
concentrations is a lot more challenging and will require reductions of gas and aerosol emissions from
transportation and biomass burning.
EUCAARI has also performed measurements, which provide new insights of the role of different types of
aerosols on air quality and climate. EUCAARI has made significant progress in understanding the
formation of biogenic secondary organic aerosol (BSOA). It has now shown that a large fraction of the OA
in Europe is of modern origin, for which the main sources are BSOA (boreal forests), biomass burning and
primary biogenic aerosol particles. These compounds have also been shown to contribute to the growth of
newly formed particles into cloud condensation nuclei and are therefore important for the indirect radiative
forcing. All these sources are expected to respond to climate change, although we are presently unable to
gauge accurately the strength of the multitude of feedback mechanisms involved.
The large-scale interactions between air quality and climate have been largely unknown, although some
links have been identified or even quantified. EUCAARI results highlight the potential impact of future
climate change on air pollution and vice versa.
Good quality long-term data sets of physical, chemical, and optical characteristics of aerosols are rare.
Long -term data sets are needed to estimate the effect of emission reductions and underpin European
strategy on air pollution. EUCAARI leaves a legacy of data and advanced aerosol and cloud computer
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codes, which are available via the EUCAARI Platform (http://transport.nilu.no/projects/eucaari/). The
EUCAARI database, hosted by the Norwegian Institute for Air Research (NILU), builds on the efforts of
the EMEP program and utilizes the developments of EU-FP6 infrastructure project EUSAAR (European
Supersites for Atmospheric Aerosol Research). The construction of the European Research Area for the
atmospheric science will require in the future that the strong connections between science and
infrastructure programs be maintained. The database contains observation data of atmospheric chemical
composition and physical properties in a common format. It also makes available transport modeling
products (Lagrangian particle dispersion model FLEXPART) suitable for the identification of source
regions of measured aerosols for the case studies. In order to expand the European activities of aerosol
monitoring EUCAARI has built new field stations outside Europe: in polluted regions in China and SouthAfrica, in Amazon area in Brazil and rural areas in India. This selection of sites provides useful reference
for evaluating European conditions and providing information for international negotiations.
EUCAARI contributed to expand the European activities of aerosol monitoring outside Europe: in
polluted regions in China and South-Africa, in Amazon area in Brazil and rural areas in India. This
selection of sites not only provides useful reference for evaluating European conditions and information for
international negotiations but it also strengthened the positioning of Europe as an attractive place for
advanced education in the atmospheric science. Support of the European Commission for extending longterm observing network in emerging and developing countries outside of Europe is an essential and unique
contribution to GCOS.
The most important technical achievement of EUCAARI was the development of a new prototype of
cluster spectrometer for measuring sub-3 nm size particle and cluster ion concentrations and thus allowing
us to follow the initial steps of growth of new aerosol particles. This breakthrough will enable Europe to
take a leading role in developing and applying environmental technologies and mobilize all stakeholders in
the area of air pollution management.
In order to efficiently disseminate and ensure the continuity of EUCAARI measurement techniques, use of
the instrumentation and running of the new stations the project has organized several workshops and
training events for young scientist as an integral part of the research activity. EUCAARI has clearly
strengthened the European research community working in different disciplines of aerosol research:
physics, chemistry, meteorology and biology. The project has also set up the stage for further studies such
as the continued development of global and regional models using EUCAARI findings and also the
incorporation of its results in future air quality directives.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosols are known to affect the climate by absorbing and scattering radiation and
acting as cloud condensation nuclei. According to recent estimates, 20–80 % of the aerosol particles are formed in the atmosphere by gas-to-particle nucleation. There remains, however, much
uncertainty related to their actual birth-mechanism and composition. Consequently, aerosol forcing
forms the largest uncertainty in global climate modeling.
New-particle formation rates have been observed to correlate strongly with sulfuric acid concentrations in a wide range of conditions, suggesting that sulfuric acid would be involved in the first steps
of nucleation. However, particle formation can not be explained by homogeneous nucleation of sulfuric acid and water alone. Instead, some third compound is needed to stabilize the small sulfuric
acid clusters and enable them to grow into particles. Ammonia and amines are good candidates,
since their concentrations in the atmosphere are relatively high and, as base molecules, they bind
strongly with sulfuric acid.
METHODS
We have studied positively charged and neutral sulfuric acid – ammonia – dimethylamine clusters
using a multi-step quantum chemistry method for calculating their formation free energies. Cluster
concentrations were studied using a collision and evaporation dynamics model.
For positively charged clusters, our computational results agree very well with measurements. Small
neutral clusters, on the other hand, can not be measured directly, and the most accurate way to
study them is by quantum chemistry.
CONCLUSIONS
We have found that the dynamics of neutral clusters is somewhat different than for the positive
clusters, but in both cases DMA stabilizes the clusters strongly. According to our simulations,
a large fraction of atmospheric sulphuric acid might be bound into dimethylamine clusters. (See
Figure.) These clusters are long lived, and will probably be able to grow to larger sizes.
Ammonia is several orders of magnitude more abundant in the atmosphere than DMA, but it does
not stabilize sulfuric acid clusters as effectively. Ammonia containing clusters are also present, but
their concentrations are lower and they evaporate faster. These results suggest that dimethylamine
or some other amines might be the key to understanding atmospheric new particle formation.
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Figure: Simulated distribution of sulphuric acid – ammonia – dimethylamine clusters.
Green: one acid, blue: two acids, purple: three acids.
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INTRODUCTION
Nucleation - the agglomeration of gas-phase molecules into small clusters, and the growth of these clusters
into larger particles - is one of the most challenging objects of study in the field of atmospheric science.
This process very likely involves both reduced nitrogen compounds and oxidized sulfur compounds such
as sulfuric acid. Thus, nucleation couples together the global biogeochemical sulfur and nitrogen cycles,
and is ultimately one of the key factors in determining how compounds of low volatility flow through our
atmosphere.
Due to the very small (nanometer or even sub-nanometer scale) size and low ambient concentration
(normally only some hundreds or a few thousands per cm3) of the nucleating clusters, experimental studies
on their chemical identity are extremely difficult to carry out. Recent developments in cutting-edge highresolution mass spectroscopy are starting to permit the unambiguous chemical characterization of charged
atmospheric clusters starting from the molecular scale. However, mass spectrometric methods require the
clusters to be charged, and therefore do not yield direct information on the atmospherically much more
important neutral clusters. Depending on the charging mechanism used in the instruments, some cluster
types may not be charged, others may be broken up or chemically completely altered by the process, and
entirely new and artificial cluster types may be formed.
Computational chemistry, including both molecular dynamics and several flavours of quantum chemistry
(semiempirical approaches, density functional theory and wavefunction-based methods), is becoming an
increasingly common tool for modelling atmospheric chemical and physical processes such as nucleation.
Especially quantum chemical methods are an attractive choice for treating new systems, as they do not
need any system-specific parameters. Also, computational results can, at least in principle, be
systematically improved upon by using higher levels of theory, allowing some estimate of the error
margins.
RECENT RESULTS
Quantum chemistry methods have recently been used both to investigate the chemical reactions leading to
the formation of aerosol precursor vapors, as well as the initial steps of the clustering of these precursors.
For example, the night-time oxidation of the biogenic sulfur compounds DMS (dimethyl sulfide) and
especially DMSO (dimethyl sulfide oxide) by the nitrate radical (NO3) has been computationally shown
(Kurtén et al., 2010a) to be an important component of their total atmospheric sink. Interestingly, the
DMSO + NO3 reaction proceeds mainly via an oxygen-transfer channel rather than a hydrogen-abstraction
channel (see Figure 1). This illustrates that the atmospheric chemistry of sulfur compounds often displays
features that are qualitatively different from that of carbon-hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen (“CHON”)
compounds, which normally do not undergo oxygen-transfer reactions as they have no hypervalent atoms
able to accept two new bonds.
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Figure 1. Transition state for the DMSO + NO3 => DMSO2 + NO2 reaction.

Another increasingly common application of computational chemistry to aerosol science is the calculation
of evaporation rates. Since the collision reactions forming the nucleation-relevant clusters are kinetically
quite simple (and likely involve no significant activation energies or energy non-accommodation; see
Kurtén et al., 2010b), the cluster evaporation rates can be straightforwardly calculated from the formation
free energies using the law of mass balance. We have recently computed formation free energies and
evaporation rates for a large set of clusters consisting of sulfuric acid together with several different
nitrogen-containing base molecules; mainly ammonia and a variety of small amines. These results help
estimate the relative importance of different base molecules in enchancing sulfuric acid nucleation, and
also provide input for larger-scale modeling such as cluster dynamics or aerosol dynamics simulations.
Computed evaporation rates (Ortega et al., 2011) for clusters with 1-4 sulfuric acid molecules and 1 or 2
base molecules are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Ammonia and dimethylamine (DMA) are used
as representative examples of atmospheric bases.

Figure 2. Evaporation rates of sulfuric acid clusters containing 0 or 1 base molecule. Solid line: clusters of
pure sulfuric acid. Dotted line: clusters with one ammonia molecule. Dashed line: clusters with one
dimethylamine molecule.
Figures 2 and 3 demonstrate how the presence of base molecules significantly stabilize sulfuric acid
clusters with respect to acid evaporation, as shown also by laboratory and field experiments. Furthermore,
the stabilizing effects of amines may in some conditions and for some cluster types be significantly larger
than that of ammonia, though the precise comparison depends on the type of amine, the relative
concentration of the different bases, and the cluster size. The figures also indicate that at some base
concentrations, atmospheric nucleation may involve local minima on the free energy surface, in addition
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to the free energy maximum known as the critical cluster. This is significant, as the existence of free
energy minima renders the most common applications of the nucleation theorem invalid. Specifically, in
the presence of local minima, the slope of the logarithm of the nucleation rate when plotted against the
logarithm of the concentration of the nucleating vapor no longer yields any information on the size or
composition of the critical cluster (Vehkamäki et al., 2011).

Figure 3. Evaporation rates of sulfuric acid of clusters containing 0 or 2 base molecule. Solid line: clusters
of pure sulfuric acid. Dotted line: clusters with two ammonia molecules. Dashed line: clusters with two
dimethylamine molecules.

CONCLUSIONS
Computational chemistry is a useful tool for studying the chemical and physical reactions of atmospheric
nucleation precursors and nucleating clusters. Calculated evaporation rates demonstrate the importance of
base molecules in stabilizing atmospheric sulfuric acid clusters, and also imply that stable pre-critical
clusters (“local minima”) may exist in the atmosphere. The latter result may have significant implications
for the analysis of field data on nucleation rates.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosols present the largest uncertainties in future climate estimations. In Antarctica,
their climatic feedbacks are poorly known due to the scarcity of experiments. The largest source
of secondary aerosols in Antarctica is the surrounding ocean and its DMS emissions (Davis, 1998;
Asmi, 2010), but also long-range transport (Ito, 1993) and intrusion of air from upper atmosphere
(Virkkula, 2009) have been linked with the observed new particle formation.
Aerosol and atmospheric chemistry measurements were conducted at the Finnish Antarctic Research Station, Aboa (73◦ 03′ S, 13◦ 25′ W ), at Queen Maud Land, from December 2009 to January
2010. The purpose of the expedition was to study the sources of new particle formation (NPF) and
subsequent growth of aerosols in Antarctica and the results can hopefully give new insight into this.
It has already earlier been observed that at Aboa, the particle formation takes place in airmasses
coming along the coast (Koponen, 2003) and even the contribution of the secondary organic aerosols
(SOA) to the growth of aerosol particles has been discussed (Virkkula, 2006; Virkkula, 2009). In
addition, the observed growth of the smallest cluster ions suggests that the nucleation in Antarctica
can occur even in the boundary layer (Asmi, 2010).
Aboa is build on a nunatak Basen, approximately 500m ASL, 130km away from the open ocean. A
small aerosol research laboratory (Fig.1), where the measurement devices were kept, is built some
200m away, North–East from the main station.
METHODS
The concentrations of neutral and charged particles as well as their size distribution, ozone concentration and filter samples were taken from the atmosphere, about 3m above the ground level.
The prevailing wind direction at the station is North–East and thus the contamination by the main
station can be greatly minimized.
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The neutral particle size distribution from 10 − 500nm was measured using a Differential Mobility
Particle Sizer (DMPS) (Aalto, 2001) and Air Ion Spectrometer (AIS) was used to measure the
charged particle size distribution from 0.80 − 42nm (Hirsikko, 2005). A UV-photometric monitor
was used to measure the ozone concentration and the filters were changed three times a week. Different chemical compounds from the filter samples were analyzed later in Finland with a comprehensive
two dimensional gas chromatography-time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GCxGC–TOF–MS). With
this methodology, a great amount of different organic compounds can be detected. Additionally,
biological samples from top of Basen were taken in the beginning of January and they were kept
frozen until they were analyzed.

Figure 1: Location of the aerosol research laboratory (ARL), Aboa main station and Wasa.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The meteorological conditions were usual summertime contitions at Aboa. The median temperature, wind speed and relative humidity were −5 ◦ C, 4.6ms−1 and 76.0%, respectively. The median
particle concentrations during the campaign can be seen from Table 1 and the timeseries of the
total and nucleation mode neutral particle concentration from Fig. 2.
Device
DMPS

AIS, negative

AIS, positive

Size range
Total
Nucleation mode
Aitken mode
Accumulation mode
Total
Cluster ions
Intermediate ions
Total
Cluster ions
Intermediate ions

Concentration (cm−3 )
221.4
14.9
101.1
97.5
518.9
395.9
1.7
356.0
283.7
3.6

Table 1: Median particle concentrations during the measurement campaign.
During the campaign, three periods of NPF were observed — in the beginning of the campaign, in
the beginning of January and in the end of the campaign (Fig. 2). On contrary to the observations
by Virkkula et al. (2009), most of the events were not associated with intrusion of air from
higher altitudes. The obtained formation and growth rates were comparatively high for Antarctica
(Kulmala, 2004), order of 1 − 10nm/h.
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Figure 2: Time series of measured meteorological parameters as well as ozone and total particle
concentration. Event-periods are separated by red vertical lines.
The most interesting nucleation period happened 1.1. − 3.1.2010, during which the NPF was unusually frequent and intense for Antarctica. Also, to our knowledge, this was the first time that
apple-type events were observed with a DMPS system in Antarctica. During this time, the wind
direction was North–East and the airmasses were arriving to the station along the coastline, but
above the Gjelsvikfjella and Sør–Rondane -mountain ranges.
The possible connection between the biological activity on the nunantak and new particle formation
and subsequent growth has been studied. The concentration of sulphuric acid that is needed to
explain the observed growth and the one that is given by the kinetic nucleation J = K[H2 SO4 ]2
have been calculated.
If some of the observed particle formation proves to be originated in the nunatak, it would be the
first evidence of Antarctic new particle formation due to continental biogenic precursors and would
help in estimating the climatic feedbacks of aerosols in Antarctica.
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Megacities pose an increasing source of pollution due to migration to urban areas. This development
is pronounced in developing countries, where economical possibilities for regional area planning are
limited. Due to uncontrolled migration, new population often settle in informal settlements around the
actual city areas. This is also the case in South Africa, where the Gauteng Metropolitan conurbation
(Johannesburg, and Pretoria greater metropolitan areas) continuously grows and has became the most
important economical area in Africa.
OBSERVATIONS
A new comprehensive measurement station (www.welgegund.org) was established 100 km West of
Johannesburg on grazed savannah-grassland area with a few local pollution sources, but strongly
impacted by the plumes from Gauteng and Mpumalanga industrial Highveld area with more than 10
million people. In addition to pollution plumes, the site experiences frequent injections of clean air
from cleaner sparsely populated sector to the West-South-West.
The station is build in and around a mobile measurement trailer utilized in South Africa since 2006
(Laakso et al., 2008; Vakkari et al., 2010), which was placed on its permanent location in May 2010.
The continuous observations at the site are the following:







Trace gases: SO2, CO, NOx, O3 and anthropogenic and biogenic VOC’s (2010-2011).
Aerosol particles: air ion size distributions 0.4-40 nm, aerosol particle size distribution 10-840
nm, PM10, black carbon, 3- aerosol scattering, aerosol chemical composition by online
Aerosol mass spectrometer (2010-2011), and specific aerosol composition (2010-2011)
Solar radiation: direct and reflected PPFD (Photosynthetic Photon Flux Density) and global
radiation, and net radiation
Meteorology: precipitation, wind speed and direction, temperature at different heights and
relative humidity.
Ecosystem: sensible and latent heat fluxes, CO2 flux, and soil temperature and moisture at
different depths.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The first year of measurements has revealed the advantages of the measurement location for the
studies of the environmental impacts from Gauteng ‘mega-city’ area. During the easterly winds,
concentration of accumulation mode aerosol particles and trace gases reach very high values (Figure
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1), capable of affecting radiative balance and causing damages on the regional ecosystem, whereas
during the westerly winds, all concentrations are low. During the dry season (May-September), the
site was frequently hit by plumes of regional and local wild fires. The ecosystem measurements
clearly showed the onset of photosynthesis and pulsed nature of the respiration following the
precipitation events. The current focus of the studies is on ageing of the plume during the day time
with high oxidising capacity and nigh-time with low O3 and OH concentrations. Another research
focus is on the validation of regional water balance models, which almost completely lack continuous
boundary layer measurements of water exchange.

Figure 1. Ozone concentration at the Welgegund measurement site in the beginning of August 2010.
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INTRODUCTION
Integrated studies of measurements and modeling of atmospheric BVOC concentrations and
emissions in different temporal scales are an important part of our attempts to understand biosphereatmosphere interactions and atmospheric chemistry in the lower atmosphere. The production of
BVOCs in plants, as well as the activity of the pathway for their release to the atmosphere is partly
controlled by the same factors that control atmospheric chemistry and thus the concentration forming
from the emissions. This makes it challenging both to measure and model BVOC concentration in the
atmosphere (Penuelas and Llusia 2001).
The photosynthetic reactions are main biological processes synthesizing most of the precursors of
biogenic VOCs and are strongly temperature driven. Temperature also affects physical properties of
VOCs such as gas vapour pressure and the resistance in the emission pathway in the plant tissues
(Niinemets et al. 2004). Furthermore, the same environmental factors, temperature and irradiation,
controlling the instant photosynthetic activity and BVOC synthesis drive also the long term seasonal
emissions via changes in seasonal photosynthetic capacity and this can be reflected in the atmospheric
concentrations (Lappalainen et al 2009). In a boreal forest, the seasonal variation of photosynthetic
capacity is strongly correlated with a temperature history (Mäkelä et al. 2004). Therefore, also
seasonal variation in BVOC emissions could follow the temperature history with this same time
constant. This could apply also to the canopy-layer concentrations if the main source of BVOCs is
the forest and that the atmospheric life time of the substances is long enough compared to
measurement frequency.
Due to the various and interlinked factors regulating emissions and atmospheric chemistry, estimating
the atmospheric VOC budget is a very difficult task. The atmospheric chemistry-emission models
include information both on BVOC emissions and their atmospheric chemistry reactions and are able
to calculate BVOC fluxes (Forkel et al. 2006, Stroud et al 2005). This study was motivated by the fact
that current models are heavily parameterized, and therefore their applicability is not as good as
would be desired. In this study we analyzed the canopy level VOC concentrations with a simple,
source-based approach, assuming they have mainly biogenic sources, and also assuming that potential
chemical reactions would be too slow for the compounds in question to influence significantly the
measured values.
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METHODS
We used two physically separated measurements air concentration measurements of methanol,
acetaldehyde, acetone, isoprene, and monoterpene from the SMEAR-II station (Station for Measuring
Forest Ecosystem - Atmosphere Relations), in a boreal forest in Hyytiälä (61 o51'N, 24o17'E, 181 m
asl), southern Finland. The PTR-MS concentrations [ppbv] measured the upper canopy level, at 14
meter height, were conducted during June 2006- August 2007 and June-August 2008 (Taipale et al.
2008). We used this data to study three different, biologically justified statistical models for BVOC
day-time atmospheric concentrations. The basis of all the models was on the exponential relationship
between air temperature and the atmospheric concentration of volatile organic compounds (VOCs),
which was earlier shown to describe well the concentrations above boreal forest (Lappalainen et al
2009).
The chamber measurements near the top of the tree crowns on Scots pine shoots were carried out
between 23 March and 25 September 2007 (see Ruuskanen et al. 2005). This dataset was used to
analyze the link between shoot emissions and canopy scale concentrations. Meteorological data
was obtained from standard half-hourly micrometeorological measurements at the SMEAR-II station.

RESULTS
Preliminary results show that day-time concentrations in a shoot and upper canopy scale are
significantly correlated. The high correlation coefficients indicate that the temporal variation in
concentrations was remarkably similar, and suggest that the upper canopy measurements follow
closely the emissions although these measurements represent different footprint areas.
Temperature model showed that the canopy level air concentrations of methanol and acetone can
rather reliably be reproduced using a simple exponential relationship between temperature and
concentrations, whereas the acetaldehyde, isoprene and monoterpene concentrations proved to be
more difficult to predict with a simple temperature function (Lappalainen et al. 2010). The T-model
could explain 66% of the day-time concentration variation of methanol, 0.27% of acetaldehyde,
0.66%, of acetone, 0.65 % of isoprene and 0.27 % monoterpene, respectively. The explanation level
of the model improved slightly by adding a biological factor S, based on the temperature dependent
recovery of photosynthesis, which was considered to represent the seasonal capacity of a tree to
produce and emit volatiles. This T-S- model predicted the general level of daily and seasonal variation
of the day-time concentrations somewhat better than the T model for all compounds. However, the
model including the seasonal variation in photosynthetic capacity (S) was not able to capture the large
variations in concentrations. In order to better capture the large variation, a trigger effect was
incorporated to T-S model. Two triggers were tested: relatively high PAR and ozone. Although we
attained better fit with the Trigger-model for the 2006-2007 data we were not able to improve the
model predictability with the test dataset 2008.

CONCLUSIONS
According to our results a temperature based model could serve as a core approach for further
development of a scarce parameterized BVOC concentration model for boreal forests and indicated
the role of seasonal variations in photosynthetic efficiency on VOC concentrations. The study also
presented the idea of a trigger model for explaining high peak concentrations of VOCs.
This analysis was based on the dataset covering the whole growing season. Although temperature and
photosynthetic capacity seem to be the main driving factors on a daily scale, some other processes
seem to replace them occasionally and can temporarily be main contributors to BVOC concentrations
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above a forest stand. Next step is to analyze on specific time windows such as spring recovery of
photosynthesis and drought.
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TRAINING AND KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER GOAL
The Doctoral Programme in Atmospheric Composition and Climate Change: From Molecular Processes to
Global Observations and Models (ACCC) started in its present form in the beginning of 2010. The chief
goal of the Programme is to educate a next generation of top-level scientists and experts with all the
necessary multidisciplinary skills to tackle the future challenges of climate change, air quality matters and
environmental technologies. The supra disciplinary education will enable those experts to serve at
different challenging positions in society and industry. Beside classical curriculum skills and knowledge
the education on the state-of-art measurement technologies (laboratory, ground-based and remote sensing)
are emphasized. The ACCC Doctoral Programme is the only effort at a national level in advanced and
comprehensive climate change research education with main focus on training of students in the field of
atmospheric and biogeochemical sciences covering phenomena from the nanoscale to the global level and
from nanoseconds to centuries.
ACCC PROGRAMME: FACTS AND FIGURES
The predecessor of the ACCC Doctoral Programme, the Graduate School in Physics, Chemistry, Biology
and Meteorology of Atmospheric Composition and Climate Change, which involved three universities,
two research institutes and one private enterprise, was very successful in combining and developing the
doctoral training given in several physical, chemical, meteorological, and ecological research groups. The
Graduate School had three strong backbones: an advanced research infrastructure (SMEAR stations and
laboratories), a powerful researcher community (Finnish Centre of Excellence), and an existing training
structure based on best practices collected from several universities in Nordic and Baltic countries
(CBACCI, 2003). The investments made in the doctoral training have been extremely profitable. The
participating research groups have gained a lot of international interest especially from students from
different countries willing to carry out their PhD studies in the groups in Finland.
The ACCC Doctoral Programme is an extension of the former Graduate School. All the scientific fields of
the previous Graduate School, namely Aerosol Physics and Technology, Meteorology, Atmospheric and
Analytical Chemistry, Ecosystem Ecology and Ecophysiology are represented. Since the beginning of
2010, a new component in the Doctoral Programme has been the inclusion of global observations both
from ground and space platforms – remote sensing technologies and applications, and radio science and
engineering. The total number of students in the Doctoral Programme is currently 120. The ACCC
Programme currently holds 12 doctoral student positions financed directly by the Ministry of Education
and Culture.
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From the beginning of 2010, the core of the Doctoral Programme has included four universities, four
research institutes, and five private enterprises:
· University of Helsinki (Department of Physics, Department of Forest Sciences, Department of
Chemistry, Department of Geography)
· University of Eastern Finland (Department of Physics and Mathematics, Department of
Environmental Sciences)
· Tampere University of Technology (Department of Physics)
· Aalto University School of Science and Technology (Department of Radio Science and
Engineering, Department of Surveying)
· Finnish Meteorological Institute (units in Helsinki and Kuopio)
· Finnish Geodetic Institute
· VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland
· Finland's Environmental Administration (SYKE)
· Vaisala Ltd.
· Beneq Ltd.
· Space Systems Finland Ltd.
· Helsinki Aerosol Consulting Ltd.
· Airmodus Ltd.
From the beginning of 2012, two new private enterprises will be involved:
· Arbonaut Ltd.
· MosaicMill Ltd.
The Doctoral Programme is operating within the Strategic Centre for Science, Technology and Innovation
in Energy and Environment, coordinated by CLEEN Ltd.
The partners in the program are shown by a shell-shaped structure shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The current composition of the ACCC Doctoral Programme.
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In Fig. 1, the four universities are in the core – all the Doctoral Programme students are enrolled as
doctoral students in one of these four universities, and also the majority of the ACCC students (77% in
2008-2009) are being employed by one of these universities. The universities are also responsible in
providing the required formal training including courses and transferable skills. The four participating
research institutes are placed in the middle shell. In 2008-2009, 23% of the ACCC students were
employed by these research institutes. The research institutes are strongly connected with the universities
– there are common guidance groups, joint research projects, and joint professors and other senior staff
members. The seven private enterprises are in the outermost shell. They operate with issues related to the
research questions within the Doctoral Programme, but each of them has a more specific focus (e.g.
instrument development). The enterprises are full members of the ACCC consortium, they participate
actively in the Doctoral Programme, and they have strong connections with both the universities and
research institutes involved.
In 2008-2009, a total of 24 doctors graduated in the Doctoral Programme. The mean period used for
doctoral studies was 7.4 years, while the median was 6.5 years. These exceptionally long periods are
partly explained by the fact that several graduates had extensive tasks not directly related to their research.
If these graduates are excluded, the mean and median values were 5.4 and 5.0 years, respectively.
Concerning the graduated Ministry-funded students, the mean period used for doctoral studies was 4.0
years.
It is foreseen that the development of the supervision and follow-up of the Doctoral Programme students
will result in a shortened doctoral study period. The general timeline of studies in the Programme is
presented below:
Year 1: Summer school, winter school, courses, workshop, research
Year 2: Courses (focus on training in transferable skills), workshop, research
Year 3: Research, manuscripts, papers, workshop, seminar course
Year 4: Ph.D. thesis final papers ready, summary
Currently there are 32 foreign postgraduate students in our Doctoral Programme. Our research groups are
internationally well-known and attractive for foreign students. Furthermore, it is comparatively easy for
foreigners to adjust working in our research groups, since there is an existing population of foreign
students, and the main teaching and research language at our institutes is English. Finally, the participating
units have recognised the importance of providing support in practical arrangements (housing,
immigration etc.), and there are persons dedicated to take care of these arrangements in the research
groups. The Doctoral Programme units use also special grants to attract foreign students.
The ACCC consortium has been successful to recruit internationally well-known top scientists to work in
Finland. There are currently two FiDiPro professors and 20 other foreign senior scientists within the
Doctoral Programme. They participate very actively in supervision, and also give courses according to the
same principles as Finnish senior scientists. Furthermore, there are currently six ACCC supervisors whose
affiliation is abroad.
INTEGRATION TO RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
The Doctoral Programme is in a strong symbiotic relationship with the Finnish Centre of Excellence in
Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Meteorology of Atmospheric Composition and Climate Change. The
education and knowledge transfer of the Centre of Excellence is formalized in the Doctoral Programme.
On the other hand, the Doctoral Programme enhances the visibility of the Centre of Excellence
internationally, especially among young researchers and students. The Doctoral Programme is also well
related and completely integrated to various other research activities and supported by infrastructures
presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The current and planned activities related to the research infrastructures, major
research projects and initiatives, and researcher training within the Doctoral Programme.
Abbreviations: ABS=Nordic Master’s Degree Programme in Atmosphere-Biosphere Studies;
ACTRIS = European aerosol and atmospheric chemistry infrastructure; BACCI= Research Unit
on Biosphere-Aerosol-Cloud-Climate Interactions (former Nordic Centre of Excellence);
CBACCI=Nordic-Baltic Graduate School on Carbon-Biosphere-Atmosphere-Cloud-Climate
Interactions; CLOUD=Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets (Marie Curie Initial Training
Network); COPAL= COmmunity heavy-PAyload Long endurance Instrumented Aircraft for
Tropospheric Research in Environmental and Geo-Sciences; CRAICC=Nordic Centre of
Excellence on Cryosphere-Atmosphere Interactions in a Changing Arctic Climate;
DEFROST=Impacts of a changing cryosphere - depicting ecosystem-climate feedbacks as
affected by changes in permafrost, snow and ice distribution (Nordic Centre of Excellence);
EINAR=European Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Earth System Research; EUCAARI=
European Integrated Project on Aerosol-Cloud-Climate-Air Quality Interactions; EUSAAR=
European Supersites for Atmospheric Aerosol Research; FCoE=Finnish Centre of Excellence in
Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Meteorology of Atmospheric Composition and Climate
Change; GS= Finnish Doctoral Programme ACCC (Atmospheric Composition and Climate
Change: from Molecular Processes to Global Observations and Models); IAGOS= In-service
Aircraft for Global Observing System; ICOS =Integrated Carbon Observation System; IGBP=
International Geosphere-Biosphere Program; iLEAPS=integrated Land Ecosystem Atmosphere
Processes Study; IMECC= Infrastructure for Measurements of the European Carbon Cycle; P-S
GAW= Pallas-Sodankylä Global Atmosphere Watch Station; PEGASOS= Pan-European GasAerosSOls-climate interaction Study; SIOS= Svalbard Integrated Arctic Earth Observing
System; SMEAR=Station for Measuring Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations.
Figure 3 shows the spatial and temporal scales of the research methodology (observations, modelling,
laboratory experiments).
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Figure 3. The temporal and spatial range of the research methods applied in the Doctoral
Programme. Each partner is linked to one or more research method. The involved universities
and research institutes cover a wider range of methods, whereas the private enterprises are more
focused.
The Doctoral Programme emphasizes a conceptual approach to the research questions so that each student
understands where his or her research is placed in Fig. 3, how it is related to other research topics and
fields within the Doctoral Programme.
The specific research topics of the Doctoral Programme include:
· Atmospheric sciences
· Aerosol and environmental physics
· Aerosol technology
· Remote sensing
· Aerosol-cloud-climate interactions
· Biosphere-atmosphere interactions
· Global climate modelling
· Atmospheric chemistry
· Land use change quantification
· Development of aerosol, remote sensing, radar, and environmental technology
· Improved positioning to improve in-situ measurements
· Ubiquitous remote sensing
· Snow and ice studies: evolution of sea ice and snow conditions
· Carbon, water, nitrogen and aerosol cycles and balances
· Air quality
The ACCC Doctoral Programme has currently 111 supervisors/teachers. Thus, the student/teacher ratio is
1.08.
TRAINING AND SUPERVISION
Research and training within the Doctoral Programme includes joint analysis of results, transfer of good
practices, and benchmarking. The partners are constantly using web-based tools like Moodle and
Blackboard for e-learning, and Adobe Connect Pro for distributing seminars and lectures for a wider
audience. In the Doctoral Programme context, new technologies to improve and support researcher
education are developed and applied (e.g. Smart-SMEAR; Junninen et al., 2009).
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Each Doctoral Programme student is working with the research topics listed in the previous section. In the
beginning of doctoral studies, each student writes a study and research plan. The plans also identify the
skills to be developed (the gap between the current situation and the desired outcome) and educational
activities, including courses and training on transferable skills, which are needed to meet the goals in the
specific time window (usually 4 years). The personalized projects often include inter-sectoral visits and/or
secondments to another partner institution.
The study and research plan includes:
· conference visits including oral presentations or posters
· short laboratory visits
· international summer and winter schools
· measurement campaigns
· possible long-term visits to foreign universities or research institutes
· active participation in summer and winter schools, workshops and international conferences
The plan is carefully prepared together between the student and the supervisors, and international
cooperation is implemented to support the students, their PhD work and further career plans in the best
possible way.
During the studies, each student participates in joint courses and workshops. The study plans are designed
by recognising the research career as a whole and as a part of that, the aim is that all PhD students finish
the thesis in 4 years. Also the prospects for the postdoc period and after that are taken into account.
The joint training is carried out by the following actions:
· Guidance groups
o Each student belongs to at least one
· Horizontal learning
o Smooth and barrierless knowledge transfer between different disciplines and levels
· Inter-institutional supervision
o Currently 40% of Doctoral Programme students
· Teacher workshops
o Annually
The Doctoral Programme consortium organizes annually several scientific and training events:
· Joint summer and winter schools, field courses
o 5-6 annually
· Ad hoc courses (courses with special emphasis on a very current research topic)
o A few annually
· Workshops and conferences
o Annual workshop for the Doctoral Programme
o Annual workshop for teachers and supervisors
o International early career scientist workshops
· Consortium units organize ~10 other conferences and workshops annually, and participate very
actively in national and international conferences and workshops
· E-learning courses
o 2-5 annually, usually organized jointly
The specific topics of the planned summer and winter schools and field courses include:
· Formation and growth of atmospheric aerosols
· Measurements of atmospheric aerosols: aerosol physics, sampling and measurement techniques
· Aerosol-cloud-climate interactions and modelling
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·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Ion and aerosol dynamics
Physics and chemistry of air pollution and their effects: field course and data analysis
Regional and global modelling
Field course on micrometeorology and hydrology
Remote sensing and radar technologies
Land use change monitoring
Phenology and plant stress
Arctic air pollution
Model-data assimilation
Carbon, water, nitrogen and aerosol cycles
Climate politics for scientists

These schools combine core and transferable skills, but always ensuring that these skills are learned
actively and kept fully relevant to the students’ own research. The key transferable skills in the Doctoral
Programme are (i) working in the field, (ii) atmospheric instrument technology, (iii) data analysis, (iv)
computer modelling, (v) writing articles, (vi) popular science writing, (vii) presentation skills including
audiovisual skills, (viii) project management, (ix) writing proposals, and (x) commercialization of
scientific ideas.
Each doctoral student participates in one or two guidance groups. A guidance group typically consists of
5-8 students and 2-3 supervisors. The group meets 2-4 times per month. In the group meetings the students
report their progress, which is then discussed. Also senior scientist will give general and detailed
comments and feedback to students. Currently altogether 13 guidance groups are operating.
The three-day annual meetings include a workshop for all the Doctoral Programme students and a steering
committee meeting. In the workshop each Doctoral Programme student presents his/her research in oral
and poster sessions to an audience involving the students, supervisors and interest groups. During the
annual meeting the steering committee evaluates the functions of the past year, discusses the advancement
of the Doctoral Programme students based on the supervisor reports, and decides about the
implementation of the next year’s activities.
Mobility in an integral part of the doctoral training in ACCC. On the national level mobility is planned on
four different levels:
· mobility between Doctoral Programme sites (Helsinki-Kuopio-Tampere-Espoo)
· mobility between research fields (Ecology-Physics-Technology-Chemistry-MeteorologyGeography, in situ observations – space-based remote sensing observations)
· mobility between research methodologies (theory-modelling-experiments-observations)
· mobility between universities, research institutes and business
STRUCTURE, COLLABORATION AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
The ACCC Doctoral Programme has a clear structure, demonstrated by Fig. 4. The Programme is led by
the Steering Committee, which includes the research group leaders of the partner universities (8 persons,
chairman M. Kulmala) and research institutes (6 persons), and representatives of private enterprises (3
persons). The tasks of the Steering Committee include:
· selection of students
· decision of the joint and international courses and workshops within the Doctoral Programme
· general definitions of policy and decisions concerning the Doctoral Programme
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Figure 4. The structure of the ACCC Doctoral Programme.
The Doctoral Programme Steering Committee meets at least twice annually and monitors teaching
activities at each host institution and helps the coordinator in joint teaching efforts. The advancement of
each student is monitored annually by written reports by the supervisors to ensure early identification of
problems. Students other than those funded by the funds allocated by the Academy of Finland are
employed through their host organizations and follow the practices at their host institutions. With regard to
their graduate education, they are full members of the Programme.
The External Advisory Board, which will start in the beginning of 2012, is a new component of the
Doctoral Programme. The External Advisory Board will consist of four academic experts. The initial
composition of the External Advisory Board will be the following:
· Prof. Ruprecht Jaenicke, Johannes Gutenberg Universität Mainz (chairperson)
· Prof. Neil M. Donahue, Carnegie Mellon University, USA
· Prof. Pavel Kabat, Wageningen University and Research Centre, the Netherlands
· Prof. Mark Sutton, Centre for Ecology and Hydrology, Edinburgh, UK
The ACCC Programme is constantly evaluated both by self-assessment, by the External Advisory Board
and biannually by the Academy of Finland. In the self-evaluation, the following criteria are taken into
account:
· Employability of graduates
· Quality and nature of core and transferable skills
· Universities’ ability to foresee future challenges in science & society
· The graduates’ ability to carry out independent, original research work
· Quality of research
· Publications in high-impact journals
· Number of publications
· Structured and dedicated supervision
Internal evaluation is carried out on different levels. During each classroom course, summer and winter
school and workshop, student feedback is collected. The feedback is processed by the Coordinator after
each event, and collected in a database. The steering committee discusses the feedback on an annual basis,
and implements the improvements in the annual plan of activities.
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The External Advisory Board (EAB) and Academy of Finland play the major roles in the external
evaluation. EAB members participate in the annual workshop, and give direct feedback to the ACCC
students and the Steering Committee. Furthermore, EAB prepares evaluation reports on a regular basis.
The reports include suggestions for improvements in the current practices. The Academy of Finland
evaluates the Doctoral Programme every second year in connection with the decision of possible new
ministry-paid Doctoral Programme positions.
The general guidelines and good practices within the Doctoral Programme include:
· Maintenance, development and dissemination of best practices
· Open and transparent recruitment policy
· Active participation on the national and international policy and education system development
· Use of external evaluation
· Continuation of commitment on all levels (students, postdocs, senior scientists, professors)
In the latest evaluation report (Academy of Finland, 2011), the ACCC Doctoral Programme received the
highest possible general grade (6 out of 6). However, it was noted that the other resources available for the
Programme are generous. The ACCC Programme was granted three extra doctoral student positions from
the beginning of 2012, increasing the total number to 15.
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INTRODUCTION
A reason why the molecular level processes leading to atmospheric new particle formation are not yet
completely understood has been the inability to detect neutral particles smaller than about 3 nm, and thus
directly observe the nucleating particles and their precursors. Condensation particle counters (CPCs) have
recently been shown capable of measuring particles also in the sub-2 nm range (Sipilä et al., 2008; Iida et
al., 2009; Vanhanen et al., 2011). This allows deriving parameters describing the new particle formation
process, e.g. the formation and growth rates, directly from measurements.
The CLOUD (Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets) experiment (Duplissy et al., 2010) was designed to
study the possible influence of galactic cosmic rays on the atmospheric new particle formation. A series
of nucleation experiments were performed in a 26.1 m3 chamber, which could be exposed to the pion beam
from the CERN Proton Syncrothon (PS) to simulate galactic cosmic rays (GCR). Since sulphuric acid has
been identified as one of the key compounds in nucleation, the focus has been so far on investigating
sulphuric acid nucleation in varying conditions. The measurement sequence allows comparing neutral
experiments, in which all ions are filtered out from the chamber to experiments with exactly same
conditions but ions created by GCR or the PS present in the chamber.
METHODS
The Airmodus A09 Particle Size Magnifier (PSM) was used at the CLOUD experiments to resolve the
concentrations and size distribution of particles smaller than 2 nm. The PSM is a dual-stage mixing-type
CPC using diethylene glycol for activating and initial growth of the particles. The cut-off size of the
instruments was varied between about 1-2 nm by altering the mixing ratio of saturator and aerosol flow
and thus changing the supersaturation created. The relation between the mixing ratio and activation
diameter has been determined in laboratory calibrations using mobility standards (Ude and Fernandez de
la Mora, 2005) and size-selected tungsten oxide and silver ions (Fig. 1). The nominal 50% cut-off size of
the Particle Size Magnifier at the highest mixing ratio is about 1.5 nm (Vanhanen et al., 2011).
The ion concentration and size distribution in the CLOUD chamber was measured with a Neutral cluster
and Air Ion Spectrometer, (NAIS, Manninen et al., 2009). The NAIS is able to measure the ion number
size distributions in the mobility equivalent diameter range of 0.8 to 40 nm and corresponding neutral
particle number size distributions from ~2 to 40 nm in mobility diameter. The ion mass spectra were
simultaneously recorded with an Atmospheric Pressure interface Time-Of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (APiTOF; Junninen et al., 2010).
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Figure 1. Saturator flow rate at which different sized calibration ions are activated in the PSM. At the
CLOUD experiments, the saturator flow rate was scanned between 0.2-1 lpm.

CONCLUSIONS
The Particle Size Magnifier was able to detect clusters and particles right from the start of a nucleation
experiment in the CLOUD chamber. The results can be compared to the ions detected with the ion
spectrometers; however, the PSM is the only instrument capable of detecting electrically neutral particles
smaller than 2 nm. For the first time, size-resolved formation rates and growth rates below 2 nm could be
determined directly from measurements for the total particle population. The particle growth rates can also
be compared to the growth of sulphuric acid containing clusters identified by the APi-TOF.
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INTRODUCTION
New particle formation has been observed to take place in various conditions in the atmosphere. The actual
mechanisms of particle formation are still unknown, but they can be divided into two groups: electrically
neutral and ion induced mechanisms. One way to estimate the fraction of particles formed via ion induced
nucleation is to determine the fraction of charged particles at the size where particles are formed (Laakso
2007). However, this fraction cannot usually be measured at such a small sizes due to instrumental limitations.
METHODS
Kerminen
(2007) derived an equation describing the behaviour of the charging state, S, (i.e. the quotient
of the charged fraction, f±, and the charged fraction in the bipolar equilibrium, feq±) as a function of diameter
using several simplifying assumptions. With the use of the equation, a curve can be fitted to the measured
values of S to extrapolate the value of S at the size of particle formation, which can then be used to estimate
the fraction of ion induced nucleation. Iida et al. (2007) derived a method to determine also the diameter
growth rate of particles based on the behaviour of the charged fraction.
Both Kerminen et al. (2007) and Iida et al. (2007) assumed symmetric concentrations of negatively and
positively charged small ions (diameter < ~2.0 nm) as well as negatively and positively charged particles. In
this study we have derived an equation describing the behaviour of charging state and developed a method to
determine the particle growth rate from the charged fraction in a charge asymmetric framework.
To begin with, we modify the balance equations used by Kerminen et al. (2007) by allowing dissimilar values
for negatively and positively charged small ions and particles. We also assume coagulation processes to be
negligible, in which case the balance equations may be written as:
AB A
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where N0, N and N+ are the concentrations of neutral, negatively charged and positively charged particles,
respectively, Nc and Nc+ are the concentrations of negatively and positively charged small ions, respectively,
α is the attachment coefficient between a small ion and an oppositely charged particle, β0q is the attachment
coefficient between a neutral particle and a small ion with charge state q.
The charged fractions are, by definition:
F
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In the atmosphere, the charged fractions evolve towards a value in a steady state. In the case of asymmetric
concentrations of small ions, the steady state charged fractions, fasy±, can be calculated from Eqs. 1 5 by
setting the time derivatives in Eqs. 1 3 to zero and substituting the resulting particle concentrations to Eqs. 4
and 5:
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According to Eqs. 6 and 7, the ambient charged fractions do not evolve towards the bipolar charge
equilibrium, feq, but towards values that depend on both the values in the charge equilibrium and the relative
concentrations of small ions.
The charging state, S, is defined as the ratio of ambient charged fraction and the charged fraction in charge
equilibrium. In the case where the concentrations of negatively and positively charged small ions are the same
and the fractions of negatively and positively charged particles are the same the behavior of the charging state
as a function of diameter is (Kerminen et al. 2007)
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Here GR is the particle diameter growth rate and S0 is the charging state at size d0. The growth rate is assumed
to be constant and same for both the neutral and the charged particles. For the charge asymmetric case, a
similar derivation can be made by redefining the charging state as a ratio of ambient charged fraction and the
steady state charged fraction presented by Eqs. 6 and 7. With these definitions, the charging states in the
charge asymmetric case behave as
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Here it should be noted that the parameter kq, which describes the population’s ability to retain the charging
state q, is dependent on the concentration of oppositely charged small ions.
The behaviors of the charging states as a function of diameter in charge symmetric and asymmetric cases are
depicted in Figure 1. Regardless of the initial value at 2 nm, the charging state evolves towards unity in the
charge symmetric case as the particles grow bigger. In the charge asymmetric case though, the charging states
evolve towards values depending on the relative concentrations of small ions:
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In order to determine the particle diameter growth rate, we change the coordinate system in Eqs. 1 3 as
follows:
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By introducing the charged fractions defined in Eqs. 4 and 5, Eqs. 2 and 3 can be written in the new
coordinate system as
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The particle growth rates can then be expressed as
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Eqs. 16 and 17 can be used to estimate the particle growth rate and initial fractions of charged particles during
a new particle formation event. This is done by iteratively adjusting the GR and the initial fractions in order to
fit the charged fractions as a function of diameter obtained from solving Eqs. 16 and 17 to corresponding
values obtained from the measurements.

Figure 1. The charging state as a function of diameter. The particle growth rate was 6 nm h 1 and the initial
charging state at 2 nm was 3 (solid lines) or 0.1 (dashed lines). The small ion concentrations were 500 cm 3 in
symmetric case and 400 and 600 cm 3 for negative and positive ions, respectively, in the asymmetric case. The
dashed dotted lines correspond to values in the steady state.
RESULTS
A series of test simulations were conducted using the aerosol dynamical model Ion UHMA (Leppä et al.
2009). Eq. 10 was used to estimate the initial charging states and Eqs. 16 and 17 were used to estimate the
particle growth rate and the initial charged fractions from the simulated data. The estimated values were very
close to the values used as input in the model, but it should be noted that the simulated cases were chosen to
represent conditions where the assumptions needed when deriving the equations in this study hold. A more
comprehensive set of test simulations will be conducted in the near future.
Similarly to many other environments, the average concentrations of negatively and positively charged small
ions were observed to be substantially different in urban environment in Helsinki, Finland where charging
states were measured using an Ion DMPS instrument between December 2008 and February 2010 (Gagné et
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al. 2011). The fraction of ion induced nucleation and particle diameter growth rates were analyzed both
assuming equal concentrations of small ions and without this assumption. The fractions of ion induced
nucleation did not depend much on this assumption. However, the growth rates determined from the charged
fraction and particle size distribution agreed better in the charge asymmetric framework.
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INTRODUCTION
Biogenic VOCs are substantially emitted from vegetation to atmosphere, and their emissions have been
, 1995). Isoprenoids and
estimated to be of the order of 1150 Tg per year globally (Guenther
terpenoids, including e.g. isoprene (C5H8), monoterpenes (C10H16), and sesquiterpenes (C15H24) are the
most abundant BVOCs, accounting for over 50 of BVOC emissions (Guenther
, 1995). The
oxidation of terpenes by OH, O3, and NO3 in air generating less volatile compounds may lead to the
formation and growth of secondary organic aerosol, and thus presents a link to the vegetation, aerosol, and
climate interaction system (Kulmala et al, 2004). Studies including field observations, laboratory
experiments and modelling have improved our understanding on the connection between BVOCs and new
, 2006; Mentel
, 2009).
particle formation mechanism in some extent (see e.g. Tunved
Nevertheless, the exact formation process still remains uncertain, especially from the perspective of
BVOC contributions.
The purpose of this work is using the MALTE aerosol dynamics and air chemistry box model to
investigate aerosol formation from reactions of direct tree emitted VOCs in the presence of ozone, UV
light and artificial solar light in an atmospheric simulation chamber. The measured chamber data,
including both gas and aerosol phase measurements are used to evaluate the model. This model employs
up to date air chemical reactions, especially the VOC chemistry, which may potentially allow us to
estimate the contribution of BVOCs to secondary aerosol formation, and further to quantify the influence
of terpenes to the formation rate of new particles.
METHODS
Experiments were conducted in the plant chamber facility at Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany (Jülich
Plant Aerosol Atmosphere Chamber, JPAC). The facility consists of three Borosilicate glass chambers
(164 L, 1150 L, and 1450 L) with Teflon floors. Either one of the two smaller chambers were served as
plant chamber followed by the large chamber as reaction chamber (1450 L). The detail regarding to the
chamber facility has been written elsewhere (Mentel
, 2009). During the experiments, gas phase
sulphuric acid was measured by CIMS. VOC mixing ratios were measured by two GC-MS systems and
PTR-MS. An Airmodus Particle size magnifier coupled with a TSI CPC and a PH-CPC were used to count
the total particle number concentrations with a detection limit close to the expected size of formation of
fresh nanoCN. A SMPS measured the particle size distribution. Several other parameters including ozone,
CO2, NO, temperature, relative humidity, and flow rates were also measured.
MALTE is a modular model to predict new aerosol formation in the lower troposphere, developed by Boy
., (2006). In this study, we use modules that include aerosol dynamics, air chemistry, and organic
chemistry of VOCs as a MALTE box model for the chamber simulation. Considering that each individual
terpene compound may react quite differently, the generalized parameterizations of terpene chemistry in
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are less used, and most biogenic VOCs will be accounted for individually when modelling the
atmospheric new aerosol formation.
CONCLUSIONS
We first evaluate the modelled results with measurements, and further we investigate the influence of
different order of magnitude of terpene mixing ratios, especially isoprene and monoterpenes to the most
important parameter of new particles formation, i.e. the formation rate (J1). Also, the influence of varying
organic source rates on the sulphuric acid concentration available for particle formation is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

We have studied the connection of underground labile energy input and the microbial nitrogen
mineralization and decomposition using recalcitrant boreal forest topsoil in a controlled microcosm
experiment. Study concentrates on a soil nitrogen pool, biological factors such as a bacterial biomass
relationship to nematode worms, protease activity, ectomycorrhizal (EM) and non-mycorrhiza root tip
numbers, and changes in root and shoots biomass in order to understand the connection between energy
input and decomposition. Connection was studied by changing belowground energy input by using
pulses of artificial C4-glucose addition in bare soil and the presence of tree seedling. Transition in
preferential substrate utilization and the substrate of microbial decomposition source were examined by
using natural isotope ratios (13C/12C) and 14C radiocarbon dating for approximating the change in the
age class of a substrate pool used for growth. The study highlights the importance of processes
affecting the soil-atmospheric carbon-nitrogen exchange under current and future climatic conditions
(IPCC). It is widely accepted that plant derived root exudates and microbial succession play a
substantial role during the next decades, due their central role in natural carbon fluxes (Kirschbaum et
al., 2000, De Nobili et al., 2001, Hogberg et al., 2003, Hogberg & Read, 2006).
METHODS
We increased the energy obtainable for soil microbes by adding C4-glucose to the soil in pulses at
weekly intervals for a month and naturally by growing P. sylvestris seedlings in the microcosms for 6
months. We analysed the age of the respired 14CO2 with AMS (Accelerator Mass Spectrometer) before
and after glucose addition and incubation period of one month. Soil respiration (14CO2) was trapped
into molecular sieves (Hämäläinen et al., 2010). In addition, soil cellular respiration rate and δ13C
values were measured with cavity ring down spectrometer Picarro G1101-i (Picarro Inc., California,
USA) in order to observe fluctuations in origins of respired CO2.
Finally, photosynthesis of the seedlings, soil microbial biomass, quantity of nematodes, protease
enzyme activity, mycorrhizal symbiosis, and total changes in root and shoot biomass as well as 13C, 14C
and 15N contents were measured to study the changes in the decay of SOM C-pool.
C4-glucose turnover rate was separately tested in a similar setup to exclude the possible 13C and 14C
signals originating from the C4-glucose addition.
CONCLUSIONS
Preliminary results suggest increase in the age of respired carbon similarly in boreal soils to that
presented by Fontaine et al. (2007) by using agricultural soils with a cellulose addition as well as
similar mechanism mentioned by Drake et al., (2011) of belowground carbon stimulated nitrogen
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uptake. We show that simple carbon substances can regulate nitrogen mineralization and possibly the
decay rate of recalcitrant SOM pool. These results were obtained in circumstances where alternative
easy nitrogen source was not available and where the nitrogen acquisition of trees through symbiotic
relationship (Heinonsalo et al., 2010) was possible. The result highlights the importance of dynamical
root-microbe-soil cascade that should be accounted for in any carbon and nitrogen model or calculation
concerning effects of ecosystem nutritional equilibrium and fluxes in particularly nitrogen limited
boreal ecosystems. Further studies should be made to incorporate the effect of the increasing energy
input belowground into ecosystem carbon and nitrogen models in order to estimate the changes taking
place in the exchange of greenhouse gases and energy between the forests and the atmosphere.
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INTRODUCTION
Foresty-drainage of peatlands is one of the most important land-use practices affecting the greenhouse gas
balance of the forestry sector in Finland. Due to methodological difficulties in determining the wholeecosystem carbon dioxide (CO2) balance of these forests, and partly due to large spatial and site-type
dependent variation in the CO2 exchange processes, the magnitude and even the sign of the CO2 balance is
highly uncertain. To fill in this gap, we measured the net ecosystem exchange (NEE) of CO2 in a nutrientpoor forestry-drained peatland in southern Finland. Here we report the annual CO2 balance measured at
this site in the calendar year of 2005.
METHODS
Our measurement site Kalevansuo, which is located in Loppi in southern Finland (60°38'49"N,
24°21'23"E; elevation 129 m), was originally a dwarf shrub pine bog. It was drained in 1969, which
resulted in a lowered water table (on average 40 cm below the ground) and increased the growth of the
natural tree stand. The average peat depth was 2.2 m. The tree stand consisted of a dominant Scots pine
(Pinus sylvestris) stand of 835 stems ha-1 and an understorey of pubescent birch (Betula pubescens) trees.
The pine stand had a dominant height of 15 m. The annual increment of live tree stand was 160 g C m–2 yr1
. The all-sided leaf area index of the needles was 5 m2 m–2. The relatively dense field layer consisted of
different shrubs and mosses.
Fluxes of CO2, H2O, sensible heat and momentum were measured with the eddy covariance technique on
top of a 21.5-m telescopic mast. Fluctuations of wind velocity components were measured with a sonic
anemometer/thermometer (SATI-3SX, Applied Technologies, Inc.) and those of CO2 concentration with a
LI-7000 CO2/H2O analyzer (LI-COR, Inc.). The storage flux of CO2 was calculated from the
concentrations measured at the top of the mast and at a height of 4 m, and was added to the measured
turbulent flux.
A spectrum of supporting meteorological measurements, such as radiation, soil and air temperature, and
water level depth, were also conducted at the study site.

CONCLUSIONS
The drained peatland forest was a net sink of -871 g CO2 m2 in 2005. The ecosystem acted as a carbon (C)
sink over a 6-month period, from the beginning of April to the end of October. The highest total
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ecosystem respiration (Rtot) and gross photosynthesis (GPP) were observed in the end of July, coinciding
with the temperature maximum and water level depth minimum (Fig. 1).
If the amount of C annually fixed into the trees (160 g C m-2) is subtracted from the yearly NEE (240 g C
m-2), we obtain 80 g C m-2 as an estimate of the annual peat+ground vegetation CO2 balance. This result
suggests that the site is a considerable net C sink. Our finding supports the observations from C stock
studies that nutrient-poor peatland types may continue to sequester C after their drainage for forestry
(Minkkinen and Laine, 1998; Minkkinen ., 1999). This result can be attributed to (1) the low nutrient
status of the site, which decreases the peat decomposition rate and increases the allocation of C into the
roots and (2) actively photosynthesising and dense ground vegetation. The peat decomposition may be
lowered due to the relatively high water level at the site; at nutrient-poor sites like Kalevansuo, drainage is
not as efficient as in the mire margins. This is because, after the drainage, the peat subsides and the
functioning of ditches on a flat terrain tends to deteriorate due to vegetation. On the other hand, the growth
rate of trees remains slow because of the low nutrient concentration. Consequently, the tree stand
transpiration remains low, which keeps the water table at a relatively high and the peat decomposition
rates at a moderate level (Silvola ., 1996; Ojanen ., 2010).
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Figure 1. Annual course of NEE, its components Rtot and GPP, snow depth, water level depth, irradiation
(PPFD), air and soil temperature, and precipitation at the Kalevansuo drained peatland forest.
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INTRODUCTION
Coastal new particle formation is a frequent phenomenon (O’Dowd and Hoffmann, 2005) that has a strong
connection to coastal tides, air mass origin and sun radiation. The aim of this study was to identify
atmospheric ions present in a marine and coastal environment and to observe how their concentrations
change over time. A strong connection between halogen ion concentration and tide phase was observed.
During low tide, the halogens are thought to be released by marine organisms (McFiggans et al. 2010).
The data was collected during the MaCLOUD Inc project in December, 2010 at Mace Head, situated on
the west coast of Ireland.
METHODS
We used an Atmospheric Pressure interface- time-of-flight mass spectrometer (APi-TOF, Junninen et al.
2010, Ehn et al. 2010b) to determine the composition and concentration of both positive and negative
atmospheric ions. The APi-TOF is able to detect charged clusters and molecules at mass range 1-3000 Th,
which provides insight into the chemical composition of the marine atmosphere.
We processed the data using tofTools, a data analysis package for MATLAB. The data is analysed in
several steps, of which mass calibration and peak fitting are the most important. Although the instrument
is roughly calibrated during measurement, the calibration will shift with time owing to temperature
changes. tofTools allows recalibration of spectra using known peaks, which makes it possible to identify
ions by their mass. The accuracy of the instrument is <20 ppm (Junninen et al. 2010).
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Figure 1. Example of determining a custom peak shape using tofTools. The left graph shows the 329
peaks used for calculating the peak shape shown in the right graph (in red).
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The development of tofTools is ongoing. We have now also implemented automatic peak detection and
fitting. A standard Gaussian fit can be used for simplicity, but it is also possible to calculate and use a
custom peak shape. The determination of a custom peak shape is based on averaging all the significant and
pure (single) peaks from one or more spectra and calculating the deviation from a normal Gaussian curve.
An example of this can be seen in figure 1. The ability to automatically fit peaks also gives the opportunity
to easily examine time series of ions.
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Figure 2. Positive ion spectra from Mace Head at midnight December 9th 2010 averaged over 60 minutes.
The blue peaks are the hydronium ion and its clusters and the red ones are various organic ions.
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Figure 4. Time series of certain positive organic ions for one day. Notice the good correlation between
these ions.

CONCLUSIONS
We were able to identify a large part of the ions, both positive and negative ones, by their mass. Some of
the identified positive ions are presented in figure 2 and some of the negative in figure 3. The complete
results will be compared to those of the boreal area of Hyytiälä (Ehn et al. 2010b). Initial analysis has
revealed compounds containing iodine and bromine, which is to be expected.
We calculated time series for the most abundant ions and compared these to each other. For the positive
ions, results show strong correlations between the hydronium ion and its clusters, but also between
different organic ions. An example of this is presented in figure 4.
Several higher mass clusters were also identified through this technique. As the mass of the cluster
increases, the number of possible atomic combinations for the given mass also increases, which makes
identification of higher-mass ions more difficult. However, some of these ions were observed to correlate
very well with smaller ions, suggesting that the smaller ions are building blocks for the larger ions. Further
analysis revealed that the higher-mass ions could be explained by the smaller ions combining with
abundant neutral species, such as sulphuric acid.
Meteorological data (e.g. temperature, sun radiation, humidity) was also collected during the campaign
and correlations between these variables and ion concentrations will also be presented. In particular,
several compounds (such as sulphuric and nitric acid) are well known to have diurnal cycles. It is expected
that this will be confirmed in this dataset. Tidal variations of halogen-containing compounds would also
support the hypothesis of halogen-emitting organisms being abundant at low tide.
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WHAT?
We have developed a simple Program for Atmospherically Relevant Cluster Kinetics (sPARCK)
which solves the birth-death equation
X
X
X
dci X
=
βjk cj ck −
βij ci cj +
γij cj −
γji ci
dt
j

jk

j

j

for the two-component system of sulfuric acid and water. In sPARCK the time-development of
the concentrations of different clusters ci is solved with the help of classical condensation and
evaporation coefficients βij and γij , respectively. The coefficients are related by the detailed balance
assumption, e.g. for the evaporation of one sulfuric acid molecule one has
γsa = βsa

ce (1, 0)ce (nsa , nw )
,
ce (nsa + 1, nw )

and the condensation coefficient is given as
1/2

βsa = (8πkB T )



1
+
m(nsa , nw ) msa
1

1/2

(r(nsa , nw ) + rsa )2

where m(nsa , nw ) and r(nsa , nw ) are the mass and the radius of a cluster containing nsa sulfuric
acid and nw water molecules and msa and rsa are those of sulfuric acid monomer and ce are the
concentrations of the particular clusters in equilibrium (Vehkamäki, 2006).
However, in sPARCK the kinetics are not limited only to the monomers but all the possible collisions
and evaporations are taken into account. From a physical point of view this is a great strength,
especially in the sulfuric acid-water system where hydrates are known to form. On the other hand,
this also poses a challenge: when all the clusters are allowed to participate into the dynamics of
the system, the problem becomes computationally very demanding.
HOW?
It is clear from the birth-death equation that the development of any one concentration depends
on the concentrations of the other clusters. Thus to find out how the cluster distribution evolves,
one must solve a system of coupled differential equations. As the number of clusters in the system
grows as (nsa + 1)(nw + 1) − 1, for atmospherically relevant systems the number of equations to
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solve is at least on the order of 104 , indeed turning the physical problem into a very non-trivial
computational task.
To solve the problem for larger systems in any reasonable time, the program used should be
parallellized. Towards this end, we have utilized the PETSc libraries (Balay et al., 1997) in the
development of sPARCK. The PETSc (Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific Computation)
libraries use the MPI standard for all message-passing communication and offer data structures
and routines as building blocks for large-scale application codes, making parallel programming at
least in principle more efficient.
WHY?
To properly understand particle formation through nucleation, it is not enough to study only the
thermodynamics of the system – also the kinetics must be taken into consideration. The approach
described here will yield not only the steady-state cluster distributions, but in addition to that,
nucleation rates with minimal amount of approximations.
However, sPARCK uses classical nucleation theory for all the thermodynamics. Ideally the energetics of at least the smallest of clusters would be obtained from quantum mechanics, although the
classical theory is likely to be the only possibility for larger clusters in the foreseeable future.
sPARCK – work still under progress – is also likely to find applications from different larger-scale
models (e.g. aerosol models, air quality models), where nucleation rate parameterizations are
needed.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric new particle formation (NPF) from both natural and anthropogenic vapours (Kulmala and
Kerminen, 2008) has been shown to enhance cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations in various
environments, and modelling results suggest that NPF may lead to substantial increase of both CCN concentration and cloud albedo globally. However, a major source of uncertainty is that all nucleation parameterisations applied in regional and global models perform relatively poorly (Zhang et al., 2010). Resolving
this uncertainty may even be crucial for determination of the sensitivity of Earth’s climate (Schwartz et al.,
2010).
An obvious way to improve nucleation parameterisations would be to resolve the molecular mechanism
behind an actual NPF event. Applications of the first nucleation theorem (Kashchiev, 2000) to field and
laboratory data have led to a still lasting debate on the molecular nature of the process and speculation of
involved species (though sulphuric acid seems still to be a good bet), especially whether the same species
are responsible for nucleation and growth. However, the first nucleation theorem is typically used in form


∂ ln J
= gc∗ + ǫc ,
(1)
∂ ln nc,1 T,ni6=c,1
where J is the nucleation rate, nc,1 number concentration of condensing species monomers, and gc∗ number
of condensing species monomers in the so-called critical cluster with 1 ≤ ǫc ≤ 0 being a residual kinetic
factor. Although usually considered as a general result, Eq. (1) includes several implicit assumptions: One
of these, existence of a unique extremum in the free-energy surface for the work of formation for clusters
of g-molecules, i.e. g-mers, was recently challenged by Vehkamäki et al. (2011), who noticed that if this
condition is not fulfilled—which may well be the case for the tropospheric NPF—Eq. (1) may not be valid.
Here we tackle another issue, the role of coagulation scavenging of precritical clusters by the background
aerosol; Kulmala et al. (2006) note “that the derivatives should be taken at constant temperature and gas
phase activities of other species participating in the nucleation process, and in atmospheric conditions, also
at constant condensation sink,” a statement that we further quantify in the next section.
THEORY
The effect of scavenging due to background aerosol on the nucleation rate is reasonably well known in the
framework of the classical nucleation theory (see, for instance, Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, and references
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therein). Here we follow McGraw and Marlow (1983), who give the expressions for concentrations of
various g-mers in exact continued fraction form, and use these to extend the kinetic derivation (McGraw
and Wu, 2003) of the first nucleation theorem. For simplicity, we assume isothermal, stationary nucleation
from single component ideal vapour as well as constant coagulation sink.
The extended Becker–Döring–Zeldovich model for our system reads
∂ng
= Jg − Jg+1 − Qg ,
∂t

(2)

where Jg = βg−1 ng−1 − γg ng is the current from (g − 1)-mers to g-mers with concentration ng , and
Qg = qg ng , where βg , γg and qg are the condensation, evaporation and scavenging rates for a g-mer. At
steady state ∂ng /∂t = 0 for all sizes g, and after imposing boundary conditions n1 = constant and nG = 0
for some (large) G >> g∗ we get (details will be provided in a separate publication: Malila et al., 2011)
βg + γg + qg
γg+1
ng−1
=
−
ng
ng
βg−1
βg−1 ng+1

G−1
Bg
= · · · = Ag−1 − K
,
j=g Ag

(3)

where Ag−1 = (βg + γg + qg )/βg−1 and Bg = γg+1 /βg−1 and K is an operator symbol for continued
fraction. After some manipulation and denoting the nucleation rate pass the critical size as Jg∗ +1 = J, we
get
Pg ∗
P∗


Qi
J + gi=2 Qi
∂ ln J
∗
(1 + g ) − i=2
= 1 + g̃,
(4)
=
∂ ln n1 T,{qi }
J
J
where g̃ is now the apparent excess number of molecules in the critical cluster. It is straightforward to see
that always g̃ ≥ g ∗ , where the equality holds if Qi = 0 for all i = 2, . . . , g − 1. To apply the obtained form
of the first nucleation theorem [Eq. (4)], we first need to solve individual ng :s starting from nG−1 using
Eq. (3), after what we can evaluate both g∗ and g̃.
Another way to look the problem is to use the kinetic potential Φg = ln(ng /n1 ) that generalizes the thermodynamic free energy cost (in units of kT ) to overcome nucleation barrier (Wu, 1996). For our system we
get




g
Y
ng
1
n2 n3
  .
···
= ln 
Φg = ln
(5)
G−2 Bj
n1 n2
ng−1
k=2 Ak−1 − Kj=k Aj
AN EXAMPLE APPLICATION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
To exemplify the obtained results, we have performed some model calculations using water vapour at 260
K in 1 atm nitrogen atmosphere with monodisperse, spherical aerosol particles of varying size and concentration as a model system. Coagulation rates were calculated using Fuchs–Sutugin expression and for the
“observed” nucleation rate J classical theory was used (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006); condition of detailed
balance was used to relate γg and βg−1 .
In Fig. 1, the ratio g̃/g ∗ for three different background aerosol size distributions is given. As can be
seen, the apparent critical size may well be orders of magnitude larger than the true critical size. This
can be understood considering the relative rate sensitivity (i.e. the first nucleation theorem) at the very
verge of on-set separating total scavenging of g∗ -mers (Jg∗ +1 = 0) and observable nucleation (Jg∗ +1 >
0). Figure 2 enlightens the observed phenomenon using the kinetic potential concept: On the x-axis, true
size of the cluster is depicted. Coagulation scavenging scales various ng down (arrow “A”) to the extend
that maximum in Φg occurs at the same height than for scavenging-free nucleation taking place at higher
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Figure 1: Ratio of apparent and true critical sizes with different background aerosol number concentration
and size as a function of saturation ratio S: 10 m−3 , 1 µm (diamonds); 10 m−3 , 0.1 µm (circles); and 1000
m−3 , 0.1 µm (squares).
supersaturation (arrow “B”). The true critical size, determined by the location of maximum in Φg , is not
affected. However, inappropriate application of Eq. (1) leads the critical size g∗ to be observed at higher
supersaturation, corresponding maximum of Φg in the scavenging-free system.
Coagulation scavenging of precritical clusters due to background aerosol can have a major impact on the
analysis of NPF using the first nucleation theorem. To extend the provided formalism into multicomponent
systems is work at progress that may allow one to analyse e.g. recent observations of NPF inside tropical upper tropospheric clouds (Weigel et al., 2011). For boundary layer NPF, one should most probably
incorporate the provided formalism with the possibility several extrema in Φg , non-stationary nucleation,
cluster–cluster interactions, etc.
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EDDYUH – AN ADVANCED SOFTWARE FOR EDDY COVARIANCE FLUX CALCULATIONS§
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ᵴ䣘⒀§귔귔ᵴ § 귔 ᵴ껈§兠 §홀兠홀ᵴ 귔홀î§ᵴ ᵴꏠ§⒀ §⒀껈ᵴ껈§ᵴꦴᵴᵴ § ᵴ§⒀홀兠껈 ᵴᵴ§⒀ §⒀ ꏠ§ᵴ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀ö§
ᵴ䣘ᵴ ꏠî§ ᵴ§ 귔홀ᵴ§兠 §ŶŪ§껈⒀兠 껈§⒀§兠ᵴ§ ᵴ§ꦴ兠 § ⒀껈§ ⒀홀⒀䣘⒀ꏠ§ 䣘ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ §⒀ §껈§ 兠귔 §兠§
 䣘ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ§홀兠ᵴ§ § ᵴ§ ᵴ § ᵴꦴ§ꏠᵴ⒀껈ö§ŶŪ§껈§⒀§홀⒀ ᵴ홀⒀䣘⒀ꏠ§䣘兠홀ᵴ §ᵴ䣘 昼귔ᵴî§ꦴ 䣘 §⒀ ⒀ꏠ ᵴ껈§  ð
ᵴ昼귔ᵴ 䣘ꏠ§ꦴ §⒀ §껈䣘⒀⒀§⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ䣘§ ⒀⒀§껈ᵴᵴ껈§×兠 ᵴ §䣘⒀ᵴ §⒀ꦴ§ ⒀⒀Ýî§ꦴ 䣘 §⒀ᵴ§귔껈귔⒀ꏠ§껈⒀ᵴ § §
⒀ § ᵴ§ ᵴ䣘ᵴ껈§ 兠§兠껈ð兠䣘ᵴ껈껈 §⒀ §  ⒀§ᵴ껈홀⒀兠 껈§兠 §귔귔ᵴ § 귔 §⒀귔ᵴ껈ö§Ş 兠귔 § § ᵴ§⒀껈§
껈ᵴᵴ⒀§ꏠᵴ⒀껈§ᵴ⒀§ᵴ 兠껈§兠 § ᵴ§ŶŪ§ 귔 §䣘兠홀홀귔 ꏠ§ ⒀ᵴ§ᵴ §兠§⒀§껈⒀ ⒀ §홀ᵴ 兠 兠兠ꏠ§×Ş귔 ᵴ§ᵴ§⒀öî§
nĀĀĀÝ§ 兠§兠껈ð兠䣘ᵴ껈껈 §껈ᵴ껈§×⒀§ᵴ⒀껈§ 兠§Ūﾘn§⒀ §ᵴ ᵴꏠ§ 귔 ᵴ껈Ýî§ ᵴ§ ⒀홀兠  ⒀兠 §兠 §兠껈ð兠䣘ᵴ껈껈 §
껈§昼귔ᵴ§  䣘귔î§껈 䣘ᵴ§홀兠껈§兠 § ᵴ§ᵴ昼귔ᵴ §껈ᵴ껈§⒀ §䣘兠ᵴ䣘兠 껈§⒀ᵴ§껈ᵴð§⒀ § 껈귔홀ᵴ ð§×⒀껈§⒀ ⒀ꏠ ᵴ§
⒀ §껈兠 䣘§⒀ ᵴ홀兠홀ᵴᵴÝ§껈ᵴ䣘 䣘ö§诀ꏠ껈ᵴ홀⒀䣘§  ᵴᵴ 䣘ᵴ껈§ §ŶŪ§ 귔 §ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ껈§껈兠 ꏠ§ ᵴᵴ §兠 § ᵴ§
껈ᵴᵴ䣘兠 î§⒀䣘⒀兠 §⒀ §兠 ᵴ§兠 §兠䣘ᵴ껈껈 §껈ᵴ껈§×溄⒀귔 ᵴ§ᵴ§⒀öî§nĀĀĮÝö§§溄兠ᵴ兠ᵴî§⒀§껈⒀ ⒀ §
홀ᵴ 兠 兠兠ꏠ§ 兠§ŪĖ§⒀ §nﾘ§껈§ 兠§ꏠᵴ§ᵴ껈⒀껈 ᵴ § § ᵴ§ŶŪ§ 귔 §䣘兠홀홀귔 ꏠî§⒀ §⒀ ⒀ꏠ껈껈§⒀ §昼귔⒀ꏠ§
䣘兠 兠§×ࡴŞúࡴŪÝ§兠兠껈§ ᵴᵴ §ᵴ§ ᵴᵴ兠ᵴ § 兠§ 䣘귔껈兠 § 兠§ ᵴ§ ᵴ ⒀兠 ⒀§ ⒀⒀⒀껈ᵴ§ 兠§ 兠 ðŪﾘ n§ 귔 §
홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈§⒀ §兠§ᵴ ᵴ § ᵴ§홀ᵴ 兠 兠兠䣘⒀§⒀兠⒀䣘 §⒀ᵴ⒀ ꏠ§⒀屔ᵴ § § ᵴ§Ū⒀兠Ŷ귔兠ᵴ§ ⒀⒀⒀껈ᵴ§ 兠§
Ūﾘnö§§§
§
§
溄Ŷ ﾘŰ诀§
§
孌 § 껈§ §홀 î§ꦴᵴ§ᵴ䣘ᵴ ꏠ§ ᵴᵴ兠ᵴ § ᵴ§껈兠 ꦴ⒀ᵴ§Ŷ ꏠ⏤î§⒀§ ᵴꦴ§兠껈ð兠䣘ᵴ껈껈兠§ 兠§ŶŪ§
홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈ö§Ŷ ꏠ⏤§껈§ꦴᵴ § §溄⒀⒀§⒀ § 䣘귔 ᵴ껈§⒀§⒀ 䣘⒀§귔껈ᵴ§ ᵴ ⒀䣘ᵴ§× ö§ĆÝî§ꦴ 䣘 §⒀兠ꦴ껈§
 ᵴ§귔껈ᵴ§兠§귔兠⒀ §⒀§ᵴᵴ⒀ § 兠홀⒀兠 §䣘兠 䣘ᵴ  § ᵴ§껈ᵴî§ ᵴ§ŶŪ§껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀§䣘兠 귔⒀兠 î§⒀ § ᵴ§
ᵴ⒀ᵴ §홀ᵴ 兠 껈§⒀ §䣘兠ᵴ䣘兠 껈§兠§ᵴ§귔껈ᵴ ö§诀귔䣘 § 兠홀⒀兠 §껈§ ᵴ §껈⒀ᵴ § §⒀§兠ᵴ䣘§ ᵴö§§
Ş껈§껈 兠ꦴ § § önî§ ᵴ§껈兠 ꦴ⒀ᵴ§ 䣘귔 ᵴ껈§⒀§ 귔홀ᵴ§兠 §홀兠 귔ᵴ껈î§ꦴ 䣘 §兠ᵴ⒀ᵴ§⒀§  ᵴᵴ §ᵴᵴ껈§兠 §兠껈ð
兠䣘ᵴ껈껈 ĺ§
§
ð EddyUH_Preprocessor ᵴ 兠홀껈§껈ᵴᵴ⒀§兠ᵴ⒀兠 껈§兠 § ᵴ§ŶŪ§⒀ꦴ§ ⒀⒀ö§ ᵴ§홀兠 귔ᵴ§ ᵴᵴ 껈§
⒀ 䣘⒀ꏠ§ 兠홀⒀兠 §⒀껈껈ᵴ §⒀껈§ 귔§ 兠홀§ ᵴ§兠ᵴ䣘§ ᵴö§ ᵴ§兠귔귔껈§⒀ᵴ§ꦴ §⒀ §⒀껈§⒀ꦴ§

껈 ⒀껈§껈⒀껈䣘껈§×홀ᵴ⒀ î§껈⒀ ⒀ § ᵴ⒀兠 î§䣘兠ð⒀⒀ 䣘ᵴî§껈屔ᵴꦴ ᵴ껈껈î§屔귔兠껈껈Ýî§껈ᵴ䣘⒀§⒀ §
䣘兠ð껈ᵴ䣘⒀§ 兠§ᵴ⒀䣘 §⒀ꦴ§ ⒀⒀§ ᵴî§홀ᵴ§⒀§ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ껈î§昼귔⒀ꏠ§껈⒀껈䣘껈§⒀⒀홀ᵴᵴ껈§× 귔 § 兠 ð
껈⒀兠 ⒀ꏠî§ 귔 § ᵴ홀ᵴ 䣘ꏠî§⒀ 兠홀§ 귔 §ᵴ兠Ýö§Ş§ ᵴ껈ᵴ§ ⒀⒀§⒀ᵴ§껈⒀ᵴ § §홀兠  ꏠ§
 ⒀ꏠ§ ᵴ껈î§⒀ § ᵴ §귔껈ᵴ §ꏠ§兠 ᵴ§홀兠 귔ᵴ껈ö§
ð

EddyUH_ High frequency spectral transfer function estimator§ᵴ껈§ ᵴ§귔껈ᵴ§兠§ᵴ홀䣘⒀ꏠ§ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ§
 ᵴ§兠ꦴ§⒀껈껈§ ᵴ§홀ᵴ§䣘兠 껈⒀ §兠 § ᵴ§ŶŪ§껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀î§ꏠ§귔껈 § ᵴ§ᵴ兠귔껈ꏠ§ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ §䣘兠ð껈ᵴ䣘⒀§
⒀⒀ö§ 兠§ꦴ⒀ᵴ§⒀兠귔§ 귔 ᵴ껈î§홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ §ꏠ§⒀§䣘兠껈ᵴ §⒀ §ŶŪ§껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀î§ ᵴ§⒀ ⒀ꏠ껈껈§껈§ᵴ 兠홀ᵴ §兠 §
 ᵴᵴ §䣘⒀껈껈ᵴ껈§兠 §ᵴ⒀ᵴ§ 귔홀 ꏠ§× Ýö§ ᵴ § ᵴ§nﾘ§홀ᵴ§䣘兠 껈⒀ §껈§⒀⒀홀ᵴᵴ ᵴ §⒀껈§⒀§
귔 䣘兠 §兠 § § 兠兠ꦴ § ᵴ§홀ᵴ 兠 §兠 §溄⒀홀홀⒀ᵴ⒀§ᵴ§⒀ö§×nĀĀĴÝö§ ᵴ§ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ §홀ᵴ§䣘兠 껈⒀ 껈§
⒀ᵴ§ ᵴ §귔껈ᵴ § § ᵴ§EddyUH_Flux calculation§홀兠 귔ᵴ§ §兠 ᵴ§兠§ᵴ 兠홀§ ᵴ§껈ᵴ䣘⒀§䣘兠ᵴ䣘兠 §
兠§ ᵴ§  ⒀§ 귔 §⒀귔ᵴ껈ö
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ð
ð
ð

EddyUH_ Time lag optimizer 䣘兠 ⒀ 껈§껈ᵴᵴ⒀§껈⒀껈䣘⒀§⒀ §껈귔⒀§兠兠껈§兠§兠홀 ᵴ§ ᵴ§홀ᵴ§⒀§
ꦴ 兠ꦴ껈î§ꦴ 䣘 §ꦴᵴᵴ§귔껈ᵴ § § ᵴ EddyUH_Preprocessor ⒀ §兠§⒀ ⒀ᵴ§ ᵴ§ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ §⒀귔ᵴ껈§兠 §
 ᵴ§홀ᵴ§⒀§×ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘⒀ꏠ§ 兠§䣘兠껈ᵴ §⒀ §ŶŪ§껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀껈Ýö§§
EddyUH_Spectral analysis 껈§⒀§兠ꦴᵴ 귔§홀兠 귔ᵴ§⒀兠ꦴ § ᵴ§귔껈ᵴ§兠§ᵴ 兠홀§兠ᵴ§⒀ ⒀ꏠ껈껈î§兠§
⒀⒀홀ᵴᵴ ᵴ§ᵴ홀䣘⒀§껈ᵴ䣘⒀ú䣘兠ð껈ᵴ䣘⒀§홀兠 ᵴ껈§ᵴᵴ⒀ § 兠§ ᵴ§⒀䣘귔⒀§껈ᵴî§兠§䣘⒀䣘귔⒀ᵴ§귔귔ᵴ §
⒀⒀홀ᵴᵴ껈§屔ᵴ§ ᵴ§ ᵴ⒀§홀ᵴ§껈䣘⒀ᵴ§兠 §귔귔ᵴ 䣘ᵴ§⒀ § ᵴ§ 껈껈⒀兠 §兠 §귔귔ᵴ §屔 ᵴ䣘§ᵴ ᵴꏠö §
EddyUH_Flux calculation 껈§ ᵴ§홀兠 귔ᵴ§ 兠§䣘⒀䣘귔⒀ § ᵴ§  ⒀§䣘兠ᵴ䣘ᵴ § 귔 ᵴ껈ö§䱴§귔껈ᵴ껈§ ᵴ§
兠귔귔껈§⒀ § ᵴ§ 兠홀⒀兠 § 兠홀§⒀§ ᵴ§兠 ᵴ§홀兠 귔ᵴ껈§⒀ §ᵴ 兠홀껈§ᵴ홀⒀  §ᵴᵴ⒀ §
䣘兠ᵴ䣘兠 껈§兠§ ᵴ§ 귔 ᵴ껈ö§Ş §⒀귔兠홀⒀䣘§⒀ §껈귔⒀§昼귔⒀ꏠ§껈䣘ᵴᵴ  §兠 § ᵴ§ 귔 ᵴ껈§껈§⒀껈兠§ᵴ 兠홀ᵴ §
⒀§ 껈§껈⒀ᵴö§ 兠§ᵴ⒀䣘 §兠䣘ᵴ껈껈ᵴ §홀兠  î§ ᵴ§兠귔귔껈§⒀ᵴ§ ᵴ §껈⒀ᵴ § §ꦴ兠§⒀껈䣘§ ᵴ껈î§兠 ᵴ§䣘兠 ⒀  §
 ᵴ§ 귔§ ⒀⒀껈ᵴ§× 兠§兠 ꏠ§ ᵴ§䣘兠ᵴ䣘ᵴ § 귔 ᵴ껈Ýî§⒀ §⒀ 兠 ᵴ§兠 ᵴ§ ⒀ §⒀§귔껈ᵴ§ ᵴ  ᵴ § 兠홀⒀ö§

§
§
§

§

§

귔ᵴ§Ćö§ ᵴ§홀⒀ § ᵴ ⒀䣘ᵴ§兠 §Ŷ ꏠ⏤ö§
§
§
§
§
Ş§껈귔껈⒀ ⒀§⒀홀兠귔 §兠 § 껈귔홀ᵴ 껈§×껈兠 䣘§⒀ ᵴ홀兠홀ᵴᵴ껈§⒀ §⒀껈§⒀ ⒀ꏠ ᵴ껈Ý§⒀ᵴ§껈귔兠ᵴ î§⒀ §
껈⒀ ⒀  ᵴ §兠䣘ᵴ 귔ᵴ껈§⒀ᵴ§ 귔ꏠ§홀ᵴ홀ᵴ ᵴ § §Ŷ ꏠ⏤ö§䱴 §兠 ᵴ§兠§⒀ ⒀ 䣘ᵴ§홀ᵴ 兠 䣘⒀§껈껈귔ᵴ껈§
䣘兠 䣘ᵴ  §ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘⒀ꏠ§ŪĖ§⒀ §nﾘ§ 귔 ᵴ껈î§홀兠껈§귔 ⒀ᵴ §䣘兠ᵴ䣘兠 껈§⒀ §홀ᵴ 兠 껈§ 兠§ŶŪ§ 귔 §ᵴ껈홀⒀ᵴ껈§
兠§ ᵴ껈ᵴ§⒀껈ᵴ껈§ ⒀ᵴ§ᵴᵴ §⒀껈兠§ 䣘귔 ᵴ ö§ ᵴ§홀⒀ § ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ껈§兠 §Ŷ ꏠ⏤§⒀ᵴ§껈귔홀홀⒀ ᵴ § § ⒀ᵴ§Ćö§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
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§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

⒀ꦴ§ ⒀⒀§ ᵴ껈§×⒀껈䣘§
兠§ ⒀ꏠÝ§

Ŷ

ꏠ⏤§兠ᵴ䣘ð
诀ᵴ귔§ ᵴ껈§

EddyUH: Preprocessor

溄ᵴᵴ兠§ ᵴ껈§

溄⒀ §껈⒀껈䣘껈§兠 §
⒀ꦴ§ ⒀⒀§§

诀ᵴ䣘⒀§⒀ §Ū兠ð껈ᵴ䣘⒀§
兠§ᵴ⒀䣘 §⒀ꦴ§ ᵴ§

Ŷ껈홀⒀ᵴ §§
홀ᵴ§⒀껈§

ŶŪ§ ⒀⒀§昼귔⒀ꏠ§
껈⒀껈䣘껈§

EddyUH: High frequency
spectral transfer function

estimator

EddyUH: Time Lag
Optimizer

EddyUH: Spectral analysis

EddyUH: Flux Calculation

⏤껈ᵴ§ ᵴ  ᵴ § 兠홀⒀§
兠귔귔§ ⒀⒀껈ᵴ§×⒀껈䣘§ ᵴ껈Ý§

귔§兠귔귔§ ⒀⒀껈ᵴ§
×⒀껈䣘§ ᵴ껈Ý§

귔ᵴ§nö§ 兠ꦴ§䣘 ⒀§兠 §Ŷ ꏠ⏤ö§
§
§
§
§
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§
§
§
诀귔兠ᵴ § 껈귔홀ᵴ 껈 §
诀兠 䣘§⒀ ᵴ홀兠홀ᵴᵴ껈§
䔄⒀껈§⒀ ⒀ꏠ ᵴ껈§

䱴홀ᵴ홀ᵴ ᵴ §
홀ᵴ 兠 껈ú䣘兠ᵴ䣘兠 껈§
⒀ꦴ§ ⒀⒀§ᵴᵴ§

§
䔄ð nî§䔄ð Đî§䔄ð诀î§Ū⒀홀ᵴ§Ū诀Ş Đî§溄ᵴᵴ屔ð⏤诀ŞðĆ§
䣘兠ðĢnĢn§×Ūﾘnî§nﾘÝî§䣘兠ðĨĀĀĀ§×Ūﾘnî§nﾘÝî§§
䣘兠ðĨĜĀĀ§×Ūﾘnî§nﾘÝî§䣘兠ðĨnĀĀ§×Ūﾘnî§nﾘÝî§
䣘兠ðĨĨĀĀ§×ŪĖÝî§Ū⒀홀ᵴ§ 䔄ŞĆĀĀ§×ŪĖî§nﾘÝî§§
兠껈§䔄⒀兠껈§ð 溄Ş§×ŪĖÝî§䣘⒀兠§䔄nĐĀĆðf§×ŪĖî§Ūﾘnî§nﾘÝî§§
Şᵴ兠 ꏠ ᵴ§ࡴŪŞ诀§×nﾘî§Ūﾘnî§nﾘî§ŪĖÝ§§
§

⏤ 껈§䣘兠 ᵴ껈兠 §⒀ §Ū⒀⒀兠 §诀屔ᵴ§ ᵴᵴ䣘兠 §Ū兠껈껈ð
ꦴ §䣘兠ᵴ䣘兠 §×귔§ᵴ§⒀öî§nĀĀĆÝ§Ű귔兠 §䣘兠ᵴ䣘兠 §兠 §
ꏠ§兠 §Ş ᵴ§兠 §⒀⒀䣘屔§䣘兠ᵴ䣘兠 §×⒀屔⒀§ᵴ§⒀öî§nĀĀĢÝ§
Ť兠䣘屔§⒀ᵴ⒀ î§ ᵴ⒀§ ᵴᵴ  §⒀ §⒀귔兠ᵴᵴ껈껈ᵴ§
귔  §홀ᵴ⒀ § ᵴ§ 홀ᵴ§⒀§ᵴ껈홀⒀兠 §
Ū兠兠  ⒀ᵴ§兠⒀兠 §兠 §껈兠 䣘§ ⒀ ⒀§ §×孌䣘 ⒀屔§ᵴ§⒀öî§nĀĀĆÝ§诀ᵴ⒀홀ꦴ껈ᵴ§兠⒀兠 §×ĆŰî§nŰ§
ꦴ §䣘兠홀兠 ᵴ 껈§
兠§ĐŰÝ§⒀䣘䣘兠  §兠§溄䣘溄ᵴ §×ĆĴĮĮÝ§
ࡴ귔⒀ꏠ§껈⒀껈䣘껈§
诀屔ᵴꦴ ᵴ껈껈î§屔귔兠껈껈î§ 귔 § 兠 ð껈⒀兠 ⒀ꏠî§⒀ 兠홀§ 귔 §ᵴ兠î§
귔 § ᵴ홀ᵴ 䣘ꏠ§× 兠屔ᵴ §⒀ §孌䣘 귔⒀î§ĆĴĴĢ§䣘屔ᵴ껈§⒀ §
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosol particles exist everywhere in the atmosphere, they are diverse and complex, and they are in a
constant movement and interaction with their surroundings. Aerosol particle sizes range from
nanometer sized molecular clusters up to approximately 100 m cloud droplets. Aerosol particles
have global effects on Earth’s climate and regional effects on air quality. The main characterizing
parameters of atmospheric particles are their size, concentration, and composition. Secondary new
particle formation (NPF) increases the total particle concentration and decreases the median particle
size. Under favorable conditions, nucleated particles grow into sizes in which they are able to act as
cloud condensation nuclei.
From a physical point of view, two very different particle types can be distinguished: charged (air ions
or ion clusters) and neutral particles. The existence of atmospheric ion clusters as small as 0.5-1 nm in
diameter has been known for decades, and measurements with ion spectrometers, such as the Air Ion
Spectrometer (AIS, Mirme et al., 2007) and Balanced Scanning Mobility Analyzer (BSMA, Tammet
et al., 2006), have demonstrated that such clusters are present practically all the time (Hirsikko et al.,
2011). The production rates of ion clusters are, however, generally too low to explain the observed
particle formation rate (Hirsikko et al., 2011). In view of the insufficient numbers of ion clusters, the
key to understanding the atmospheric NPF is clearly the presence of neutral clusters. Direct
measurement at the size range where the nucleation occurs infers the possible mechanism for NPF
(relative contribution of ions or neutral particles to total particle formation).
METHODS
Ion spectrometers were used to measure the mobility distributions of charged aerosol particles and
clusters down to molecular sizes. Atmospheric nucleation and cluster activation takes place in the
mobility diameter range of 1.5–2 nm (Nieminen et al., 2009). Therefore, ion spectrometers allow
direct measurements exactly at the size where atmospheric nucleation occurs. In addition to
characterizing the spatial and temporal variability of the nucleation events, this enables the
investigation of several parameters relevant to nucleation events, including the particle formation and
growth rates. Understanding the temporal variation of the NPF phenomenon and quantifying its effect
on the climate and air quality requires both intensive field campaigns and long-term, continuous field
measurements.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Although a large number of observations have shown that atmospheric NPF takes place frequently in
the continental boundary layer, the role of ions in this process is not well quantified. Therefore, ion
spectrometers have been measuring in many different locations for example in continuous
measurements in Hyytiälä, Finland (Manninen et al., 2009), and in EUCAARI (European Integrated
project on Aerosol Cloud Climate and Air Quality interactions) campaign one-year-long time series
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12 continental measurement sites (Manninen et al., 2010). The data set presented by Manninen
et al. (2010) is unique. To date, the EUCAARI ion spectrometer measurements are the most
comprehensive effort to experimentally characterize nucleation and growth of atmospheric clusters
and particles at ground-based observation sites on a continental scale. The twelve field sites represent
a wide variety of environments, such as marine, coastal, remote continental, suburban, rural and
mountainous regions. The field sites are located at different altitudes ranging from sea level to several
thousands of meters above sea level. NPF was observed to occur at all the sites and the observations
were used as indicators of the particle formation mechanisms. Particle formation rates and sizedependent growth rates were examined to obtain information on NPF and subsequent growth.
The recently developed Neutral cluster and Air Ion Spectrometer (NAIS, Kulmala et al., 2007;
Manninen et al, 2010) can be reliably used to measure ions and neutral species near the sizes where
atmospheric particle formation begins. The main purposes of the NAIS are to: (1) charge particles
efficiently in sub-3 nm size range, (2) detect the fraction concentration of charged particles down to
10 cm-3 in air, (3) measure with a high enough time resolution that enables the detection of rapid
changes in size spectra during particle formation bursts, and (4) cover the whole size range from
cluster molecules up to 42 nm, which approaches the climatically relevant sizes where the particles
act as cloud condensation nuclei. In the case of parallel ion and neutral cluster measurements, also the
contribution of ions to the NPF can be investigated.
One of the key problems in elucidating the atmospheric nucleation is the importance of ion-induced
nucleation. As a solution, simultaneous measurement of the concentrations of charged and neutral
nanoparticles is a viable method to detect it. Based on our study, neutral particle formation seems to
dominate over ion-induced and ion-mediated nucleation, at least in the continental boundary layer.
The results obtained from the NAIS particle and ion measurements agree well with separate
independent measurements performed with other electrical mobility spectrometer (Gagné et al., 2011)
and condensation based (Lehtipalo et al., 2009) techniques. The formation rates of charged particles at
2 nm accounted for 1-30 of the respective total particle formation rates. As a significan new result,
we found out that the total particle formation rate varied much more between the different sites than
the formation rate of charged particles (Manninen et al., 2010).
In order to understand the role of atmospheric aerosol particles in the climate change and radiative
forcing and feedbacks related to it, long-term measurements are crucially needed. Continuous time
series are essential to understanding difference between seasonal and long-term interannual
variability. As an example, continuous (particle and) ion number size distribution measurements at
SMEAR II in Hyytiälä since (1997 and) 2003 can be seen as a good starting point towards the right
direction. The instrumental developments described here, observing neutral clusters about a
nanometer smaller than any earlier measurement technique, offer a chance to test the existing
nucleation theories against real atmospheric data. By conducting measurements similar to those
reported here in a few carefully-selected locations, it should be possible to develop simple yet
sufficiently accurate nucleation parameterizations for large-scale modeling (Paasonen et al., 2010;
Nieminen et al., 2011).
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosols are derived from particles emitted directly into the atmosphere (primary
emissions) or from formation of new particles through nucleation from precursor gases. Aerosols
interact with climate directly by scattering and absorbing sunlight, and indirectly by acting as cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN). Increased CCN concentrations leads to enhanced reflectivity of warm
clouds, which results in negative climate forcing. Industrialization has resulted in large increases in
both primary aerosol and aerosol precursor gas emissions around the globe. However, these increases
have not been uniform around the globe, nor have they taken place as a smooth function of time.
Therefore, changes in aerosol-related climate forcings are spatially and temporally inhomogeneous,
and importantly, their forcing trends differ from much smoother (and positive) forcing trends of
greenhouse gases.
Here we investigate the trends in CCN concentrations from early indutrialization (1850) close to
modern day (2000) in global and regional (continental-wide) levels. In our study we use a global
aerosol model GLOMAP (Spracklen et al., 2005) paired with latest historical emission inventories.
METHODS
We use a glomal microphysics model GLOMAP to simulate the CCN concentrations in years 1850,
1910, 1930, 1950, 1970, 1980, 1990, and 2000. GLOMAP is an extension to a 3-D offline chemical
transport model TOMCAT (Chipperfield, 2006), and has a horizontal resolution of 2.8 x 2.8 deg
with 31 vertical levels between the surface and 10 hPa. The model meteorology is obtained from
ECMWF analysis for the year 2000. Same meteorology is used for all years. Aerosol is modelled
using two different sectional distributions with 20 size bins spanning from 3nm to 25 µm, and
consists of sulfate (SU), sea salt (SS), elemental carbon (EC), and organic carbon (OC). One of
the distributions is hydrophobic containing freshly emitted EC and OC, and the other distribution
is hydrophilic and contains SU, SS, and aged EC and OC. The condensing vapors include sulfuric
acid and secondary organics that is derived from first stage oxidation products of monoterpenes
(Guenther et al., 1995) with the assumed yield of 13 %. Secondary organics emissions are assumed
to be the same for all years. Historical EC and OC emissions from anthropogenic combustion are
obtained from the emission inventory of Bond et al. (2007) and are further divided into fossil fuel
and biofuel components using the inventory of Fernandes et al. (2007). Historical anthropogenic
sulfur emissions are obtained from the inventory of Smith et al. (2004), with 2.5% of sulphur
emitted as primary sulfate and the remaining sulphur as geseous SO2 . Historical wildfire emissions
are obtained from the inventory of (Dentener et al., 2006) for years 1750 and 2000, and are taken
as the population weighted average for the studied years. Other emission including constantly
erupting volcanoes, SS, and marine dimethylsulfide (DMS) are assumed to be the same for all
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years. Volcanic emissions obtained from AeroCom emission inventory (Dentener et al., 2006). For
SS emissions we follow the scheme of Gong (2003), and for DMS we use the scheme of Kettle et al.
(1999).
Aerosol is produced by the combination of primary particle emissions and atmospheric nucleation.
For nucleation we use a combination of homogeneous H2SO4-H2O scheme by Kulmala et al. (1998)
(mainly taking place in the upper free troposphere) and activation nucleation in the boundary
layer (Kulmala et al., 2006), where the the proportionality constant A = 2 · 106 cm−3 is used. CCN
concentrations are calculated using the method presented by Petters and Kreidenweis (2007) for
a constant supersaturation of 0.2%, typical for warm stratocumulus clouds considered to be most
susceptible for changes in their albedo.
CONCLUSIONS
According to our calculations shown in Figure 1, industrialization has resulted the global CCN
concentrations to roughly double. However, changes have been larger over continental regions,
while marine regions are also effected due to shipping and long range transport of aerosols.
The changes in CCN concentrations result from the combined changes in anthropogenic sulfur and
particulate organic emissions. Global anthropogenic sulfur emissions grew strongly from the start
of industrialization until late 1970’s, but have declined since (Smith et al., 2004). On the other
hand, global particulate organic emissions have continued to climb (Bond et al., 2007). According
to our study, the combined effect has been the rise in global CCN concentrations until 1980, after
which they have stayed nearly constant.
Regional trends in changes have been strongest over continental Europe, where early industrialization tripled CCN concentrations from 1850 to 1910. European CCN concentrations peaked in
1970-1980, but have since declined strongly due to reductions in European sulfur emissions. On
the other hand, CCN concentrations over South-East Asia have continued to rise strongly in recent
decades.

Figure 1: Calculated global and regional trends in CCN at 0.2% supersaturation due to changes in
anthropogenic emissions.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the largest uncertainties in the estimation of the Earth’s radiation budget is caused by incomplete
understanding of aerosol induced cooling effect (IPCC, 2007). Numerous properties of aerosol population
such as the size distribution, number concentration, and chemical composition affect the interactions of
aerosols and radiation. In addition to aerosol properties, knowledge of particle origin and transport are
essential for gaining a better understanding of aerosol’s impact on atmospheric processes. Aerosol
vertical flux measurements can give new information about spatial and temporal evolution of the aerosol
population. Using flux measurement data, not only the location and strength of aerosol sinks and sources
can be investigated, but the analysis can be extended to, e.g., estimation of particle deposition velocities.
METHODS
The eddy covariance method provides a direct method to estimate vertical aerosol fluxes. Early
aerosol flux measurements were aimed at studying total particle number fluxes and it was not until recent
years that size resolved particle flux measurements gained attention and real instruments that
accomplished this were tested. A major problem prohibiting the use of size resolved particle flux
techniques has been absence of suitable instrumentation that must be applied. Size resolved aerosol eddy
covariance measurements involve high speed sampling of 3D wind components as well as particle number
size distribution information. While high sampling frequency 3D anemometers have been at disposal for
decades, the high speed particle sizing instruments have been brought to market just few years ago.
Several methods have been developed to overcome the demand for high frequency particle sizing.
Methods like Relaxed Eddy Accumulation and Disjunct Eddy Covariance use special particle sampling
strategy to capture high frequency signal information with slow response instrumentation. We
demonstrate the direct use of FMPS (Fast Mobility Particle Sizer) for vertical size resolved aerosol flux
measurements. While maximum sampling frequency of FMPS is 1 Hz it closes the gap between
commonly used 10 Hz sampling frequency of eddy covariance systems and 0.01 Hz which is typical
sampling frequency of DMPS systems. In order to find which part of particle size data signal was lost
due to 1 Hz sampling we used fast response particle counter (TSI 3010) in parallel to DMPS to monitor
total particle number vertical flux.
We report field measurements of size resolved aerosol flux at two sites in central Finland: Puijo
Tower (fall 2008, Kuopio, Finland) and Hyytiälä (summer 2009, Juupajoki, Finland) . We found that
direct sampling with FMPS can provide a decent approximation to the total frequency spectra of size
resolved particle flux signal when the measurement site location and meteorological conditions are
suitable for EC measurements (Figure 1). In addition, by using a fast response particle counter in parallel
with the FMPS it is possible to estimate the lost portion of signal due to 1 Hz sampling.
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Figure 2. Example of FMPS induced flux (red) vs. CPC induced particle vertical flux.

CONCLUSIONS

FMPS induced vertical aerosol particle flux provides an alternative method for size resolved flux
measurements. The use of FMPS simplifies sampling systems compared to e.g. REA or DEC and if used
with CPC total particle flux measurements for reference signal, high frequency signal losses can be
estimated accordingly to the reference signal.
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INTRODUCTION

Sulphuric acid has been shown to be involved in nucleation (Kulmala et al., 2004; Kerminen et al., 2010;)
and growth of newly formed particles (Laaksonen et al., 2008) and the number concentration of freshly
nucleated particles is found to have a strong dependency on sulphuric acid levels (Weber, et al. 1997,
Kuang et al., 2008). The problem is that gas phase sulphuric acid concentration is difficult to measure and
in many measurement sites no H2SO4 data are available. A technique for measuring the gas-phase sulfuric
acid concentration even down to about 104 molec cm&3 has already been available for more than a decade
(Eisele and Tanner, 1993; Berresheim et al., 2000; Sorokin and Arnold, 2007) but the Chemical Ionization
Mass Spectrometer (CIMS) devices, used in the measurements, have been quite rare. In addition there are
differences between the CIMS devises in use, which causes variation to results of measurements.
Several studies have provided evidence that high SO2 and radiation levels give a significant contribution to
particle formation (Mikkonen et al., 2006; Petäjä et al., 2009) and growth (Boy et al., 2005; Mikkonen et
al., 2011) most probably due to their effect on the concentration of H2SO4. Hamed et al. (2010) provided
evidence that lowered SO2 concentrations reduced new particle formation (NPF) events in Melpitz,
Germany. In addition, Jaatinen et al. (2009) found out that in polluted areas SO2 concentration is higher on
days when NPF occurs. This is most probably due to the fact that SO2 is the main precursor of gaseous
sulphuric acid. On the other hand in a clean environment, Hyytiälä, Finland, SO2 concentration was lower
in days when new particle formation occurred. In Hyytiälä NPF appears to take place usually when
condensation sink is low, i.e. when air is clean.
The purpose of this study is to analyze data from six different measurement sites and find an applicable
proxy for sulphuric acid concentration, thus expand the study made by Petäjä et al. (2009). Robustness of
the analysis results will be tested for different datasets in order to find a proxy which can be used in
further studies in places where direct H2SO4 measurements have not been made.
METHODS
In total seven datasets, consisting of six campaign datasets and one long term dataset, were analyzed for
this study (Table 1). Chemical ionization mass spectrometer was used to measure the gas-phase sulfuric
acid concentration in six measurement campaigns and in one long term measurement. The campaign
datasets were measured in Hyytiälä, Finland, in San Pietro Capofiume (SPC), Italy, in Melpitz, Germany,
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n Atlanta, USA, and in Niwot Ridge (NWR), USA. The long term data were measured in
Hohenpeissenberg, Germany (Birmili et al., 2003).
Table 1. Measurement places and times of the campaigns
Measurement site
Measurement time
17.3. – 13.4. 2003
Hyytiälä, Finland
24.3. – 28.6. 2007
San Pietro Capofiume (SPC), Italy
21.6. – 16.7.2009
Melpitz, Germany
30.4. – 31.5.2008
Niwot Ridge (NWR), USA
24.6. – 15.7.2007
Atlanta, USA
30.7. – 31.8.2002
Hohenpeissenberg (HPB), Germany 1.4.1998 – 31.7.2000

Coordinates
61_510 N, 24_170 E, 181m a.s.l.
44_390 N, 11_370 E, 11m a.s.l.
51_320 N, 12_540 E, 87m a.s.l.
40_62 N, 105_50 W, >3000 m a.s.l.
33_74 N, 84_38 W, 275 m a.s.l.
47_480 N, 11_00 E, 985m a.s.l.

The main source of sulphuric acid in the atmosphere is the reaction chain induced by SO 2 and OH radical
whereas its main sink is condensation to aerosol particles. A proxy for sulphuric acid concentration is
based on a production mechanism that is described by the net reaction SO2 HsH2SO4 O2, and a
deposition-based loss mechanism that is described by a first order rate constant,
, also known as the
condensation sink. Integrating the differential equation for sulphuric acid concentration
[ ✷ 4]
©[
] © [ ✷ ] [ ✷ 4] © ,
where is temperature dependent reaction constant, gives the sulphuric acid concentration at given time.
To simplify the problem, it can be assumed that the H2SO4 production is in steady-state, which leads to
proxy function given by
[ ✷ 4 © [ ] © [ ✷] © -1.
OH radical concentration is suggested to be strongly correlated with the intensity of ultraviolet radiation
(Rohrer and Berresheim, 2006) despite the complex OH chemistry in the atmosphere. UV radiation is
highly correlated with global radiation so due to UV-data availability issues we use the measurements of
global radiation as a proxy for OH.
RESULTS
First we made tests with a linear fitting procedure in order to test different proxy functions L1-L5,
introduced in Table 2. In all proxies is a constant, calculated from the data, is temperature depended
is global radiation in
reaction constant, [ ✷ 4] is sulphuric acid concentration in molec cm-3,
W m-2, [ ✷] is sulphur dioxide concentration in molec cm-3 and
is the condensation sink in s-1. All
higher than 10 W
observations are 10 minute averages of the variables and only data points with
m-2 and [ ✷] higher than 0.1 ppb were used in the analysis.
Table 2. Proxy functions for fitting procedures.
Proxy Equation
Proxy
L1
© ©
© [ ✷] © ✲✶
N1
L2
© ©
© [ ✷]
N2
✵✳
L3
© ©
© [ ✷]
N3
✲✶
L4
© ©
© [ ✷] ©
N4
✲✶
L5
© ©
© [ ✷] © ( ©
N5

Equation
a © k © Radiationb © [SO2]c © CSd
a © k © Radiationb © [SO2]c
a © k © Radiationb © [SO2]c © RHe
a © k © Radiationb © [SO2]c © CSd © RHe
a © k © Radiationb © [SO2]c © (CS© RH)f

In theory the Proxy L1 should give the best results but it is outperformed by another proxy in every dataset
except Hohenpeissenberg. In SPC, Melpitz and both Hyytiälä data the best linear proxy was L3, with
© [ ✷]✵✳ , where correlation between the observed [ ✷ 4] and predicted values given by the
proxy were 0.88, 0.82, 0.74 and 0.86, respectively. The square root dependence of [ ✷] suggests that it
acts also as an indicator for pollution i.e. the sinks of sulphuric acid. This is supported by the result that in
Atlanta high
NWR, where the air is the cleanest, the power of [ ✷] in the best proxy is 1 (
relative humidity in mornings may affect the sulphuric acid concentrations and it has to be taken account
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n the proxy. The best prediction was gained with Proxy L5 (
t also Proxy L3 performed well
(
.80). Note that Proxy L4 outperformed Proxy L1 in Melpitz, Hyytiälä, NWR and Atlanta, which
suggests that in these data
might be better indicator for removal process of [ ✷ ✹] than .
Proxy L3 giving the best approximation in linear type fitting suggests that the steady state assumption is
possibly somewhat unrealistic in atmospheric conditions and thus the linear fitting procedure may not be
optimal for proxy construction. In order to find the optimal parameterization for the proxy, a nonlinear
least squares fitting procedure was applied to all datasets, with fit functions N1-N5 given by Table 2. In
these proxies a, b, c, d, e and f are parameters fitted from the data and k is temperature depended reaction
constant.
If the steady state applies without any additional chemistry, then in Proxy N1 b and c should be unity and
d should be -1, and as seen from results of Proxy L1 in some cases it turns out to be an adequate
approximation. However, the fitting procedure results show that the powers vary a lot for the best
predictive models and that they are quite far from the theoretical values; for Proxy N1 the powers b, c and
d vary in ranges 0.17–1.41, 0.48–0.88 and -0.58–0.41, respectively.
Performance of the proxies varies slightly between the sites. Best correlations between observed and
predicted sulphuric acid concentrations (R>0.9) were found with Proxy N4 in SPC and in Atlanta where
the air is most polluted whereas the lowest correlations in general in campaign datasets was found in
NWR which is the cleanest of the sites. Long term data from Hohenpeissenberg is the most difficult to
predict due to seasonal variation of meteorological parameters and opposite seasonal variation of [H✳SO4]
and [SO✳]: sulphuric acid concentration is at its highest in the summer, when solar radiation is at its
highest, but SO2 concentration is at its highest in winter time. Still, the correlation between observed and
predicted value with proxies N4 and N5 can reach almost 0.7, which can be considered a good result for
dataset this long. In SPC, Melpitz and Hyytiälä 2003 datasets the differences between prediction abilities
of the proxies are negligible, which indicates that in these data Proxy N2 with only Radiation and [SO✳] is
capable to explain most of the variation of the sulphuric acid concentration and no further parameters are
needed.
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INTRODUCTION
The hydroxyl radical (OH) is the most important oxidant in the atmosphere. Understanding both
the sources and sinks of OH is key to assessing the atmosphere’s capacity to oxidise gas phase
organic trace gases and produce secondary organic aerosols (SOA). Currently, researchers believe
that H2 SO4 is taking part in both aerosol formation and growth, and it is therefore highly essential
to predict correct OH concentrations by models, since it is from OH-oxidation of SO2 that H2 SO4
eventually is produced. Wrong H2 SO4 concentrations in models lead to wrong modelled aerosol
parameters, which among other effects, increase uncertainties on climate predictions from aerosols.
While the production term for OH has thought to be reasonably well constrained by radiometer measurements (JO1 D), the sink term (total OH-reactivity) was until recently only indirectly
determined by summing the contributions of all available measured participating compounds.
The application of Laser Induced Fluorescence (LiF) has allowed total OH lifetime and hence total
OH-reactivity (OH-reactivity = 1/ OH lifetime) to be determined directly in campaigns such as
PROPHET 2000 (Di Carlo et al., 2004), INTEX-B (Mao et al., 2009), PMTACS-NY2001 (Ren et
al., 2003) and PRD (Lou et al., 2009). The principle of the LiF instrument is to excite OH on-off in
a low pressure chamber. When the excited OH transits to ground state, it emits fluorescence that
is then detected (Faloona et al., 2004). Measuring the total OH-reactivity using LiF is difficult,
since it requires the rapid measurement of OH at very low concentrations and requires complicated
corrections due to atmospheric NO to be taken into account.
Here we use a dataset acquired using an alternative method, namely the comparative reactivity
approach (Sinha et al., 2008). This technique circumvents the difficult task of measuring OH
radicals directly and instead relies on the accurate measurement of pyrrole at high mixing ratios
(> 15 ppbV) using a Proton Transfer Reaction – Mass Spectrometer (PTR-MS) (Sinha et al., 2010).
Since measurement techniques provide data at a specific point for a limited period, modelling is
needed in order to develop an overall spatial and temporal understanding of the total reactivity
and test the accuracy of chemical parametrizations by comparison with measurements.
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OH-reactivity has previously been calculated in models, albeit with limited chemistry; (Apel et al.,
2010) (including 85 chemical species, and 196 reactions), and from field measurements by adding
the OH-reactivity of the individually measured OH sinks (e.g. NMHCs, CO, CH4 , NOX ) (Lou et
al., 2009; Sinha et al., 2010; Di Carlo et al., 2004).
METHODS
We have modelled the atmospheric OH-reactivity and concentration in a boreal forest and investigated the contributions from atmospheric inorganic species, methane, isoprene, monoterpenes and
other important VOCs. Daily and seasonal variations in the reactivity are also presented, as are
the vertical reactivity profiles until the boundary layer.
We have used SOSA (Model to Simulate the concentrations of Organic vapours and Sulphuric
Acid); a one-dimensional vertical chemistry-transport model (Boy et al., 2011) which includes very
detailed chemistry with chemical reaction equations selected from the Master Chemical Mechanism
(http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM/) and processed using the Kinetic PreProcessor (KPP) (Damian
et al., 2002). In order to ascertain how well we understand the OH initiated photochemical processes, we have compared our calculated OH-reactivity and concentration with measured ambient
data from the two campaigns; HUMPPA-COPEC-10 (Hyytiälä United Measurements of Photochemistry and Particles in Air – Comprehensive Organic Precursor Emission Concentration 2010)
July-August, 2010 and BFORM (Boreal Forest OH Reactivity Measurements) August 2008. Both
campaigns took place in Hyytiälä, SMEAR II station, Southern Finland (61 ◦ N, 24 ◦ E, 180 m
a.s.l.). The forest around the station is dominated by 45-year-old Scots pine, and the canopy
reaches a height of about 18 m. The total atmospheric OH-reactivity was measured using the
Comparative Reactivity Method (Sinha et al., 2008).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Model simulations show that the main contributors to the OH-reactivity is seasonally dependent;
the main contributors in summer are of organic origin whereas in winter they are inorganic compounds. The vertical OH-reactivity has been modelled and compared with directly measured
vertical OH-reactivity at two different heights - one in canopy and one above canopy (in 2008 only
measurements from one height inside the canopy are available). In Figure 1 we present daily averaged measured OH-reactivity for 12-14 m (measured in August 2008), 18 m and 24 m (measured
in July-August, 2010) together with modelled OH-reactivity for 18 m (modelled for July-August,
2010). The daily pattern within the modelled reactivity is not as well pronounced as the measured data. However, a late afternoon peak due to higher isoprene emissions is observed. Also
the modelled accumulated OH-reactivity until the boundary layer peaks in the middle of the day,
which correlates with VOC emissions. As also seen from Figure 1, the modelled OH-reactivity is
highly underestimated. Model simulations for both year 2008 and 2010 only account for ∼ 30 − 50
% of the total measured OH sink, and we believe the reason for missing OH-reactivity (modelled
OH-reactivity subtracted from measured OH-reactivity) is unmeasured unknown BVOCs, and limitations in our knowledge of atmospheric chemistry including uncertainties in rate constants.
The OH concentration has been both measured and modelled and is visualised in Figure 2. Model
simulations seem to predict the measured OH concentration well, but overestimates the OH concentration at noon or early afternoon by up to a factor of 2 on some days, and during night time
underestimate the concentration by up to 3 × 105 molecules/cm3 . Most of the OH concentration
overestimation can be explained by the missing OH-reactivity and uncertainties on the measurements (a factor of 2). However, on certain days, e.g. Julian day 216 and 217, the underestimation
in the modelled OH-reactivity cannot account for the daytime overestimation in the modelled OH
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Figure 1: Daily averaged measured OH-reactivity for 12-14 m (measured in August 2008), 18 m and
24 m (measured in July-August, 2010) together with modelled OH-reactivity for 18 m (modelled
for July-August, 2010).
concentration. On some days (e.g. Julian day 201, 211, and 222) the model underestimates the
measured OH concentration, pointing in the direction of a missing OH source term (Taraborrelli et
al., 2010). One option is that the missing OH source is recycling of OH though isoprene reactions
(Lelieveld et al., 2008). Further, during night time we are lacking a mysterious OH source (during
daytime OH is mainly produced through photolysis of ozone).
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Figure 2: Modelled and measured OH concentration for July-August, 2010.
CONCLUSIONS
Model simulations only account for ∼ 30 − 50 % of the total measured OH sink, and we believe the
reason for missing OH-reactivity (modelled OH-reactivity subtracted from measured OH-reactivity)
is unmeasured unknown BVOCs, and limitations in our knowledge of atmospheric chemistry including uncertainties in rate constants.
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INTRODUCTION

EspeciallyincitiespeopleareexposedtohighconcentrationsofairpollutantsInordertoreducethis
exposureforecastsoftheconcentrationsaredesirableSuchforecastmaybeproducedbytheaidof
statisticalmodelsThereareseveralexamplesofforecastmodelsforgaseouspollutantsandparticlemass
concentrationsbutnotforparticlenumberconcentrationsWehavedevelopedaparametricregression
modelintheframeworksuggestedbyChib 㯀993澤andshowedthatitcanbeusedforforecastingparticle
numberconcentrationsTheforecastsareprovidedasprobabilitydistributions

METHODS

Inadditiontolocalsourcesparticlenumberconcentrationsareaffectedbyweatherconditions Husseinᵴ
⒀26澤Thusastatisticalmodelshouldincludeparametersrelatedtoweatherandsourcesascovariates
predictors澤Asimpleregressionmodelisnotappropriatehoweverbecauseofautocorrelationofthe
concentrationsAutocorrelationisageneralproblemwhendealingwithtimeseriesandasolutiontothis
problemwassuggestedbyChib 㯀993澤Heconsideredamodeloftheform:

ꏠ =  b + e  
e  = 귔 + f㯀e  -㯀 + L + f e  -  

whereꏠissomeobservationattime isavectorofcovariatesattimeβisavectorofparametersf’s
areautoregressiveparameters εistheautocorrelatederrorand귔isanindependentnormallydistributed
errortermwithvarianceσ2Toapplythismodeltoourproblemwehaveset ꏠ = log  澤 whereisthe
numberconcentrationofsomesizefractionForthecovariatevector weused7㯀simplefunctionsof
temperaturewindspeedwinddirectionrelativehumiditytrafficintensityandtimeTheforecasting
procedureisthefollowing:
湔 Useasetoflearningdataandvaguepriorstoobtaintheposteriordistributionoftheparametersβ
f, andσ
湔 Usetheparametersanddatafromthepastweektoobtaindistributionsεfromthepastweek
湔 Thenuseεfromthepastweektheparametersβf, andσandforecastsofweatherandtrafficto
produceforecastsoftheparticlenumberconcentrationsforthecomingdays
TodothisnumericallyweusedaMarkovChainMonteCarlo MCMC澤algorithm Chib㯀993澤toobtain
samplesoftheparametersaccordingtotheposteriordistributionsandMonteCarlointegrationtoproduce
forecasts

WetestedourforecastingmodelbyusingdatafromtheSMEARIIIstationinHelsinkiandtrafficdata
25–28澤Forecastsweremadefortheyears26–28fortwosize湔fractions:ultra湔fineparticles
UFPdiameter<㯀nm澤andaccumulationmode 㯀–95nm澤Wedidnothaveoldweatherandtraffic
forecastsavailablesoweusedtheactualmeasurementsSoweshouldexpectourforecaststobe
somewhatbetterthanwhatcanbeobtainedwiththismodelinarealforecastingsituation
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Figure㯀:Left:Expectedlog 澤comparedtomeasuredlog 澤whereisthenumberconcentrationofultrafine
particlesmeasuredinparticles魔cm3andthenaturallogarithmisusedRight:Probabilityintegraltransform
Forecastedcumulativedistributionfunctionsevaluatedatmeasuredvalues




RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Intheleftsideoffigure㯀wehavecomparedtheexpectedvalue ꏠˆ = Ｔ[㰰 ] withthemeasuredvalueꏠ =
log 澤澤TheUFPforecastsfortheupcomingdayexplain67ofthevarianceoflog 澤atthreehourtime
resolutionandtheforecastsseemtobeslightlybetterforhighthanforlowconcentrationsTocheck
whethertheprobabilisticdescriptionisappropriatewehaveevaluatedtheforecastedcumulative
distributionfunctions atthemeasuredvaluesꏠforalltimeswherebothforecastandmeasurementare
availableIdeallythiswouldprovideasamplefromtheuniformdistribution⏤ 㯀澤Thehistogramin
figure㯀showsthatthedistributionof ꏠ澤deviatesslightlyfromtheuniformdistributionWedonot
considerthisrelativelysmalldeviationproblematichoweverFortheaccumulationmodethe 2issmaller
57澤andthedistributionof ꏠ澤deviateslessfromtheuniformdistribution

WehaveindifferentwaysinvestigatedwhetherthemodeldescriptionisadequateForexamplewehave
checkedthattheerrortermεisautocorrelatedandthat귔isnotTheperformanceoftheMCMCalgorithm
hasalsobeenassessedanditconvergesfastenoughandmixeswellOnaPCouralgorithmrequiresonly
afewminutesforextractinginformationfromthelearningdataandproducingaforecastforafewdays

CONCLUSIONS

Ourmodelforecastsprobabilitydistributionsforsize湔fractionatedparticlenumberconcentrationsThe
probabilisticdescriptionisadequateandforecastscapturealargepartofthevarianceofthe
concentrationsThemodelisflexibleandmaybeimplementedinotherurbanlocations
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PERFORMANCE OF SOME NUCLEATION THEORIES WITH A NON-SHARP
DROPLET-VAPOR INTERFACE
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INTRODUCTION
The classical nucleation theory (CNT) has been the dominant nucleation theory for decades. In
CNT several simplifying assumptions are made, including attributing several properties of the bulk
liquid to the small droplets. Nonetheless, CNT succeeds in providing a qualitative description of
nucleation. Its quantitative predictions are worse, however, and for example experimental nucleation rates can differ from CNT predictions by several orders of magnitude. To remedy this various
alternate theoretical approaches have emerged. Some are specific to nucleation, such as the diffuse
interface theory (DIT) (Gránásy, 1996) and the extended modified liquid drop model - dynamical
nucleation theory (EMLD-DNT) (Reguera and Reiss, 2004a; Reguera and Reiss, 2004b), and some
are more general theories that can also be applied to nucleation, such as density functional theory
(DFT) (Zeng and Oxtoby, 1991) and square gradient theory (SGT) (Cahn and Hilliard, 1958; Cahn
and Hilliard, 1959).
There are differences in the input data needed for the different theories. DIT requires the heat of
evaporation, as well as the same thermophysical quantities as CNT. If the vapor can be considered
ideal EMLD-DNT requires only the same quantities as CNT, but for a non-ideal vapor an equation
of state (EoS) for the vapor is required. SGT requires always an EoS, and DFT needs the exact
molecular interaction potential. What these four theories have in common is that, contrary to
CNT, the vapor-liquid interface is not considered sharp.
Here we have compared the nucleation rate predictions of the aforementioned theories to recent
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of Lennard-Jones (LJ) argon (Horsch et al., 2008; Horsch and
Vrabec, 2009; Napari et al., 2009). We have also compared critical cluster sizes. The simulations
span several different temperatures.
METHODS AND RESULTS
The MD data set is comprised of three recent nucleation studies in LJ vapors, where the actual
nucleation event is observed in a simulation box (so-called direct nucleation simulation). All these
studies consider a LJ potential that is truncated and shifted at 2.5σ, where σ is the LJ length
parameter. Simulated bulk thermodynamic properties for a LJ fluid with 2.5σ cutoff are given
by Vrabec et al. (2006). The comparison between theory and simulation is done consistently: the
theories either use or result in the same values of equilibrium vapor pressure, bulk liquid density and
surface tension as the simulations. Finally, a realistic EoS is needed to account for the nonideality
of the vapor. To be fully consistent in the comparison of the theories, we chose the DFT EoS to
obtain pressure and chemical potential in all our calculations.
Logarithmic nucleation rates as a function of the chemical potential difference between the supersaturated and saturated vapors ∆µ are depicted in Fig. 1 at reduced temperatures T = 0.65 and
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Figure 1: Nucleation rates for a LJ fluid truncated and shifted at 2.5σ as function of the chemical
potential difference between supersaturated and saturated vapors. Shown are results from MD simulations and theoretical calculations. Temperature is given in units of ǫ/kB and chemical potential
in units of ǫ.
T = 0.8. The figure shows the MD nucleation rate data together with nucleation rates from the
different theories, including CNT. We find that EMLD-DNT, DFT and SGT differ from MD results
by less than one order of magnitude. DIT underestimates the MD values by up to two orders of
magnitude, but is still a clear improvement to CNT.
Figure 2 shows the critical cluster sizes according to the theories and simulations at T = 0.65,
T = 0.7, and T = 0.8. The MD critical sizes are calculated from the simulated nucleation rates
using the nucleation theorem. DFT seems to give the best theoretical results, although at T = 0.8
the sizes are overestimated. DFT is closely matched by SGT with only slightly larger sizes. CNT
and especially DIT underestimate the MD sizes and EMLD-DNT, in the range of supersaturations
of these MD data sets, overestimates them.
For a more thorough discussion of the methods and results, see Napari et al. (2010).
CONCLUSIONS
The best results are obtained from DFT, which reproduces both the MD nucleation rates and
critical cluster sizes rather well. DFT is unfortunately usually limited to rather simple fluids. SGT
does not need an interaction potential, and the SGT nucleation rates and cluster sizes are close to
DFT values. However, SGT is quite sensitive to the choice of EoS. DIT somewhat underestimates
the nucleation rate, but it is still much better than CNT when predicting nucleation rates, and it is
easy to use. EMLD-DNT almost equals DFT in predicting nucleation rates, but does not succeed
in predicting cluster sizes at high vapor densities, where EMLD-DNT is also highly dependent on
the EoS. EMLD-DNT is thus at its best when applied to nearly ideal vapors.
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Figure 2: The theoretical and simulated excess number of particles in the critical cluster at T = 0.65,
T = 0.7, and T = 0.8. The MD sizes are based on fitting the nucleation rate data and using the
nucleation theorem.
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INTRODUCTION
Sulphuric acid is known to play a key role in atmospheric nucleation (gas to particle conversion).
Homogeneous nucleation of sulphuric acid and water has been studied for several decades both in
laboratory experiments and field. Only recently the laboratory simulations were able to explain the
, 2010). The attention has shifted lately towards
atmospheric nucleation rates measured in field (Sipilä
a third nucleating species (ammonia, amines) in addition to sulphuric acid and water. This is due to recent
quantum chemical calculations that suggest a third species to thermodynamically stabilize sulphuric acidwater molecular clusters.
METHODS
Flow tube technique was used to study homogeneous nucleation of sulphuric acid and water with and
without the presence of amines. Wide range of concentrations of trimethylamine (TMA) and
a
).
dimethylamine (DMA) were separately used in two different relative humidities (
Sulphuric acid was produced using a thermally controlled one meter long saturator with I.D. of 6 cm
which is filled with pure (
) sulphuric acid. Dry, purified, and particle free air is flown through the
saturator with constant flow rate (0.1 lpm) to saturate the flow with sulphuric acid vapour. The
concentration of sulphuric acid is controlled by the temperature of the saturator. The sulphuric acid
2009) or API-TOF (Junninen
2010).
concentration was measured with CIMS (Petäjä
The concentration of nucleated particles was monitored with Particle Size Magnifier (PSM, Vanhanen
., 2010). The size of the particles was measured with DMPS system (HAUKE DMA, UCPC, TSI model
3025A) in the range of 3 to 200 nm. Five different concentration levels of TMA and DMA were used
(170, 480, 800, 1700 and 3600 ppt) with sulphuric acid concentration range between 105 and 5·107
mol./cm3. The flow tube was operated in several hour cycles with same conditions to ensure the stable
state in flow tube. TMA or DMA concentration was changed only after a full cycle of saturator
temperatures (0-45oC) was done for both RH’s separately.
RESULTS
Figure 1 shows DMPS size distributions (upper panel) and total count (lower panel) data without TMA for
one saturator temperature cycle at RH 30 . Figure 2 shows data from DMPS (upper panel) and PSM
(lower panel) for exactly similar conditions as in figure 1, except the addition of TMA. The sizes of the
particles are similar in both figures before adding TMA. After the addition of TMA the size decreases out
of the DMPS size range and concentration of particles decreases to 1/3 of the original concentration.
Increasing the RH to 50 increases the concentration temporarily but after stable state is achieved
concentration is decreased to about 800 cm-3. Similar behaviour was observed for addition of DMA.
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Figure 1. DMPS data for size distribution (upper panel) and total concentration (lower panel) for one
saturator temperature cycle without TMA.

Figure 2. DMPS and PSM data over one cycle of saturator temperatures at RH 30
(160ppt) was added and RH changed to
.

with lines when TMA

CONCLUSIONS
Results imply that addition of TMA or DMA form thermodynamically stable clusters in sulphuric acid
water system with sizes below the detection limit of the PSM (~1.5 nm) suppressing the condensation of
sulphuric acid to the surface of the particles and preventing the growth to detectable sizes. Such behaviour
(2005) for system containing sulphuric acid and ammonia.
was predicted by Anttila
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INTRODUCTION
The HUMPPA-COPEC campaign was organized between 12th July and 15th August 2010 at the
University of Helsinki Station for Measuring Ecosystem–Atmosphere Relations (SMEAR II) in Hyytiälä,
Finland (see Hari and Kulmala (2005) for a description of the station) as a co-operation between the Max
Planck Institute for Chemistry and University of Helsinki. The aim of the campaign was to obtain a
detailed and comprehensive view of the atmospheric chemistry related to both gas-phase and particulatephase. Comprehensive measurements of aerosols, ions and trace gases allows links between the oxidation
chemistry and the particle size and composition to be established. Related to atmospheric aerosol particle
formation and especially to the growth of newly formed secondary aerosol particles, summer is the most
active time of the year (Dal Maso et al., 2005).
METHODS
Aerosol spectrometers that have been operating continuosly at the SMEAR II station from 2003 onwards
are the Balanced Scanning Mobility Analyzer (BSMA) and Air Ion Spectrometer (AIS) (Tammet, 2006;
Mirme et al., 2007). These spectrometers measure the size distributions of negative and positive air ions
in the mobility diameter range 0.8–8.0 nm (BSMA) and 0.8–40 nm (AIS). During the HUMPPA-COPEC
campaign the recently developed atmospheric pressure interface mass spectrometer APi-TOF (Junninen
et al., 2010) was additionally measuring the chemical composition of the smallest air ions in the mass-tocharge ratio upto 1500 Th, the upper limit corresponding roughly to particle size of 2 nm in mobility
diameter.
RESULTS
During the campaign the average concentration of negative and positive cluster ions smaller than 2 nm
was around 500 cm-3 per polarity according to both the ion spectrometers and APi-TOF. The average
mass spectra of negative ions at daytime and nighttime during the whole campaign are shown in Figure
1. There is a clear difference between these daytime and nighttime spectra. During daytime
photochemistry driven by OH oxidation produces in the atmosphere e.g. sulphuric acid, which due to its
high acidity will take up the negative charges effectively. Indeed, the highest peaks in the daytime
negative ion spectra are de-protonated sulphuric acid monomer (HSO4- at integer mass 97 Th) and dimer
(H2SO4∙HSO4-, 195 Th). Other major daytime species were malonic acid (103 Th), nitric acid dimer (125
Th), and a cluster of malonic acid and nitric acid (166 Th). In the night-time, when the sulphuric acid
production decreases, other masses are seen to peak in the mass spectra. These include very strong peaks
at mass-to-charge ratios 340, 342 and 372 Th, as well as a group of peaks in the range 500 – 600 Th.
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✏igure 1. Average mass spectra of negative ions in the mass-to-charge-ratio 50– 650 Th during daytime
(upper panel) and nighttime (lower panel) of the campaign. The strongest peaks are indicated by their
mass-to-charge ratio.
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INTRODUCTION
Inadvertent climate modification in urban areas leads to increased air temperatures and affects pollution
dispersion through changes in atmospheric stability. The climate modification is caused by altered vertical
energy fluxes which stems from changes in land-use and the release of anthropogenic heat. Furthermore,
urban climates are characterised by greater aerosol particle concentrations and large vertical particle and
CO2 fluxes originating from traffic and other combustion processes. These alterations in fluxes affect
comfort of city dwellers and are a challenge for numerical weather prediction. Our aim is to study surface–
atmosphere interactions through vertical turbulent fluxes at three urban sites during a cold winter. The
study is the first multisite analysis of urban fluxes at such high latitudes.
METHODS
The measurements were conducted at three urban sites in Helsinki from November 2010 to January 2011.
Two of the sites, Fire Station and Hotel Torni, are in the centre of Helsinki and the third site, SMEARIII,
is located four kilometres North-West of the centre (Figure 1). The area around SMEARIII can be divided
into three surface cover sectors (buildings 320–40°, heavy traffic road 40–180° and vegetation 180–320°)
designated according to the dominant surface cover, and the sectors have different roughness
characteristics (Table 1). The Fire Station and Hotel Torni sites, conversely, are both characterized by
rough and impervious urban surface cover in all directions. The mean building heights in a 500 m radius
circle around the two center sites were calculated with 1° steps for 20° windows and the averages are 21.7
m and 23.6 m (Figure 2, Table 1). The displacement heights and roughness lengths were determined
according to MacDonald
(1998) for the same sectors and the urban canopy can be said to be fairly
homogeneous with average displacement heights of 14.4 m and 15.0 m and a standard deviation of 3.2 m
for both sites.
Turbulent fluxes of momentum (k), sensible heat ( ), latent heat ( ), carbon dioxide ( ❝) and particles
( ♣) were measured using the eddy covariance technique at all sites. The setups consisted of a threedimensional sonic anemometer (USA-1, Metek GmbH, Germany) for acquiring the three wind
components and sonic temperature, a water condensation particle counter (TSI-3781, TSI Incorporated,
USA) and infrared gas analyzers (IRGA) for measuring the fluctuations in CO2 and H2O concentrations.
SMEARIII had a closed-path (LI7000, LI-COR, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA) and open-path (LI-7500)
IRGA, Fire Station an enclosed-path (LI-7200) and open-path IRGA, and an enclosed-path IRGA was
used at Hotel Torni. Raw eddy covariance data were logged at 10 Hz for post processing and fluxes were
calculated with 30-minute averaging according to widely accepted calculation procedures (Aubinet
2000). A 2-dimensional coordinate rotation was applied to wind speed data, all data were linearly
detrended and the time lag between wind speed and scalar data was taken into account by maximization of
1980) was done to openthe cross-correlation function. Furthermore, a density correction (Webb
path IRGA data, was corrected for cross-wind effects and sonic heating (Liu
2001) and spectral
corrections were applied to all fluxes. After flux calculations, quality screening was applied to flux values
to ensure an adequate stationarity in the turbulent signal (Foken and Wichura 1996). In addition, flux data
are omitted when wind is from a direction with flow distortion (Figure 1). Flux observations were
continuous for all fluxes besides ♣ for Fire Station (Jul 1st – Oct 27th 2010) and Hotel Torni (Nov 4th 2010
– Jan 31st 2011).
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SMEARIII
Coordinates
Height above sea level (m)
Mast height above ground level (m)
Building height (m)
Displacement height (m)
Roughness length (m)
Flow distortion

Fire Station
60° 09'54.74''N
24° 56'43.37''E
23.0
41.8
21.7 ± 3.6
14.4 ± 3.2
1.2 ± 0.3
90–180°

N
E
29
31
20 ± 2, 0, 0
13, 8, 6
2
0–50°

Hotel Torni
60° 10' 04.09''N
24° 56' 19.28''E
15.2
60.0
23.6 ± 4.7
15.0 ± 3.2
1.4 ± 0.5
85–140°

Table 1. Characteristics of three eddy covariance measurement stations. The building height, displacement height
and roughness lengths are for a circle with a 500 m radius. Standard deviation indicated by ±. Values for SMEAR III
are from Vesala
(2008) and three values corresponding to wind direction sectors (see

Figure 2. The Hotel Torni and Fire Station measurement
stations. Stars indicate the tower location and circles
show the area within 500 m from the tower. Buildings are
marked with gray shading where white corresponds to 50
m and black to 0 m (e.g. roads, sea).

Figure 1. Three eddy covariance measurement stations in
Helsinki: SMEARIII (green), Hotel Torni (blue) and Fire
Station (red). Stars indicate the tower location and circles
show the area within 1 km from the tower. The circle of
SMEARIII is divided to three wind direction sectors,
namely, buildings 320 40°, road 40 180° and vegetation
180 320°. Wind directions with flow distortion are
marked with translucent color. Background picture from
Google Earth.
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CONCLUSIONS
The measurement period is characterized by the arrival of an exceptionally cold winter with half-hour
temperatures ranging from –22.7°C to 14.0 °C. The precipitative sum is 265 mm from whi
came
down as snow. The prevailing wind direction is from NNE, but other wind directions have about the same
occurrence (Figure 4). The momentum flux is about the same for all sites and is governed by synoptic
variation rather than wind direction.
The sensible heat flux shows on average much higher values for the city centre sites compared with
SMEAR III (Figure 3). also stays on average positive during night (40 Wm-2) whereas negative values
are observed for SMEAR III. Stable atmospheric stability ( <0) is observed half of the time at SMEAR
III whereas the occurrence in the city centre is less than 5 . Opposite behaviour is observed for
as
daytime values for SMEAR III exceed the corresponding values for downtown by about 22 Wm -2. The
main reason for the differences in energy flux partitioning is the difference in land usage. The vegetation
cover around SMEAR III favours evapotranspiration whereas downtown the impervious surfaces and
water runoff favour energy transport via sensible heat flux. This can also be seen for mean fluxes as a
function of wind direction for all sites (Figure 4). Largest evapotranspiration for SMEAR III is seen in the
directions of high vegetation cover and the park SSE of Hotel Torni can be seen in both of the downtown
measurements. On the other hand, some of the differences in energy flux partitioning can also stem from
anthropogenic sensible and latent heat release which is large in the road sector of SMEAR III and in all
directions around the centre sites. Especially, the high night-time downtown probably has an
anthropogenic origin.
The carbon dioxide flux is on average twice as high for Hotel Torni (mean±std, 12.5±10.5 mol m-2 s-1)
and Fire Station (10.4±9.2 mol m-2 s-1) compared with SMEARIII (5.2±4.7 mol m-2 s-1) where
anthropogenic sources are weaker. ❝ in the road sector of SMEAR III, on the other hand, is about the
same as the averages downtown (Figure 4). CO2 emissions around Hotel Torni are about the same for all
wind directions whereas higher values for Fire Station are observed when the wind is from NNW. The
diurnal variation shows weakest fluxes around five in the morning and peaks around four in the afternoon
when the highest traffic rates in Helsinki are observed (Figure 3) (Järvi
2009).
The particle flux comparison is made difficult due to the shorter measurement periods at Fire Station and
Hotel Torni. Anyhow, the diurnal pattern of follows that of ✁ and the coefficients of determination are
0.53, 0.61 and 0.53 for SMEAR III, Fire Station and Hotel Torni, respectively. The wind direction
dependency of shows the location of roads more clearly than ✁ (Figure 4) and the average flux is again
highest for Hotel Torni (0.35±0.30 109 m-2 s-1) and about the same for Fire Station (0.15±0.14 109 m-2 s-1)
and SMEAR III (0.13±0.20 109 m-2 s-1).
To conclude, the energy flux partitioning between sensible and latent heat fluxes is largely affected by
changes in land use and by anthropogenic heat release. The changes are so profound that stable
atmospheric stratification is very seldom observed in central Helsinki despite cold winter conditions.
Furthermore, CO2 and particle fluxes in the center of Helsinki correspond to those observed outside the
center over a heavy traffic road. The changes in atmospheric stability and increased particle fluxes affect
pollution and are especially important to investigate in high latitudes with shallow winter-time boundary
layers. Thus, more measurements and numerical studies of flow in an urban boundary layer are needed in
order to increase the comfort of city dwellers and to improve weather prediction.
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Figure 3. Average diurnal courses from Oct 2010 to Jan 2011 for momentum (k), sensible heat ( ), latent heat ( ),
carbon dioxide ( ✁) and particles ( ♣).
and ✁ have measurements with open-path (OP) and closed-path (CP)
analyzers. Shaded areas indicate standard deviations and diurnal courses are shown for all three stations.
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Figure 4. Average fluxes per wind direction from Oct 2010 to Jan 2011 for momentum (k), sensible heat ( ), latent
and ✂ have measurements with open-path (OP) and closed-path
heat ( ), carbon dioxide ( ✂) and particles ( ✄).
(CP) analyzers. Positive values are indicated by circles and negative values by dots. All three sites are included:
SMEAR III (green), Fire Station (red) and Hotel Torni (blue). The wind direction histogram for the measurement
period is also given (lower right); bars indicate relative occurrence ( ) and the wind speed is given in colors (m s -1).
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INTRODUCTION
The global mean temperature has increased and will continue to increase in the 21 st century due to the
increased concentrations of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous
oxide (N2O) in the atmosphere (IPCC, 2007). Understanding about the driving forces of climate change
requires full quantification of the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and sinks by long term and high
precision observations in the atmosphere as well as on the land and ocean surfaces. There are major
research challenges such as 1) what is the regional distribution of GHG fluxes, 2) how does environmental
factors and human intervention impact the exchange of GHG, and 3) how will the sources and sinks of
GHGes change in future.
Integrated Carbon Observation System (ICOS) has received funding by the EU to develop a strategic plan
for constructing a European infrastructure to provide the long-term atmospheric and flux observations
required to understand the present state and predict the future behaviour of the global carbon cycle and
GHG emissions as well as to monitor and assess the effectiveness of carbon sequestration in GHG
emission reduction activities. At the moment, Finland is aiming for ICOS headquarters and Atmospheric
Thematic Centre (ATC) in collaboration with France. The host of the headquarters is suggested to Finland
whereas the host of the ATC would be France.
METHODS
The ICOS-Finland is established by three national partners: University of Helsinki (UH), Finnish
Meteorological Institute (FMI), and University of Eastern Finland (UEF). ICOS-Finland will have
readiness for four atmospheric stations as well as two full and seven associate ecosystem stations for ICOS
(Figure 1). The Finnish sites represent the boreal and sub-arctic Eurasian environments with both eastwest and south-north transitions in eco-climatic features. The Finnish SMEAR (station for measuring
ecosystem-atmosphere relationships) stations, especially the SMEAR II in Hyytiälä is an intensively
equipped world-class observatory operating since 1995. The station is a full ecosystem station and being
upgraded to become also an ICOS atmospheric station. Scots pine forest SMEARI in northern Finland and
urban SMEARIII in Helsinki are associate ecosystem stations. The full measurement sites, level 1 sites,
will measure the full suite of parameters based on the definition by ICOS preparatory work. The level 2
sites and associate sites will be measuring a subset of ICOS core parameters (see ICOS Stakeholder’s
handbook).
Atmosphere measurements include the precise determination of concentrations above the atmospheric
surface layer. The spatial concentration variations measured the network of inter-calibrated towers
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together with the atmospheric transport models enables to estimate sinks and sources on the scale of 100–
1000 km. The Pallas-Sodankylä is the most northern of the four Finnish Atmospheric stations. It has been
operating since 1994. In the Sodankylä observatory, atmospheric concentration measurements will be
upgraded and a calibration gas cylinder filling station is under construction. New atmospheric sites are
under preparation in the northern Baltic proper area (Utö) and in the eastern part of Finland (Koli).

Figure 1: The research stations in Finland that contribute to the European ICOS. Pallas-Sodankylä, SMEARII
Hyytiälä, Utö (Baltic Sea) and Puijo-Koli (SMEARIV) are the Finnish atmospheric stations of which Sodankylä and
SMEARII Hyytiälä are also full ecosystem stations. SMEARI Värriö, SMEARIII Helsinki, Kaamanen, Tammela,
Siikaneva, Lompolojänkkä (Pallas) and Kenttärova (Pallas) are associate ecosystem stations.

In order to interpret the atmospheric concentrations above continents in terms of GHG cycle processes,
additional measurements are needed at the surface. Eddy covariance (EC) techniques allow continuous
monitoring of CO2, H2O and heat fluxes over vegetation canopies. These fluxes, typically calculated on ½
h basis, form the core of ecosystem measurements. The source area (footprint) extends 0.1–1 km away
from the measuring tower. The utilization and interpretation of flux measurements require the
observations of tens of other variables related to meteorology, hydrology, ecophysiology of vegetation and
soil processes. CH4 and N2O can be also measured by EC although this is not yes as routine work as it is
for CO2.
Temporal resolution of a day for eddy flux towers is sufficient to capture the variability in terrestrial
fluxes driven by changing weather patterns (e.g. the effect of frost or drought on forests) and transform
them into operational systems. ICOS network aims at obtaining GHG balances in a high-resolution grid,
ultimately in 10 km resolution. However, terrestrial ecosystem carbon fluxes are so heterogeneous and
variable that it will be impossible to measure fluxes over all kinds of ecosystems continually over Europe
and adjacent regions. The network of micrometeorological flux measurement sites should represent the
most typical ecosystems. Other integrating parameters, such as biomass and soil carbon inventories are
needed to upscale the flux data, in combination with satellite images.
The GHG balance is achieved by combining atmospheric concentration and ecosystem flux observations
in a modelling system. Observations of net ecosystem CO2 balances, using micrometeorological methods,
will constrain simulations of CO2 uptake by photosynthesis and emission by respiration. In addition, we
should have flux observations from ecosystems for which the simulations rely more on observations.
Managed peatlands are such an extensive ecosystem type in Finland. Soil respiration measurements by
chambers will help in segregating soil processes from net ecosystem balance observations.
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The full ecosystem stations, SMEARII in southern Finland and Sodankylä in northern Finland are ready
and running. At some associate ecosystem sites, flux measurements still needs to be developed to reach
ICOS standards. New sensors for ancillary measurements, such as radiation and soil temperature probes,
are added to most sites. A new automated chamber measurement system has been developed for forest
floor vegetation gas exchange (Lohila et al. 2010). At the Pallas node of the Global Atmosphere Watch
site, a new flux site representing the arctic mountain vegetation started in autumn 2010.
One key area for FMI flux studies is northern ecosystems with presently ongoing measurements in two
forest ecosystems on mineral soils (Sodankylä Scots pine forest and Kenttärova spruce forest) and on two
pristine wetlands (northern boreal fen Lompolojänkkä and subarctic fen Kaamanen). Another focus for
FMI is the carbon balance of different ecosystems on organic soils. The northern wetlands and one
southern boreal fen, Siikaneva, that is run in co-operation with the UH serve as a good reference for the
measurements on managed peatlands. Measurements at a nutrient-rich forestry-drained peatland
(Lettosuo) were started in 2009.
Two sites of ICOS-Finland, Puijo atmospheric station and Hyytiälä ecosystem station, are currently
participating in the ICOS demonstration experiment together with selected set of stations around Europe.
The purpose is to evaluate the communications and interactions between the stations and the Thematic
Centers, identify the critical aspect and problems in the data acquisition and data flow, evaluate if it is
possible to acquire the 95% of the data as specified in the project, and to compare the data processed
centrally with the site level version. The demonstration experiment will last till October 2011
CONCLUSIONS
Climate change is one the most challenging problems that humanity will have to cope with in the coming
decades. Long-term coordinated and standardized observations provided by ICOS help reduce the
uncertainties of future projections and predict the future behaviour of the global carbon cycle and GHG
emissions. ICOS will monitor and assess the effectiveness of carbon sequestration and GHG emission
reduction activities on global atmospheric composition levels, including attribution of natural and
anthropogenic sources and sinks by region and sector. ICOS-Finland has the readiness to contribute to the
European research infrastructure with four atmospheric stations, two full and seven associate ecosystem
stations in the boreal and subarctic environments.
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INTRODUCTION
Light is an indispensable requisite in photosynthesis but also a potential source of damage that affects
the photosynthetic machinery and plant physiology.
When light is absorbed by the chlorophylls of the light harvesting complex (LHC), the excitation
energy associated can be transferred to reaction centers to drive photosynthesis, but also been reemitted as chlorophyll fluorescence and released as heat in order to minimize the production of
damaging reactive oxygen species (ROS), that will damage the D1 protein in PSII in a process called
photoinhibition.
Photoinactivated reaction centers require repair (Andersson and Aro, 2001). D1 proteins that have
been damaged must be removed from the PSII and degraded by many proteases (Adam 2001), while
synthesis of new D1 proteins and their assembly into PSII is required to maintain their functionality
and drive photosynthesis.
It is known that the level of photoinhibition can be affected by many environmental conditions and
accelerates at low or high temperature, drought, etc (Mamedov and Styring, 2003). Nevertheless,
there is no model that explains the response of photoinhibition throughout a wide range of
temperature and light treatments.
In this experiment we will analyze the influence of temperature in the recovery after photodamage by
strong light in Scots pine (
L.) shoots using fluorescence measurements.

METHODS
A total of 20 Scots pine shoots acclimated to summer condition (Fv/Fm ,80 ± 0,03; n 0), with
Fv/Fm value close to optimal 0,83 (Krause and Weis, 1991) were dark acclimated in a weather
chamber for 2 hours before photoinhibitory treatment (1500 µmol photons m-2 s-1 actinic light)
throughout a range of temperatures from -5 ºCto 20 ºC.
Fluorescence data was recorded using a monitoring PAM fluorometer (MONI-PAM, Heinz Walz
GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany) and MONI-heads were attached to current year needles in each Scots
pine shoot.
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A saturating pulse (1s, 4000 µmol photons m-2 s-1 actinic light) was initially given and immediately
followed by 7 min of illumination with 1500 µmol photons m-2 s-1 actinic light treatment. After the
light treatment a new saturating pulse was recorded and light source was switched off. Three
saturating pulses were given in the darkness 5, 15 and 30 minutes after light treatment.
Values for F0 and Fm obtained from each saturating pulse served to calculate reaction center (RC) no
photochemical quenching (NPQ) values. The latter values were used to calculate the rate of recovery
(krec) in the darkness and no photochemical quenching (NPQ) building during the photoinhibitory
light treatment, using the equations:
A) RC

(1/F0 – 1/Fm) / (1/ F0 initial – 1/ Fm initial)

(krec RCdam/ RCtot) – (Kpi RCfunc/RCtot), where

B) dRC/dt

krec: Rate of recovery
kpi: Rate of photoinhibition
RCdam:Amount of photoinhibited RC, unable to participate in electron transport
RCfunc:Amount of functional RC, able to participate in electron transport

C) NPQ

(Fm initial/Fm) - 1

D) dNPQ/dt

{( b(1-Q)Soff/Son

b: NPQ

building rate

r: NPQ

relaxing rate

off

) – ( rQSon/Son

off

)}NPQmax, where

Soff: Amount of inactive energy quenching sites
Son: Amount of active energy quenching sites
Q: Amount of functional reaction centers

CONCLUSIONS
Summer-acclimated Scots pines showed a peak in the rate of recovery around 15 ºC (Fig.1),
decreasing towards lower temperatures. The reduction might be linked to a decrease in the speed of
enzymatic processes linked to the synthesis and assembly of the components of PSII in the recovery
from photodamage. At 20 ºC, the reduction in the rate of recovery might be linked to damage and loss
of stability in the molecules and structures of the photochemical machinery.
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Fig.1 Recovery rate (Krec) values throughout a range of temperatures from -5 ºC to 20 ºC in summeracclimated Scots pine shoots after 7 min of light treatment with 1500 µmol photons m-2 s-1 actinic
light . Each value is the average of 4 independent runs and the bars denote standard deviation.
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NPQ building (Fig.2) during the 7 min actinic light treatment with 1500 µmol photons m-2 s-1 showed
the same pattern, reaching a peak around 15 ºC. The low temperatures inhibit the enzymatic deepoxidation reactions, thus decreasing NPQ building values. Interestingly a similar pattern happens at
temperatures higher than 15 ºC.
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Fig.2 NPQ building throughout a range of temperatures from -5 ºC to 20 ºC in summer-acclimated
Scots pine shoots during 7 min of actinic light treatment with 1500 µmol photons m-2 s-1. Each value
is the average of 4 independent runs and the bars denote standard deviation.
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test will be extended to a range of temperatures from -5 to 40 ºC and light treatments from 50- to
1500 µmol photons m-2 s-1 in order to have more detailed information about the effect of temperature
in the photoinhibitory rate, recovery rate and NPQ dynamic in Scots pines.
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INTRODUCTION
Climate change is currently one of the central scientific issues in the world, and the ability to reliably
forecast climate is crucial for making political decisions that affect the lives of billions of people.
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, aerosols remain the dominant uncertainty
in predicting radiative forcing and climate change.
An important fraction of atmospheric aerosols are formed from condensable vapours by gas-to-particle
nucleation, unfortunately, the actual birth mechanism of the particles is still unknown. In atmospheric
conditions these nucleating clusters are small, consisting of only a few or a few tens of molecules. These
clusters are therefore well below present detection limits if they are electrically neutral. Several
theoretical methods have tried to describe those clusters, but probably the most successfully has been
quantum mechanical calculations. The aim of our work is use quantum mechanical calculation to improve
our knowledge about molecular mechanism behind atmospheric nucleation and identify the molecules
responsible of this phenomenon.
METHODS
Our aim is to include in our calculations as large of clusters as possible. But on the other hand, we need as
accurate results as possible. We need to look for the best tools to achieve good accuracy but keeping the
computational cost in a reasonable limit (for example, a very accurate calculation that takes years is not
useful at all). We have tested 7 different methods and compared the results against a high level calculation
for sulfuric acid dimer.

Figure 1. Comparison of different methods. Reference method consists on a combination of high level
methods, including anharmonic corrections and relativistic effects , Multi step 1 correspond to
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BLYP/DZP, multi step 2 correspond to B3LYP/6-31G** and multi step 3 correspond to B3LYP/CBSB7
all three combined with RICC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z single point energy calculation.
The results shows that the multi-step procedure combining B3LYP/CBSB7 geometry and frequencies
calculation with the high level RI-CC2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z single point calculation yield formation free
energies close to the high level calculation for sulfuric acid dimer, and also close to CBS-QB3 results. As
can be seen in the following figure, the computational cost for this combined procedure is by far smaller
than the cost for CBS-QB3 calculations.

Figure 2. CPU times for different methods.

CONCLUSIONS

Using the formation free energies obtained from our calculations we have estimated the evaporation rates
of negatively charged sulfuric clusters containing one base molecule. The results are shown in figures 3
and 4.

Figure 3. Evaporation rate of sulfuric acid (solid line) and ammonia (dashed line) from charged clusters
containing one ammonia molecule.
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Figure 4. Evaporation rate of sulfuric acid (solid line) and DMA (dashed line) from charged clusters
containing one DMA molecule.
The evaporation of sulfuric acid molecule is practically the same independent of the base molecule present
in the cluster. The main difference between ammonia and DMA clusters is that DMA will stay in the
cluster if it contains at least 4 sulfuric acid molecules while ammonia requires one extra acid molecule.
These results can explain recent experimental results (Franchin et al. 2010), where they detected pure
sulfuric acid clusters up to the trimer, DMA containing tetramers and ammonia containing pentamers.
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INTRODUCTION
The particle growth rate is an essential quantity in studying the effect of aerosols on the global climate
change. The particles either formed from vapours in new particle formation process or emitted directly
into atmosphere need to grow to Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) sizes, with diameter of approximately
100 nm, in order to participate in cloud formation. The main component driving the aerosol growth seems
to be the organic vapours (e.g. Riipinen et al, 2011). In this study we use data collected in Hyytiälä,
Finland (Hari and Kulmala, 2005), during years 2007-2010. We determine growth rates for particles with
diameters from below 10 nm to over 100 nm. From this growth rate we calculate the source rate of
condensing vapour and compare it with temperature and measured concentrations of monoterpenes and
isoprene.

METHODS
The particle growth rates (GR) were determined from the particle size distribution data measured with
Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (DMPS). We used a mode fitting method for determining the GR. Up
to 3 modes was fitted for every size distribution. A straight line was fitted into the maxima of these modes
in those parts of the particle size distribution data in which a clear growing mode was seen (see Fig. 1).
The growth rate of the particles was determined from these fitted lines in units nm/ h. Unlike in most of
the previous studies, in which GR is determined during the day and afternoon, we determined GR also
during the nights. The measurements for monoterpene and isoprene concentrations were conducted with
Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometer (PTR-MS).

Figure 1. An example of the growth rate determination. Black circles describe the fitted mode maxima,
and the lines are the growth rates fitted to these maxima.
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The concentration of condensing vapour leading to a growth rate of 1 nm/h (C1nm/h) can be calculated for
particles with varying diameter by using the formula given by Nieminen et al. (2009). With this we
calculated the prevailing concentrations of condensing vapour as
CGR = GR * C1nm/h.
Monoterpenes or isoprene as volatile vapours do not condense on particles, but instead some of their
oxidation products are suggested to be main participants in particle growth (Tunved et al., 2006). Thus, we
approximated a source rate QGR for the condensing vapour and compared that with the measured
monoterpene and isoprene concentrations. By assuming a steady state for the condensing vapour
concentration, the major sink being the condensation sink CS formed by the particle population, the source
rate of the condensing vapour can be written as
QGR = CGR * CS.
CONCLUSIONS
The temperature explains over 25 % of the variation in QGR throughout the year, both during day and night
(Fig. 2), when those data points in which the RH was over 90 % were left out. Under very humid
circumstances the correlation between QGR and T was completely lost and the QGR values were clearly
higher than in dryer data points with same temperature. This might be due to a significant difference in the
initial wet diameter and the observed dry diameter of these particles.

Figure 2. The source rate of condensing vapour as a function of temperature. The correlation coefficient R2
and the p-value describing the probability of coincidental correlation are shown in the figure.

Source rate of condensing vapour QGR is depicted as a function of measured monoterpene (MT) and
isoprene concentrations in Fig. 3. In both figures an increase of two orders of magnitude in measured
vapour concentration causes approximately equal increase in QGR. However, QGR has stronger correlation
with isoprene concentration than with monoterpene concentration. This is partly related to lower [MT]
during the HUMPPA campaign than during the previous years with the corresponding temperatures. This
uplifts the HUMPPA data points in Fig. 3a. Better correlation between QGR and isoprene seems to indicate
that either isoprene or some other volatile organic compounds having very similar concentrations could be
responsible for majority of the particle growth in boreal forest, instead of the most abundant monoterpenes
a-pinene and 3-carene.
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a)
b)
Figure 3. The source rate of condensing vapour as a function of a) monoterpene and b) isoprene
concentration. The correlation coefficients R2 and p-values describing the probability of coincidental
correlation are shown in the figure.

According to our analysis the growth rate of particles with diameters between 10 and 100 nm in Boreal
forest is closely connected to monoterpene and isoprene concentrations, and thus to temperature.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosol particles are omnipresent in the atmosphere, and besides directly influencing the radiative balance
of the Earth, they play a crucial role in cloud formation (Stevens and Feingold, 2009). Through a variety
of microphysical processes aerosol particles influence the albedo, lifetime and precipitation patterns of
., 2007). The ability of
clouds in what is known as indirect effects of aerosols on climate (Forster
aerosol particles to act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) is strongly linked to their physical and
chemical properties, with the most important parameters being CCN concentration, aerosol critical
diameter and hygroscopicity (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006).
METHODS
CCNC measurements have been conducted continuously at the SMEAR II (Station for Measuring
Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations) in Hyytiälä Forestry Field Station in Finland since June 2008, and they
form a part of the comprehensive network of aerosol- and meteorology-related measurements in Southern
Finland (Hari and Kulmala, 2005). The station (61º 50' 50.685''N, 24º 17' 41.206''E, 179 m a.m.s.l.) is
located 220 km north-west of Helsinki on a flat terrain surrounded by a Scots Pine stand, and is, therefore,
well representative of the boreal environment. The CCNC in question is a diffusion-type CCN counter,
including a differential mobility analyzer (DMA), condensation particle counter (CPC), optical particle
counter (OPC) and a saturator unit. Both non-size-segregated and size-segregated measurements are
performed by the instrument, with the latter having started in February 2009 with an introduction of a
DMA into the system. CCN concentrations are measured across 30 size channels, with particle diameters
ranging from 20 to 300 nm for supersaturation levels of 0.1 , 0
, 0. , 0.6 and
. This
measurement setup allows for a direct determination of critical diameter c and the hygroscopicity
parameter . Starting in January 2010, CCN efficiency spectra are measured on average 66 times per day;
previously they were measured 77 times per day.
Activated fractions were calculated for each size channel in each spectrum by dividing the number
concentration of CCN by the corresponding number concentration of CN. Each CCN efficiency spectrum
was then fitted with a function proposed by Rose
. (2008) in the form of
帖貸帖尼

畦 噺 欠(1 + erf 岾 蹄

ヂ態

峇)

(1),

is error function, is particle diameter, a is the
where is half the maximum for each spectrum,
particle diameter at
and j is the standard deviation of the cumulative Gaussian distribution function.
Before the function was fitted, values were normalized to unity by multiplying every with 0.5/ . In the
function above the fit parameter a is the critical diameter of dry aerosol particles c, which in this study
is defined as the diameter at which half of the incoming particles are activated at a certain level of
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. The described method allows for direct determination of critical diameter values from
size-segregated CCNC data.
In previous studies, which dealt with CCN data from SMEAR II, c and values were calculated
indirectly, either by applying the -Köhler theory to the hygroscopicity-tandem DMA (H-TDMA) data, or
by combining the particle size distribution data with the CCNC data (Mikkilä
., 2010; Sihto
.,
2010). This study will be the first to present the results of direct derivation of c and values from sizesegregated CCNC measurements at SMEAR II, and will allow for a comparison of methods for their
determination. Besides the temporal trends and the chemical analysis based on values, the study will also
concentrate on the source apportionment of CCN based on the observed chemical variations utilizing the
trajectory analysis. During the conditions of the well-mixed boundary layer, particle number size
distributions will also be used simultaneously with CCNC data to investigate the occurrence of the Hoppel
minimum as a result of the processing of particles by clouds. The study aims to provide the most
comprehensive and up-to-date overview of the CCNC data for a boreal environment in Southern Finland
by means of detailed analysis of size-segregated CCN data, aided by the incorporation of a variety of other
datasets from SMEAR II deemed relevant.
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INTRODUCTION
Hydroxyl radical (OH) oxidizes inorganic gases and VOCs to forms in which they can take part to aerosol
formation. Globally boreal forests are important sources of biogenic volatile organic compounds (BVOCs)
emitted to the atmosphere. Yearly about 1.3 billion tonnes of VOCs are released due to natural and
anthropogenic emission to the atmosphere (Goldstein and Galbally, 2007). The reactions with organic
compounds are the major sink of OH in boreal forest, where as in the winter reactions with inorganic
species dominate (Mogensen et. al. 2011). The oxidation of VOCs, denoted R, by the OH radicals in the
atmosphere starts a long chain of reactions that produce less volatile compounds that can form secondary
organic aerosol (SOA). In the first reaction, the OH radical produces water and an alkyl peroxy radical,
RH + OH + O2 → RO2 + H2O.
( Eq. 1 )
The reaction can be followed by a reaction with NO that produces an alkoxy radical which in turn can
react with O2,
RO2 + NO → RO + NO2
( Eq. 2 )
RO + O2 → carbonyls + HO2.
( Eq. 3 )
The alkyl peroxy radicals, RO2 and HO2, can also react with each other. This reaction produces alcohols,
carbonyls and peroxides which again can react with OH,
RO2 + R’O2 → alcohols, carbonyls, peroxides + O2
( Eq. 4 )
METHODS
Total OH reactivity was measured by comparative reaction method (CMR) where proton transfer reaction
mass spectrometer (PTR-MS) was used as s detector.

Figure 1. Different steps in CRM.

In CRM compound X which usually do not exists in the air is introduced to reactor. In this setup
compound X was pyrrole. Concentration of pyrrole C1 was detected. When C1 level was constant enough
OH radicals were generated and introduced to the reactor. Because of OH radicals C1 level decreased
when OH radicals reacted with X. C2 level was detected. C1-C2 levels difference gave initial
concentration of OH radicals. Next step was to introduce ambient air to reactor. Ambient air contained
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reactive species which competed with X about OH radicals in the reactor so the concentration of X
increased to level C3 (Figure 1 and 2) (Sinha et. al. 2008).

Figure2. Schematic picture of glass reactor used in CRM.

Loss reaction of OH radicals are
OH + pyrrole → products
OH + air → products,

( Eq. 5 )
( Eq. 6 )

which leads to the rate expression
-δ [OH]/dt = kp[OH][Pyrrole] + kOH+air[OH][air],

( Eq. 7 )

where kp is the rate coefficient for reaction of OH with pyrrole, kOH+air is the effective rate coefficient of all
reactive compounds in the sample and [air] is summed concentration. Change in pyrrole concentration
(C1-C3) is given
(C1-C2) = (Rp/Rp+Rair)[OH]

( Eq. 8 )

if all OH is lost in reaction between air and pyrrole. Reactivity is
Rp=((C3-C2)/(C1-C3))·kpC1

( Eq. 9 )

This CRM has been used in boreal forest where the measured total OH reactivity was up to twice the OH
reactivity calculated based on measured inorganic and trace gases ( Sinha et. al. 2010). In the previous
studies OH reactivity was measured only from one height in the top canopy and the campaigns were only
during a month. However, the modeled OH reactivity results indicated large gradients within the canopy
and close to the forest floor.
Measurements of total OH reactivities simultaneously with versatile measurements of trace gases in
ambient air was measured during summer 2011 in SMEAR II station (Station for Measuring EcosystemAtmosphere Relations) which is a high latitude boreal measurement site in Hyytiälä, Finland. Total OH
reactivities was measured at two different heights inside the canopy in monthly measurement campaigns
during the summer. OH reactivity was calculated for the same heights from simultaneous inorganic gas
measurements (Hari and Kulmala, 2005) and VOC measurements with a PTR-MS similar to the method
described by Taipale et al (2008). Preliminary results of this study was to declare: 1) the variation of
measured total OH reactivity over the summer months and 2) determine out how much reactivity is still
missing from the comparison measured total OH reactivity to the calculated OH reactivity (Mogensen et.
al, 2011) of the measured trace gases.
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INTRODUCTION
Amount of new state-of-the-art gas analysers able to measure also other greenhouse gases than CO2
with high sampling frequency and precision has increased during the last decade. High sampling
frequency is a necessity for eddy covariance measurements because with low sampling frequency all
the turbulent eddies are not resolved. Thus measuring methane and nitrous oxide fluxes with eddy
covariance technique has lately become more common. Even though the performance of the new gas
analysers has already been tested in the laboratory and in the field, critical field intercomparisons of
the novel instruments are still needed. This is due to the fact that validating trace gas flux retrieved
from one gas analyser is quite challenging because there is no reliable reference for the measured flux.
In addition even though the gas analyser might function well in laboratory conditions, functioning
in the field circumstances might be another matter. Therefore methane fluxes were measured with
four recently commercialised novel gas analysers simultaneously at Siikaneva fen. The measurement
system operated about six months between March and August 2010. The aim of this measurement
campaign was to evaluate functionality, data quality and overall performance of the gas analysers
and to provide an instrumentation recommendation for the European Research Infrastructure ICOS
(Integrated Carbon Observation System).
METHODS
The methane gas analyser intercomparison was carried out between 1st of April and 26th of October
in 2010 at Siikaneva fen (61◦ 49.961’N, 24◦ 11.567’E, 160 m a.s.l). Siikaneva is a nutrient poor, i.e.
oligotrophic, open fen. Distance from the study site to the tree line is in north and south directions
about 200 m and east and west directions several hundred meters. Surrounding forest consists
mainly of Scots pines. Peat depth varies from 2 m to 4 m, increasing toward the centre of the
site. The surface topography is relatively flat with no pronounced slope and the methane sources
are distributed quite uniformly around the measurement station (Aurela et al., 2007). Due to this,
in addition to relatively long homogeneous fetch, this location is well-suitable for eddy covariance
measurements.
Micrometeorological measurement system used to observe trace gas fluxes usually consists of
sonic anemometer and at least one gas analyser. In Siikaneva site three-axis sonic anemometer/thermometer (USA-1, METEK, Germany) was used to measure three wind components and
air temperature. CO2 and H2 O concentrations were measured with a closed-path NDIR-based gas
analyser (LI-7000, LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA). Sonic anemometer was situated at 2.75
m height. All measurements related to eddy covariance were recorded at 10 Hz sampling rate.
The participating methane gas analysers were TGA100A (Campbell Scientific Inc.), G1301-f (Picarro Inc., USA), RMT-200 (Los Gatos Research Inc.) and LI-7700 (Li-Cor Inc.). Three first gas
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How many days operated
Percentage of good data

LI-7700
31
68 %

TGA100A
111
68 %

G1301-f
134
89 %

RMT-200
160
88 %

Table 1: Table including information on how long the gas analysers were functioning and how big
fraction of these measurements were good data. Good data in this context is defined as those
periods when the measured methane flux fulfilled turbulence stationarity criterion and the raw
methane concentration data contained no spikes. Raw measurement was considered as a spike
when the difference between two consecutive datapoints exceeded 0.5 ppm. The same limit was
used for all the methane gas analysers.
analysers were closed-path and the last was a prototype of later commercialised open-path methane
gas analyser. All of these gas analysers are based on different variations of laser absorption spectroscopy: TGA100A is based on TDLAS measurement technique employing lead-salt laser (e.g.
Werle, 1998), G1301-f is based on wavelength-scanned cavity ring down spectroscopy (WS-CRDS),
RMT-200 is based on off-axis integrated cavity output spectroscopy (off-axis ICOS) (Hendriks et
al., 2008) and LI-7700 is based on wavelength modulation spectroscopy (WMS) (McDermitt et al.,
2010). Only TGA100A employs tunable lead-salt diode laser and thus it was the only instrument
that needed liquid nitrogen constantly in order to function properly. Water vapour was removed
with a drier from TGA100A air samples before they reached the gas analyser measurement cell.
RESULTS
Three out of four methane gas analysers operated with occasional breaks through the whole measurement period. LI-7700 stopped working during June, thus the amount of LI-7700 methane
flux data is smaller and this should be considered when the results are analysed. Fig. 1 shows
scatter plots of methane flux measured with the four instruments. Picarro G1301-f was selected
as a reference for the other gas analysers mainly because it is said to be free from water vapour
effects and the measured CH4 flux show small scatter. However the choice was more or less arbitrary, also RMT-200 or TGA100A could have been selected as reference. According to Fig. 1
a), RMT-200 and G1301-f measured almost identical methane flux throughout the measurement
period. This means that they agreed during low flux periods at the beginning and at the end of
summer when the flux was around zero, but also during high flux periods in the middle of summer
when the magnitude of the flux was around 10 mg/(m2 h). Correlation between measured fluxes is
high (r2 = 0.997) and slope (approximately 1.007) of the fitted curve almost equals one. Median
relative difference between methane fluxes measured by RMT-200 and G1301-f is approximately
3.4 %, meaning that RMT-200 fluxes are larger. However, this difference depends slightly on the
magnitude of the flux: between 1st of April and 25th of May it is 8.3 %, while between 25th of
May and 23rd of September it is 2.9 %. The former subperiod corresponds to low flux period,
with average methane flux 0.5 mg/(m2 h) and the latter period corresponds to high flux period,
with average flux of 3.1 mg/(m2 h). However RMT-200 data was not corrected for spectroscopic
cross-talk effect caused by water vapour (Tuzson et al., 2010), and thus the results may slightly
change if this correction is applied. In any case, this effect should be small and the correlation
should remain high.
Correlation between methane flux measured with TGA100A and G1301-f (r2 = 0.896) is not as
high as in the case of RMT-200 and G1301-f, but the datasets are still well correlated. Methane
flux data measured by TGA100A has larger scatter than methane flux measured by the other
instruments and this can also be seen in Fig. 1 b) if it is compared with the previous Fig. 1 a).
Slope of the fitted line is 0.855 which is still quite near the optimal value of 1. Median relative
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difference between TGA100A and G1301-f fluxes is 1.9 % and this difference in low (between 1st of
April and 25th of May) and high (between 25th of May and 23rd of September) flux periods are 3.7
% and -0.3 %, respectively. Correlation between methane flux measured with LI-7700 and G1301-f
is poor (r2 = 0.001). This is due to the fact that LI-7700 was functioning only in the beginning
of the measurement period, when the flux was small and LI-7700 was not able to measure small
fluxes all the time properly.
CONCLUSIONS
From this preliminary data analysis it is difficult to assess which one of these instruments produces
the most reliable estimates for methane fluxes. However, agreement between RMT-200 and G1301-f,
in addition to small scatter in the retrieved flux data, indicate that these two instruments performed
well and might be measuring methane fluxes more accurately than the other two instruments.
TGA100A also performed well, even though the scatter in the data was more pronounced. However,
one major downside in using TGA100A is the constant need for cooling the lead-salt laser. This
increases the maintenance needs significantly, when compared to instruments that can operate in
room temperatures, such as RMT-200, G1301-f and LI-7700.
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c)

Figure 1: Scatter plots of methane flux. Data from the whole measurement period was used
excluding periods when the amount of spikes in the raw methane data exceeded 100.
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INTRODUCTION
The atmosphere contains ubiquitous numbers of aerosol particles suspended in the air. Atmospheric
aerosol particles affect the global climate directly by scattering incoming solar radiation and indirectly by
acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Regionally, suspended particulate matter degrades visibility
(Cabada et al. 2004) and has negative effects on human health (Brunekreef and Holgate, 2002, von Klot et
al. 2005). In a larger scale, the aerosol particles affect the global albedo as well as precipitation patterns
(Rosenfeld et al. 2008). The net effects depend on the number of particles, their chemical composition,
and their physical size. The aerosol particle population is closely linked with the Earth’s surface and
reflects the regional emissions of both gaseous and particulate phase components. Due to the complexity
of the connections between the surface exchange of gases and particles, and their transformation
processes, they pose a large uncertainty in the current estimates on the global climate change (IPCC,
2007).
In order to assess the role of atmospheric aerosol particles in the global and regional scales, representative
measurements in connection with global and regional modelling are needed. Furthermore, detailed
laboratory systems need to be understood via measurements and modelling and these results need to be
up-scaled to regional and even to global dimension (Kerminen et al. 2010). The aim of this study is to
present the activities of the last few years in aerosol instrument development at the University of Helsinki
(UHEL). Also the fundamental reasoning and behind this development is briefly discussed.
INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT
Our recent work in the instrumental development can be divided into three major areas: 1) atmospheric
mass spectrometry, 2) Condensation Particle Counters, 3) improvement, development and verification of
existing instrumentation. These activities are conducted in a close collaboration between UHEL and e.g.
Airmodus, Aerodyne and TofWerk. The instrument development provides us with the state-of-the-art tools
that are needed for the scientific breakthroughs.
In terms of atmospheric aerosol research, mass spectrometry has been proven to be crucial in both
determining the aerosol particle chemical composition (Jimenez et al. 2009) as well as quantifying the
precursor vapors (Petäjä et al. 2009, Ruuskanen et al. 2011, this issue). In this field, a major breakthrough
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been the Atmospheric Pressure interface Time-of-Flight mass spectrometer (APi-TOF, Junninen et al.
2010, Ehn et al. 2010). This instrument provides nearly a universal detector that is both sensitive and has a
high mass accuracy to be able to determine the chemical composition of atmospheric ions. Currently we
have committed ourselves in development of the ionization methods for the APi-TOF that will enable us
to expand the repertoire of the APi-TOF from the atmospheric ion composition to neutral gas-phase
components as well as to atmospheric clusters (Jokinen et al. 2011, this issue).
In the development of the ionization techniques, the interplay between the detailed quantum chemical
modelling and the experiments is crucial. To illustrate the importance of the collaboration, for example
Kurtén et al. (2011) theoretically showed that a strong gas phase base, if being present, can affect chemical
ionization mass spectrometric method of determination of gaseous phase sulphuric acid.
The APi-TOF has provided us a clear link between mass of clusters and electrical mobility (Ehn et al.
2011). This is directly linked to the Condensation Particle Counter (CPC) development. Vanhanen et al.
2010 presented Particle Size Magnifier (PSM) incorporating a use of di-ethylene glycol (Iida et al.2009)
and a mixing type CPC (Sgro and Fernández de la Mora, 2004). The PSM is able to detect charged
molecular ions (Ude and Fernández la Mora, 2005) down to 1.05 nm in electrical mobility equivalent size
(Lehtipalo et al. 2011, this issue). For the unknown species, this corresponds to mass range of 70-250 amu
(Ku and Fernández de la Mora, 2010, Ehn et al. 2010b). Without a doubt with this set of instruments we
operate in the range where the atmospheric nucleation is occurring (Kulmala et al. 2007). This will be the
key to solving the participating compounds in the new particle formation in the atmosphere.
Concurrent measurements with the APi-TOF and ion spectrometers are fruitful. While the APi-TOF
provides a detailed chemical composition data, the ion spectrometers can determine ion concentrations
(Asmi et al. 2009, Gagne et al. 2011). The ion spectrometer provides reference transmission information
in the field for the mass spectrometers so the mass dependent loss correction can be applied. Furthermore,
in the instrument calibration, the APi-TOF can be used to characterize the ion spectrometer corona ions
which will shed light into the operation of the ion spectrometers and the data interpretation (Manninen et
al. 2011).
The role of ions in the overall atmospheric nanoparticle formation is controversial (Gagné et al. 2008, Yu
and Turco, 2011). Laakso et al. 2007 presented the ion-Differential Mobility Particle Sizer (ion-DMPS)
that was able to determine charging state of atmospheric nanoparticles. We have developed this method
further (Hakala et al. 2011, this issue) by implementing a nano-Differential Mobility Analyzer (Chen et al.
1998) and Pulse-Height Analysis (Sipilä et al. 2009). Kerminen et al. 2007 provided the theoretical
framework stemming from balance equations and utilizing the aerosol dynamical modelling in addressing
the relative roles of ion induced and neutral nucleation pathways to the observed atmospheric aerosol
formation. Again, this illustrates the strong connection between modelling and measurements. You need
both to fully utilize the results and connect them together to form a coherent picture of the atmospheric
situation.
OUTLOOK
Clearly, the instrument development is important. However, one has to bear in mind that the development
as such is more of an engineering task so it should be driven by the scientific needs. We need to
incorporate the theoretical understanding already at the initial stages of development. This is particularly
important when dealing with clusters, ions and particles in the nanoscale. Without a completely
independent approach with quantum chemistry and molecular and aerosol dynamics we cannot interpret
the data obtained with the state-of-the art instrumentation and thus cannot link the importance of our data
to the global atmosphere.
The laboratory verification of the CPC and ion instrumentation with a cut-off size in the sub-2 nm size
range has shown the utmost importance of mass spectrometric methods; the physical size by itself is not
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, we need to know also the chemical composition of these nanoparticles as that will play a crucial
role whether they can be detected or not. Along the same lines, also the full utilization of chemical
composition information with high resolution mass spectrometers is needed to interpret the details of the
ambient nanoparticle data. The integration of physical and chemical information from the state-of-the-art
instrumentation with models of quantum chemistry and aerosol dynamics will be the key resolving the
participating compounds in the atmospheric new particle formation.
Another aspect that has to be kept in mind is the importance of long-term monitoring. This activity is far
from being easy and standard. The requirements of the modern instruments put pressure on the existing
infrastructure both in terms of quality of the hardware and operation personnel. The benefit of running the
instruments in the field will be redeemed as it will provide crucial data for resolving the role of chemistry,
meteorology, ecology and physics in the fate of atmospheric air pollution in various temporal scales
starting from seconds up to decadal scale.
A network of stations, such as SMEAR (Hari and Kulmala, 2005) should be utilized to characterize the
chemical environment in the boundary layer at a variety of ecosystems, not only campaign-vise (e.g.
Manninen et al. 2010), but in a continuous manner. This will pose challenges to both data storage as well
as pre-processing and visualization. For this, we need tools like SMART-SMEAR (Junninen et al. 2009).
Also, in the future, integration of the continuous field data with remote sensing (Sundström et al. 2011,
this issue) will be important as well as targeted laboratory experiments (Kerminen et al.2010, Neitola et al.
2011, this issue). A full benefit stemming from various national and international collaborations via
various projects and networking activities should be taken advantage of.
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INTRODUCTION
The static chamber method is the most commonly used method to measure greenhouse gas (GHG) fluxes,
especially methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O), from soils. The basic principle of this technique is to
cover an area of soil with a closed box of known volume and measure the change in the concentration of a
gas over time. The change in the headspace concentration over time is then translated to a flux rate,
representing the diffusive flux into or out of the soil.
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Debates on how to design an optimal chamber and how to calculate the gas fluxes from soils have been
going on more than 30 years. Inter-comparisons of different chamber designs in controlled conditions in
combination with different flux calculation methods are scarce and the focus has been in CO2. Even
though the studies dealing with CO2 have identified critical issues regarding chamber design and
sampling, the results are not directly applicable to chambers used for CH4 and N2O. Thus, in order to
minimize the errors related to the measurements of non-CO2 greenhouse gas exchange, there is an urgent
need to perform similar evaluation for CH4 and N2O as for CO2 under controlled laboratory conditions.
We organized a chamber comparison campaign for static chambers used for N2O and CH4 flux
measurements. We tested 18 static chambers against five CH4 flux levels replicated for three soil types.
The aims of the study were 1) to quantitatively assess the uncertainties and errors related to static chamber
measurements and chamber designs, and 2) to compare the suitability of different flux calculation
methods.

METHODS
Calibration campaign took place at Hyytiälä Forestry Field station (61°51’N, 24°17’ E) August and
October 2008. The calibration system was originally built for CO2 chamber calibration (see Pumpanen
. 2004), and part of the results from this campaign are reported in Christiansen
. (2011). Here we
present the results of the comparison of 18 static chambers.
We measured the chamber fluxes with three different sand types and five different flux levels ranging
between 60 to 2000 µg of CH4 m-2 h-1. The chambers were from different research groups across Europe.
They varied with size, shape, material, and they were operated with different headspace mixing strategies
(fan, syringe). Chamber fluxes of CH4 were calculated using linear and exponential functions, and these
fluxes were compared to a known reference flux. This allowed us to quantify chamber specific under- or
overestimations in the fluxes.

CONCLUSIONS
The tested static chambers underestimated the CH4 fluxes by
nding on the way of
headspace mixing and flux calculation method. The degree of flux underestimation decreased by the use
of fan to mix the chamber headspace, and by the use of non-linear flux calculation method. The non-linear
concentration development within chamber headspace indicate that the flux from the soil decreases during
the enclosure and hence the chamber placement affected the gas concentration gradient between the soil
and the atmosphere. The non-linearity within the chamber headspace decreased with increasing chamber
height. This shows that smaller chambers are more prone to underestimation of the fluxes, especially when
linear flux calculation methods are used. The underestimation of the fluxes was independent on flux level,
allowing us to extrapolate the chamber specific underestimations to flux values outside the experiment.
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INTRODUCTION
The photochemical reflectance index (PRI) is regarded as a non-destructive optical proxy to determine
the photosynthetic light use efficiency (LUE) of vegetation [1]. The linkage between PRI and LUE is
based on a regulatory process known as non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) that takes place in the
photosynthetic antennae [2]. NPQ decreases the LUE by promoting the thermal deactivation of
absorbed excitation energy and it has been associated, among others, to the operation of the
xanthophylls-cycle. The relationship between PRI and LUE has been probed at different spatial (leaf
to canopy) and temporal scales (diurnal to seasonal) and in a wide number of species with very
variable results [3]. The PRI index is based on the normalized differences in reflectance in two
spectral bands, one around 531 nm that is affected by carotenoid absorption and a reference band that
is expected to remain constant at 570 nm, yet it is affected by chlorophyll absorption. The PRI has
been shown to track both rapid variation in the de-epoxidation of the xanthophylls cycle pigments on
a daily basis, as well as slow changes in carotenoid and chlorophyll contents [4]. But do these
adjustments affect NPQ and PRI in a equal fashion? Does the relationship between PRI and NPQ
remain constant at the seasonal time scale when strong changes in pigment contents occur in
overwintering evergreen foliage? Understanding the linkage between optical or remotely sensed data
and the physiological acclimation of photosynthesis is a key requisite for the successful
implementation of remotely sensed data to the study of biophysical processes. A great deal of research
is currently going on in the field of remote sensing of biophysical parameters that seeks to overcome
technical (i.e. how to obtain a high signal to noise ratio) or physical issues related to the acquisition of
optical data (i.e. characterizing the complex radiative transfer processes that affect the signal before it
reaches the sensor). However, little emphasis has been placed so far in the study of the physiological
links between optical data and biophysical processes at the time-scale of interest to remote sensing
(i.e. seasonal). The aim of this study was to assess the impact of physiological factors that may
potentially decouple the relationship between PRI and light use efficiency in boreal Scots pine
throughout the year.

METHODS
We combine leaf level measurements of pigment concentrations, chlorophyll fluorescence, needle
reflectance and gas exchange, and canopy level measurements of PRI and flux data to ascertain the
potential implications of the decoupling factors at different spatial scales. For this purpose, different
parameters from adult Scots pine trees growing in SMEAR-II Station were measured throughout the
year. Leaf level measurements were carried out both during night and day to facilitate the separation
between seasonal and diurnal acclimation processes. Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements were
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performed with a portable fluorometer, FMS-2 Hansatech (UK); needle reflectance was measured at
the needle level with a portable spectroradiometer equipped with a plant probe and an external light
source (ASD, Boulder CO), and at the canopy level with a pair of two band PRI sensors (531nm,
570nm) (Skye Instruments, UK), photosynthesis was measured at the shoot level with a system of
custom made automated chambers and at the canopy level with an eddy covariance system; needle
pigment concentration were quantified by means of HPLC.

CONCLUSIONS
The main findings were that NPQ is mainly modulated by the state of de-epoxidation of the
xanthophyll-cycle pigments (DEPS) (Fig 1A) whereas the PRI is mainly modulated by the total pool
of xanthophyll pigments (VAZ) on a chlorophyll basis (Fig. 1D). It is known that plants respond to
different types of stress by upregulating leaf level concentrations in xanthophyll-cycle pigments
(VAZ), and by increasing the de-epoxidation status (DEPS) of these pigments. However, under
certain conditions VAZ and DEPS may change independently of each other, thus causing a
decoupling between PRI and NPQ. We show that this is the case in Scots pine needles during Spring
recovery, where needle xanthophyll-cycle pigment concentrations increase drastically in April
(decrease in PRI), while DEPS remains constant (no change in NPQ). The result is an uncoupling
between PRI and NPQ (Fig. 2), during April prior to the Spring recovery of photosynthesis that
affects the relationship between PRI and LUE, this uncoupling can be seen both at the leaf and canopy
levels.

Fig. 1. Relationship between the de-epoxidation state of the xanthophyll-cycle pigments (DEPS) and
NPQ (A) or PRI (C), and between the total pool of xanthophyll-cycle pigments on a chlorophyll basis
(VAZ/Chl) and NPQ (B) or PRI (D). Points represent means and SE (N=3 biological replicates).
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Fig. 2. Annual relationship between the PRI and NPQ. A curvilinear relationship would be expected
between PRI and NPQ, where NPQ increases faster than the PRI decrease during winter due to
xanthophyll-independent forms of NPQ. Yet, this relationship breaks down during April when
xanthophyll-cycle pigment pool increases independently of NPQ. Points during winter and Spring are
represented with different symbols to facilitate the visualization of the uncoupling process. Rest of the
year points are represented by circles.
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INTRODUCTION
Indirect radiative effects of atmospheric aerosols via their influence on cloud drop formation and
cloud properties account for the major uncertainties in predictions of the anthropogenic influence on
global climate and future climate changes (IPCC, 2007). Aerosol cloud condensation nucleus (CCN)
activity is determined by both particle size and chemical composition, but CCN properties of the
organic aerosol fraction in particular remain to be firmly constrained (Hallquist et al., 2009). One
challenge in this respect involves the tendency of some organic aerosol components to preferentially
accumulate in the surface region (the surface activity) of aqueous solutions (Shulman et al., 1996;
Facchini et al., 1999; Sorjamaa et al., 2004). Such surface active compounds (surfactants) have
been demonstrated in atmospheric aerosol and cloud and fog water samples (Yassaa et al., 2001;
Mochida et al., 2003; Cheng et al., 2004; Facchini et al., 2000) and their aqueous extracts (Oros
and Simoneit, 2000; Mochida et al., 2002; Kiss et al., 2005; Dinar et al., 2006; Asa-Awuku et al.,
2008), from marine and rural and urban/polluted continental environments, and can collectively
comprise a significant fraction of the organic aerosol mass.
Accumulation of surfactant molecules in the surface can cause reduction in solution surface tension. For sub-micrometer sized droplets with large surface-area-to-bulk-volume ratios (A/V ), the
resulting partitioning between the solution bulk and surface phases can furthermore deplete droplet
bulk concentrations of dissolved surfactant molecules (Prisle et al., 2010b, and references therein).
Bulk phase depletion from surface partitioning may significantly change droplet solution properties,
compared to macroscopic solutions (where A/V →0 [length]−1 ) with the same overall composition
(Seidl and Hanel, 1983; Bianco and Marmur, 1992; Laaksonen, 1993). Laboratory experiments,
in combination with comprehensive thermodynamic model calculations, have shown that surface
activity can significantly affect organic aerosol CCN potential (Prisle et al., 2010b, 2008; Sorjamaa
et al., 2004). This may occur via both surface tension reduction and surfactant surface partitioning
in activating cloud droplets, but the combined effect of these mechanisms and the variation with
aerosol size and composition is highly non-linear and thus non-trivial to predict (Prisle et al., 2010b,
2008; Sorjamaa et al., 2004).
Both equilibrium surface partitioning and surface tension of activating cloud droplets can be determined from numerical solutions to thermodynamically consistent relations (Prisle et al., 2010b,
and references therein). Unfortunately, such calculations with several nested iterations are com-
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putationally much too demanding for implementation into atmospheric models (Kokkola et al.,
2006). Recently, Topping (2010), Raatikainen and Laaksonen (2011), and Prisle et al. (2010a) have
presented different parameterizations to account for the combined effects of surfactant properties
in cloud droplet activation of organic aerosols. These representations involve different approximations to the detailed thermodynamic description of surfactant bulk-surface partitioning (Gibbs
et al., 1928) and droplet activation from equilibrium Köhler theory (Köhler, 1936), and thus have
somewhat different scope.
In this work, we compare global model predictions of cloud droplet number concentrations, applying different representations of the influence of surface active organic aerosol on cloud droplet
activation. In addition to the commonly applied approaches of either simply disregarding aerosol
component surfactant properties altogether, or using reduced droplet surface tension corresponding
to a macroscopic solution of equivalent composition (Prisle et al., 2010b, and references therein), we
also use the novel parameterizations accounting for the detailed surfactant effects within activating
cloud droplets. The aim is to investigate the significance of accounting for surfactant properties of
organic aerosol in global scale simulations of cloud droplet numbers, as well as any differences in
results and applicability of the novel parameterizations including comprehensive surfactant effects.
METHODS
Simulations were made using the aerosol-climate model ECHAM5.5-HAM2, which consists of fifth
generation general circulation model ECHAM5.5 (Roeckner et al., 2003), with aerosol model HAM2
(Stier et al., 2005; Zhang, 2010). The aerosol number size-distribution is described by a superposition of seven log-normal modes and accounts for aerosol emissions, removal, radiative effects,
chemistry, relative humidity, and aerosol microphysics. Chemical compounds included are: sulfate
(SU), black carbon (BC), organic carbon (OC), sea salt (SS), and mineral dust (DU). Aerosol microphysical processes (condensation, coagulation, nucleation, and hydration) are calculated within
the modal aerosol microphysics module M7 (Vignati et al., 2004), which is coupled to HAM2.
The model includes aerosol-cloud interactions by a double-moment cloud microphysics scheme
(Lohmann et al., 2007, and references therein), which calculates cloud droplet and ice nuclei number
concentrations (CDNC and ICNC, respectively). Activated cloud droplet numbers are calculated
using the cloud activation parameterization by Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000), with aerosol size
distribution and composition, and updraft velocity as inputs. The parameterization estimates
the maximum supersaturation according to the critical supersaturation of the individual aerosol
modes, taking into account the kinetic effect of condensation. For the purposes of this work,
we have extended the cloud activation parameterization to account for effects of organic surface
activity on critical supersaturation of different aerosol sizes according to four different approaches
(see Table 1). The parameterizations of Topping (2010) and Raatikainen and Laaksonen (2010)
give practically identical results in test calculations of Köhler activation, so only the first was used
here.
Representation
(0) traditional Köhler (base case)
(1) macroscopic solution
(2) Topping (2010)
(3) Prisle et al. (2010a)

surface partitioning
x
x

surface tension
x
x
-

Table 1: Surfactant properties included in the different representations of CCN activity, as implemented to the cloud activation parameterization by Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have made five-year simulations for the years 1998–2002 with prescribed meteorology, initially
assuming that the entire organic aerosol fraction is surface active with properties corresponding
to Suwannee River Fulvic Acid (SRFA). SRFA is a commercial reference compound that has often
been invoked as a better-characterized model substance for humic-like atmospheric organics (Dinar
et al., 2007; Hatch et al., 2008). Results for predicted cloud droplet number concentrations at the
cloud top (CDNC) are shown in Figure 1, for the macroscopic solution approach (1), and in Figure
2, using the parameterization of Topping (2010) (2), both relative to the base case of disregarding
organic surfactant properties altogether (0). The parameterization of Prisle et al. (2010a) (3) give
qualitatively similar results to the latter, and is not shown here.
The results obtained so far clearly demonstrate that surfactant effects, and how they are accounted
for, can make a significant difference for predicted cloud drop numbers, also on a global scale.
Facchini et al. (1999) estimated the potential magnitude for the effect of organic aerosol surface
activity on cloud droplet numbers and resulting radiative forcing. To our knowledge, the present
results are however the first actual global model predictions that include comprehensive surfactant
effects of organic aerosol. These simulations are made feasible by the development and implementation of the novel surfactant CCN activity parameterizations (Topping, 2010; Raatikainen and
Laaksonen, 2011; Prisle et al., 2010a) to the ECHAM framework. Each parameterization reduces
the computational demand of considering detailed surfactant effects, but as mentioned, the underlying simplifying assumptions differ. Those of Topping (2010) and Raatikainen and Laaksonen
(2011) both consider surface tension reduction and bulk phase depletion of surfactant, but thus
still require knowledge of composition and composition-dependent properties for the organic fraction and are able to consider a limited number of components. On the other hand, that of Prisle
et al. (2010a) neglects surface tension effects and only includes bulk phase depletion, but since
organic composition is therefore not required for the calculations, this approach is thus potentially
applicable to realistic ambient aerosol of unresolved composition and properties.
The global distribution of differences between predictions with the different surfactant CCN activity parameterizations, the underlying mechanisms, and the sensitivity of our results, especially
to assumptions regarding the organic surfactant fraction and nature, is the focus of further investigations. Activated cloud droplet numbers have been seen in previous studies not to be very
sensitive to variations in aerosol composition, due to buffering from feedbacks with meteorological
parameters (Reutter et al., 2009). Due to the non-linearity of the combined surfactant effects on
CCN activation with aerosol size and composition, the variation of surfactant CCN activity within
an aerosol population, and its evolution over time, is not readily anticipated. Extreme surfactant
properties may therefore not necessarily also imply an extreme effect for organic CCN activity, let
alone for global predictions of cloud droplet numbers.
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During recent years, Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) has developed the atmospheric and environmental
research infrastructure at northern Finland in particular to enable the extensive long-term calibration and validation
of current and future Earth observing satellite instruments. As an outcome, Sodankylä-Pallas is currently a unique
research data provider representing at high latitude continental environment. Additionally, the Sodankylä-Pallas
super-site has been promoted for ground reference concerning numerous satellite missions of European Space
Agency (ESA), NASA, EUMETSAT and Jaxa (Japan). The satellite CAL-VAL activities are focused to the FMI
research facility at Sodankylä that is also equipped with ground-based satellite instrument reference systems
operating at UV-, VIS-, IR- and μW-wavelegths.
The location of Sodankylä-Pallas at Finnish Lapland is ideal for the atmospheric and environmental research of
boreal and sub-arctic zone. The principal observation infrastructure of Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) is
deployed to two main areas: Arctic Research Centre at Sodankylä (67°22 'N, 26°39 'E) and Pallas clean air research
station (67° 58'N, 24°07 'E). The Sodankylä facility hosts programs addressing upper air chemistry and physics,
atmospheric column measurements, snow/soil hydrology, biosphere-atmosphere interaction and satellite calibrationvalidation studies. The Pallas station focuses to the monitoring the near-surface air chemistry and physics as well as
greenhouse gas exchange.
Observations collected at Sodankylä and Pallas stations support several international research networks and projects
concerning arctic and boreal environment such as:













WMO GAW: Global Atmospheric Watch
WMO GRUAN: GCOS Reference Upper Air Network. Sodankylä is among the initial stations of the
reference network established in 2008.
GEWEX: Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment
NDACC: Network for the Detection of Atmospheric Composition Change
EU-ICOS: International Carbon Observation System
TCCON (Total Carbon Column Observing Network): A network of ground-based Fourier Transform
Spectrometers recording direct solar spectra in the near-infrared spectral region.
ESA GlobSnow and EUMETSAT H-SAF: Climate databases and and near-real-time services for
hemispheric snow mapping

The new development at Sodankylä also includes the establishment of systems for cryosheric research and
monitoring, which includes the participation as a primary station to the planned WMO Global Cryospheric Watch
(GCW) initiative; as well as development of satellite systems for the monitoring of cryospheric processes and arctic
atmosphere. Currently, reference systems and measurements are provided e.g. for ESA SMOS, ESA CoReH2O,
NASA AURA, NASA/Jaxa AMSR-E, NASA MODIS and ESA AATSR.
The Sodankylä CAL/VAL data are used to support numerous Earth observation missions. Relevant activities include:
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Long-term measurements of geo-physical variables related to surface, atmosphere and near-Earth space.
Balloon sounding launch facility for meteorology and atmospheric chemistry.
Measurements towers, masts and platforms with versatile instrumentation.
High-resolution information on surface characteristics of the Sodankylä-Pallas area (land use and land
cover).
Observation time-series with ground-based reference systems of satellite instruments (UV, VIS, IR, W).

Particularly for the study of cryospheric pocesess the relevant monitoring data consists of:
-

-

-

Continuous automatic (distributed) data on:
o Soil moisture profiles (several locations representing open and forested areas on mineral soil;
regional extension during 2011)
o Soil temperature and soil frost profiles (several locations representing open and forested areas on
mineral soil as well as bogs (peat soil); regional extension during 2011)
o Snow depth and SWE (several locations representing open and forested areas on mineral soil as
well as bogs)
o Snow temperature profiles (one location, new locations will be added during 2011)
o Automatic weather station observations (including WMO synoptic station)
o Radiation observations (incoming and reflected)
o Atmospheric soundings (troposphere and stratosphere)
o CO2 and methane fluxes between the atmosphere and soil-vegetation system for different
ecosystems
The manual in situ monitoring programme provides data on (with varying frequency of observation)
o SWE and snow depth on snow pits (forest and bog sites)
o Snowpack layering and snow grain size on snow pits
o Soil frost depth at several locations
o Distributed snow observations on a 4 km-long snow course
The available reference also includes static data sets such as digital land cover maps (at the spatial
resolution of 25 m)
Continuous reference measurements for space-borne sensors by ground-based remote sensing instruments:
o ESA Elbara-II reference radiometer for SMOS (ESA campaign activity ongoing, started on 2009);
application area: soil moisture and cryospheric processes.
o ESA SnowScat reference radar for the planned CoReH2O mission (ESA campaign activity
ongoing, 2009-2011); application area: snow monitoring with X-and Ku-band radar.
o SODRAD tower-based radiometer of FMI, reference e.g. to AMSR-E (X-, K-, Ka- and W-band
dual-pol. radiometer); will be expanded to include 21 and 150 GHz channels; application area:
snow and soil processes and atmospheric monitoring (future).
o Mast-borne VIS/NIR spectrometer of FMI, reference e.g. to MODIS; application area: effects of
forest canopy and snow to space-borne imaging and satellite products concerning boreal forest
zone
o Reference instuments for various atmosphere observing satellites (Brewer spectrometer, FTIR for
greenhouse gas columnar observations, tropospheric lidar, visiting instruments, currently e.g. a
stratospheric lidar).

Data archiving and distribution system is established and in use, it can be directly used or linked to other existing
data distribution systems (see litdb.fmi.fi). Most of the data sets are already freely available for research purposes
(including long observation time-series).
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INTRODUCTION
The aim of this study was to investigate in a microcosm experiment the effect of soil temperature on CO2
exchange and carbon allocation pattern of
,
and
seedlings and
on the species composition of associated ectomycorrhizal (ECM) fungi. We studied the effect of soil
temperature on carbon balance of soil column where the tree roots were growing in humus. We measured
soil respiration, needle or leaf photosynthesis and biomass carbon allocation pattern of the seedlings in
controlled temperature, moisture and light conditions and determined the species composition of
associated ECM fungal species. We hypothesized that high soil temperature affects the photosynthesis of
the plant by increasing the belowground carbon sink according to the earlier presented hypothesis e.g. by
Körner (2003) and this mechanism is related to the root associated ECM biomass and ECM species
composition. We also hypothesized that the belowground carbon sink strength depends on the ECM
species and could be seen in the carbon allocation pattern of different tree and ECM species.
METHODS
The soils used in this study were collected from Hyytiälä Forestry Field Station in southern Finland (61°
84’ N, 24° 26’ E) from individual stands dominated by
or
and
. The soil
was sieved through a 4 mm mesh and applied in thin microcosms consisting of separate root and shoot
compartments allowing separate measurements of CO2 exchange of belowground and aboveground parts.
The seedlings (n
ere grown at 7-11.5 °C, 12-16 °C and 16-22 °C soil temperatures. During the
growing period microcosms were placed into growth chambers (300x300x400 mm with transparent lids)
equipped with a cooling system maintaining soil temperatures described above. The soil part of the
microcosms was covered with opaque white polyethylene lids to protect the root system from the light and
isolating the root system from the aboveground part. The isolation was also needed for controlling the
belowground part temperature. Seedlings were exposed to a day/night photoperiod of 19/5 h and photon
irradiance was 170-300 µmol m-2 s–1 during the day period. Microcosms were watered three times a week
with distilled water spray to maintain sufficient soil moisture. The above and below ground CO 2 exchange
was measured at the end of the 7 month growth period using the gas exchange laboratory system described
in Pumpanen et al. (2009). The biomass of the seedlings was harvested in the end of the experiment and
separated to following compartments: needles, stems, roots and ectomycorrhizal root tips. For ECM
analyses, one ectomycorrhizal root tip from ten randomly selected root pieces was taken, pooled and used
for DGGE analysis in order to identify different species and their occurrence in the samples as described
in Heinonsalo et al. (2010).
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ELIMINARY RESULTS
Net photosynthesis and shoot and root respiration generally increased along with increasing temperature.
However, the temperature did not affect significantly net biomass accumulation, suggesting higher
turnover rate of assimilated carbon at high soil temperatures. Ectomycorrhizal species composition and
mass did not show correlation with soil temperature and below ground carbon sink. Our results suggest
that
benefits from warmer soil temperature, since its biomass accumulation seemed to be
higher in the warmest soil temperature especially in the belowground.
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INTRODUCTION
The gradient method is a very traditional way to measure fluxes and it is based on the parametrization of the surface layer turbulence and so called first order closure. It means that the turbulent
transport and the molecular transport are assumed to be similar and therefore the vertical turbulent
transport term c′ w′ can be determined in a form
c′ w′ = −Kh

∂c̄
,
∂z

(1)

where Kh is a turbulent transfer coefficient for heat and c a concentration. According to the
Monin-Obukhov similarity theory
ku∗ (z − d)
,
(2)
Kh =
φh [(z − d)/L])
where k is Von Kárman constant, u∗ friction velocity, L Monin-Obukhov length, d zero displacement
height and φh [(z − d)/L] a universal function.
Using these equations and a concentration profile measurements, it is possible to calculate fluxes
without any fast response instruments. However, the gradient method has several requirements
(like a strong horizontal homogeneity) for a measurement site. (e.g. see Foken, 2006)
In this work, we studied whether it is possible to use gradient method, Monin-Obukhov similarity
theory and proton-transfer-reaction mass spectrometry (Lindinger et al., 1998) for a long-term
VOC flux measurements in Hyytiälä at SMEAR II station (61◦ 51’ N, 24◦ 17’ E, 180 m a.m.s.l.).
METHODS
We started our measurements at the end of May in 2010, and the PTR-MS was measuring 27
different compounds from six different measurement levels of the 73 m high tower. Two of the
measurement levels (4.2 m and 8.4 m) were below the canopy and four of them (16.8 m, 33.6 m,
50.4 m and 67.2 m) above the canopy. The calibrations were done using a gas standard and the
automatic calibration unit (GCU, Ionimed Analytik). The calibration and volume mixing ratio
calculation procedures have been described by Taipale et al. (2008).
The fluxes were calculated using the profile measurements and the gradient method (see e.g. Rinne
et al., 2000). Due to a tall canopy height (approximately 18 m in summer 2010), a roughness
sublayer corrections were made for the flux calculations using a method by Rinne et al. (2000).
The zero displacement height was determined using a method by Bruin and Verhoef (1997).
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According to the preliminary results, the concentration measurements succeeded very well and
flux calculations are looking promising for some compounds. A clear positive cumulative flux was
observed for a protonated masses (atomical mass per charge units) 33, 45, 47, 59, 69, 81 and 137
which are assumed to be related to the compounds methanol, acetaldehyde, ethanol/formic acid,
acetone, MBO-fragment/isoprene, monoterpene fragments and monoterpenes respectively.
CONCLUSIONS
The gradient method showed fluxes of several VOCs including emissions of methanol, acetone and
monoterpenes in the same range as observed previously by chamber and disjunct eddy covariance
methods. However, gradient method is an indirect flux measurement technique and the reliability
of the gradient fluxes should be evaluated by comparing them with direct eddy covariance flux
results. Therefore, we are going to to measure VOC-fluxes in next summer 2011 using gradient
method as well as the disjunct eddy covariance method (see J. Rinne et al., 2007) and the eddy
covariance method. The eddy covariance measurements will be done by the new fast response
proton-transfer-reaction time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Ionicon Analytik GmbH).
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Figure 1: Concentration of monoterpenes (protonated mass 137 amu) at levels 16.8 m (grey line)
and 67.2 m (black line) during 25.7.-31.7.2010.
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INTRODUCTION
Terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems are closely connected and the role of freshwater environments to the
carbon budget of boreal landscape is important but not very well known (e.g. Richey et al., 2002;
Ometto et al., 2005; Billett et al., 2004). Most of the lakes in the boreal zone are heterotrophic, i.e. they
process terrestrial carbon and thus a significant part of carbon from surrounding forest is released back
into the atmosphere through the lakes. Carbon from the catchment area carried by water can be in
particulate (organic POC), dissolved (organic or inorganic DOC, DIC) or gaseous (free CO 2, CH4) form.
Bulk of particulate carbon is sedimented to the bottom of waterbodies, but DOC can be used as a source
of energy in the water column and CO2 is formed. Part of DOC forms complicated, stable humic and
fulvic compounds. They are important e.g. for light conditions in aquatic environments and transport of
heavy metals. Organic acids are one fraction of DOC and form part of the buffer capacity against
acidity. When acidic deposition has decreased, the amount of DOC in surface waters has increased
(Vuorenmaa et al., 2006).
There is quite little DOC in the precipitation, in Finland the concentrations range from 1 to 4 mg L-1,
(Lindroos et al., 1999; Lindroos et al., 2007) but also higher concentrations have been measured in
boreal region (Moore 2003). When passing through the canopy and flushing carbon from the foliage
DOC concentration of water increases (Michalzik and Matzner, 1999). However most of the carbon
enters the catchment through photosynthesis which turns inorganic CO2 to organic form. Organic
carbon then enters soil through litter fall and root turnover. Highest DOC concentrations are found in
soil where concentration in soil water decreases with increasing depth (Wu et al., 2010). DOC is
removed from soil solution by decomposition or adsorption (Michalzik et al., 2001), or it is transported
to lakes and streams.
There are several ways water can pass through the catchment area. It can move in surface flows or
infiltrate deep into groundwater level. Origin and transformations during transport influence the quality
of dissolved organic matter (DOM) in the lake ecosystems. Water signatured by surface soils is
generally rich in DOM and has low pH. Usually such water has a short residence time, but can
contribute significantly to the storm runoff at the basin outlet. Transit times also vary markedly from
storm to storm. The wetter the soil and the higher the groundwater table, the larger the contribution of
short-residence time water to the runoff (Moldan and Cerný, 1994).
The physico-chemical significance of DOM in waters is often neglected because lack of good
characterization methods. Organic matter in the soil goes through decomposition and organic
breakdown products form humic substances. In addition to decomposition, organic matter is altered
also by resynthesizing microbes and abiotic degradation by e.g. UV radiation (McKnight and Aiken
1998). Thus, DOC is very inhomogeneous material and consists of many different kind of organic
molecules. Therefore its characterization is a complicated process. Yet, a widely used simple tool in
soil science to estimate the degree of aromaticity and molecular size of DOC is spectrophotometry. The
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ratio of absorbances at 465 nm (E4) and 665 nm (E6) is inversely proportional to the degree of
humification, condensation, aromaticity and molecular weight (Chen et al., 1977). This means that a
high E4/E6 ratio corresponds to a low aromaticity and vice versa.
In this study we measured DOC concentration in various water compartments in the riparian zone of
the pristine lake Valkea-Kotinen. Because DOC consists of many different kind of organic molecules
and goes through transformations in the soil, we used the spectophotometric method to analyze the
changes in its quality. Later we will calculate the flow of DOC from the terrestrial catchment into the
aquatic ecosystem.
METHODS
The study site Valkea-Kotinen is situated in southern boreal zone in Finland (61°14’ N, 25°04’ E) and
belongs to Evo nature reserve area. It consists of a catchment area (30 ha) with a head-water lake
Valkea-Kotinen (surface area 3.6 ha) and its small outlet brook. 76% of the terrestrial area is natural
state oldgrowth forest dominated by Norway spruce with some Scots pine, birch and aspen and the rest
is covered by peatland. The annual mean temperature is 3.1 °C and annual mean precipitation is 618
mm. The growing period (T >5°C) is 112 days long and the lake is ice-covered for 170 days between
November and April.
Rainwater and throughfall samples were collected into polyethylene bags with 15 funnels (diameter 197
mm) installed at 130 cm height below canopy or in an open fen nearby. The amount of
precipitation/throughfall was measured and samples were pooled for further analyses. Soil water was
collected with suction cup lysimeters (model 653X01-B02M2; Soil Moisture Corporation, California,
USA) installed at 10 and at 30 cm depths in spring 2007. Half of the lysimeters were installed 2 m from
the shore line (shore) and half 12 m from the shore line (forest). Nine perforated plastic tubes (diameter
20 mm) were installed in soil to measure the level of groundwater and to take samples from it. They
were at 2 m (shore), at 7 m (middle) and at 12 m (forest) from the shore line. All the samples were
taken once a week throughout the open-water periods in 2007–2009.
The samples were transported to the laboratory and analyzed within 24 hours for pH (Ag/AgCl
sureflow electrode, Orion Research Incorporation, USA) and conductivity (YSI 3200 conductivity
instrument, YSI Incorporated, USA). For DOC analysis samples were filtered (GF/C Whatman, MillexHA 0.45 µm Millipore) and either measured immediately or frozen (-20 °C) for later analysis. The
DOC concentration of all water samples was analyzed with total organic carbon analyzer (TOC-5000A,
Shimadzu Corporation, Australia). Two replicates of each water compartment were analyzed and before
the analysis the pH of the samples was decreased by adding 30 µl hydrochloric acid (2 mol L-l) to 10 ml
of sample. The absorbance of water at 465 nm and 665 nm wavelength was measured with
spectrophotometer (UV-1650PC, Shimadzu Instruments Manufacturing Co. Ltd, China) from samples
using distilled water as a blank. The absorbance ratio of 465 nm/665 nm (E4/E6) was calculated.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The mean DOC concentration was lowest in the rainwater and highest in the soil water near the shore
line (Fig 1). The DOC concentration in rainwater was more or less stable during the ice free period but
that in throughfall varied a lot. High concentrations were observed as a consequence of dry periods,
when dry deposition (e.g. pollen) was accumulating on branches and foliage and rain flushed it into the
collectors. As rain water and throughfall collectors were emptied only once in a week, evaporation
during sunny periods might have increased DOC concentration by condensating the samples. On the
other hand heavy rain events with large amounts of water can dilute and decrease DOC concentrations
of the samples.
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Figure 1. DOC concentration of different water compartments in the riparian zone of Valkea-Kotinen catchment
(mean and standard error 2007–2009).

The DOC concentration in soil water varied a lot between different lysimeters. Large variation in the
concentrations indicates high spatial heterogeneity of the soil. However, DOC concentration was in
general higher at 10 cm than at 30 cm and close to the shore line than at 12 m distance from it at both
depths (Fig 1). This highlights the importance of the riparian zone, which is shown to act also as a hot
spot of green house gas emissions (Larmola et al., 2003). As water passes through the riparian zone, it
is often rich in nutrients providing good circumstances for plant growth and microbial activity; water is
always plentiful as lake is just next to it and the level of groundwater is often close to soil surface.
Riparian zone is also an important filter for nutrients leached from forest (or agricultural fields) and
these zones have been successfully used for protecting waterbodies. There was less variation in the
DOC concentration of groundwater than in soil water but DOC concentration in groundwater was also
higher close to the shore line than in the forest (Fig 1). The highest groundwater DOC concentrations
were measured at 7 m from the shore line.
Even though the DOC concentration in rainwater was rather low, the total input of DOC by
precipitation is not negligible. The annual flux of organic carbon through precipitation in ValkeaKotinen catchment area (30 ha) varied from 235 to 530 kg, which is approximately one fifth of total
flux to forest floor by throughfall. Photosynthesis turns inorganic carbon to organic form which can be
leached from the canopy, and thus the amount of DOC reaching forest floor is several times higher than
the DOC input in precipitation. Soil gains carbon also through litterfall, root turnover and root exudates.
The DOC concentration in soil water was clearly higher than in throughfall because DOC was leached
from the thick organic layer of the soil. Respiration and decomposition returns the organic carbon
bound in the biomass back to inorganic form.
The E4/E6 ratio was highest in the soil water and lowest in the rain water (Fig 2). In groundwater the
ratio was higher near the shore line than in the forest. Near the shore line groundwater might be
influenced by lake water, which can alter DOC composition. In soil water the aromaticity seems to
decrease with the depth at 2 m distance from the shore line as the E4/E6 ratio increases, but the
situation is opposite in the forest. Usually aromacity increases when decomposition proceeds as simple
molecules are used first and microbes can also resynthesize complex forms of DOC. Near the shore line
soil water might be mixed with lake water bringing fresh DOC. The effect of proceeding decomposition
and increasing aromaticity is clearly seen in the difference between soilwater and groundwater. The low
values of E4/E6 ratios in rain water and throughfall do not follow the expected pattern of proceeding
decomposition, but tell that the quality of DOC is different from that in soil water.
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Figure 2. The ratio of absorbances at 456 nm and 665 nm (E4/E6) different water compartments in the riparian
zone of Valkea-Kotinen catchment (mean and standard error).
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INTRODUCTION
It is imperative to develop a fundamental understanding of Land–Use–induced Land–Cover Changes
(LULCC): its interactions with the human, biogeochemical and biogeophysical dynamics, and its impacts
at the regional scale and on the planetary climate system. Here, we briefly summarise a new initiative, the
LULCC synthesis topic plan for the 2nd International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) Synthesis
“Planet Under Pressure: Knowledge and Solutions”. The LULCC synthesis is lead by the Integrated LandEcosystem–Atmosphere Processes Study (iLEAPS), planning and implementation in collaboration with
several international research organisations, communities and other stakeholders.
The 2nd IGBP synthesis will identify gaps in our knowledge and contribute to a baseline for international
research and policy in the area of global environmental change in the coming decades. The synthesis
initiative will be undertaken during 2010–2014. The synthesis will involve a broad range of stakeholders,
organisations and individuals, right from its planning stages to its completion, including natural and social
scientists from within and outside of the IGBP community and individuals from the policy community.
Key results will be presented, for example, in high-level scientific synthesis articles, summaries for
various stakeholders, and at the global change open science conference to be held 26-29 March 2012 in
London, UK.
BACKGROUND
Humans have a major role in environmental changes, including the influence on the climate system
(IPCC, 2007). The observed effects of this human influence are largely due to increased industrial
emissions of greenhouse gases, trace gases, and aerosol particles into the atmosphere. While emissions
have increased, global land cover has continuously changed since the first human settlements because of
various ways to use the land, for example for cropland, urban constructions, pasture, and forestry.
Changes in vegetation distribution have large local and regional effects on the terrestrial water cycle, soil
erosion, biodiversity, water quality, urban pollution, and mesoscale and regional features of the
atmospheric circulation (Takata et al., 2009, Feddema et al., 2005).
LULCC has contributed substantially to anthropogenic emissions in the past (Houghton, 2003). At
present, LULCC contributes to both emissions and carbon sequestration—affected by continuous tropical
deforestation, expanding temperate and boreal forests, as well as by enhanced productivity resulting from
a combination of CO2–fertilisation and uses of fertilisers. Studies on land–climate interactions also suggest
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that changes in the land properties (for example albedo, roughness, moisture content) can significantly
influence climate variability at the regional scale and also have an effect on nature of extreme events
[Narisma and Pitman, 2003; Seneviratne et al., 2006]—of key relevance in climate change.
OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of our initiative is to achieve a synthesis of existing knowledge, coordinate current
and initiate future research efforts that will serve as a roadmap for future LULCC activities and its
effective integration into the IPCC scheme and global change research.
The main motivation for this initiative is the need to analyse and synthesise existing knowledge on
LULCC as guidance for international global change policy. It is also important to launch appropriate
coordinated numerical experiments to determine the robustness of assessments of LULCC–climate
interactions and influence.
The aims of this LULCC synthesis are to:
· Achieve a synthesis of existing knowledge based on available datasets and modelling studies;
· Coordinate current and initiate future research efforts, again looking simultaneously at datasets
and models;
· Ensure effective integration of LULCC into the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change) scheme and global change research;
· Set up and/or enforce interactions with stakeholders and decision makers to make the products of
our research useful outside our scientific community;
· Help define priorities (draw a roadmap) that will serve both ends (science and decision) for future
LULCC activities.
KEY QUESTIONS
LULCC will focus on changes in: a) weather and atmospheric processes, b) biogeochemical cycles, c)
water cycle, and d) atmospheric load of aerosols. All these are integral components of the climate system
[Radiative forcing of climate change, 2005; Kabat et al. Eds., 2004]. We intend to look at both past and
future changes with the expectation to deliver valuable information to the stakeholders, for example the
IPCC 5th assessment report.
We will focus on five key questions:
1. How well do the climate models simulate the influence of LULCC on trace gas and energy
exchange between the biosphere and the atmosphere; and how well do the land–surface models
capture the different sensitivities of the land–use system to climate forcing?
2. Which types of LULCC feedbacks within the climate system are important?
3. What have been the rate, magnitude and type of land cover and land use changes over the past
thousand years?
4. Is there evidence of LULCC being an important forcing agent of the climate in the past?
5. What are the plausible options to manage future LULCC to mitigate and adapt to climate
variability, including extremes and longer–term change?
These five questions span the entire field of LULCC; addressing the research field in its entirety is
important. The first two questions are core activities at the start of the LULCC synthesis project.
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Figure 1. General conceptual figure of LULCC domain: interactions among land–surface
properties/behaviour, climate and humans. Figure by Markus Reichstein and Dan Yakir.

IMPLEMENTATION AND OUTCOMES
The LULCC objectives will be achieved by gathering key scientists from IGBP, several international
research communities, and involving a variety of other stakeholders from the start of the project.
The action plan includes:
· Evaluation and synthesis of available datasets and numerical experiments in the form of peer–
reviewed papers or specific reports;
· Definition and production of relevant diagnostics (metrics) that will be useful for decision makers;
· Design of experimental protocols and launch of the associated modelling experiments;
· Model intercomparison studies such as LUCID (Pitman et al., 2009) to a) assess the confidence
we can have in the various models when they are used to evaluate the impacts of LULCC on for
example climate, b) robustly evaluate the climatic effects of LULCC;
· A literature review of the feedbacks that have been identified as being important and that relate to
LULCC and that should be properly evaluated.
The implementation will include workshops that bring together modelers and experimentalists, other
stakeholders, for example. The kick–off meeting aimed at various policy and decision-making
stakeholders will be held 21 September 2011, in connection with the iLEAPS Science Conference (18-23
September 2011), in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany.
The longer–term outcomes will include high–profile review articles, journal special issues, summaries for
policy makers, online resources, press releases, articles in popular press aimed at the general public, international and national policy briefings, educational products.
Several of the products will be published in time for the next IPCC Assessment Report (AR5) and the
major international science conference in London, 26-29 March 2012, “Planet Under Pressure – new
knowledge towards solutions”.
This synthesis project will be carried out in collaboration among several stakeholders: Integrated Land
Ecosystem–Atmosphere Processes Study (iLEAPS), Analysis, Integration and Modeling of the Earth
System (AIMES,) Past Global Changes (PAGES), International Global Atmospheric Chemistry (IGAC),
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Global Land Project (GLP), Global Land/Atmosphere System Study of the Global Energy and Water
Cycle Experiment (GEWEX/GLASS), Land–Use and Climate, Identification of robust impacts (LUCID),
Climate of the 20th Century (C20C), global network of micrometeorological tower sites FLUXNET,
Evaluation and intercomparison of existing land evapotranspiration products (LandFlux–EVAL),
International Land Model Benchmarking (iLAMB) as well as with non–IGBP researchers and
organisations in this wide interdisciplinary field.
For the project other stakeholders are the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the United Nations,
United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),
US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), European Space Agency (ESA), for
example.
SUMMARY
The LULCC synthesis project gathers the leading scientists from around the world and is lead by an
international Scientific Committee.
For updated information about LULCC and the IGBP Synthesis, please see the websites: LULCC
Synthesis (http://www.ileaps.org/multisites/lulcc/) and IGBP 2nd Synthesis
(http://www.igbp.net/page.php?pid=510).
For more information and if you are interested in contributing to the project, please contact Nathalie de
Noblet–Ducoudré (nathalie.de-noblet@lsce.ipsl.fr) or Anni Reissell (anni.reissell@helsinki.fi).
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosol particles have become a topic of keen interest for researchers in the field of climate
change. The main reason for this interest is the ability of these particles to affect climate through direct
and indirect processes, including absorbing and reflecting radiation and changing the properties of clouds.
Aerosols are highly complex, since their size dependent chemical composition differs in time and space.
Because of the complexity, quantification of the climate effects of aerosols continues to be highly
uncertain and a great challenge to researchers [Pöschl et al. 2005, Ayash et al. 2009].
Over a half of the submicron aerosol mass in the troposphere consists of organic material, especially
oxygenated compounds [Zhang et al. 2007, Jimenez et al. 2009]. Highly oxidized compounds, such as
carboxylic acids and keto- and dicarboxylic acids, are of greatest interest because of their low saturation
pressure and consequent high aerosol forming potential. Gas-phase oxidation products with sufficiently
low vapour pressure can form secondary organic aerosols (SOA) by condensing/partitioning onto preexisting particles, or they can undergo nucleation to form new particles [Hoffmann et al. 1997]. It is
widely recognized that acids, formed by the oxidation of terpenes, play a major role in biogenic SOA
formation because of their abundance in the atmosphere and low vapour pressure. In view of their
importance, the acids formed from oxidation of terpenes in ambient aerosol particles have attracted special
attention.
The collection of aerosol particles is one of the most difficult steps in the analytical procedure.
Atmospheric aerosols are usually collected on a filter or an impactor plate and analyzed either off-line by
various techniques or directly with aerosol mass spectrometer.
The overall aim of the study was to develop tools for the clarification of the chemistry involved in
biogenic aerosol formation and growth, so allowing more precise determination of biosphere-atmosphere
interactions. Targeted aims of the research were development of laser aerosol mass spectrometer for direct
measurement of chemical composition of ultrafine particles, utilization of differential mobility analyzer
for size separation before filter sampling, optimization of particle-into-liquid sampler for the on-line
chemical analysis by conventional chromatographic-mass spectrometric techniques, optimization of twodimensional gas-chromatography and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry with different ionization
sources for off-line analysis and development of data analysis techniques for handling the information
produced by various analytical methods in order to find correlations between physical properties of
aerosols and their chemical composition.
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ETHODS
Laser AMS
The laser aerosol mass spectrometer (laser AMS) has been recently described (Laitinen, 2009) and its
applicability tested in laboratory experiments (Laitinen, 2010). Briefly, charged and size-separated (with
DMA) particle flow from ambient air was directed to an oppositely charged polished stainless steel
collection surface, which is part of a custom designed sampling valve. Collected samples were introduced
to the high vacuum (10-8 torr) of the mass spectrometer (MS) by rotating the sampling valve. The sample
was desorbed from the collection surface with an IR-laser (1064 nm wavelength) and ionized with a UVlaser (193 nm wavelength). The ions were then guided with an ion lens system (15 cm) to the orthogonal
TOFMS (Tofwerk AG, Switzerland) and detected according to their flight times. Ions were pulsed into the
TOF with frequency of 12 kHz from the ion extraction region. Total analysis of each sample included 10
to 30 desorption/ionization events to vaporize the sample completely. All single spectra were later
calibrated and added together to form a complete mass spectrum for each sample. Background signal was
extracted from each sample before any compound identification and correlation analysis.
Particles of 10- to 50-nm were continuously collected from one hour to a few days depending on the
available particle mass, and then analyzed. The collected particle mass was first approximated from
particle size distributions calculated from the SMEAR II station DMPS data. After the measurements, the
sampled mass was calculated from sample flow rate, sample collection efficiency, and actual particle
concentration. The particle concentrations were measured with a condensation particle counter (TSI 3025
CPC, MN, USA). The collected samples did not need any sample treatment and all spectra were analyzed
on-line. The laser AMS system was used for compound identification and semi-quantitative analysis. The
samples were collected wit
.5 kV collection voltage while the aerosol flow rate was set to 4 L min-1
and the DMA sheath air flow to 10 L min-1. Altogether 26 samples were collected and analyzed (Laitinen,
2011).

Aerosol sampling with PILS
A full description of the aerosol sampling with PILS can be found elsewhere (Orsini, 2003; Parshintsev,
2009). Briefly, the sampling system consisted of an ADI2081 particle-into-liquid sampler (Applikon
Analytical, Schiedam, The Netherlands) coupled with an eight-channel peristaltic pump (Watson Marlow
205S, Wilmington, USA). DirectQ-UV water (Millipore, USA) was used as a working liquid and for
transport flow. To remove gas-phase compounds, three-channel annular denuders (242 mm length, Teflon
coated, stainless steel sheath, URG, Chapel Hill, USA) with different coatings (XAD for organic gases,
potassium iodide in glycerol for ozone) were added to the sampling line and were recoated when the
colour of the potassium iodide denuder changed to yellow. Aerosols were size separated before the
denuder with a cyclone (PM2.5, URG, Chapel Hill, USA), which was cleaned once a day. During
collection, the transport flow containing the aerosol sample was divided into two parts. One part was
collected off-line to a pre-weighed beaker, while the other was directed to the conditioning/sampling valve
of the solid-phase extraction step (see Parshintsev, 2010 for more information).
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the constructed on-line coupled PILS-SPE-HPLC-MS apparatus. All
connections were made with PEEK capillaries (1.6 mm O.D., 0.5 mm I.D.). The analytical procedure was
the following: Step 1: Conditioning of the solid-phase trap. Methanol 4 min, 1 ml/min and MilliQ water 4
min, 1 ml/min. For greater convenience, two Jasco PU-980 pumps (Tokyo, Japan) were used and
connected with a three-way valve to the conditioning/sampling valve.
Step 2: Sampling. The liquid flow was connected directly to the conditioning/sampling valve. At the end
of the PILS sampling, the internal standard was added to the trap manually by syringe.
Step 3: Elution and analysis. The loop (500 µl) was filled with elution solvent for desorption of the
trapped analytes. When HPLC-MS analysis was turned on, the main valve was switched to the analysis
mode (position A). As can be seen from Figure 1, eluent from the HPLC system flushes the trap in the
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direction to sampling. Two minutes after injection, the valve was switched back to the
conditioning/sampling mode (position B) and a new analysis was started from step 1.

Figure 1. Schematic of the constructed on-line coupled PILS-SPE-HPLC-MS apparatus. A- procedure for
sample analysis, B- procedure for conditioning the trap and PILS sampling.

Size-selective filter sampling
Since DMA assisted filter sampling was already employed by our group (Laitinen, 2010), it was decided
to evaluate the possible artefacts during the collection of ultrafine particles. The aerosol sampling system
was modified as depicted in Figure 2. A Vienna-type differential mobility analyzer was the basic element
in the size segregation in the filter collection system.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the size-selective aerosol collection system. P indicates a pump and F a high
efficiency particulate filter (HEPA) in the sheath flow of the differential mobility analyzer (DMA).
The DMA was operated in a closed loop flow arrangement with a sheath flow of 24 l/min. Voltages,
corresponding to particle sizes of 30 nm, 40 nm, and 50 nm were preselected to collect particles onto a
filter placed downstream of the DMA sample flow (4 l/min). A timer was connected to the high voltage
(HV) supply and to a three-way valve that turned off the HV supply and, simultaneously, switched the 3way valve to another direction. Thus, 30 nm (or 40 or 50 nm) particles were collected onto one filter for a
15 min period and particle-free air was sampled onto a second filter for a further 15 min period. This
measurement cycle was maintained for the whole collection period. Before size segregation, the particles
to be sampled were brought to a known charge distribution with an Am-241 alpha-source (60 MBq).
Filter samples were extracted for 20 minutes with acetone/methanol mixture (1 ml/min, 1:1 v/v) with use
of dynamic ultrasonic assisted extraction. Samples were analyzed by liquid chromatography-mass
spectrometry and gas-chromatography-mass spectrometry. More detailed explanation of the methods is
presented elsewhere (Parshintsev, 2011).

Comprehensive two dimensional gas chromatography-mass spectrometry
DMA size separated samples were also analyzed by comprehensive two-dimensional gas chromatography
(GC×GC-TOF). Experiments were carried out on an Agilent 7890A gas chromatograph (Santa Clara,
USA) equipped with a split/splitless injector and interfaced with a LECO Pegasus® 4D TOFMS system
(LECO, St. Joseph, MI, USA). The Agilent GC was equipped with a secondary oven and a liquid N2
quad-jet dual-stage modulator. A nonpolar HP-5 column (29 m × 0.25 mm i.d., 0.25 µm film thickness)
was used as the first-dimension column and a semipolar RTX-17 column (1 m × 0.1 mm i.d., 0.1 µm film
thickness) as the second-dimension column (housed in the secondary oven). Two columns were connected
with a Silket® Treated Universal Press-Tight® connector (Restek, Bellefonte, PA, USA). A 2m×0.53mm
i.d. DPTMDS deactivated retention gap was connected to the first-dimension column.
The data acquisition and the first step of the data processing were accomplished with LECO®
ChromaTOFTM optimized for the Pegasus® 4D software (version 3.34). After data processing, the
software generates a peak table which displays information about the peaks found. Peak name, retention
time, retention index (I) value, CAS registry number, unique mass, height, signal-to-noise ratio (S/N),
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, similarity and mass spectra are examples of the specific information given for each peak in the table.
In this work, data processing was used to find all peaks with an S/N larger than 10. Unique mass was used
for area/height calculations and the peak width was set at 0.5 s. The NIST05 electron ionization mass
spectral database was used for the spectral search. In order to identify one compound the fit between the
experimental mass spectrum and the database spectrum should be higher than 700 in normal search mode.
The I value for each compound was calculated using linear hydrocarbons and PAHs as reference in the
case of the semi-volatile compounds and silylated polyols, and carboxylic acids in the case of the lowvolatility compounds. These reference compounds were not added to the samples since atmospheric
aerosol contains them naturally and they could be easily identified by comparing the retention times with
those of the standards. I values were calculated on the basis of the retention time.
The peak table provided by LECO software was used as input data for Guineu 0.8.1 software. Briefly, the
peak tables obtained for the analysis of the same group of compounds, semi-volatile or non-volatile, were
combined into a single peak table which contains the same information provided by the original peak
tables in addition to mean similarity and similarity standard deviation. The compounds which present a
mean spectral similarity lower than 750 were removed from the peak table. The experimental I value, for
each compound, was compared with the value provided in the literature. For this purpose, I value library
was constructed containing the experimental and/or theoretical I values for approximately 1500
compounds. The cut-off limit for I difference was set to 200 units and these compounds with I difference
larger than 200 units were deleted from the list. The remaining compounds were accepted as identified
compounds.
The mass spectra and I values obtained for the compounds deleted from the peak list in the previous steps
(unknowns) were analyzed using the Golm metabolome database. The identification conditions were the
same used previously (spectral search fit higher than 750 and I difference less than 200 units).
In the last step, the compounds classified as unknowns in the previous step were re-analyzed in the Golm
metabolome database searching in this case for the main functional groups present in the molecule.
Laboratory-made Visual Basic (VB) software was used for the combination of the peak lists provided for
the analysis of semi-volatile and low-volatility compounds by Guineu software. The main property of the
VB software is the classification of compounds according to their chemical composition. First the
compounds were classified by their main functional group present in the molecule into seven different
groups such as, hydrocarbons, halogenated compounds, nitrogen compounds, sulphur compounds,
carboxyl, carbonyl and hydroxyl compounds. Then the compounds previously classified were further subclassified, according to the specific element and functionality present in the molecule. In addition, so
called unknown compounds whose main functional groups were only identified, were classified by the VB
software into ten chemical groups such as, aldehydes, alcohol, alkenes, amines, carboxylic acids, carbonyl
compounds, aromatic compounds, phenols, hydroxyl compounds and acetals.

CONCLUSIONS
Laser AMS
Two main findings from the laser AMS samples were black carbon and the possible presence of amines.
The black carbon was seen as a distinct plume in the spectrum produced by the desorption laser (black
carbon was ionized with desorption laser) at mass range about 150-400 amu. Black carbon compounds are
known to absorb infrared radiation strongly. The black carbon did not correlate with anything else; it was
observed in particle sizes from 10 to 50 nm both during the new particle formation events and also when
there was no new particle formation. We assume that the black carbon probably came from local sources
(cars, saunas etc.) and in bigger particles it was transported within air masses from elsewhere. Most
abundant amines were found with mass peaks of 143, and 185 amu, and they were tentatively assigned to
alkyl-substituted amines (spectrum shown in Fig. 3). Several other ions possibly originating from amines
were recorded during the measurements as well, but their concentrations were several fold smaller
compared to ions 143 amu and 185 amu. In previous measurements at the SMEAR II station (Smith,
2010), amines were sometimes found during the new particle formation events. Here, some of the amines
were found in nearly all samples, but relatively, concentrations were the highest in particles of 10 to 25 nm
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nd on the samples when one or more new particle formation events occurred during the collection of
these laser AMS samples. With such limited data, however, it is too early to claim for sure that these
amines have something to do with the new particle formation. More measurements on fine particles and
longer data sets are needed before a connection between amines and new particle formation events can be
confirmed.

Figure 3. Laser AMS spectrum measured
size was 20 nm and the collection time was 96.5 hours.
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a

nucleation

events.
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PILS-SPE-HPLC-MS
Atmospheric aerosol samples were collected and analysed to test the performance of the constructed online system. Also, off-line analysis was conducted for purposes of comparison. Concentrations of the
studied acids measured by the two techniques are presented in Parshintsev et al, 2010. The results
achieved with the two techniques were in good agreement. In addition, except for pinic and -pinonic
acids, the concentrations of the acids found in the aerosol samples agree with concentrations reported in
the literature. Pinic and -pinonic acid usually contribute to aerosol mass during the growing season of
coniferous trees. However, the weather in Finland in February was cold, with no biological activity of the
trees. Relatively high concentrations of these acids indicate transport from distant areas or that the acids
are chemically stable. Two samples, one collected on February 5, 2010, at 12.45pm- 3pm and the other on
February 8, 2010, 11.50am- 2.15pm, contained unusually high concentrations of hydroxyglutaric acid,
which is considered to be an oxidation product of pinic acid. In the same two samples, the concentration of
pinic acid was lower than in other samples taken on the same day. This finding, suggesting that oxidation
was still going on, is not in agreement with chemical stability of the compounds. To clarify this issue,
much more samples need to be collected and analysed on-line and the correlation of the results with
various atmospheric parameters need to be studied. On-line coupled PILS-SPE-HPLC-MS would be an
excellent tool for this type of research.
DMA for size separation before filter sampling
As can be seen from Table 1 (Parshintsev, 2011), gas-phase compounds contribute significantly to the
particle mass found on the filters containing both phases, regardless of the filter medium. As expected,
however, adsorption is much higher on quartz than on teflon. Polar gas-phase compounds are readily
adsorbed on polar quartz filters because of the various interactions that are possible (dipole-dipole,
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, etc). Such adsorption occurs for all-sized and PMx particles, and aerosols under 50 nm in
diameter would clearly not be an exception. Only 50 nm particle samples were selected for the comparison
between quartz and teflon, since the adsorption behaviour was assumed to be the same for the other
samples.
The group of Kirchstetter et al. (2001) found adsorption to depend on the vapour pressure of the
compound. However, our results do not always show such a dependency. The adsorption of pinic and pinonic acid did not depend on vapour pressure (here pinic< -pinonic), and in general, the adsorption of
other compounds followed the same trend. This discrepancy between our and their results might be due, in
part, to our failure to calculate the sampling deviation. Calculating of sampling deviation would have
required simultaneous collection of samples with at least two DMA systems and we had only one system
at our disposal. In some cases, the hypothesis of adsorption dependence on vapour pressure nevertheless
works nicely. For instance, in the second set of samples collected on quartz filters (February 22-26), the
adsorption of aldehydes from hexanal to nonanal is proportional to their vapour pressures (1330, 507, 280,
and 71 Pa). The adsorption of these compounds did not, however, show any correlation with vapour
pressure in the collection onto teflon. Levoglucosan (vapour pressure 24.10 Pa) and mannose (vapour
pressure 2.44 Pa), in turn, showed a good correlation for both filter media. The results with teflon are
surprising due to its non-polar nature. Perhaps the gas-phase polyols adsorb onto already collected
particles, which then serve as an additional filtering layer. In other words, the aerosol layer may behave as
a gas chromatographic stationary phase, mostly polar, and adsorb gas-phase compounds in the manner
quartz does. Differences in the adsorptions of benzoic acid and benzaldehyde support this suggestion. Our
results suggest that neither filter can clearly be preferred since chemical alteration of samples occurs in
both cases. The described sampling system nevertheless allows determination of the true amounts of
compounds in aerosol phase. Results can be then presented as absolute amounts of analytes in nanograms
after subtraction of gas-phase amounts, or, using the amount of sampled air, as concentrations in ng/m3.
GC×GC-TOF
The most relevant compounds, in terms of concentrations, present in the semi-volatile and non-volatile
fractions of the aerosol particles were identified. Two different classifications, based on the composition
and the main functional groups, or specific element were developed for the identified compounds. These
classifications allowed the clarification of the aerosol particle composition and the influence of the aerosol
size on the chemical composition of the particles. Significant differences were found in the compound
profile for TS, 50-nm and 30-nm particles. In most of the cases, the highest number of compounds and
highest value for the sum of the normalized peak area were found for 30-nm particles, which were
collected in a different season of the year. The study showed the potential of this methodology to access
the aerosol chemistry and compositional changes occurring during the particle growth process. In all the
cases, the number of compounds was increased with the particle size opposite to the sum of normalized
peak areas that were mostly decreased with the exception of aldehydes. The chemical composition of
aerosol particles was studied using two different parameters, the number of compounds and the sum for
the normalized peak areas. The average values and the ranges obtained for each group, according to the
main functional group present in the molecule, of the identified compounds are shown in Figure 4, where
ranges are expressed as error bars. There is a clear difference between 30-nm particles and the rest of the
samples. Hydrocarbons, aldehydes, halogenated and nitrogen containing compounds showed higher values
in terms of number of compounds and sum of normalized peak areas in the 30-nm particles. On the other
hand, TS and 50-nm particles demonstrated the highest values for these parameters in the case of acids,
alcohols and sulphur containing compounds. Although explanations can be given to these differences, we
should keep in mind that the different collection season of the year for 30-nm particles affects their
composition. A detailed study of the aerosol particle composition according to the specific elements
present in the molecule is presented elsewhere (Ruiz-Jimenez, 2011). It is usual that the group which
contains the highest values for the number of compounds has also a highest value for the sum of the
normalized peak area, but there are some exceptions. It is clear that alkenes, thio compounds, amino acids,
esters, alcohols and ketones are the most abundant compounds in the aerosol particles under study. It is
not possible to find any clear trend for halogenated compounds. Similar number was found for fluorinated
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nd iodinated compounds. The contribution of free acids, whose number is similar to the esters, to the
composition of the particles should also be emphasized. Alkenes, amino acids, alcohols and ketones have
also the highest values in terms of relative peak area. Results which differ from those provided by the
number of compounds were found in the case of halogenated compounds, sulphur containing compounds
and acids. Chlorinated compounds, thio compounds and esters are the most abundant in the case of 50 and
30-nm particles. On the other hand, the relative peak area is higher in the case of the fluorinated
compounds, sulphonamides and free acids for TSP.
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Here, the most recent research on atmospheric aerosol chemical composition, done in Laboratory of
Analytical Chemistry of the Helsinki University is presented. As it was shown, many different approaches
were chosen to achieve the goal of the research. Even though, results are encouraging, more trials are
clearly needed in order to develop techniques suitable for routine analysis.

Halogen Nitrogen Sulphur CarboxylHydroxylCarbonyl Hydroc
Figure 4.Number of compounds according to the aerosol size.
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1. Contribution of gas-phase compounds to the total mass of compounds in aerosol samples in percents. Q-quartz, T-teflon. from Parshintsev et al.2011
Compound
Levoglucosan
L-Mannose
D-Mannose
Malonic acid
Maleic acid
Malic acid
Adipic acid
Azelaic acid
Tartaric acid
Octanoic acid
Palmitic acid
Vanillic acid
cis-Pinonic acid
3-Hydroxyglutaric acid
Pinic acid
Benzoic acid
Mandelic acid
Sebacic acid
Hexanal
Benzaldehyde
Heptanal
Octanal
Nonanal
Pinonaldehyde
Tridecanal
-Caryophyllene aldehyde
-Nocaryophyllene aldehyde
Ethylenediamine
Diethylamine
Dipropylamine
para-Aminophenol
Isopropylamine
Isopropylaniline

18.02-22.02 22.02-26.02 26.02-03.03 03.03-09.03 09.03-16.03 16.03-22.03 22.03-29.03 29.03-07.04 07.04-13.04 13.04-19.04
50nm Q

50nm Q

50nm Q

50nm T

50nm T

50nm T

40nm T

40nm T

40nm T

30nm T

91.7
70.8
100.0
37.7
100.0
100.0
73.7
61.4
67.7
66.8
42.6
75.5
55.9
35.5
88.4
80.6
54.0
47.2
37.8
34.4
5.2
44.8
87.7
45.7

73.2
87.0
57.3
100.0
83.0
83.2
69.8
6.4
76.0
74.3
87.2
91.0
43.0
81.9
32.3
27.9
32.6
39.8
49.2
28.8
30.4
39.1
93.0
69.0
16.3
81.3
69.7

64.4
69.2
74.4
93.2
100.0
100.0
80.3
60.0
61.7
81.5
93.3
76.8
52.0
100.0
42.2
28.8
47.6
34.7
34.0
27.2
44.3
42.8
30.7
92.6
84.5
100.0
6.1
76.5

20.8
47.5
77.2
64.1
50.5
100.0
84.6
100.0
46.0
55.4
67.1
26.3
35.8
88.9
25.4
20.9
38.6
35.8
56.9
19.0
30.7
20.3
88.8
76.5
91.1
95.4
84.3

32.1
87.8
43.7
30.2
100.0
97.3
84.8
100.0
67.7
63.3
64.8
74.7
55.1
84.4
24.6
12.2
47.8
47.4
32.3
22.8
29.8
50.4
43.2
50.5
14.7
52.4
43.6
44.6
41.6

41.8
99.1
49.9
22.2
28.4
69.0
13.0
58.2
33.6
46.6
44.5
34.7
33.9
38.0
41.2
21.3
43.1
35.5
28.7
44.0
61.5
47.0
52.9
84.9
95.9
47.5
72.2
21.8
40.9

41.5
52.1
27.1
31.4
2.9
36.9
47.0
0.9
22.5
24.8
21.9
17.7
42.0
98.6
55.3
99.5
66.1
58.1
96.4
61.3
71.6
100.7
56.5
54.0
73.3
90.1
71.5
55.9

22.9
32.4
22.9
27.1
9.2
3.3
20.2
16.1
5.6
19.8
20.9
3.8
60.0
19.2
34.3
38.4
22.6
27.2
20.3
39.1
34.4
15.9
20.8
72.2
57.0
56.3
10.3
43.7

45.5
59.2
29.2
48.1
23.4
21.8
42.8
38.8
20.6
24.6
18.6
32.0
34.7
22.1
97.2
63.3
75.4
29.1
68.0
80.3
63.7
50.9
41.2
37.4
95.9
73.4
79.2

31.4
53.8
35.2
24.4
50.1
44.7
40.8
28.5
24.0
47.6
64.7
24.6
12.2
47.8
47.4
32.3
22.8
29.8
50.4
43.2
50.5
14.7
52.4
43.6
44.6
41.6
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INTRODUCTION
Northern wetlands are important for the global climate system not only because they store vast amounts of
carbon, but also because they emit high amounts of methane into the atmosphere. However, continuous
long-term measurements of ecosystem scale methane emissions from these ecosystems are still quite
sparse. We have measured methane emissions from a boreal fen by eddy covariance method continuously
since 2005. First year of the measurements of methane has been published earlier (Rinne et al., 2007). The
aims of this study were to determine the annual ecosystem scale methane emission from a boreal fen and
seasonal and inter-annual variation of the emission.
METHODS
The measurement site is located at the eastern end of the Siikaneva fen, which is a boreal oligotrophic fen
located in Ruovesi in Southern Finland (61°50’N, 24°12’E, 162 m a.s.l.). The peat depth at the
measurement site is up to four meters and has accumulated since the end of the last ice age, in about 9000
yr. The vegetation at the site is dominated by Spaghnum mosses, Sedges (Carex rostrata Stokes, C. limosa
L., Eriophorum vaginatum L.) and Rannochrush (Scheuchzeria palustris L.). A more detailed description
of the vegetation at the site is given by Riutta et al., (2007). The site has a relatively flat topography with
no pronounced string and hollow structures. The homogenous fetch extends some 200 m in the north and
south and several hundred meters in east and west. The annual mean temperature during 1971–2000 at
Hyytiälä weather station, located 5 kilometres from Siikaneva, was 3.3°C and the annual precipitation 713
mm.
The methane fluxes were measured using the eddy covariance technique. Methane concentrations were
measured at a rate of 10 Hz by a tunable diode laser absorption spectrometer (Campbell TDLAS, TGA100, years 2005-2007) or integrated cavity ring down laser spectrometer (Los Gatos RMT-200, years
2008-2010). The three-dimensional wind vector was measured at the rate of 10 Hz by an acoustic
anemometer (USA-1, METEK, Germany). Also carbon dioxide and water vapour fluxes were measured
by eddy covariance technique utilizing the same acoustic anemometer and a closed path infrared gas
analyser (IRGA, Li-Cor 7000). The acoustic anemometer was placed 3 m above the peat surface.
RESULTS
Monthly average methane fluxes (Figure 1) show clear seasonal cycle with low emissions during winter
and highest emissions in summer. The emissions show exponential dependence on peat temperature
(Figure 2). Best correlation was found with temperature measured at the depth of 35 cm with Q10 of 6.1.
Similar dependencies are found for daily average fluxes. No direct dependence of emission on water table
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position was found. However, rapid rises of water table depth were often associated with transient
reduction of methane emission (Figure 3). There are two possible reasons for this behaviour. First, a layer
of methane poor rainwater on top of the older peat water can reduce the diffusive flux until a quasistationary gradient is re-established. Second, the rise of water table leads to increased hydrostatic pressure
in the peat water thus contracting the existing bubbles. This leads to decrease of ebullition until the
bubbles have again reached the critical size needed for their release.

Figure 1. Monthly average methane emission, peat temperature at 35 cm depth, and water table position.

Figure 2. Monthly average methane emission against peat temperature at 35 cm depth.
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By using temperature dependence of monthly emissions we can gapfill the emission timeseries and
estimate the annual methane emissions. The annual methane emissions range from 10 to18 gC m-2 y-1
(Table 1). Aurela et al. (2007) reported the annual carbon dioxide sink of the site to be 50-60 gC m-2 y-1 in
2004 and 2005. Thus the methane emission appears to be a significant part of the carbon balance of this
fen.

Figure 3. Detail of timeseries (2008) of half-hourly methane emission and water table depth.
CONCLUSIONS
The preliminary results presented here indicate that methane is an important part of the carbon balance of
this boreal fen ecosystem. The ecosystem scale methane emissions depend on peat temperature both on
daily and monthly scales. No direct correlation between temporal variations of ecosystem scale methane
emission and water table position was observed. Water table changes may exert a more complicated effect
on methane emission.

Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

Methane emission
(gC m-2 a-1)
13.4
(11.8)
14.7
10.3
11.2
17.6

Table 1. Annual methane emissions. Note that the value for 2006 is based solely on temperature
dependence of the emission.
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INTRODUCTION
Coniferous forests are a major source of volatile organic compounds (VOC), including monoterpenes, into
the boreal atmosphere (Rinne et al., 2009). These compounds contribute to the growth of secondary
aerosol growth (Tunved et al., 2006). Thus it is important to understand the processes driving these
emissions, which can be achieved with detailed emission measurements (see e.g. Aalto et al., this issue)
and controlled experiments. For model and algorithm development leaf level emission measurements in
controlled environment have proved essential. For deeper understanding of processes underlying the
emission the laboratory work in cellular level has been conducted.
From the perspective of atmospheric chemistry we need quantitative data on VOC emissions mostly in
ecosystem or landscape scales. Thus we need to be able to upscale our understanding of cellular and leaf
level emission processes to yield quantitative emissions in these larger scales. For this, emission models of
varying complexity are used. In order to evaluate the performance of these models independent
measurements of VOC emissions in ecosystem or landscape scales are essential. While longer term
measurement of landscape scale emissions is very challenging, we are able to measure ecosystem scale
VOC emissions using surface layer flux measurement techniques.

METHODS
We have employed disjunct eddy covariance technique with proton transfer reaction quadrupole mass
spectrometer at a boreal Scots pine forest at SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä, Finland. Detailed description
of the measurement system is given by Rinne et al. (2007) and Taipale et al. (2008; 2010). In addition we
have used surface layer gradient (SLG) technique with PTR-QMS.
The contributions of de novo and evaporative emissions have been obtained by 13C labelling experiment
conducted in laboratory conditions (Ghirardo et al., 2010). The contributions of canopy and soil emissions
are estimated using automated enclosure measurements (e.g. Ruuskanen et al., 2005, Aaltonen et al.,
2011). The insight into the processes underlying the emissions, atmospheric transport and processing can
be combined using a numerical model model such as SOSA (e.g. Boy et al., 2011). The data used for
evaluate the importance of various emission processes and models include surface layer fluxes and
atmospheric concentrations.
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RESULTS
The results from flux measurements show that monoterpenes make up over 50% of the ecosystem scale
VOC emission measured by the DEC-PTR-QMS (Figure 1). Other compounds emitted are methanol,
acetone, isoprene and acetaldehyde. However, the magnitudes measured with different surface layer
techniques differ considerably from each other.
The 13C labelling experimentwith tree seedlings has shown that monoterpene emissions from boreal
evergreen coniferous trees originate from two parallel pathways, one directly from synthesis and the other
from storage pools (Ghirardo et al., 2010). The former pathway is in close connection with photosynthesis.
However, the ecosystem scale contribution of these pathways is difficult to separate using flux data due to
strong correlation between the driving environmental parameters and to similar functional forms of the
corresponding algorithms (Taipale et al., 2011). 13C labelling did not show acetone and methanol emission
to be closely connected to photosynthesis.

Figure 1. Contribution of different VOCs to the total ecosystem scale VOC emission, in mass basis, from
a Scots pine forest in July 2007. M33: methanol; M45: acetaldehyde; M59: acetone; M69: isoprene,
M137: sum of monoterpenes.

CONCLUSIONS
The results show that accurate determination of ecosystem scale VOC emission at low emission
environment, such as boreal forest, is still a challenge. Depending on a measurement method the
magnitude of emission as well as the dynamics can be different. However, combining results from various
experiments, field measurement techniques and model work we can discern following general features in
the ecosystem scale VOC emission from boreal Scots pine forest: 1) The major compounds emitted are
monoterpenes, with significant contributions of methanol, acetone, isoprene and acetaldehyde. 2) The
monoterpene emission from evergreen coniferous forest originates partially directly from monoterpene
synthesis and partially as evaporation from large specialized storage structures. 3) The dominant
monoterpene measured at stand scale in the Scots pine forest is α-pinene (Rinne et al., 2000; see also Bäck
et al., this issue). There is a large tree-to-tree variation in magnitude of monoterpene emission as well as in
monoterpene composition emitted. 4) The VOC emission from forest soil may be of importance especially
in spring and autumn (Aaltonen et al., 2011). Future improvements of ecosystem scale emission
measurement by surface layer flux measurement methods include application of conventional eddy
covariance method with proton transfer reaction – time of flight mass spectrometer at Hyytiälä site (see
e.g. Ruuskanen et al., 2011).
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INTRODUCTION
Commonly it has been thought that only aerosol particles with substantial amount of water soluble matter
can form cloud droplets at the ambient conditions. However, recently it has been proposed that also
insoluble, but hydrophilic, particles can act as a cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) even at atmospheric
supersaturations (Sorjamaa and Laaksonen, 2007, Henson, 2007). This could potentially affect the aerosol
cloud interactions on areas with dust concentrations.
METHODS
In the theory water adsorption is described by isotherms which give the amount of adsorbed water on the
particle surface as a function of relative humidity in subsaturated conditions. One example of such an
equation is the so called FHH-isotherm giving the number of adsorbed water layers on the surface as:
1
畦
ln = 稽 ,
(1)
鯨
where S is the gas saturation ratio, e is the surface coverage, i.e. the number of water layers, and A and B,
are fitted parameters dependent on the surface properties. In the traditional Köhler equation the term
describing the solute effect (Raoult’s effect) can be replaced by solving the S from Eq. 1 [Sorjamaa and
Laaksonen, 2007],
替蹄暢
鯨 噺 結捲喧 岾眺脹諦 葱帖 峇 結捲喧(伐畦) 貸喋 ,
(2)
葱

from which the critical supersaturation can be calculated. Thus if the isotherm describing the amount of
water on the surface can determined, the cloud droplet formation potential of particles can be calculated
from equation 2.

It has been shown by Romakkaniemi et al. [2001] that the hygroscopic differential mobility analyzer
(HTDMA) can be used to study water uptake by adsorption on aerosol particles at subsaturated conditions.
With small enough particles it is possible to detect the formation of water layers, although the depth of
monolayer is approximately only 3Å. In this study we produced silica particles from an aqueous solution.
The amount of water adsorbed on the particles at RH’s between 40 and 90 was measured with nanoHTDMA, The growth of particles at super-saturated conditions was measured by CCN counter to test the
validity of equation 2.
RESULTS
The adsorption of water on small aerosol particles composed of silica follows FHH-adsorption isotherm.
Based on the HTDMA measurements for 8nm and 10 nm particles, the parameters A and B in Eq. 1 are
found to be 4.82 and 2.16, respectively. These values are slightly higher than values reported in Kumar et
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. [2010] for typical dust and mineral samples. By using parameters A and B in Eq. 2 we get the critical
supersaturation as a function of particle size.

Figure 1. Number of adsorbed water layers on the surface of 8nm and 10 nm particles, and the fitted isotherm.

In Figure 2 we present the activated fraction of 114nm and 150nm particles as a function of
supersaturation. For this type of curve a sigmoidal function can be fitted and from that we can determine
D50, the diameter at which half of the aerosol are activated. Also presented are expected values for critical
supersaturations calculated from Eq. 2 with parameters from HTDMA measurements. As can be seen the
particles activate in slightly lower supersaturation than expected. However, at the moment data is still
uncorrected for the effects of shape and multiple charging in DMA. As silica particles are formed from
aggregates, the surface area is actually larger than for spherical particles. Multiple charging will let larger
particles to pass DMA and thus the number of activated particles of certain size seems to be larger than
actually is. Thus both corrections would move activation curves to right (Kumar et al 2010).

Figure 2. Activation curves from CCN counter. The data are not corrected for shape or multiple charges in the
DMA.

CONCLUSIONS
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ur preliminary results support the theory and results by Kumar et al. (2010) stating that equation 2 is
valid for estimating CCN properties of insoluble particles. We will continue the work by coating particles
with small amount of soluble compounds and study how the transition from adsorption activation to
traditional Köhler theory takes place.
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INTRODUCTION
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) take part in atmospheric processes from formation of atmospheric
oxidants, such as ozone and OH, to secondary organic aerosol particle formation. Biogenic emissions
make up for three quarters of the total release to the atmosphere (Guether et al). Monoterpene and
oxidized VOC fluxes have been measured at SMEAR II using proton-transfer-reaction – quadrupolemass-spectrometer (PTR-QMS) combined with disjunct eddy covariance (Rinne et al., 2007). In addition
to monoterpenes, plants emit a number of other organic compounds, including more reactive
sesquiterpenes that are only semi-volatile. The amount of carbon released by plants as biogenic VOCs is
uncertain (Chapin et al., 2006). Biogenic VOCs have been suggested as an important part of the missing
reactivity observed in OH-reactivity measurements (e.g. Sinha et al., 2010), and wildest arguments suggest
that the current emission inventories may miss up to half of the reactive carbon as a VOC flux entering the
atmosphere (Goldstein and Galbally, 2007).
METHODS
Proton transfer reaction ionizes a wide range of VOCs; and in combination with a time of flight mass
spectrometer (PTR-TOF) (Jordan et al., 2009) it was used to measure at 10 Hz frequency full mass spectra
up to m/z 315. Fast (5-20Hz) measurements enable use of eddy covariance (EC) that is the preferred direct
flux determination method. The mass resolution of the PTR-TOF (Graus et al., 2010) enabled the
identification of chemical formulas and separation of oxygenated and hydrocarbon species exhibiting the
same nominal mass. From the full mass spectra, we determined 481 ion mass peaks (Ruuskanen et al.,
2011) from ambient air concentration above a managed, temperate mountain grassland in Neustift, Stubai
Valley, Austria. Eddy covariance fluxes were calculated for all of the ion mass peaks for time periods of
fully grown grass, harvesting (cutting and drying) as well as during the start of re-growth after harvesting.
Unexpected deposition of monoterpenes (Fig. 1) and sesquiterpenes was observed to the grassland outside
the grass harvesting period (Bamberger et al., 2011).
RESULTS
During the harvesting the fluxes of terpenoids turned to an emission (Fig. 2) and we found significant
fluxes of 18 compounds distributed over 43 ions, including protonated parent compounds, as well as their
isotopes and fragments and VOC-H+-water clusters. The dominant BVOC fluxes were emissions of
methanol, acetaldehyde, ethanol, hexenal and other C6 leaf wound compounds, acetone, acetic acid,
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monoterpenes and sequiterpenes. We conducted laboratory studies on several of the grassland plant
species grown from the seeds of the field site and confirmed that they were the source of emissions during
cutting (Brilli et al., 2011). The smallest reliable fluxes we determined were less than 0.1 nmolm−2 s−1, as
in the case of sesquiterpene emissions from freshly cut grass. During cutting, total VOC emission fluxes
up to 200 nmolCm−2 s−1 were measured. Previous measurements with at PTR-QMS have shown
continuous methanol emission over the growing season that is enhanced by the harvesting (Bamberger et
al., 2010). Methanol emissions accounted for half of the emissions of oxygenated VOCs and a third of the
carbon of all measured VOC emissions during harvesting.

Figure 1. Deposition flux determined from the minimum covariance around 0 s lag time of monoterpene
(m/z 137.1329 Th) and vertical wind during a 30 minute above intact grass. The uncertainty of the flux
shown (bar) was determined from covariance far from the true lag (gray areas).

Figure 2. Emission flux determined from the minimum covariance around 0 s lag time of monoterpene
(m/z 137.1329 Th) and vertical wind during a 30 minute during grass harvesting. The uncertainty of the
flux shown (bar) was determined from covariance far from the true lag (gray areas).
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding of the processes involving atmospheric aerosols is essential if we are to understand the
Earth’s atmosphere, climate change or the health effects of air impurities. Aerosols are, by definition, solid
or liquid particles (or combinations of these) uniformly distributed in a finely divided state in a gas,
usually air. Their size ranges from nanometers to tens of micrometers. Unfortunately, both the birth and
interaction mechanisms of atmospheric aerosols are varied and often also poorly understood.
Even though the majority of atmospheric nucleation is believed to happen via neutral pathways (Kulmala
et al., 2007, Mirme et al, 2010), ion-induced nucleation may play some part, especially in regions where
air ion or ion cluster concentrations are relatively high. There are several molecular ion species in the
atmosphere, but Schulte and Arnold (1990) have identified protonated pyridine as the most abundant
molecular ion in the middle troposphere over Europe. Several atmospheric reaction channels have been
proposed which could lead to large positive cluster ions containing eg. water, pyridine and ammonia (Beig
and Brasseur, 2000). Thus, understanding the properties of nitrogen containing organic molecules is
important and with the help of quantum chemical calculations, we can gain useful insight on the details of
ion-induced nucleation.
nd see how the stability of the
Our objective is to study H✴(NH3)1(C5H5N)1(H2O)n clusters with n
clusters behaves as a function of the amount of water molecules in the cluster.
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Our calculations have been performed using the Gaussian 09 (Frisch et al., 2009) quantum chemistry
program and CP2K (http://cp2k.berlios.de/), a freely available molecular simulations program.
RESULTS
We have started the study of the structure of clusters containing (protonated) pyridine, ammonia and 1-5
water molecules. Optimized geometries for the single pyridine ion, ammonia and water molecules were
obtained with Gaussian 03 using density functional theory at the B3LYP/3-21G level. These geometries
were used as “building blocks” for generating cluster geometries. Cluster geometries were generated
randomly within the limits of cluster definitions (i.e. the generated configurations were always true
clusters, according to the Stillinger criterion) and checked for uniqueness. Energies for the generated
cluster configurations were calculated with CP2K using the density functional based tight binding (DFTB)
method. For each case of H✴(NH3)1(C5H5N)1(H2O)n, 10 000 random geometries were generated, out of
which 50 lowest energy geometries were selected for each H✴(NH3)1(C5H5N)1(H2O)n. These geometries
were then optimized with CP2K using the DFTB method. The next step is to study these optimized
geometries and select the most promising ones (eg. the ones with the most hydrogen bonds) for geometry
optimization and energy calculations using higher level methods.
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Figure 1. An example of a H✵(NH3)1(C5H5N)1(H2O)5 geometry. The geometry has been optimized with
CP2K at the DTFB level.

CONCLUSIONS
Using randomly generated geometries with the molecular simulations program CP2K has proven to be an
efficient way of generating initial geometries. Further cluster stability studies are still underway.
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VOC FLUX AND CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS WITH PTR-TOF IN HYYTIÄLÄ
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Department of Physics, University of Helsinki, Finland

INTRODUCTION
Per year over 1100 million tons carbon of non-methane volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are
emitted from biogenic sources world-wide. About half of all global VOC emissions are from tropical
woodlands and in the northern hemisphere the boreal zone is the largest forested area and a major
source of biogenic VOCs (Guenther et al., 1995).
The emitted VOCs react during the day with OH and O3, during the night with NO3 and O3. This
chemistry is very complex and especially the reactions of higher photo-oxidized biogenic VOCs are
not well known. The oxidation products of biogenic VOCs, like isoprene and monoterpenes, can
condense on secondary organic aerosol (SOA) particles (e.g Kourtchev et al., 2006) or contribute to
wet or dry deposition. Till now only a few of those products could be measured and indentified.
In addition of the soft ionization and the relative small fragmentations of the proton-transfer-reaction
quadrupole (PTR- quad) instrument, the proton-transfer-reaction time-of-flight (PTR-TOF) mass
spectrometer has a better transmission especially at high masses and is able to measure whole spectra
in a time resolution of 10 Hz. This enables the PTR-TOF to look for fluxes in the whole mass spectra
not, like in the PTR quad, for only a dozen preselected masses. With its high resolution of ~4500
Δm/m (determined of the full width at half maximum of the ion peak) the instrument is capable of
separating isobaric compounds, but cannot distinguish between isomeric compounds. The high mass
accuracy of < 20 ppm enables the identification of the chemical composition of the mass peaks.

METHODS
To get more information on the nucleation process and the involved compounds, a PTR-TOF mass
spectrometer measured from March to May 2011 in SMEAR II, Hyytiälä, Finland.
In Hyytiälä the PTR-TOF was measuring ambient air from three meters above the top of the canopy
(see Figure 1). The air was sampled through a heated (~5°C above ambient temperature) 10 mm (o.d.)
Teflon PTFE tube with a flow of over 15 l/min, to reduce the wall loses. Changes in the flight path,
caused by temperature fluctuations, lead to expansion and contraction of the TOF. Changes in the path
length influences the time of flight and causes mass scale shifts. To calibrate the mass scale a low
concentration of trichlorobenzene was continuously added to the sample flow in the instrument
through a diffusion limited capillary. In the ambient air over a hundred different compounds up to a
mass/charge ratio of 500 Th were measured. In addition zero gas was measured, to identify
instrumental background as well as peaks produced by the ion source. Preliminary results of the
measurements will be presented in a poster.
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Figure 1: A schematic picture of the measurement setup
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INTRODUCTION
Several studies have shown a very good correlation between past variations in climate, and solar and
cosmic ray variability (Kirkby, 2007). Aerosols and clouds still represent a large uncertainty in our
understanding of climate change (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2007), and several
proposed mechanisms link solar variability with changes in the climate through possible effects of cosmic
rays on weather, aerosols and clouds (Carslaw et al., 2002). However, the details, as well as the
significance, of those mechanisms remain unclear.
The CLOUD (Cosmics Leaving OUtdoor Droplets) experiment was designed to investigate in particular
the possible influence of galactic cosmic rays on the formation of new aerosol particles in the atmosphere
and their growth to climatically relevant sizes. It provides exceptionally clean and well-defined
experimental conditions in an aerosol chamber of 26.1 m3. Situated at the CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS)
it adds the possibility of simulating cosmic rays “on demand” by making use of the synchrotron’s pion
beam. Nucleation from gaseous precursors has been found to be an important source of aerosol particles in
the atmosphere, and it has been shown that sulfuric acid (H2SO4) plays a crucial role in atmospheric
nucleation (Kulmala et al., 2004, Riipinen et al., 2007). Therefore the focus of the experiments conducted
so far was to investigate sulfuric acid nucleation under different conditions. These include varying beam
intensity, concentration of ammonia (NH3), temperature, and relative humidity.
METHODS
The Atmospheric Pressure interface Time-Of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (APi-TOF) is described in detail
in Junninen et al. (2010). It is a high-resolution mass spectrometer produced by Tofwerk AG,
(Switzerland) and Aerodyne Research, Inc. (MA, USA). Sampling occurs from atmospheric pressure
through a critical orifice. The sampled ions pass through differentially pumped chambers and are focused
and guided to the mass spectrometer by quadrupoles and an ion lens assembly. Note that in the setup used,
no ionization of the sampled aerosol was performed. The sole purpose of the Atmospheric Pressure
interface (APi) is to guide sampled ions through a progressively higher vacuum to the Time-Of-Flight
mass spectrometer (TOF). Therefore only naturally charged ions are detected by this setup.
In the course of the experiments, sulfuric acid nucleation events were produced in the CLOUD chamber.
Nucleation was usually initiated by significantly increasing concentrations of H 2SO4, which was produced
by photolytic oxidation of SO2. [H2SO4] could hence be controlled by adjusting UV irradiation inside the
chamber. At low concentrations of NH3, nucleation occurred mainly by negative ions, while at higher
levels of NH3, nucleation of positive ions became significant. The composition of these ions could be
determined based on their exact masses and isotopic patterns, facilitated by the cleanliness of the chamber.
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CONCLUSIONS
For negative polarity, the compositions of practically all small ions could be determined during all
experimental conditions. These were almost exclusively sulfur-containing compounds, such as SO5- and
HSO4-. In the positive spectra, most ions could be identified as well and were found to be dominated by
protonated nitrogen-containing organic molecules, such as pyridine and amines.
During nucleation events in the chamber, the ion species registered by the APi-TOF were almost
exclusively sulfur-containing compounds or molecular clusters in both polarities. With a time resolution of
less than 1 minute, the growth of clusters of negative and positive polarity was observable, starting at the
single HSO4- ion (for the negative case), up to 3300 Da, corresponding to mobility equivalent diameters up
to approximately 2 nm. The larger cluster ions were characteristic of on-going new particle formation, as
detected by other instruments, and were found to always contain H2SO4 molecules. Depending on exact
experimental conditions, they also contained NH3, organic compounds (mainly amines), or both. A portion
of a typical spectrum during one experiment is shown in Figure 1.
Correlations between features of the steady-state cluster distributions during nucleation and experimental
variables give detailed insights into the early steps of new (charged) particle formation driven by sulfuric
acid.

Figure 1. A portion of the negative ion spectrum, as recorded during a nucleation experiment in the
CLOUD chamber. The raw data is displayed in black. Clear peaks are visible, originating from molecular
clusters, as labelled. Predicted isotopic patterns are shown in colors for the three most abundant ion
clusters visible in this portion.
One noteworthy issue of mass spectrometry of ion clusters with the APi-TOF is fragmentation processes
in the low pressure regions inside the instrument. We are certain that evaporation of molecules from
clusters occurs at some degree after sampling. H2O molecules, for instance, were almost never found
bound to ions (with the exception of pure water clusters). Comparisons to ion mobility spectrometers (as
in Ehn et al., 2011) can be made and help assessing the significance of post-sampling fragmentation.
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INTRODUCTION
Aerosols affect Earth’s radiation budget directly by scattering and absorbing solar radiation, and
indirectly by modifying the microphysical properties of clouds. However, large uncertainties still
exist in current estimates of the aerosol effects on climate, mainly due to aerosols strong temporal
and spatial variation. Satellites offer the opportunity to observe the spatial distribution of aerosols
with adequate resolution and coverage on regional to global scales. The primary aerosol parameter
retrieved from the satellite measurements is the aerosol optical depth (AOD), which describes
quantitatively the column-integrated extinction of solar light caused by atmospheric aerosols. It
can be determined from the top of the atmosphere (TOA) reflectance by an inversion algorithm
over a cloud-free area.
In this work we present a study on aerosols in China using satellite data. China is one of the
fastest growing economies in the world. Along with the continuously increasing population and
strong economic growth, the increase of anthropogenic pollutants is evident. The key city centers
in China are located mainly in the eastern and southern part of the country. The Beijing area
in the north east, Shanghai and Yangtse River Delta in the east, Pearl River Delta in the south,
and Sichuan basin in the center inland are having tens of millions inhabitants. Several studies
have shown, that in major cities in China the mean aerosol mass concentration can be well above
national and international standards (e.g. Xu et al., 2002, Guinot et al., 2007). Large amounts of
aerosol and precursor gases exported from these areas can have significant impacts on air quality
and climate on both regional and global scales (Takekawa et al., 2009).
METHODS
The AATSR instrument (Advanced Along Track Scanning Radiometer) on board ENVISAT (ENVIronmental SATelite) was initially designed for observing sea surface temperatures with high
accuracy; however, the measurements made at two different viewing angles (at nadir and at 55o
forward) renders the instrument suitable for the retrieval of aerosol properties as well. AATSR has
seven wave bands in the visible and infrared regions, centered at 0.555, 0.659, 0.865, 1.61, 3.7, 11.0,
and 12.0 µm. With a swath width of 512 km and nadir resolution of 1 x 1 km2 , AATSR reaches
global coverage in about five days. The overpassing is about 10 am local time.
The AATSR Dual View (ADV) algorithm used at the Finnish Meteorological Institute and University of Helsinki is developed to retrieve aerosol optical properties over land. The dual view property
is used in the ADV algorithm to eliminate the surface contribution from the top of the atmosphere
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(TOA) reflectance. Hence, an additional surface reflectance model is not needed. For a cloud-free
pixel the ADV algorithm produces the AOD over land at two different wavelengths: 0.555, and
0.659 µm. In addition to AOD, the retrieved parameters include mixing ratio, Ångström coefficient,
and surface reflectance (optional). In this context the mixing ratio refers to the contribution of fine
mode aerosols (particles having effective radius of about 0.1 µm) to the total aerosol extinction. It
is noted that the ADV retrieves continuous mixing ratio, i.e. the mixtures of two different aerosol
types used in the retrieval are not fixed but adjusted along the iteration.
The ADV input consists of two user-defined, pre-calculated aerosol models. The selection of the
most representative aerosol models for the retrievals over China is based the results obtained in the
study of (Sundström et al., 2011). Both aerosol models, one representing the fine, and the other
coarse mode aersol, are described by a log-normal size distribution (geometrical mean radius and
standard deviation) and a complex refractive index as given in Table 1.
Aerosol name
Industrial pollution
Neutral

mode
fine
coarse

rg [µm]
0.092
0.590

(σ)
1.526
2.115

Re(m)
1.410
1.430

Im(m)
0.006
0.008

Reference
(Omar et al., 2005)
(Levy et al., 2007)

Table 1: The aerosol models used for the ADV retrieval input. The aerosol size distribution
is assumed to be log-normal, described by the geometrical radius rg and standard deviation σ.
Re(m) and Im(m) indicate the real and imaginary part of the aerosol refractive index.

CONCLUSIONS
The AATSR data was retrieved for selected years between 2003 and 2009. To study the results
over Eastern China, the AATSR retrievals were averaged to a 0.1x0.1◦ grid. It should be noted,
that in the winter the AATSR retrieval at high latitude is affected by the large solar zenith angle
and ocassionally by snow on the ground. The ADV does not produce credible results for such
highly reflecting surfaces. Therefore, northern China (including the Beijing area) lacks AATSR
observations from about mid-December to mid-January.
Results show a clear difference in AOD between the densely populated/ industrialized regions in
the eastern and southern parts of China, and rural areas in the north west (Fig. 1). The seasonal
variation of the AOD pattern is most noticeable over areas having major anthropogenic activity;
whereas, over the rural areas the AOD at 0.555 µm remains below 0.3 for the whole year. Generally
lowest AODs are observed during the winter over the major part of the Eastern China; whereas,
during the summer the AOD is higher than in other seasons over most areas.
The seasonal variation of the AOD over Beijing is stronger than in other key city areas. The
AODs observed over Beijing area during the summer can be twice as high (the mode AOD at
0.555 µm about 0.8) as late winter or early spring (the mode AOD at 0.555 µm about 0.3). The
AOD over Beijing is highly dependent on the direction of the air flow, which also explains the
observed seasonal variation. During winter and spring clean airmasses from the north is advected
frequently to Beijing, resulting in low AODs. On the other hand, during summer the airmasses
over Beijing often originate from the heavily polluted areas in the south. Over Shanghai, Sichuan
basin (Chengdu), and Pearl River Delta (Guangzhou) the AOD at 0.555 µm remains mainly over
0.5 troughout the seasons.
The AATSR mixing ratios indicate a clear dominance of the fine mode particles over Eastern China.
Over urban areas the fine mode aerosols contribute 0.6-1.0 to the total aerosol extinction; whereas,
in rural areas the mixing ratio is mainly below 0.5.
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Figure 1: An example of the aggregate AOD over Eastern China obtained from AATSR for 2009
at 0.555 µm wavelength. The resolution is 0.1x0.1◦ . White areas designate missing observations.
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Abstract
Wetland are one of the main land sources for emitting methane. Estimated values of the global methane emission range
from 100 to 231 Tg CH4 yr−1 which is considered together with emissions from other natural sources (termites, oceans
etc.) between 28 to 43 % of the emissions ([1]). Peatland ecosystems have a very crucial role in estimating the potential
overall CH4 emission flux. Although covering only about 3 % of the globe, they are a carbon storage reserve pool for up
to 30 % of the global terrestrial land carbon ([4]). Further temperature rise and its following microbial activities in peat
will cause higher anaerobic CH4 production levels and thus have a strong coupled feedback on global warming in general.
Especially boreal peatlands have a large potential to contribute to this process due to the high carbon storage during the
Holocene. The CBALANCE carbon tool is part of the JSBACH land component of the MPI Earth System Model (MPIESM) and is currently amended to include biogeochemical transport in peatlayers and its release into the atmosphere. The
main CH4 transport processes (1. Diffusion in the soil layers, 2. plant mediated transport of CH4 and 3. Bubbling) have
been described already in previous works (e.g. by [2] using the LPJ-WHY-ME model, [3]) and we will follow them as a
benchmark in a first order approach. The second emission process (plant mediated transport) will be modelled and tested
with different parametrizations to simulate the change from the water phase into the plant and its further CH4 transport
within aerenchyma. We will check the different ways to model the transfer of CH4 into the atmosphere (via piston velocity
aswell as with a diffusion-equilibrium approach). The ebullition described by [2] is currently developed and we will present
model runs. If possible, a new way to simulate the bubble formation ([5]) will also be shown.
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INTRODUCTION
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is an efficient tool to study atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) phenomena.
Our ultimate plan is to study flux footprints using LES over simplified homogeneous urban-like surface
topography consisting of a large array of rectangular obstacles. So far, footprints have been estimated
, 2008; Leclerc
., 1997). Footprint estimation
using LES over homogeneous flat terrain (Steinfeld
is based on Lagrangian-stochastic (LS) particle modelling coupled with LES. A large ensemble of
particles is released from near ground surface and then followed in time as the turbulent flow field advects
(2003).
the particles. The footprint can then be calculated using the method proposed by Rannik
(2008) firstly.
The strategy of this study is to repeat one of the cases studied previously by Steinfeld
Only after this step we will start working with the more complex topography. We are using the PALM
LES model (Raasch and Schröter, 2001) as did Steinfeld
(2008) as well. They reported that the
second-order central differencing scheme of Piaseck and Williams (1970) (PW) for the advection terms is
not suitable to be employed with the LS particle model as unphysical high particle accelerations occurred.
This is very likely owing to the dispersive and non-dissipative nature of the numerical error of the PWscheme. Therefore, they used the upstream-spline scheme (Mahrer and Pielke, 1978) (UPS) which
involves dissipative numerical error. On the other hand, the numerical dissipation is usually considered
harmful in LES and therefore undesired. Other disadvantages of the UPS scheme in PALM are the larger
required computing time and the fact that it can only be used with the first-order Euler time marching
scheme while the PW-scheme is normally used with the fourth-order Runge-Kutta time marching. The
aim of this paper is to compare convective ABL results computed using both the UPS and PW schemes to
find out how strongly the numerical dissipation manifests itself in the results. Moreover, the latest version
of PALM (version 3.8) includes a new fifth-order accurate upwind-type scheme (Wicker and Skamarock,
2002) (WS) which is also slightly dissipative. We will also compare the results computed using the WSscheme with those using the PW- and UPS-schemes. It is assumed that the WS-scheme could be suitable
to be used with the LS-particle simulations, although we have not yet tested this. If this assumption holds,
it might be a good alternative to the WS-scheme to be used in our planned footprint study.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST CASE
The research will be based on the Large Eddy Simulation model (PALM) (Raasch and Schröter, 2001), of
which the latest version (version 3.8) is employed here. Table 1 shows the most important physical and
numerical parameter setting of the study. The model domain extended 8,640 m in each of the two
horizontal directions and 1,440 m vertically. The resolution used was 10 m in all directions and the
geographic latitude was set for 46 deg. N for setting the Coriolis parameter. In PALM, - and -wind
components were initialized with values of 4 m/s and 0 m/s, respectively. At the bottom surface, kinematic
sensible heat flux of 0.05 K m/s was prescribed as well as the roughness length was set to 0.14 m. In this
study, we initialized the potential temperature field with a linearly increasing function with surface value
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f 300 K and lapse rate of 3 K/km. All parameters were fixed for three different schemes of PW, UPS, and
WS.

Model Initial Data Setting
(8640 m) x (8640 m) x (1440 m)
10 m
46 deg. N
4 m/s ; 0 m/s

model domain, , ,
resolution, Ｔ , Ｔ , Ｔ
latitude
geostrophic wind components
surface roughness length
kinematic surface temperature flux
surface potential temperature
free-atmosphere potential-temperature gradient

0.14 m
0.05 K m/s
300 K
3 K/km

Table 1. Description of the physical and numerical parameters setting.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The horizontally averaged vertical profiles of wind components, wind-wise component of the momentum
flux and variances of the velocity-component fluctuations are shown in Fig. 1. Potential temperature and
sensible heat flux profiles are shown in Fig. 2. According to Figs. 1 and 2, all the profiles computed using
the WS-, UPS-, and PW-schemes look qualitatively correct. However, the -component of wind velocity
in the UPS-result is smaller compared to the PW- and WS-schemes. Moreover, the wind velocity
fluctuations in the UPS-result are clearly smaller than the velocity perturbations in the PW- and WSresults. The patterns of vertical momentum flux of - and -components have differences between the
UPS- and WS-results. In the UPS-result, the -component of the total momentum flux increases along the
height under 700 meters height but showing the transition between 20 and 50 meters height. In the WSresult, the -component values of the total momentum flux are much larger than the values in the UPSresult. The simulation results of vertical profiles of potential temperature obtained with the PW- and WSschemes are similar to each other, but the UPS-scheme gives somewhat lower temperature in the mixed
layer. This is a consequence of the reduced mixing by the convective and turbulent motion owing to the
numerical dissipation of the kinetic energy. Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the velocity components and
potential temperature distributions on vertical cross sections using the PW-, UPS-, and WS-schemes,
respectively. These colour plots show that the PW- and WS-results involve clearly more small-scale
motion than the UPS-result in which the smallest eddies have mostly smeared out owing to the numerical
dissipation. In general, the WS-result looks qualitatively quite similar to the PW-result. However, a more
careful spectral analysis is still needed for a more detailed comparison of the numerical properties of these
schemes.
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Figure 1. The vertical profiles of u- and v-components for the WS-, UPS-, and PW-schemes.

Figure 2. The vertical profiles of potential temperature and total vertical sensible heat flux for the WS-,
UPS-, and PW-schemes.
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Figure 3. The vertical cross sections of wind velocity components and potential temperature by using the
PW-scheme. Horizontal axis is the grid point number in -direction. Vertical axis is the grid point number
in -direction.

Figure 4. The vertical cross sections of wind velocity components and potential temperature by using the
UPS-scheme. Horizontal axis is the grid point number in -direction. Vertical axis is the grid point number
in -direction.
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Figure 5. The vertical cross sections of wind velocity components and potential temperature by using the
WS-scheme. Horizontal axis is the grid point number in -direction. Vertical axis is the grid point number
in -direction.

CONCLUSIONS
A convective ABL has been simulated using the PALM LES code. Results computed using three different
finite-difference advection schemes are compared. These schemes are: central scheme (Piaseck and
Williams, 1970) (PW), upstream-spline scheme (Mahrer and Pielke, 1978) (UPS) and fifth-order upwind
scheme (Wicker and Skamarock, 2002) (WS). The UPS-result show quite strong effects of numerical
dissipation compared with the PW- and WS-schemes. In general, the WS-result looks qualitatively quite
similar to the PW-scheme. However, a more careful spectral analysis is still needed for a more detailed
comparison of the numerical properties of these schemes.
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 ᵴ䣘  兠ᵴ껈껈⒀  兠ꦴ 껈兠ᵴ兠ᵴ홀⒀ ᵴ ꏠꦴᵴ⒀湔껈ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ 껈 귔ᵴ㯀澤
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귔ᵴ㯀 兠兠⒀ 껈兠   ᵴ껈⒀兠 껈兠 ᏸ홀兠 ⒀ ⒀귔湔⒀屔屔⒀껈귔兠 兠ᵴ껈湔홀ᵴᵴ䣘兠兠 ᵴ 
 ⒀  兠兠⒀ 껈兠 ᵴᵴ껈⒀ 껈⒀ 兠귔 ᵴᵴ⒀兠 ᵴ 䣘䣘ᵴ  홀ᵴ⒀䣘䣘兠⒀껈 兠귔⒀  ᵴ䣘
껈귔 ᵴ䣘홀ᵴ껈䣘⒀  ᵴ湔䣘  兠ᵴ껈ꏠᵴ껈 㯀䱬 湔䱬⒀귔 ⒀ 湔껈䱴 ᵴ⒀⨜溄 湔溄ꏠ귔껈ﾘ溄 湔
ﾘ ⒀껈湔溄ꏠ귔껈澤⒀귔  ᵴ  兠ᵴ껈湔홀ᵴ홀⒀ ꏠᵴ껈 ᏸﾘ溄 ﾌ湔ﾘ ⒀껈湔溄ꏠ귔껈⒀귔  ᵴ 愜愜
溄ꏠ귔껈诀귔䣘ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈⒀귔  ᵴ 澤껈⒀껈ᵴꏠ 兠ᵴ껈ᵴ ꦴᵴ홀ᵴꏠᵴ껈뿨愜 诀귔䣘ᵴ ᵴ诀ꦴ⒀홀
诀 㯀⒀ 혨诀 湔 ⒀诀ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ 澤 兠ᵴ껈ꏠᵴ껈ꦴᵴᵴ䣘⒀껈껈 ᵴ ⒀䣘䣘兠  兠䣘⒀껈껈 䣘⒀兠 껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀
兠 䱬⒀⒀ ᵴ 㯀혨혨澤⒀ ⒀ ᵴet al 澤

ᵴＴ䱬ﾘ䔄 홀䣘兠홀ᵴᵴ兠兠兠䣘⒀⒀ ⒀껈ᵴ 䣘 ⒀ ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈ꦴᵴᵴ⒀屔ᵴ ꦴᵴᵴ屔ꏠ 귔 
껈귔홀홀ᵴ껈兠  귔ꏠ湔兠ᵴ홀ᵴ澤ᏸ 溄⒀ꏠ湔兠ᵴ홀ᵴ澤 溄⒀ꏠ湔诀ᵴᵴ홀ᵴ澤⒀ 兠䣘䣘⒀껈兠 ⒀ꏠ
귔 ꦴ ᵴ껈 ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈兠  ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠 兠兠껈ꏠ  ᵴ䣘⒀ꏠ⒀䣘ᵴ⒀ ⒀兠   澤 ᵴ껈兠
ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ껈 ᏸ䣘홀 ᵴ  ᏸ澤 ᵴ兠귔홀ᵴ䣘껈兠ꦴ⒀ᵴ䣘兠 ᵴ  㯀䣘홀 ᵴ  ᵴ ᵴ 兠 ꦴ⒀ᵴ
ᵴᵴ ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠 兠兠껈ꏠ  ᵴ껈껈⒀ ᵴ껈⒀兠   ⒀  澤⒀  ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠 ᵴᵴ 䣘 ⒀ ᵴ Ｔ 澤
兠兠ꦴᵴ  ᵴ껈⒀홀ᵴ兠䣘ᵴ 귔ᵴ⒀껈 ᵴ껈䣘ᵴ ꏠ 귔ᵴ屔et al. 澤

Ｔ诀⏤ 诀

ᵴ ꏠ ⒀홀䣘껈兠 귔⒀  兠ᵴ껈⒀ 兠ꦴ⒀ 홀ᵴꦴᵴᵴ 홀ᵴᵴ兠兠兠䣘⒀ᵴ홀껈  ꏠ䣘兠홀⒀⒀ᵴ 
⒀  ⨜澤⒀ꏠ⒀ᵴ 껈兠 ⒀ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ껈ᵴ䣘⒀兠 껈귔홀껈⒀  兠兠껈ꏠ  ᵴ䣘⒀ꏠ⒀䣘ᵴ⒀ ⒀兠 
⒀兠ᵴ ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈䣘⒀ 兠ꏠꦴᵴᵴ ᵴ 䣘⒀ᵴꦴᵴᵴ  兠ᵴ껈⒀ 홀ᵴＴ 䣘ᵴ 兠ꦴ ᵴ⒀ ᵴ 䣘ᵴ兠 ⒀ꏠᵴ⒀ꏠ
껈   ᵴ껈兠ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ兠 ᵴ껈홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ  껈귔 ᵴ䣘 ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈 诀홀ᵴ⒀䱴䱴껈⒀兠 澤ꦴᵴᵴ
⒀兠귔 껈귔홀홀ᵴᵴ⒀屔䣘兠 ᵴꏠ 䱬兠 ⒀ᵴ⒀ᵴ 兠홀ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ껈兠 ꦴᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀屔屔⒀껈귔兠껈⒀兠 澤ꦴ ᵴ
ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ껈 귔 ꦴ 兠ᵴ⒀귔귔홀  兠兠ꦴᵴ 껈⒀홀ᵴ⒀ᵴ  귔ᵴ껈⒀⒀ 껈 兠ꦴ껈䣘兠 ⒀껈 ᵴ홀兠⒀
⒀⒀兠 껈ᵴꦴᵴᵴ ⨜䣘兠 껈ᵴ䣘귔ᵴꏠᵴ⒀껈 ᵴᵴ 兠ᵴꏠᵴ⒀껈ꦴᵴᵴᵴ ᵴ⒀ꏠ䣘⒀껈껈 ᵴ ⒀껈隨湔ꦴᵴ⒀ 䣘兠 隨
隨ᏸ湔 ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀ᵴ隨兠隨ꏠ䣘⒀隨⒀ 隨湔 ꏠ⒀ ꦴ⒀홀隨 ᵴ ꏠ ⒀홀䣘⒀ᵴ 껈兠  兠ᵴ껈⒀ 홀ᵴ
ᵴ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀 ⒀ꏠ⒀ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ껈⒀ ᵴ䣘⒀兠 껈귔홀껈⒀ᵴ⒀귔兠䣘兠ᵴ⒀ᵴ 

ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ  껈⒀ ⒀ ᵴ兠귔껈 ⒀  兠귔ꏠ홀ᵴᵴ兠兠兠䣘⒀  ᵴᵴ 䣘ᵴ껈  兠兠껈ꏠ  ᵴ䣘⒀ꏠ⒀䣘ᵴ⒀ ⒀兠 
 ᵴ䣘ᵴᵴ 兠 兠 ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠  澤껈兠ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ⒀ᏸ䣘홀 ᏸ澤껈兠ꦴ⒀ᵴ䣘兠 ᵴ ⒀㯀䣘홀 诀孌䱬
θ㯀澤⒀ ꦴ⒀ᵴ⒀ᵴ ᵴ  孌 澤 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠 兠兠껈ꏠ  ᵴ껈껈⒀ ᵴ껈⒀兠   ⒀  澤⒀  ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈
兠兠 ᵴᵴ 䣘 ⒀ ᵴ Ｔ 澤ᵴꦴᵴᵴ  兠ᵴ껈ꏠᵴ껈⒀兠  ᵴᵴ䣘兠兠 ᵴ⒀ᵴ껈 兠ꦴ 兠  귔ᵴ⨜澤

ᵴᵴ⒀ 홀 홀귔홀 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠 ⒀兠 ᵴ䣘兠兠 ᵴꦴ⒀껈兠껈ᵴᵴ   ᵴ껈귔 ᵴ䣘⒀  ᵴ䣘 
귔⒀ 诀귔䣘ᵴ湔 ᵴ⒀䣘䣘 귔홀껈 ᵴ⒀ꏠᵴ 兠ᵴ껈  澤诀귔䣘ᵴ溄ꏠ귔껈ꏠᵴ 兠ᵴ껈 溄 澤⒀ 诀귔䣘ᵴ
ﾘ ⒀껈湔溄ꏠ귔껈ꏠᵴ 兠ᵴ껈 ﾘ溄 澤兠 홀 ᵴ⒀껈兠껈⒀ 兠  ᵴ昼귔ᵴ ꏠ⒀귔  ᵴ ᵴꏠ䣘껈兠껈ꦴ  ᵴᵴᵴ
兠⒀ 䣘 兠 兠 兠  ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈湔홀ᵴᵴ ᵴ껈⒀兠 껈ﾘ ⒀껈湔溄ꏠ귔껈⒀귔  ᵴ ꏠᵴ ﾘ溄 ﾌ澤⒀ 诀귔䣘ᵴ
溄ꏠ귔껈⒀귔  ᵴ  兠ᵴ껈ꏠᵴ 愜愜澤 ᵴ ᵴ䣘⒀ ꦴᵴᵴ ᵴ兠 ᵴ䣘兠兠 ᵴꦴ 껈⒀껈ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈䣘⒀ 兠ᵴ껈
홀兠ᵴ ᵴ  兠귔ᵴ  ᵴ䣘ᵴᵴ  兠ᵴ껈 兠兠 ꦴ ᵴ홀ᵴꦴ 껈䣘⒀䣘ᵴ ᵴ껈 ⒀湔껈ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ ꏠᵴ
诀 澤ᵴ䣘ᵴᵴ ⒀홀兠껈 ᵴ껈⒀홀ᵴ귔 兠껈귔䣘ᵴ  ᵴᵴ껈⒀껈홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ  兠ᵴ껈䣘⒀ 兠ꏠ兠 诀홀ᵴ⒀䱴䱴兠兠ᵴ 
홀ᵴ껈⒀兠 ⒀屔屔⒀껈귔兠 ᵴ 홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈兠 兠 ᵴ  兠귔ᵴ  ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ ⒀홀兠귔 兠 ᵴ䣘ᵴᵴ 
 ꏠ 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠 ᏸ  ꦴᵴᵴ 隨홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ  귔ᵴ⨜⒀澤
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ᵴ껈 ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ홀ᵴ껈 ᵴ  ꏠ 兠䣘ᵴ⒀ᵴᵴ 兠 홀ᵴ ⒀  ᵴᵴ 䣘ᵴ⒀兠  ᵴᵴ䣘兠兠 ᵴᵴꦴᵴᵴ 
귔⒀  兠ᵴ껈⒀ 홀ᵴꏠᵴ껈ꦴ⒀껈 䣘ᵴ⒀껈 껈兠홀兠껈귔ᵴ 귔ᵴ⨜䣘⒀  澤⒀ 껈 ꦴ⒀ᵴ⒀ᵴᵴᵴ
귔ᵴ⨜ ⒀ ᵴ澤孌⒀ᵴ⒀ᵴ ᵴ 兠 兠 ⒀ 兠ᵴ껈⒀ 홀ᵴꏠᵴ껈ꦴ⒀껈껈홀⒀兠孌 兠 ᏸ
ꦴ ᵴ 兠귔 ꦴ⒀껈홀⒀ ꏠ⒀ ᵴ䣘  兠ᵴ껈홀ᵴ⒀ 껈兠 껈⒀ 홀ᵴ껈 귔ᵴ⨜ ﾘ溄 ﾌ愜愜愜 
诀 㯀⒀ 诀 澤 ᵴ홀兠⒀껈兠홀兠껈귔ᵴ⒀ ꦴ⒀ᵴ⒀ᵴ ꏠ ⒀홀䣘껈ꦴᵴᵴ ⒀ᵴᵴ홀ᵴ 兠 ꏠ ⒀홀䣘껈兠 
귔 ⒀  兠ᵴ껈껈⒀兠 诀홀ᵴ⒀䱴䱴⒀ 홀ᵴ껈⒀兠 ⒀屔屔⒀껈귔兠 귔ᵴ껈䣘⒀  澤껈 兠ꦴ  兠⒀ꏠᵴ⒀껈
ꏠ䣘⒀껈 홀⒀ 홀귔홀⒀ ᵴ껈 兠ꦴ홀ᵴ껈귔홀홀ᵴ홀 홀귔홀⒀ 껈兠ꦴ⒀ᵴᵴ䣘 ⒀ᵴ ⒀ᵴ껈귔홀홀ᵴ⒀ 
⒀귔귔홀  兠귔 ᵴ 껈兠 껈兠ꦴ⒀ᵴ ꏠ ⒀홀䣘껈ꦴᵴᵴꏠ䣘⒀ꦴᵴ䣘兠 兠 껈兠 䣘兠 ⒀껈 兠
兠귔  ꦴᵴᵴᵴ 䣘ᵴ兠 ⒀

ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠ᵴ껈⒀兠  澤홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈⒀껈兠⒀兠귔 ᵴᵴ䱬ﾘᵴ 귔  ᵴᵴ홀 ᵴ  兠홀 ᵴ
 䣘ᵴ⒀껈 䣘兠 䣘ᵴ ⒀兠 ⒀ ᵴ   兠 湔⒀ 껈⒀ᵴ 䣘 ⒀홀ᵴ껈 兠ꦴᵴ  ꏠ ⒀홀䣘껈ꏠ ᵴᵴ껈兠 껈兠䣘⒀兠 
兠兠 ᵴ䣘兠홀兠껈兠 ⒀ ᵴ껈⒀兠 兠 ᵴᵴ⒀ 兠귔 ᵴᵴ⒀兠 兠兠껈诀⒀⒀⒀⒀兠 兠  兠껈䣘⒀兠 
껈 兠ꦴᵴ 兠ꦴᵴ⒀홀귔 ᵴ ⒀ 兠 ᵴꦴ兠䣘兠홀兠 ᵴ 䱬ﾘ 귔 ᵴ껈 귔ᵴ⨜ᵴ澤䔄ᵴ ᵴ⒀ꏠ 귔 ⒀ꏠᵴ⒀껈 兠
껈 䣘ᵴ  껈⒀⒀⒀⒀兠 ᵴꦴᵴᵴ ᵴ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀껈 ꦴ⒀껈兠껈ᵴᵴ  ᵴᵴ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀껈䣘兠귔  兠ᵴ
ᵴ⒀껈ꏠ⒀ 屔ᵴ ꏠ  兠ᵴ ⒀홀ᵴ⒀䣘䣘兠  兠 䣘ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ 껈兠홀兠껈귔ᵴᵴᵴ껈兠ꏠ兠 ᵴ䣘兠홀홀兠 껈 ᵴ
ᵴ 兠 홀ᵴ ⒀ ⒀䣘兠 ᵴ 껈⒀⒀⒀⒀兠 兠 ᵴ䣘兠兠 ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈⒀ 홀ᵴꏠᵴ껈껈 兠ꦴᵴ  ᵴ⒀䣘 홀兠껈귔ᵴ
兠귔兠 ᵴ䣘兠껈ꏠ껈ᵴ홀껈 귔⒀  兠ᵴ껈⒀ 껈兠 껈⒀ 홀ᵴ껈 귔ᵴ껈⨜䣘⒀ ⨜ 澤澤껈ᵴꏠᵴ껈ꦴ  兠홀 ⒀ 
 귔 ᵴ껈 䱬 ﾘ溄 愜愜诀 澤⒀ 껈ᵴꏠᵴ껈ꦴ 兠ꦴᵴ   ﾘ溄 ﾌ诀 㯀澤 귔ᵴ⨜ᵴ澤 ᵴ 
홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈 귔 ꦴᵴ⒀ ᏸ ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀ᵴ홀兠껈귔ᵴ䣘兠 兠 껈⒀ ᵴ  껈홀⒀⒀ᵴ 껈
⒀兠  ᵴᵴ䣘兠兠 ᵴꦴ ᵴ ᵴ  兠ᵴ껈⒀ 홀ᵴꏠᵴ껈 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠ᵴ껈⒀兠 ᵴᵴ껈 兠ᵴ ᵴ 䣘ᵴ
兠兠 ꏠ兠 ᵴ 䣘ᵴ⒀껈ᵴ ᵴ껈兠 껈ᵴ兠  兠 兠귔   ⒀湔껈ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ  诀 홀ᵴ껈⒀兠 澤





귔ᵴ ᵴ䣘兠홀⒀껈兠 兠 홀ᵴᵴ兠兠兠䣘⒀ ⒀䣘兠껈ᵴꦴᵴᵴ 䣘兠 ⒀껈 ꏠ䣘⒀껈귔 ᵴ䣘诀䣘兠껈 ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈
 ꏠꏠ   诀溄Ｔ 䱴䱴ᵴ ꏠ䣘兠⒀⒀ 䣘ᵴ껈⒀兠 澤⒀ 屔홀⒀ꦴ⒀ꏠ兠䣘⒀ᵴ ꏠ䣘⒀ꦴᵴ홀ᵴ⒀屔屔⒀껈귔兠 ⒀
껈ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ ᵴ 诀 껈⒀兠 兠 Ｔ䱬ﾘ䔄 澤 귔  ꦴᵴ魔䣘兠 澤ᏸ ꏠ䣘⒀澤⒀  ꏠ魔ꦴ⒀홀澤
ꏠᵴ⒀껈⒀澤⒀ꏠᵴ 껈兠 껈兠ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ ᵴ⒀껈⒀ᏸ⨜䣘홀 ᵴ 껈⒀ ⒀ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ澤⒀ꏠᵴ 껈
兠 诀홀ᵴ⒀䱴䱴껈兠ꦴ⒀ᵴ䣘兠 ᵴ ⒀㯀䣘홀 ᵴ ⒀屔屔⒀껈귔兠ꦴ⒀ᵴ⒀ᵴ ᵴ ⒀ ᵴ䣘⒀兠 껈귔홀껈
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귔ᵴ⨜ ᵴ⒀ ᵴ兠  껈⒀ ⒀ ᵴ兠귔껈홀ᵴ⒀껈귔ᵴ홀ᵴ 껈䣘兠ᵴ䣘ᵴ  귔 ꏠᵴ⒀껈 䣘兠홀⒀䣘 ⒀兠ꦴ兠 澤
ᏸ 兠ᵴ  ⒀兠ꦴ兠 澤 兠ᵴ ꦴ ᵴ兠 澤⒀ 兠귔ᵴ  兠昼귔⒀ᵴ껈⒀兠귔  ᵴ홀ᵴ ⒀  兠ᵴ⒀䣘 
兠ᵴ껈⒀ 홀ᵴꏠᵴ ᵴ 귔ᵴ⒀ ᵴ껈껈 兠ꦴ⒀澤 ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠 兠兠껈ꏠ  ᵴ䣘⒀ꏠ⒀䣘ᵴ⒀ ⒀兠   澤
澤 ᵴ껈兠ᵴ홀ᵴ⒀귔ᵴ껈 ᏸ䣘홀 ᵴ  ᏸ澤䣘澤 ᵴ兠귔홀ᵴ䣘껈兠ꦴ⒀ᵴ䣘兠 ᵴ  㯀䣘홀 ᵴ  澤 ᵴ
ꦴ⒀ᵴᵴᵴ⒀ ᵴ澤 ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈 兠兠 兠兠껈ꏠ  ᵴ껈껈⒀ ᵴ껈⒀兠   ⒀  ⒀䣘屔兠 澤⒀  ᵴ 兠ᵴ껈
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INTRODUCTION
Marine biologically active regions (e.g., coasts, ice edges, frontal regions and open water areas with
plankton blooms) are known to produce a range of compounds that interact with atmosphere affecting
directly and indirectly particle production, composition, and wider properties of the marine atmosphere.
Whilst the CLAW hypothesis (Charlson et al., 1987) supports the idea of the importance of marine
biological activity on ultrafine (d<100nm) particle composition and effects through secondary sulfate
production via DMS, this hypothesis does not take into account the secondary organic fraction in the
composition of the ultrafine particles. So far recent observations about the presence of a remarkable
marine-origin secondary organic fraction in ultrafine particles have been identified down to nucleation
mode size particles (d<15nm) over Irish coastal waters of the Atlantic Ocean (Vaattovaara et al., 2006),
and Arctic Ocean close to ice edges (Vaattovaara et al., ICNAA 2009), and Australian sub-tropical Pacific
Ocean waters (Modini et al., 2009). In spite of the importance of a secondary fraction to the properties of
radiatively active sizes in marine environments, marine produced particle composition is very unknown in
various other marine biologically active locations around the world.
METHODS
This study about the composition of nucleation (d<15nm) and the lower end of Aitken (20nm<d<60nm)
modes particles was focused on particle production in one such region the Chatham Rise region (New
Zealand; latitude 42oS-44oS, longitude 174oE-177oW) during the SOAP (Surface Ocean Particle
Production) pilot project voyage (austral summer period from 1.2.2011 to 12.2.2011). The location was in
the southern Pacific Ocean over the Sub-Tropical Convergence (STC) to the east of New Zealand. The
region experiences intensive austral summer phytoplankton blooms. Figure 1 shows the measurement
route with observed plankton blooms during the expedition.
The ultrafine particle composition was studied using the Ultra Fine Organic Tandem Differential Mobility
Analyser (UFO-TDMA; Vaattovaara et al., 2005) and the Volatility Humidity Tandem Differential
Humidity Analyser (VH-TDMA; Johnson et al. 2005) methods on board of RV Tangaroa ( New
Zealand). Auxiliary data were collected from the ships weather station, underway instrument suite and
marine information observations, SMPS (Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer) particle size distribution
measurements, total particle count CPC (Condensation Particle Counter) measurements with 5 nm and 10
nm cut-off sizes, and black carbon measurements. Marine biological activity was checked with MODIS
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satellite data and supported by in situ chlorophyll and dissolved DMS measurements. Marine air mass
origin was followed with HYSPLIT (Rolph, 2003; Draxler and Rolph, 2003) trajectories.

Figure 1. The measurement route with observed plankton blooms during the pre-SOAP expedition (1.2.-12.2.2011).

CONCLUSIONS
The TDMA measurements showed that in the biologically active marine area observed nucleation and
Aitken mode sized particles include a clearly detectable organic fraction. Due to intensive solar radiation
(e.g., 4.2., 6.2., 9.2., and 10.2.) secondary organic fraction was highly probable in those ultrafine particles.
Furthermore, the comparison between in situ bubble burst chamber and atmospheric particles composition
measurements strongly support secondary origin of the atmospherically observed ultrafine particles. The
comparison of the secondary organic fraction observations on Atlantic, Arctic, and Pacific Oceans reveals
that even though the secondary organic fraction clearly exists in ultrafine particle phase in the different
biologically active marine regions, the exact properties of the fraction can be dependent on local marine
area conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
Sub-micron aerosol particles effect climate via direct and indirect mechanisms (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998)
and pose a threat for human health (Pope and Dockery, 2006). Depending on their size, they may scatter
light, act as cloud condensation nuclei, or penetrate at different depths in human lungs.
Due to their large variability in size and dynamically driven tendency to occur in different separate sizeranges, modes, the particle size distribution is often expressed as a sum of multiple log-normal modes.
Smallest particles (< 25 nm) are classified as nucleation mode, slightly larger (25–100 nm) as Aitken
mode, next accumulation mode (100–1000 nm) and particles above 1000 nm as coarse mode particles.
Especially for modelling purposes the modal representation of aerosol particle size distribution provides
, 2004). For large
clear benefits in e.g. reduced number of differential equations (e.g. Korhonen
observational datasets, the modal representation provides a simple way to study the behaviour of aerosols.
We present here a unique data set of a total of four years of sub-micron aerosol particle size distribution
measurements conducted in clean and polluted savannah environments in Southern Africa and combine
the results with air mass history from HYSPLIT back-trajectories and compare them with satelliteobtained aerosol optical depth from MODIS data.
METHODS
The sub-micron particle size distribution measurements were carried out in the Republic of South Africa
during the period July 2006 – May 2010. The period until February 2008 represents semi-clean
background savannah (Botsalano game reserve) (Laakso
, 2008; Vakkari
, 2011), whereas the
second part of the measurements is from a polluted mining area (Marikana village next to Rustenburg)
, 2011).
with a strong impact from domestic biomass burning in informal settlements (Venter
The particle number size distributions were observed with a Differential Mobility Particle Sizer with a size
range from 10 to 840 nm. The modal fittings were calculated with the method described in (Vartiainen
, 2007). All the measurements and the environment are discussed in detail in (Laakso
, 2008) and
(Vakkari
, 2011). In addition to the in-situ measurements, particle size distributions and their
representativeness are analyzed as a function of air mass origin utilizing 96-hour back-trajectories
calculated with the HYSPLIT 4.8 model (Draxler and Hess, 2004) and compared with the aerosol optical
depth from MODIS satellite data.
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RESULTS
On a regional scale the difference between the semi-arid Karoo region and the Highveld is clear, Figure 1.
In the Karoo region – a 90 degree sector ranging from due west to due south from Botsalano in Figure 1 –
,
anthropogenic emissions are small and also biogenic activity is lower than in the Highveld (Friedl
2002) and therefore it supports a significantly lower concentration of Aitken and accumulation mode
particles than the Highveld. The highest Aitken mode concentrations originate in the industrialized
Highveld, around and east of Rustenburg and Johannesburg. The highest accumulation mode
concentrations originate in the semi-permanent anticyclonic re-circulation path (Garstang
, 1996)
following the border of the Republic of South Africa and in the direction of the Kalahari Desert west and
north-west of Botsalano.

Figure 1. Accumulation, Aitken and nucleation modes as a function of the origin of air masses for
Botsalano game reserve, Republic of South Africa. The black dots are (from left to right) Botsalano,
Marikana and Johannesburg.
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Although the nucleation mode particle concentration do not have clear differences between the Karoo and
Highveld, we have found seasonal and spatial differences in particle formation and growth rates indicating
, 2011).
the importance of biogenic organics and sulphuric compounds (Vakkari
The source areas of aerosol particles obtained from in-situ measurements combined with air mass
trajectories agree on a qualitative level with the satellite produced aerosol optical depth, as is seen
comparing Figure 1 and Figure 2.
CONCLUSIONS
The sub-micron aerosol size distributions clearly reflect the different landscapes of the Southern Africa
and also the effect of anthropogenic activities as well as the prevailing meteorological conditions is clearly
seen. All in all this dataset provides unique opportunities for modelling purposes in an environment with
very few previous observations.

Figure 2. Aerosol optical depth from MODIS satellites. AOD has been averaged over the time period of
July 2006 – May 2010 and both Aqua and Terra satellites. The black dots are (from left to right)
Botsalano, Marikana and Johannesburg.
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On eddy covariance flux measurements over lakes
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We give an overview on the status of eddy covariance measurements over lake surfaces with a focus on
CO2 fluxes. Inland waters have a significant role in the sequestration, transport and mineralization of
organic carbon (Battin et al., 2009, Tranvik et al., 2009). Although inland waters are especially important
in lateral transporters of carbon, their direct carbon exchange with the atmosphere, so called outgassing,
has also been recognized to be a significant component in the global carbon budget (Tranvik et al., 2009,
Bastviken et al., 2011). Lakes also store carbon (C) effectively in their sediments but for instance in the
boreal zone annual CO2 emissions are 17-43 times higher than the net sedimentation of C (Kortelainen et
al., 2006). In forested catchments, the annual CO2 efflux from lakes has been estimated to be up to 14 %
of the annual net ecosystem exchange (Hanson et.al., 2004).
Lakes cover only about 3% of the Earth’s surface (Downing et al., 2006), but in the boreal zone lakes
cover on average 7 % of land area, and furthermore in some parts in Finland (Raatikainen et al., 1990) and
northern Canada (Spence et al., 2003) they occupy up to 20 % and 30 % of the landscape, respectively.
Many of the water bodies are small. The average number in Finland – the country in Europe which
probably has the highest density of lakes per unit area – is 56 lakes per 100 km2 (Raatikainen and
Kuusisto, 1990) and the number of lakes with a surface area less than 0.01 km2 is over 130 000. More
importantly, the arctic tundra is similarly occupied by numerous small ponds and lakes, the response of
which to high-latitude warming and the resulting changes in CO2 and CH4 effluxes is very uncertain
(Walter et al., 2007). MacIntyre et al. (2010) concludes that regional and global fluxes of greenhouse
gases from lakes may be considerably larger than current estimates.
The present outgassing estimates are still provisional and probably underestimated (Alsdorf et al., 2007).
The eddy covariance (EC) technique would be an indispensable tool for directly assessing the fluxes from
lakes, rather than using chambers, although there is the expectation that agreement between methods can
be found with appropriate chamber design (Cole et al. 2010). Beside chambers, gas exchange models are
applied based on the measured CO2 partial pressure difference between the air and water and
parameterized bulk transfer coefficients, but the transfer coefficient is difficult to experimentally
determine (MacIntyre et al., 2010). However, long-term EC flux measurement data are very scarce and
much more data from lakes of different sizes, lake types (like water colour) and meteorological conditions
are urgently needed to assess the role of lakes in local, regional, and global carbon budgets. There is a
negative relationship between lake size and the gas saturation (i.e. surface water CO 2 concentration
relative to atmospheric equilibrium) and especially small lakes, are a relatively large source of CO 2 (Kelly
et al., 2001; Kortelainen et al., 2006). To guarantee the best achievements, the EC-related work should be
carried out in close collaboration of atmospheric physicists/meteorologists and limnologists and aquatic
ecologists.
Six articles are reporting on EC measurements of CO2 fluxes over lakes. Anderson et al. (1999) (AN) have
used the method over a small woodland lake in Minnesota, USA, Morison et al. (2000) (MO) studied the
productivity of a tropical Echinochloa grassland in high-water phase in Amazon floodplain, Eugster et al.
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(2003) (EU) determined exchange rates over an Arctic Alaskan and an isolated (no inlet and no outlet)
mid-latitude Swiss lake, Vesala et al. (2006) (VE) report fluxes for a full open-water period for a small
boreal uppermost (no inlet) lake, Guerin et al. (2007) (GU) investigated a tropical reservoir in French
Guiana and in Jonsson et al. (2008) (JO) the studied lake was located in Sweden, north of the Arctic Circle
in the boreal forest zone. The lengths of the records are rather short. In AN lake-atmosphere exchanges
were measured over 5 weeks in spring, summer and fall, over a 3-yr period. MO reports two weeks for
aquatic phase of the grassland and about one month for terrestrial low-water period when the study site
cannot be regarded as an inland water body. EU covers three separate periods of few days, primarily
looking at the process of outgassing rather than its long-term relevance for C budgets. During the first one
(2 days), the instruments were mounted on Toolik Lake (Alaska) shore requiring the exclusion of data
when the mean wind was from the land. The second period, also at Toolik Lake, covers 5 days, but the
equpiment was mounted in the center of the lake on a moored float. During the third period at Lake
Soppensee(Switzerland), the measurements were carried out over 3 days, again with instruments mounted
on a moored float. GU reports data only for 24 hours measured a few hundred meters upstream of the dam
of the studied reservoir. In JO the measurements were made over about 3 months and the shortest fetch to
the shore was 350 m. The longest available data set published in a peer-reviewed journal is a full openwater period from April to November 2003 from Finland, Lake Valkea-Kotinen in VE. However, the
article, based on Valkea-Kotinen data set, showing the first long-term record of EC measurements over
five consecutive open-water periods is under preparation.
Nordbo et al. (2011) have stressed the importance and scarcity of data on small lakes. The sizes on the
reported studies excluding MO study are, in the order of increasing size: Lake Valkea-Kotinen (VE) is
about 460 m long and 130 m wide (average depth (ad) 2.5 m), Lake Soppensee (EU) is about 800 m long
and 400 m wide (ad 12 m), Williams Lake (AN) is ellipsoidal with 900-m major axis and 550-m minor
axis (ad 5.2 m), Toolik Lake (EU) has a surface area of 1.5 km2 (ad 7 m), Lake Merasjärvi (JO) has a
surface area of 3.8 km2 (ad 5.1 m), the average surface of the Petit-Saut dam reservoir at Sinnamary River
(GU), owing to high and low water levels, is 300 km2. An overview of long (> 5 months) and short-term
sensible and latent heat flux measurements by EC over lake, tabulated by Nordbo et al. (2011) in their
Table 1, lists besides the already mentioned studies (VE, EU, AN, JO and GU) three long-term and six
short-term energy flux records. EC flux measurements of CH4 have only recently been started, but no
studies have been published in the peer-reviewed literature so far.
For proper interpretations of EC fluxes, one also needs to monitor various other variables in addition to the
CO2 flux. Anyone planning to set a lake EC facility should consider a “shopping list” of sensors for basic
meteorological variables. The following list shows the ultimate desire of scientists wishing to understand
the processes behind the outgassing from a lake. For a simple quantification of CO2 effluxes alone, a
reduced set of variables will also do in most cases. The ultimate list includes downwelling and upwelling
radiation components (short-wave and long-wave components separately), inclinometer, buoy/platform
orientation, air CO2 concentration gradient, water temperature profile, sediment temperature (or water
temperature close to the lake bottom), water velocities, water conductivity, water CO2 concentration
profile, dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and nitrogen (DIN), dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and
nitrogen (DON), particulate organic matter (POM) for lakes with relevant inflows, dissolved oxygen
profile/redox potential, pH, chlorophyll concentration, total nitrogen, total phosphorous and sediment
samplers. It would be desirable to measure fluxes also by chambers for inter-comparison. The monitoring
of CO2, DIC, DOC and POM from inlet and outlet water allows for a full carbon balance estimate. One
should also note that flux footprints (source areas) tend to be long over smooth lake surfaces due to low
levels of mechanical turbulence and measurements over small water bodies may face the problem with
long enough fetches. However, Vesala et al. (2006) studied the small Lake Valkea-Kotinen and
demonstrated that source areas can be relatively short because of the presence of turbulence generated by
the surrounding forest, compared to a larger lake with an extended smooth surface.
The earliest article (AN) concludes “In view of the uncertainty in predicting lake-atmosphere CO2 transfer
and its important global implications in air-water exchange, we strongly encourage other investigators to
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make comparative measurements of CO2 flux in an effort to better understand and quantify the
environment controls regulating air-water gas transfer in natural settings”, in 1999. After 12 years, we still
must agree with this statement.
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INTRODUCTION
Source apportionment of atmospheric pollutants was studied at the Finnish Meteorological Institute's
(FMI) Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW) station, Pallas. The station is located at the northernmost limit
of the northern boreal forest zone and represents well the continental background air of the subarctic
region (Hatakka et al., 2003). Matorova station (68°00´00’’N, 24°14´24’’E) at an elevation of 340 m a.s.l.
is situated on top of a small hill covered by coniferous forest in the middle of a hectare clearing. The
dataset from 1996 to 2009 (one week in a month) contains trace elements, the major inorganic ions, ozone,
nitrogen dioxide, sulphur dioxide, and persistent organic pollutants (POP) including polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH).
Samples for persistent organic pollutants (POP) including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH)
analysis were collected at Matorova and analyzed in the laboratory of the IVL Swedish Environmental
Research Institute (IVL). Gases and main ions as well as trace metals were analyzed by FMI. Positive
Matrix Factorization (PMF) was applied in source apportionment and the source sector frequency
distribution using EMEP air mass trajectories was calculated for each PMF factor in order to identify
source directions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Positive matrix factorization was applied to the complete weekly dataset between 1996-2009 so that
analogous weekly time series were compiled from the supportive inorganic components. Most, over 90 %
of measured POP mass consisted of PAHs (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Average proportions of the measured POP compound mass.
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PMF-analysis of weekly samples yielded five potential source factors (Fig.2). These factors were
identified as Kola factor (F1), insecticide factor (F2), sea spray factor (F3), soil factor (F4) and traffic and
LRT factor (F5).
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Figure 2: Source factors for the weekly samples at Pallas, 1996-2009.

Factor 1 contains large amount of trace elements (As, Ni, Cu, Pb, V, Zn) with most of gaseous SO2 and
30-40% of the heavier PAH pollution. These pollutants are characteristic to the metal industries and air
masses for this factor came from east. The source profile and the air mass trajectory analysis suggest that
the industry in Kola peninsula was the major source for Factor 1.
Factor 2 contains most of the insecticides a-HCH and g-HCH (lindane) with high summer contribution,
but without any specific source direction. This factor had a decreasing trend due to the reduction of the
production and use of these compounds and the slow extinction of these pollutants from the ecosystem.
(Li et al., 2002).
Factor 3 is the sea spray factor without clear seasonal variation. The source direction was the Arctic Ocean
and the northern Atlantic Ocean. 60% of PM10 was associated to this factor, which indicates that a major
fraction of PM10 detected at Pallas was related to maritime air masses and sea salt particles during the
study period 1996-2009. Majority of organochlorine compounds and 30% of the lighter PAH compounds
were associated with this factor.
Factor 4 is a soil source; high loadings of aluminium, manganese, ammonium, potassium and PCBs with a
systematic summer maximum. PCBs are found in contaminated soil particles and/or evaporation from the
soil (Yi et al., 2008). The air masses related to this factor originated mainly from south and west.
Factor 5 includes approximately half of PAHs and NO2. The factor contribution was highest in winter and
the dominating source directions were south and southwest. The high loadings of NO2 and long-range
transfer (LRT) nitrate and ammonium particles suggest reasonably remote traffic sources. The high
contribution of DDT and DDE also refers to LRT air masses from the southern areas, where DDT is still
in use (ATSDR, 2002).
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INTRODUCTION
A controlled prescribed burning of forest was conducted near the SMEAR II station (Hari and Kulmala,
2005) in Hyytiälä on 26 June 2009. The experiment was part of both the EUCAARI and the Integrated
Monitoring and Modelling System for Wildland Fires (IS4FIRES) projects. The general goal was to
provide data for estimating the effect of natural forest fires on air quality and climate. More detailed goals
were to study aerosol chemical composition and physical characteristics, concentrations of gaseous
compounds, their processes, detection of fires using satellite remote sensing, modelling both fire spreading
and atmospheric dispersion of the fire plume. The experiment was also designed to study the recovery of
forest after burning. An additional important part of forest-atmosphere interactions is soil respiration. In
this experiment the changes taking place in soil respiration following clear-cutting and prescribed burning
were quantified.
METHODS
The forest was first cut clear in February 2009. Most tree trunks were transported away; some of them and
all tree tops and branches were left on the ground in the burn area, so the amount of fuel was high. The
amount of burned organic material was ~46.8 tons. About 64% of the burned material consisted of the cut
tree material, 32% of organic litter and hummus layer and about 4% of surface vegetation. The burned
area was approximately 0.8 ha.
During the burning measurements were conducted on the ground with both fixed and mobile
instrumentation, and from an aeroplane. Ground-based instrumentation included the SMEAR II station
together with meteorological and ecological measurements on and around the site. Ground-level
dispersion of particles and trace gases was measured both by using the research van, “Sniffer”, and by
people walking in the forest with portable particle counters at different distances from the burning area.
Vertical and horizontal dispersion were measured with instruments installed in a Cessna 172, described in
detail by Schobesberger, et al. (2009). Soil respiration, i.e., CO2 exchange was measured with automatic
chambers both before the clear cut of the forest, after cutting it before the burning and after the burning
(Kulmala et al., 2011). These measurements still continue. The forest floor VOC measurements were
started already a year before the prescribed burning and continued a year after. The VOC fluxes were
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measured on five permanently installed collars with a manual steady-state chamber system. The VOC
sampling and analyse method is explained detail by Aaltonen et al. (2011).
So far the dispersion of the plume was modeled by using two models: 1) the BUOYANT model of the
Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) (Kukkonen et al. 2000) and 2) the Fire Emission Production
Simulator (FEPS, 2011) . The latter is a web-based model which manages data concerning consumption,
emissions and heat release characteristics of prescribed burns and wildland fires.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The area was set on fire on 26 June 2009 at 07:45 East European Time (UTC +2 hours), the flaming was
over at 10:00 EET and there was only little visible smoke at 13:00 EET. Wind direction was favourable
(175 - 215°) for steering the smoke to SMEAR II only during the start of the experiment and the again
during the late phase of the experiment (Figure 1A).
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Figure 1. Data of selected ground-based measurements at SMEAR II on 26 June 2009. (A) Wind direction
and speed at 34 m AGL. The red vertical lines indicate the start and end of the flaming and clear
smoldering phases. The dark yellow line indicates the wind direction sector that would bring smoke from
the fire to SMEAR II. (B) Positive and negative cluster mode particle concentrations measured with a
NAIS. (C) Concentrations of organics and the sum of all compounds measured with an AMS, mass
concentration of particles smaller than 600 nm measured with a DMPS and using the density of 1.5 g cm-3,
and black carbon concentration measured with an aethalometer.
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There were 6 – 7 periods when smoke clearly arrived at the ground-based fixed instrumentation at
SMEAR II. The Neutral Air Ion Spectrometer (NAIS) measurements showed that cluster mode (Dp < 1.5
nm) particle number concentrations decreased clearly in the smoke plume (Figure 1B). The Aerosol Mass
Spectrometer (AMS) measurements showed that of the measured compounds (SO42-, NO3- , C1-, NH4+,
and organics) the concentrations of only organics were considerably higher in the smoke plume than
outside of it, and also nitrate slightly. The concentration of black carbon increased only for a short period
in one of the periods when smoke arrived at SMEAR II.
In the middle of the burning area CO2 concentration peaks were around 200–300 ppm above the baseline
and peak vertical flow velocities were ~10 m/s ( 6 ± 3 m/s), as measured with a 3D sonic anemometer
placed within the burn area (Clements et al. 2009). Peak particle number concentrations were
approximately 1 – 2 × 106 cm-3 in the plume at the distance of 100–200 m from the burn area . These
concentrations were consistently measured with both the "Sniffer" on the ground and in the aeroplane. At
SMEAR II, however, the total particle number concentrations increased from ~1000–2000 cm-3 to 5000–
15000 cm-3 only and scattering coefficients increased from 20–30 Mm-1 to 50–100 Mm-1. These values
were approximately two orders of magnitude lower than those measured inside the plume with the
aeroplane.
SMOKE PLUME RISE
The transport of the smoke plume was studied by flying through it at several altitudes from about 70 m
above ground level to > 1500 m AGL. The heat lifted the smoke so that clearly enhanced particle number
concentrations could be observed at an altitude of >1500 m AGL (Figure 2). At higher altitudes the plume
was not detected any more. The plume rise modeled with the FEPS was clearly lower than the observed
one. Also the Buoyant model predicts lower plume rise than the observed although the agreement was
better. One of the input values to the Buoyant model is the fraction of the area burning at each moment. If
it was assumed that 50% of the area is burning at the same time, the modeled plume rise agreed well with
the observations (Figure 2).
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EMISSION ESTIMATES FROM AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS

Altitude, m

The amount of CO2, black carbon, number and mass of particles emitted during the experiment was
estimated by combining information from the airborne measurements and the vertical flow velocity
measured on ground in the middle of the burning area. The diameter of the smoke plume at various
altitudes was determined from the particle number concentration measurements in the Cessna. The
average concentration c of CO2, BC, particle number and mass in each plume passage was multiplied with
the plume area A. There was roughly a linear relationship between altitude and the product cA (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The product of average concentration and plume area in each passage of the plume. The
continuous line is the linear fit of (cA)Z = k×z + (cA)0 to the data, the dashed lines are calculated by using
the same slope k but as offsets the 10th and 90th percentiles of the A products in the passages at altitudes
< 200 m agl.
When multiplied by the vertical flow velocity w0 measured in the middle of the fire (Clements et al. 2009)
on ground and integrating over the burning time T ≈ 2h15' the total mass emitted may be calculated from
mTOT   c0 A0w 0dt  c0 A0w 0T  (cA)0 w 0T
T

0

For example, with w0 = 6 m/s and the extrapolated (cA)0 product of 38 mg m-3 ha for CO2(carbon) this
procedure yields an estimated total emission of 18.5 tons of carbon, i.e., 67.7 tons of CO2. When this is
divided by 46.8 tons, i.e., the estimated total burned biomass, we get an estimated emission factor of 1.45
kg(CO2)/kg(burned dry biomass). The linear regression yields a standard error for (cA)0. This was used in
the above formula to calculate an uncertainty estimate for the emission factors.
The same procedure was used also for particle number concentrations, particulate organic matter (POM)
and black carbon (BC). The latter two were estimated from the scattering and absorption measurements,
respectively. The results are shown in Tab le 1.
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Table 1. Emission factors estimated from the airborne measurements and
groundbased vertical flow velocity measurements.
Emission Factor
± SE
CO2
1625
747
g/kg(dry biomass)
N
4.88E+15
1.81E+15 N/kg(dry biomass)
POM
10.9
6.9
g/kg(dry biomass)
BC
2.1
0.8
g/kg(dry biomass)

CONCLUSIONS
The controlled burning campaign on 26 June 2009 at Hyytiälä was partially successful, partially not. The
ground-based aerosol measurements showed that cluster-mode particles are mainly absent in wildland fire
smoke and that the aerosol consists mainly of organics. The mobile measurements made both on ground
with the Sniffer van and in air with the Cessna provided three-dimensional and time-dependent data on
the dispersion of both aerosols and trace gases emitted from the fire. Analyses will be made, e.g., to derive
particle emission factors as well as the fractionation of carbon into gas and aerosol phases, and to
dispersion modeling. As an example of the type of analyses that can be made with the data, the airborne
measurements were used here for estimating the CO2 emissions during the experiment and for validating a
plume rise model.
The forest floor measurements were also successul. The VOC fluxes were generally low and consist
mainly on monoterpenes, but clear peak was observed after the burning. After a year the fluxes were
stabilised close to the level before burning. The soil respiration measurements still continue. So far the
preliminary results of Kulmala et al. (2011) show for instance that the burning had clear effects on the
temperature depencence of soil respiration.
The non-successful part of the experiment was that the smoke arrived at the ground-based fixed
instrumentation of SMEAR II only during short periods and even then not with its full power. As a result
the experiment did not give answers to how the chemical composition and physical properties of the
emissions evolve with the burning. Another non-succesful part of the experiment was that it was not
observed by satellites, at least according to the first analyses of available satellite images. The reason is
that the time of the burning was between the overpasses of the satellites that measure aerosols.
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INTRODUCTION
Sulphur dioxide (SO2) is the precursor of sulfuric acid and thus of new particle formation. Ammonia
(NH3) plays a key role in neutralizing acidic atmospheric compounds and in aerosol formation. The
concentrations of semi-volatile aerosol species such as ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) and ammonium
chloride (NH4Cl) are strongly dependent on the gas phase precursors ammonia (NH3) nitric acid (HNO3)
and hydrochloric acid (HCl). Nitrous acid (HNO2 or HONO) is of atmospheric importance due to its
expected significant contribution to the production of OH radicals. It is obvious from the above that all
these gases are important for atmospheric chemical processes and should be measured at a good time
resolution.
NH3 and acidic gases (SO2, HCl, HNO3, HNO2) are water soluble. In water they form the respective ions
ammonium (NH4+), sulphate (SO42-), chloride (Cl-), nitrate (NO3-), and nitrite (NO2-) that can all be
detected by ion chromatography (IC). On the other hand, the major inorganic constituents of aerosols are
the water-soluble anions SO42-, Cl-, NO3-, and the cations NH4+, Na+, K+, Ca2+, and Mg2+, all of which
can also be detected with an IC. It makes sense to analyze all of them with one instrument, as is done in
the Monitor for AeRosols and Gasses in Ambient air (MARGA) (Ten Brink et al., 2007). It is an on-line
analyzer for semi-continuous (1-hour time resolution) measurement of gases and water-soluble ions in
aerosols.
The Finnish Meteorological Institute acquired a MARGA instrument in 2009. It was first used at the
SMEAR III station in Helsinki from November 2009 to May 2010. It was then moved to a rural forest
station, the SMEAR II station in Hyytiälä, southwestern central Finland. One purpose of this study was to
investigate if MARGA instrument could be used to replace the traditional EMEP filter pack method. The
other goal is to study diurnal and seasonal cycles of nitrogen-containing gases and aerosols.

MEASUREMENTS
The MARGA utilizes a Wet Rotating Denuder (WRD) to collect acid gasses and ammonia by diffusion
into a liquid film. Particles pass through the denuder and are collected in a Steam Jet Aerosol Collector
(SJAC). Within the SJAC, a supersaturated environment is created growing particles by deliquescence
allowing them to be collected by inertial separation. As cooling takes place, steam condenses and washes
the particles into a liquid sample that is subsequently analyzed by ion chromatography for water-soluble
anions and cations. Absorption solutions are drawn from the WRD and SJAC to syringes (25 ml) in the
analytical box. Each hour after the syringes have been filled, samples are injected to the Metrohm anion
(250 µl loop) and cation chromatographs (500 µl loop) with the internal standard (LiBr).
In front of the instrument there are two inlets, PM10 and PM2.5, and there are two identical sampling
boxes. For gases this setup is an online quality control since the gas concentrations should be the same
after both inlets. For aerosols the two size fractions mainly give information of the contribution of large,
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soil-originated or sea-salt particles, and of long-range-transported particles and of particles that have their
origin in gas-to-particle conversion – the latter two groups are essentially all in the particle size range Dp
< 2.5 µm.
The SO2 concentration measured with the MARGA is compared with that measured with a conventional
monitor. At SMEAR III SO2 is measured also by using a TEI 43iTL (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)
instrument that is based on UV-induced fluorescence. Aerosol phase measurements are compared with
standard EMEP stacked 47 mm filters that were analyzed for the same ions as given by the MARGA.

RESULTS OF URBAN MEASUREMENTS
Selected time series of gases and aerosols measured at SMEAR III are shown in Figure 1. A major
pathway in the formation of HNO3 is the reaction NO2 + OH. + M →HNO3 + M where the hydroxyl
radical OH. is originated from photochemical reactions. In other words, when there is sunlight, the
expected HNO3 concentrations are higher than in the darkness. This is in agreement with out observations.
During the darkest months (November - January) when solar radiation is low in the northern latitudes the
concentration of nitric acid was mostly below 0.1 ppb and stayed stable throughout day and night. In the
beginning of February variation of HNO3 increased and peaks of 1 – 1.5 ppb were detected. In March and
April the concentrations varied below 0.5 ppb. In May HNO3 concentration increased again and peaked
until 1 ppb.

Nitrous acid HNO2 on the other hand is dissociated by solar radiation: HNO2 + h → OH. + NO. Also this
is in agreement with our observations at the SMEAR III station: in winter the were highest and they
decreased clearly towards spring.
Ammonia had a very clear seasonal cycle: in winter it was most of the time below detection limit. The
significant sources of NH3 are animal waste, ammonification of humus followed by emission from soils,
losses of ammonium-containing fertilizers from soils, and industrial emissions (Seinfeld and Pandis,
1998). The agriculture-related and soil-related sources are strongest in summer, which as such already
leads to a seasonal cycle. The additional explanation for the seasonal cycle of ammonia is related to
temperature in an other way: at warm temperatures at daytime ammonium nitrate particles may volatilize
and at cold temperatures the other way round so the reaction NH3 +HNO3 (g) ↔ (NH4NO3) (s) has a
temperature-dependent balance. This are also in agreement with our observations: the concentrations of
ammonium and nitrate were highest in winter.
The comparison of SO42-, NO3-, and NH4+ with the same ions from filter samples and SO2 from a
conventional monitor show that mainly the agreement is very good. There were some periods, however,
when NH4+ seems to be missing totally, which is unrealistic. The respective raw data needs re-evaluation
to study the reasons for this.
The contribution of the various nitrogen-containing species to their sum is studied in Figure 2. The
variation is large but one observation can be made: in the coldest months January and February most
nitrogen is in the aerosol phase, the balance turns to the gas phase when temperature increases. This is a
general trend but large variations from this are also obvious in Figure 2. An interesting observation is that
the contribution of nitrate is largest in March, which is not in any of the extremes either for temperature or
solar radiation.
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Figure 1. Hourly-averaged concentrations of selected gases (HNO3, HNO2, NH3, and SO2) and aerosols
(Dp < 10 µm) measured with the MARGA at SMEAR III from 1 November, 2009 to 25 May 2010. The
red dashed line in the SO2 time series is the data measured with a TEI 43iTL monitor. The red circles are
respective concentrations analyzed from 24-hour EMEP PM10 filters.
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RESULTS OF RURAL MEASUREMENTS
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Time series of selected MARGA measuments at SMEAR II in summer 2010 are shown in Figure 3. This
covers a somewhat larger period than the large campaign “Hyytiälä United Measurements of
Photochemistry and Particles in Air - Comprehensive Organic Precursor Emission Concentration 2010
(HUMPPA – COPEC-10)”, that was conducted at the SMEAR II In July – August 2010. The campaign
was organized by the Max Planck Institute for Chemistry and the University of Helsinki.
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Figure 3. Hourly-averaged concentrations of selected gases (HNO3, HNO2, NH3) and aerosols measured
with the MARGA at SMEAR III from 1 November, 2009 to 25 May 2010.
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A very clear diurnal cycle of of NH3, HONO and HNO3 was observed, especially in July. The data were
classified according to the hour of the day. In July the highest median concentration of NH3, 0.59 ppb was
observed in the afternoon at 15:00 and the lowest, 0.17 ppb at 05:00. Similarly, the highest median
concentration of HNO3, 0.32 ppb was observed at 15:00 and the lowest, 0.20 ppb at 04:00. The clear
diurnal cycles of ammonia and nitric acid suggest that they may at least partly be due to evaporation of
ammonium nitrate particles in the hottest time of the warm July 2010 and condensation on particles at the
cooler night. For HONO the diurnal variation was the opposite: the highest median concentration 0.20
ppb was observed very early in the morning at 03:00 and the minimum concentration 0.045 ppb in the
evening at 18:00, in agreement with the photolysis of HONO. Towards the end of the campaign both the
concentrations and their diurnal variations decreased. In 25 August to 04 September the median
concentrations of ammonia, nitrous acid and nitric acid were 0.10 ppb, 0.061 ppb, and 0.18 ppb,
respectively. From the 24-hour classification the medians of daily maximum and minimum concentrations
were 0.16 and 0.069 ppb for ammonia, 0.094 and 0.021 ppb for nitrous acid, and 0.20 and 0.17 ppb for
nitric acid.
There were large variations in the concentrations of anthropogenic-related major inorganic aerosol ions
SO42-, NO3-, and NH4+ , suggesting variations in source areas and transport routes of air masses. The
main difference between the temporal variation of the gas phase species and the aerosol species was that
the former clearly had a strong diurnal cycle whereas the latter remained roughly at the same level, either
high or low, for a longer period, even though also nitrate had a period with a stronger diurnal cycle at the
end of July until 15 August. Towards the end of the campaign both the concentrations and their diurnal
variations decreased very clearly.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented the first MARGA measurements made both at an urban and a rural site in Finland.
The most important new information that can be obtained from this instrument is the concentration of the
trace gases NH3, HNO3, HNO2, and HCl at a 1-hour time resolution so that for instance diurnal cycles can
be observed. The aerosol species analyzed from the MARGA were most of the time in reasonable
agreement with the same species analyzed from simultaneously taken filter samples.
The measurements at the urban and rural sites were made with the same instrument so it is clear that a
direct comparison is not possible. However, the data do show common features: both the diurnal cycles of
HNO3 and HONO at the rural site and the seasonal cycle of them at the urban site were in agreement with
photochemical production of HNO3 and dissociation of HONO. Similarly, the seasonal cycle of NH3 at
the urban site is in line with the diurnal cycles observed at the rural site: there is obviously a temperature
dependence of its concentration. The rural site is far from animal farms so, ammonification of humus
followed by emission from soils is the most probable explanation for the cycle at SMEAR II.
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INTRODUCTION
In their most recent assessment report, the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (2007) states that
aerosols have a potentially significant cooling effect in global warming. Additionally, there is an
increasing public concern e.g. about the health effects of fine particles. In order to investigate these and
many other unknowns related to both primary and secondary particle formation and growth, aerosol
dynamical models are often applied. We have further developed an established aerosol dynamics model
for wider usability.

MODEL DESCRIPTION
The original UHMA (University of Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol) model was developed for studies
of tropospheric new particle formation in clear sky conditions (Korhonen et al., 2004). The sizesegregated, sectional box model included all basic aerosol dynamical processes: nucleation, condensation,
coagulation and dry deposition, and has been used quite extensively and successfully to study new particle
formation characteristics particularly in the boreal forest environment of Hyytiälä, Finland.
Since the first UHMA description paper (Korhonen et al., 2004), the program code has evolved due to e.g.
addition of new minor processes, such as organic nucleation (Vuollekoski et al., 2010) and snow
scavenging (Kyrö et al., 2009) parameterizations, which have both proven reasonable.
From a more technical perspective, the program code has gone through significant changes. For example,
the coagulation coefficients are now recalculated only after significant changes in the sizes of particle bins
have occurred, which typically causes a drastic reduction in computing time.
The new version is capable of directly using measurement and other input data to e.g. continuously set the
vapor concentrations or initialize the particle distribution.
The condensation routine has been partially rewritten in an effort to describe the discrete general dynamic
equation governing particle dynamics more accurately. As a result, all model dynamics are now described
by differential equations, which makes the adaptation of differential equation solvers easier. In addition to
the original Euler forward, the current version also includes the algorithms known as Euler–Cauchy and
the 4th order Runge–Kutta. The improved condensation routine also includes a safety check: the time step
of the model is automatically lowered, if too high growth rates threaten the numerical stability of the
model.
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✂he most significant difference between the original UHMA and the new version, aptly dubbed
UHMAEMO, is, however, in structure: the code has been divided in more, shorter source files, and is now
completely modularized. There are no global variables that would be visible outside of the scope of each
function. Instead, all important variables are input and output via ad hoc data types. This means that
UHMAEMO can be coupled with the majority of e.g. meteorological and chemical models with little
effort.

Figure 1: A schematic of UHMAEMO.
CONCLUSIONS
The established University of Helsinki Multicomponent Aerosol model (UHMA) has been further
developed into an easily applicable module UHMAEMO. Currently, it is being coupled with a chemistry
module in an effort to create a detailed box model, as well as with chemical, emission and meteorological
modules aiming for regional models.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosols can be either primary particles, e.g. soot from combustion, street dust from traffic,
or salt particles from sea spray; or secondary particles, which nucleate and condense from gas molecules.
Plausible candidates for the nucleating vapours include sulfur acid (Sipilä et al, 2010) and for the vapours
participating to the growth include volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (Metzgera et al, 2010). VOCs are
shown to have an important role in the growth of the nucleated particles in boreal forests (Tunved et al,
2004).
Aerosol group at University of Helsinki has a long experience in ground-level aerosol measurements (see,
e.g. Hari and Kulmala, 2005). However, there is only a few data measured in lower troposphere over
Finnish boreal forests (O’Down et al, 2009; Schobesberger et al, 2010; Virkkula et al, 2010). In this study,
our aim is to supplement the on-ground measurements with airborne measurements performed by a small
Cessna 172 one-engine aircraft with slow velocity (air velocity around 130 km/h) operating between
altitudes of 30 m and 3.5 km.
INSTRUMENTATION
Our measuring system includes sample air inlet mounted under the right wing of the aircraft, and
instruments located inside the cabin. Together with the inlet there is an outside temperature, a relative
humidity, and a photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) sensor. Instruments installed inside a rack
behind the pilot and the operator include: A Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) with measuring
range of 10 – 350 nm; an ultrafine CPC TSI 3776 with cut-off value of 3 nm; a CO2/H2O analyzer Li-Cor
LI-840; and a pressure sensor. A triple wavelength (467,530 and 660 nm) particle/sooth absorption
photometer (PSAP, Radiance Research), and a nephelometer (Radiance Research Model 903) were not
included the campaigns in 2010 but were again in the setup of 2011. An external vacuum pump and a
venture tube located at the outlet flow generate the needed vacuum for the instruments. Additionally, a
GPS receiver records the flight track.
MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGNS
We will analyze the results of two measurements campaigns, namely, one performed in October 2010, and
the second campaign in April 2011. The campaign during 4th Oct and 15th Oct, 2010 included 50 vertical
profiles and total amount of flight hours was 38 h. The spring 2011 campaign started at 4th April, and
ended at 26th of April with total amount of flight hours 37 h. In both campaigns we measured vertical
profiles up to 3.5 km above the countryside of Southern Finland – which is a mosaic of boreal forests of
different ages, mires, small lakes, and cultivated land.
The weather conditions separated the October 2010 campaign to two periods: 4th -7th Oct warmer
airmasses originating from South or South-West arrived to Southern Finland in all air levels up to 3000 m,
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and during 11th -15th Oct colder airmasses arrived from North or North-West in corresponding air levels.
The trajectories of the airmasses are calculated using HYSPLIT4 model (Draxler, 1999). During the latter
period a new particle formation events were observed at Hyytiälä SMEAR II station.

Figure 1. In the first row are the particle size distribution measured with airborne SMPS and ultrafine CPC
during four vertical flight profiles at 13th Oct, 2010. In the second row are the particle size distributions of
the lowest measured altitude compared to the average measured DMPS particle size distribution at
Hyytiälä during the time of the corresponding profile. The concentration scale of the particle size
distributions is same as in Figure 2B.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In Figure 1 is an example of vertical particle size distribution profiles for 13th of Oct, 2010. The flight
routes are shown in the Figure 2A, the number indicates the corresponding profile. The plots at the first
row of Figure 1 show the particle size distribution during four vertical profiles. For these plots, the altitude
axis is divided to 100 m bins, and the mean distribution for each bin is calculated. The SMPS covers the
size range of 10-350 nm, and the bin with the smallest diameter is calculated from the difference between
the total particle concentration measured with the stand-alone CPC, and the concentration measured with
SMPS. In the second row, the means of the DMPS particle size distributions measured at Hyytiälä
SMEAR II station during each profile are compared to the airborne SMPS and CPC data measured at the
lowest altitude of each profile. In that day, there were new particles growing at Hyytiälä Smear II station
between 10 am and 3 pm, as can be seen from Figure 2B. One can see the largest differences between the
airborne measurements and the ground-based measurements at the smallest particle sizes in profiles 2
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and 3, whereas otherwise the shapes of the distributions (lower row of Fig.1) are quite similar. The
profiles 2 and 3 are at low altitudes near Tampere City, and the anthropologic pollution can be a source of
the high concentrations of the sub-25 nm particles.
The highest concentrations are measured inside the boundary layer at altitudes below 1300 m. Above that,
in the free troposphere, one can see first a layer of low concentration (total concentration below 100 cm-3)
and between 2-3.5 km again concentrations with 102-103 cm-3.

A

B

Figure 2. In figure A are the flight routes of four profile shown in Figure 1.In figure B is the particle size
distribution at Hyytiälä during 13th Oct 2010. The first two profiles are measured at time between the first
two dashed lines and the third and the forth profile are measured between the latter dashed lines.

CONCLUSIONS
Two measurement campaigns were performed with a Cessna aircraft in October 2010 and in April 2011.
The measured data included the size distribution, concentration and optical properties of airborne
particles, together with CO2/H2O gases and meteorological parameters. Altitudes reached were from 300
m up to 3.5 km, and the airborne measurements are supported by the data from SMEAR II stations. The
preliminary analysis of the October 2010 data shows some differences between the airborne size
distributions when the airmasses came from different directions, however, more detailed analysis is
needed.
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INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric aerosol particles affect the Earth’s radiation balance directly by scattering and absorbing
radiation and indirectly by acting as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). Aerosol particles also have adverse
health effects and lower the visibility. All these aerosol effects are largely dependent on the particle size
and composition. These properties of aerosol particles depend on the origin of the particles, but also on the
other processes modifying the aerosol population. The lack of knowledge on these properties potentially
results in significant uncertainties for instance when modelling cloud condensation nuclei concentrations.
Growth of particles by condensation is one of the most important processes shaping the existing aerosol
size distribution. It does not only increase the average size of the particles but also affects greatly on the
life time of the smallest atmospheric particles: the fraction of the nanometre sized particles formed in
atmospheric gas-to-particle phase transitions that survive to the large enough sizes to act as CCN is
determined by how fast they grow compared to their loss rate by coagulation (Kerminen and Kulmala,
2002). Therefore, in the modelling of atmospheric aerosol particles it is crucial to consider the growth in a
reasonable way (Riipinen et al., 2011). This requires knowledge of the physical and chemical properties of
aerosol components, which is currently scantly available especially for the organic constituents.
There is vast number of organic compounds in the atmosphere, and although many studies have addressed
their thermodynamic properties we still lack a complete characterization of their physico-chemical
properties. Although including the detailed information of all of these compounds in global models is
unrealistic, it is of great benefit to know the properties of some of these compounds properly. Among the
most important properties are the saturation vapour pressures for pure substances, and also the activities in
particles consisting of many compounds, as atmospheric aerosol particles are typically mixtures of
inorganic and organic compounds (Jimenez et al., 2010)
One group of low-volatility organic compounds typically found from atmospheric aerosol particles are
dicarboxylic acids. So far, the studies on these water soluble compounds have focused mainly on the
saturation vapour pressures of pure compounds and the results from different studies have discrepancies.
Even less is known about their equilibrium vapour pressures in multi-component mixtures. In this study,
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the effect of inorganic salts on the evaporation of succinic acid (a dicarboxylic acid) from aqueous
solution is studied and the saturation vapour pressure of succinic acid is determined testing different
activity models.
METHODS
The evaporation rates of solution droplets were measured using a Tandem Differential Mobility Analyzer
(TDMA) system modified to study sub-cooled droplets (Koponen et al., 2007). The TDMA system is
coupled with a 3.5 m long laminar flow tube that provides residence times of up to several minutes.
Briefly, a monodisperse droplet population is selected with a Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) and
let to the flow tube where the droplets evaporate. The size change of the droplets is measured with a
Scanning mobility Particle sizer (SMPS) along the flow tube at 4 points as well as at the beginning and in
the end of the tube. The droplets were atomized either from binary solution with succinic acid and water
or from one of the ternary solutions containing both organic and inorganic solutes: succinic acid – sodium
chloride – water and succinic acid – ammonium sulphate – water. In part of the measurements with
ammonium sulphate as the inorganic compound the SMPS measurements were accompanied by an
Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS) to monitor the temporal evolution of the chemical composition of the
droplets. The measurements were performed at room temperature and relative humidity inside the
measurements setup was altered between 60-80 %. The initial organic molar fraction of the solute, Forg,
was varied for the ternary droplet measurements from 0.33 to 0.90 in the experiments with sodium
chloride as the inorganic compound and from 0.50 to 0.90 in the experiments with ammonium sulphate.
The measured change in particle size is compared to that predicted by a theoretical dynamical evaporation
model based on mass transport from the droplet (Zardini et al., 2010). In the model, the reduction in
particle size is due to evaporation of succinic acid and water as the inorganic compound is assumed to stay
in the liquid phase. Water is assumed to be equilibrated with the droplet and its partitioning between
vapour and liquid phase is calculated using the Extended Aerosol Inorganic Model, E-AIM
(www.aim.env.uea.ac.uk, see references therein), which is a phase equilibrium model including both
organic and inorganic compounds. Due to the long time scale of the evaporation and low number
concentration of particles the temperature of the particles and the gas in the flow tube are assumed to be
equal and to stay constant.
Activity coefficients of succinic acid and water are calculated using E-AIM. Three activity coefficient
models incorporated in E-AIM were tested: Redlich-Kister fitted activity equation, group contribution
method UNIFAC with the standard set of parameters and UNIFAC with the modified set of parameters by
Peng et al. (2001). In the binary cases these were compared also to Dortmund version of UNIFAC
(Gmehling et al., 1990), All the applied activity models consider interaction between the organic
compound and water and between the inorganic compound and water neglecting the organic – inorganic
interaction. Therefore, a difference between predicted and observed evaporation rates in the ternary cases
might indicate that inorganic compound affects the activity of the organic compound.
In the evaporation model time step of 1 ms is used. The activity coefficients of water and succinic acid and
the molar fraction of water in the liquid phase are updated from the E-AIM with 5 s intervals. The
formation of solid phase and dissociation of succinic acid are not considered in the evaporation model.
Physicochemical properties of succinic acid used in the evaporation model can be found from previous
publications (Riipinen et al., 2006; Koponen et al., 2007; and references therein). Density of solution is
calculated as a mass fraction weighted average of binary aqueous solution densities.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The saturation vapour pressure of succinic acid psat,SA was extracted from the binary succinic acid – water
droplet experiments by using psat,SA as a fitting parameter. The psat,SA values obtained from the
measurements performed at room temperatures were transformed to the psat,SA values at 298.15 K by
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utilizing the latent heat of vaporization of succinic acid that Koponen et al. (2007) determined using
UNIFAC Dortmund activity model. The mean values and the relative variation of psat,SA at 298.15 K
determined by using the different activity models are presented in the Table 1. In general, the determined
saturation vapour pressures had slightly increasing trend with relative humidity (RH). This was most
pronounced when using UNIFAC with Peng et al. modified parameterization which resulted in 25 %
variation in the psat,SA values within the relative humidity range 60-80 %. It should be noted that these
results are based on only four measurements, each in different RH, and therefore the uncertainty
associated in the results may be larger than suggested by variation in the obtained psat,SA. The psat,SA at
298.15 K determined by Koponen et al. (2007) using Dortmund version of UNIFAC was 0.98*10 -3 Pa and
the psat,SA obtained in this study using the same activity model is in reasonable agreement with this value.
Activity model
Activity fitted equation
UNIFAC, Standard
UNIFAC, Peng et al. (2001) modified
UNIFAC, Dortmund

psat,SA at 298.15 K
mean (Pa)
1.29*10-3
1.15*10-3
1.95*10-3
0.90*10-3

relative variation
(max.-min.)/mean*100%
11 %
9%
25 %
7%

Table 1. Mean of the obtained saturation vapour pressures of succinic acid at 298.15 K and the relative
variation of the values when using the four activity models.
The saturation vapour pressures of succinic acid obtained from the binary experiments with the three
activity models included in the E-AIM were used for modelling the evaporation of the ternary organic –
inorganic aqueous solution droplets. Figure 1 shows measured and modelled changes in size for droplets
with succinic acid, ammonium sulphate and water with three initial organic molar fractions of solute and
in two relative humidities. In general, the model captures the evaporative behaviour reasonably well.
However, the model overestimates the evaporation rate when the molar fraction of succinic acid is
comparative to or smaller than that of the inorganic compound. This was seen also with sodium chloride
as the inorganic compound (Zardini et al., 2010). In the cases with ammonium sulphate the agreement
between the measured and modelled size changes seems to get better as RH increases. Therefore, is seems
that the difference between the predicted and the observed size changes gets larger when the molar
fraction of ammonium sulphate gets larger, i.e. when the effect of the inorganic compound would be
expected to increase. Model runs presented in Fig. 1 correspond to fitted activity equation as the activity
model.
There are at least two obvious possible sources of error, of which neither explains the difference between
the measured and modelled evaporation rates completely. First, uncertainty in psat,SA does not explain the
overestimation of evaporation rate in the ternary cases since the agreement between the model and
measurement is good with large succinic acid fraction. Second, the AMS measurements reviled that the
composition of the droplets at the beginning of the flow tube is not what it would be assumed to be based
on the organic fraction in the atomization solution. This is most probably due to part of the succinic acid
evaporating from the droplets before they reach the DMA, which lowers the initial Forg from the expected
one. This would lead to the predicted evaporation rate being too high. However, based on the analysis of
the AMS data, the amount of succinic acid evaporated before the DMA is too low to solely explain the
differences between the measure and modelled size changes. Therefore, the results might indicate that the
activity of succinic acid is lowered by the inorganic solute in the mixture droplets. However, possible
dissociation of succinic acid and formation of organic salts in the droplets as well as impurities in the
droplets would decrease the evaporation rate and result in qualitatively the observed difference between
the measured and modelled evaporation rates. Therefore, the effects of these, along with other
uncertainties related to the measurement setup need to be studied more before drawing strong conclusions.
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Figure 1. Measured and modelled size change of ternary droplets consisting of succinic acid, ammonium
sulphate and water with three initial organic molar fractions of solute (Forg) in relative humidity of a) 60 %
and b) 75 %.
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INTRODUCTION
Natural and anthropogenic aerosols may have a great impact on climate as they can directly interact with
solar radiation and indirectly affect the Earth’s radiation balance and precipitation by modifying clouds. In
order to quantify the direct and indirect effects, we must understand the complex processes that connect an
aerosol particle to a cloud droplet. However, while modern measurement techniques are able to detect
particle sizes down to nanometer all the way from ground up to the stratosphere, the data do not serve for
all of our needs for understanding the processes. Hence we will demonstrate a modelling approach to
investigate the complex processes of aerosols in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL).

METHODS
SOSAA (model to Simulate the concentration of Organic vapours, Sulphuric Acid, and Aerosol) is the
first column model existing in the world with detailed chemistry and aerosol dynamics parallelized. It can
be used to study aerosol processes in the ABL for long period. The model includes the aerosol dynamics
module UHMAEMO (University of Helsinki Multicomponent AErosol MOdule) coupled with the
chemistry-transport column model SOSA (model to Simulate the concentration of Organic vapours,
Sulphuric Acid, Figure 1).

Figure 1. SOSAA model structure
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✏OSA attempts to reconstruct the emissions, transport, and chemistry in the ABL in and above a
vegetation canopy using meteorological measurements (Boy et al., 2011). UHMAEMO simulates
tropospheric new particle formation in clear sky conditions. It is developed from the UHMA model which
includes all basic aerosol dynamical processes: nucleation, condensation, coagulation and dry deposition
(Korhonen et al., 2004).
As a first application of the model, we present nucleation studies for the year 2010 in Hyytiälä, Finland
with different nucleation theories including homogeneous nucleation of sulphuric acid and water, kinetic
nucleation, and activation nucleation (Figure 2). Modelled particle growth rates and sulphuric acid
concentrations have also been compared with measurements from HUMPPA-COPEC campaign, which
was carried in Hyytiälä from 5th July to 13th August, 2010.

CONCLUSIONS
Simulation has shown that the particles mainly form in the lower boundary layer and their evolution
follow the boundary layer development (Figure 2), which agree well with observations.

Figure 2. Simulated vertical particle distribution in the atmosphere for May 1—5, 2007, for size range
below 3 nm, 3 – 20 nm and 20 – 100 nm respectively. Simulated boundary layer height is presented as
well by the yellow line.
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INTRODUCTION
Boreal forests are an important biome, covering vast areas of the northern hemisphere and affecting the
global climate change via various feedbacks (Bonan, 2001). Despite having relatively few anthropogenic
primary aerosol sources, the boreal forest acts as a major source of climate-relevant aerosol particles
(Tunved et al., 2006). This study describes aerosol chemical composition measurements using an
Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS, Jayne et al. 2000), carried out at a boreal forest area in Hyytiälä,
Southern Finland. The site, Helsinki University SMEAR II measurement station (Hari & Kulmala, 2005),
is situated at a homogeneous Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) forest stand, and is equipped with a range of
aerosol, meteorological and gas phase instruments. A continuous time series of aerosol number size
distributions in the sub-micron size range, measured with a twin-DMPS, already spans 14 years.
However, aerosol chemical composition has only been measured during relatively short campaigns
(Allan et al., 2006), and has not been monitored in a more continuous fashion until recent years. The
measurements presented here were taken in 2008 and 2009 as a part of the EUCAARI project (European
integrated project on aerosol cloud climate air quality interactions, Kulmala et al., 2009).

METHODS

-3

Nitrate equivalent mass (µg m)

During the EUCAARI campaign an Aerodyne AMS was used to resolve aerosol chemical composition.
The AMS features an aerodynamic lens for concentrating the sample particles to a narrow beam, a
particle time-of-flight (PToF)-chamber for size distribution measurement, thermal vaporization of the
sample particles, electron impact (EI) for ionizing the obtained vapor, combined with a compact time-offlight mass spectrometer (C-ToF-MS) to obtain a mass spectrum of the ions (Drewnick et al., 2005). The
original sample aerosol chemical composition is then obtained using data inversion and analysis (Allan et
al., 2004). An example of the final aerosol mass spectrum is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. An example of an AMS average mass spectrum, from 22 September 2008, during a period of
relatively high (15 µg/m3) total mass concentrations.
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RESULTS
The measured total mass concentrations in Hyytiälä were observed to vary from close to zero up to 17
µg/m3. The average mass concentration and relative contribution of typical aerosol constituents for the
two measurement periods are presented in Table 1 and Figure 2.
Table 1. Aerosol average chemical composition in Hyytiälä during two measurement periods.
Time period

average mass concentration (µg/m3)
total

SO4

org

NH4

NO3

chl

29. Apr - 7. Jun 2008

2.92

0.80

1.63

0.32

0.17

0.000

3. Mar - 31. Mar 2009

3.40

1.43

1.37

0.36

0.23

0.008

10. Sep - 15. Oct 2008

2.21

0.41

0.60

0.14

0.08

0.004

Figure 2. Relative contribution of organics, sulfates, nitrates, ammonia and chloride in Hyytiälä in
autumn 2008 and early spring 2009.

Mass concentration (µg/m3)

For all of the campaigns, organics and sulfate together accounted for 82-83% of total mass. In late spring
and early autumn, more organic aerosol was observed than during very early spring, both as fraction of
total and in absolute amounts. Ammonia and nitrate fractions remained the same for all campaigns, with
11% and 6-7% total mass fractions respectively. The total aerosol mass loadings were somewhat higher
during spring, averaging 2.92 and 3.40 µg/m3 versus 2.21 µg/m3 measured during the autumn campaign.
The AMS time traces for different chemical species in March 2009 is presented in Fig 3. Both periods of
relatively high loadings and those with little aerosol mass were observed, including events with high
sulfate and nitrate concentrations.
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Figure 3. A time trace of aerosol mass loadings for measured chemical species in March 2009. Black
carbon (BC) data is measured with an aethalometer, and is added to AMS total for DMPS comparison.
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Mass concentrations measured with the AMS in the particle size range of 40-600 nm correlate well
with DMPS measurements (Fig 4). The few differences between the two during some time periods are
mostly explained by the different definition of particle diameter in the DMPS (electrical mobility
equivalent diameter) and the AMS (vacuum aerodynamic diameter).

Figure 4. Correlation between the AMS and DMPS derived mass concentrations in March 2009.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study aerosol chemical composition was measures with an AMS at a boreal forest stand in
Hyytiälä, Southern Finland. The most abundant chemical species for the measurement periods were
organics and sulfates, making up most of the total aerosol mass. Their relative fractions of total mass,
however, were different for different campaigns. Other components’ mass loadings were smaller and
their relative amounts remained almost the same for all three campaigns. The average total aerosol mass
loadings were a little higher during spring campaigns. The AMS and DMPS measured mass loadings
were found to correlate well. A more detailed analysis of the Hyytiälä AMS results, including positive
matrix factorization (PMF) analysis, of the EUCAARI campaign AMS results is ongoing.
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